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Preface

This volume is based on papers presented at the Workshop on Membrane
Computing, WMC 2003, which took place in Tarragona, Spain, in the pe-
riod July 17–July 22, 2003. This was the Fourth Annual Membrane Computing
Workshop, and the first one held outside Romania. The first three meetings were
organized in Curtea de Argeş, Romania – they took place in August 2000 (with
the proceedings published in Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Vol. 2235),
in August 2001 (with a selection of papers published as a special issue of Fun-
damenta Informaticae, Vol. 49, Nos. 1–3, 2002), and in August 2002 (with the
proceedings published in Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Vol. 2597).

The 2003 workshop was the second workshop of the Molecular Computing
Network (MolCoNet) funded by the EU Commission in the Fifth Framework
Program Information Society Technologies (project number IST–2001–32008).
The preproceedings of WMC 2003 were published as Technical Report 28/03 of
the Research Group on Mathematical Linguistics from Rovira i Virgili University,
Tarragona, and they were available during the workshop.

The current volume contains only a selection of the papers from the pre-
proceedings. Moreover, the selected papers have been significantly modified/
improved according to the really vivid discussions that took place during the
workshop — all the selected papers were additionally refereed. The papers in
the volume cover all the main directions of research in membrane computing,
ranging from topics in mathematics and theoretical computer science, to (po-
tential) applications in biology, sorting, ranking, linguistics, and computer gra-
phics. Several implementations/simulations on computers, computer networks,
or electronic reconfigurable hardware are also presented. Thus, the volume is
a faithful illustration of the current state of research in membrane computing
(a good source of information about membrane computing is the Web page
http://psystems.disco.unimib.it).

The workshop was organized by the Research Group on Mathematical Lingui-
stics from Rovira i Virgili University, Tarragona, Spain, under the auspices of the
European Molecular Computing Consortium (EMCC). The program committee
consisted of Carlos Mart́ın-Vide (Tarragona, Spain), Giancarlo Mauri (Milan,
Italy), Gheorghe Păun (Bucharest, Romania, and Tarragona, Spain), Grzegorz
Rozenberg (Leiden, The Netherlands, and Boulder, Colorado, USA), and Arto
Salomaa (Turku, Finland).

The editors are indebted to the contributors and to Springer-Verlag for the
efficient cooperation in the timely production of this volume.

Administrator
高亮
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The workshop received financial support from a number of sources: MolCoNet
Project IST-2001-32008 funded by the European Union, Project TIC2002-04220-
C03-02 funded by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Technology, and the
Research Group on Mathematical Linguistics of Rovira i Virgili University.

November 2003 Carlos Mart́ın-Vide
Giancarlo Mauri
Gheorghe Păun

Grzegorz Rozenberg
Arto Salomaa
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Proton Pumping P Systems

Artiom Alhazov1,2� and Matteo Cavaliere1��
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Academy of Sciences of Moldova
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artiom@math.md

Abstract. We propose here a (biologically inspired) model of P sys-
tem called proton pumping P system that is a special case of evolution–
communication P system. In cell biology there are transport mechanisms,
involving protons. We generalize this idea by considering a few differ-
ent types of protons. A proton pumping P system is, essentially, an
evolution–communication P system where a special subset of symbol-
objects (called protons) is used. In such a system we have simple evolu-
tion rules (classical evolution rules without target indications), symport
and antiport rules that exchange some objects (among them, possibly,
other protons) for a proton; taking inspiration from biology, this partic-
ular type of antiports is often called proton pumping rules.
We show that, as expected, the new model is universal, using non-
cooperative rules, symport and antiport rules of weight one, and enough
types of protons available for the computation. If we decrease the number
of types of protons to one or two, then the model is at least as powerful
as ET0L system, provided that (total) weak or strong priority of antiport
rules over symport and evolution rules are used.
Finally, we consider some descriptional complexity measures (again, in-
spired from biology) for the newly introduced model.

1 Introduction

In this paper we investigate proton pumping P systems. They are evolution–
communication P systems, [3], with some restrictions inspired by the biology (in
what follows we refer to [5] for the elements of membrane computing, to [1] and
[6] for the elements related to cellular biology).
� This author’s work was supported by the research grant 2001CAJAL-BURV4 from

Rovira i Virgili University.
�� This author’s work was supported by the Spanish Ministry of Culture, Education

and Sport under the Programa Nacional de Formación de Profesorado Universitario
(FPU)

C. Mart́ın-Vide et al. (Eds.): WMC 2003, LNCS 2933, pp. 1–18, 2004.
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We recall that in the evolution–communication model the computation con-
sists of two actions: the evolution of the symbol-objects (application of simple
rewriting rules) and the communication between the regions (application of sym-
port/antiport rules).

It has been shown in [2] that evolution–communication P systems are uni-
versal, using two membranes, non-cooperative evolution rules and symport and
antiport rules of weight one.

The proton pumping model is obtained adding a biological restriction to
the evolution-communication model and in particular over the antiport rules.
Considering that, in many bacteria, the only antiports available are those that
can exchange a proton with some chemical objects, a natural step is to add
such restrictions to the model. Therefore, a proton pumping P system is an
evolution–communication P system with a set of special objects called protons
that are never created and never destroyed and where only antiports that can
exchange some symbol-objects (also protons among them) for a single proton
are admitted (inspired by biology, we call such antiport rules proton pumping
rules).

The similarity between the catalyst objects and the protons should be noticed.
In both cases such special objects are never created and never destroyed; while
catalysts are used to help some evolution rule to be applied, the protons are used
to help some communication rules to be applied.

We show that the proton pumping model is universal, providing that it can
use sufficient types of different protons during the computation. The proof is
made, again, using the simulation of programmed grammars with appearance
checking as in [2].

Moreover we show that, when one can use only one or two types of different
protons (and this is the case in biology) then the proton pumping model is at
least as powerful as ET0L system, but using (total) weak or strong priority of
antiport rules over symport and evolution rules.

Finally, inspired from the fact that in biology the possible different types of
antiports and symports used are limited (actually there is a constant number of
them), we have studied some descriptional complexity measures of the systems
considered.

2 Definitions

We start by recalling from [3] the definition of an EC P system. It is given by
the alphabet, the membrane structure, the multisets of symbol-objects in each
region, the evolution rules and symport/antiport rules as formalized below.

Definition 1. An evolution–communication P system (in short, an EC P sys-
tem), of degree m ≥ 1, is defined as

Π = (O,μ,w0, w1, w2, · · · , wm, R1, · · · , Rm, R̄1, · · · , R̄m, io),

where:
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– O is the alphabet of objects;
– μ is a membrane structure with m membranes injectively labeled

with 1, 2, · · · ,m;
– wi are strings which represent multisets over O associated with

regions 1, 2, · · · ,m of μ (w0 represents the environment);
– Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are finite sets of simple evolution rules over O; Ri is asso-

ciated with the region i of μ; a simple evolution rule is of the form u → v,
where u and v are strings over the alphabet O;

– R̄i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are finite sets of symport/antiport rules over O; R̄i is
associated with the membrane i of μ;

– io ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · ,m} is the output region; if io = 0, then it is the environment,
otherwise io is a label of some membrane of μ.

The basic model assumes that all rules are applied in a nondeterministic,
maximally parallel way and that there is no priority among the evolution and
communication rules. The evolutive approach and the communicative approach
were also proposed, as having (strong) priority of evolution rules and of commu-
nicative rules, respectively.

The following notation is used

NECPm(i, j, α), α ∈ {ncoo, coo} ∪ {catk | k ≥ 0}
(PsECPm(i, j, α), α ∈ {ncoo, coo} ∪ {catk | k ≥ 0})

to denote the family of sets of natural numbers (the family of sets of vectors of
natural numbers) generated by EC P systems with at most m membranes (as
usually, m = ∗ if such a number is unbounded), using symport rules of weight
at most i, antiport rules of weight at most j, and evolution rules that can be
cooperative (coo), non-cooperative (ncoo), or catalytic (catk), using at most k
catalysts.

Now we are ready to give the definition of a proton pumping P system.

Definition 2. A proton pumping P system of degree m ≥ 1 is defined as

Π = (O,P, μ,w0, w1, · · · , wm, R1, · · · , Rm, R′
1, · · · , R′

m, R′′
1 , · · · , R′′

m, io), (1)

where (O,μ,w0, w1, · · · , wm, R1, · · · , Rm, R′
1 ∪R′′

1 = R̄1, · · · , R′
m ∪R′′

m = R̄m, io)
is an evolution–communication P system, P ⊆ O is the set of protons, R′

i are
the sets of symport rules and R′′

i are the sets of antiport rules (proton pumping
rules) of the form (x, out; p, in) or (p, out;x, in) where x ∈ O+ and p ∈ P .
Every evolution rule is of the form u → v, where u ∈ (O − P )+, v ∈ (O − P )∗.

The computation of a proton pumping P system evolves like in the case of an
evolution–communication P system. The m-tuple of multisets of objects present
at any moment in the regions of Π represents the configuration of the system at
that moment (the m-tuple (w1, · · · , wm) is the initial configuration). A transi-
tion between configurations is governed by the mixed application of the evolution
rules and of the symport/antiport rules. All objects which can be the “subject”
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of the rules from the sets Ri, R
′
j , R

′′
j , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, have to evolve

by such rules. As usual, the rules from Ri are applied to objects in region i
and the rules from R′

i and R′′
i govern the communication of objects through

membrane i. There is no difference between evolution rules and communica-
tion rules (symports and proton pumping rules): they are chosen and applied in
the non-deterministic maximally parallel manner. The system continues parallel
steps until there remain no applicable rules (evolution rules or symport/antiport
rules) in any region of Π. Then the system halts, and we consider the multi-
plicities of objects contained in the output region io, at the moment when the
system halts, as the result of the computation of Π. The set of all vectors of
natural numbers computed in this way is denoted by Ps(Π). Later we consider
other ways to define a computation where we introduce some kind of priority
among the rules involved.

We use the following notations

PsProP k
m(i, j, α), α ∈ {ncoo, coo} ∪ {catk | k ≥ 0},

to denote the family of sets of vectors of natural numbers) generated by a proton
pumping P systems with at most m membranes (as usually, m = ∗ if such a
number is unbounded), k different types of protons (i.e., k is the cardinality of
the set P ), using symport rules of weight at most i, antiport rules of weight
at most j, and evolution rules that can be cooperative (coo), non-cooperative
(ncoo), or catalytic (catk), using at most k catalysts.

3 Variants: Weak/Strong Priority of (Proton) Pumping

After we have introduced the basic model of proton pumping P systems, we
define here two basic variants, derived, to some extent, from biology, and give
the notions of weak and strong priority as presented in [5].

The first variant is with weak priority of proton pumping, where a weak
priority of proton pumping rules over other kinds of rules is assumed. In this
case, weak priority means that in the process of assigning rules to objects, first
the proton pumping rules are assigned in a nondeterministic, maximally parallel
manner, and then the other rules are assigned to the remaining objects, again
nondeterministically and in the maximally parallel way.

This is different from the strong priorities, as usually considered in P systems,
because the rules with a lower priority, can be also applied in the same step as
the proton pumping rules, if there are enough objects for them.

This differs also from the usually considered P systems with priorities, be-
cause here the priorities are total: they are specified as priorities of (all) proton
pumping rules over (all) rewriting and symport rules, rather than between indi-
vidual rules.

The second variant proposed is with strong priority of pumping. In this case
the total strong priority is introduced in the following sense: (all) antiport rules
associated to a membrane have strong priorities over (all) rewriting rules, asso-
ciated to both regions adjacent to the membrane, and over (all) symport rules,
moving objects from either region adjacent to the membrane.
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In other words this means that if a pumping rule is applied in some membrane
then it blocks all the other evolution and symport rules that could take objects
from the two regions where the proton pumping rule chooses its objects.

In case of the weak priority and strong priority variants we use the notation:

PsProP k
m(i, j, α, wpp), α ∈ {ncoo, coo} ∪ {catk | k ≥ 0},

[PsProP k
m(i, j, α, spp), α ∈ {ncoo, coo} ∪ {catk | k ≥ 0}]

to denote the family of sets of vectors of natural numbers generated by proton
pumping P systems with at most m membranes (m = ∗ if such a number is
unbounded), at most k different types of protons, symport rules of weight at
most i, antiport rules of weight at most j, and evolution rules that can be
cooperative (coo), non-cooperative (ncoo), or catalytic (catk) with at most k
catalysts and weak [strong] pumping priority.

In what follows we only take in considerations proton pumping P systems
with non-cooperative evolution rules, in the basic model and in the weak and
strong priority variants. Moreover, it is known that, in reality, the possible num-
ber of different types of different antiport, symport and evolution rules used by
some biological cell is limited by a constant (a fixed number of transport mecha-
nisms is, for example, available in many bacteria); for this reason we think that it
is useful to observe some of the biological descriptional complexity parameters of
the systems considered. In particular, we will be interested in the total number
of antiport, symport and evolution rules used by a proton pumping system. A
detailed survey of these types of results obtained in this paper can be found in
the Appendix.

Now we need to recall some preliminaries concepts and some notations. First,
we introduce a useful normal form for ET0L systems.

Lemma 1. For each L ∈ ET0L there is an extended tabled Lindenmayer system
G = (V, T,H,w0) with 2 tables (H = {h1, h2}) generating L, such that the
terminals are only trivially rewritten: for each a ∈ T if (a → α) ∈ h1 ∪ h2, then
α = a.

Proof. Let L ∈ ET0L. Then, there exists an ET0L system G0 such that
L(G0) = L. For G0, an equivalent ET0L system G1 can be constructed, where
all terminals are only trivially rewritten. For G1, an equivalent ET0L system G,
containing only two tables, can be constructed. Moreover, the transformation
can be performed only on the nonterminals, leaving terminals as they are. 	


We also give a slightly modified definition of programmed grammars with
appearance checking, similar to the one used in [4]:

Definition 3. A programmed grammar (with appearance checking) is a system
G = (N,T, S, P ), where N is a finite set of nonterminal symbols, T is a finite
set of terminal symbols (N ∩T = ∅), S ∈ N is the start symbol and P is a finite
set of tuples of the form (r : α → β, σ(r), ϕ(r)), where r is a label of a rewriting
rule α → β,

Lab(P ) = {r | (r : α → β, σ(r), ϕ(r))}
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is the set of labels of rules in P , and σ, ϕ : Lab(P ) −→ 2Lab(P ); σ(r), ϕ(r) are
called the success field and the failure field of r, respectively.

Definition 4. The language generated by a programmed grammar.
Let (r : α → β, σ(r), ϕ(r)) ∈ P . We say that w′ is derived from w in one step by
applying or skipping the rule with label r (w ⇒r w′) if either w = xαy, w′ = xβy
or w = w′, α /∈ Sub(w). In the derivation, pairs of label and word are considered:
(r, w) ⇒ (r′, w′) if w ⇒r w′ and either α ∈ Sub(w) and r′ ∈ σ(r), or α /∈ Sub(w)
and r′ ∈ ϕ(r). In other words, if α is present in the sentential form, then the
rule is used and the next rule to be applied is chosen from those with label in
σ(r), otherwise, the sentential form remains unchanged and we choose the next
rule from the rules labeled by some element of ϕ(r). Let ⇒∗ be a reflexive and
transitive closure of ⇒. The language generated by a programmed grammar G is
L(G) = {x ∈ T ∗ | (r, S) ⇒∗ (r′, w′), w′ ⇒r′ x}.

Remark 1. In this definition it is natural to have w′ ⇒r′ x rather than (r′, w′) ⇒
(r′′, x) because we need not to have the next rule after we have obtained the
terminal string. If w′ = uAv, u, v ∈ T ∗, A ∈ N , (r′ : A → y, σ(r′), ϕ(r′)) ∈
P , and (r, S) ⇒∗ (r′, w′), then we say that x = uyv belongs to the language
L(G), even if σ(r′) = ∅. This definition is family-equivalent to the one with
(r′, w′) ⇒ (r′′, x) because for any such grammar we could add a dummy rule
(r : S → S, ∅, ∅) to P , and add r to the success and failure fields of all terminal
rules without changing the language. We take advantage of this fact in the
universality proof.

If ϕ(r) = ∅ for each r ∈ Lab(P ), then the grammar is said to be without
appearance checking. If σ(r) = ϕ(r) for each r ∈ Lab(P ), then the grammar is
said to be with unconditional transfer: in such grammars the next rule is chosen
irrespective of whether the current rule can be effectively used or not).

Note 1. From now on by programmed grammars we will assume programmed
grammars with appearance checking with context-free rules.

Remark 2. In the universality proof the programmed grammars with appearance
checking will be simulated, considering pairs

〈S = w1, p0〉, · · · , 〈wm, pm−1〉, 〈wm+1 = x, pm〉 for
(p1, S = w1) ⇒ · · · ⇒ (pm, wm), wm ⇒pm wm+1 = x .

Here, the rule is chosen during the step when it is applied/skipped, rather than
one step before. p0 is a new symbol - a starting point of the control sequence.

During the proof of all the theorems presented in this paper, we will indicate
with the label (nx) the rule (evolution or antiport/symport rule) present in
equation n and corresponding to the alphabetical place x (for example: (12b)
means “the second rule in equation (12)”).
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4 Universality of Proton Pumping P Systems

In this section we give a universality theorem for proton pumping P systems.
We prove that such systems are universal when they can use sufficient types
of protons during the computation. The proof is based on the simulation of
programmed grammars with appearance checking. We recall the following lemma
(Theorem 1.2.5, [4]):

Lemma 2. The programmed grammars with appearance checking generate ex-
actly the family of recursively enumerable languages.

Finally we recall that the notation Perm(x) indicates the set of all strings that
can be obtained as a permutation of the string x.

Theorem 1. PsProP ∗
3 (1, 1, ncoo) = PsRE.

Proof. Let L ∈ RE. Then there exists a programmed grammar with appearance
checking G = (N,T, P, S) generating L, where Lab(P ) = {i | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} and
N = {Xi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. We will need the following notations: N ′ = N ∪ {h},
N ′ = {X | X ∈ X ′}. We now define the morphism γ : (N ′ ∪ T )∗ −→ (N ′ ∪ T )∗

by γ(x) = x, x ∈ N ′, and γ(x) = x, x ∈ T . Let us construct the P system

Π = (O,P, μ, ε, w1, w2, w3, R1, R2, R3, R
′
1, R

′
2, R

′
3, ∅, R′′

2 , R
′′
3 , 0),

P = {pi, qi | i ∈ Lab(P )} ∪ {rj | Xj ∈ N} ∪ {p0, c, F},
Ñ ′ = {X̃ | X ∈ N ′},
C = {b(j)i , d

(j)
i | i ∈ Lab(P ), 1 ≤ j ≤ 5} ∪ {l, g,H},

M = {tj | −2 ≤ j ≤ 5} ∪ {#,K, s},
A = {ej , e

′
j | Xj ∈ N} ∪ {fj | 1 ≤ j ≤ 5},

O = P ∪ T ∪N ′ ∪ Ñ ′ ∪N ′ ∪ C ∪A ∪M,

μ = [1[2[3]3]2]1,
w1 = Fsr1r2 · · · rn,

w2 = p0cK,

w3 = Shp1p2 · · · pmq1q2 · · · qm,

R1 = {X̃ → γ(x)d(5)
i | (i : (X → x, σ(i), ϕ(i))) ∈ P}

∪ {h̃ → hb
(5)
i ejf5 | (i : (Xj → x, σ(i), ϕ(i))) ∈ P}

∪ {X̃ → # | X ∈ N} ∪ {fj → fj−1 | 2 ≤ j ≤ 5}
∪ {b(5)i → #, d

(5)
i → # | i ∈ Lab(P )} ∪ {# → #}, (2)

R2 = {X → X̃t5 | X ∈ N ′} ∪ {tj → tj−1 | −1 ≤ j ≤ 5}
∪ {b(5)i → b

(4)
i lg, d

(5)
i → d

(4)
i lg | i ∈ Lab(P )}

∪ {b(j)i → b
(j−1)
i , d

(j)
i → d

(j−1)
i | i ∈ Lab(P ), 2 ≤ j ≤ 4}

∪ {ej → e′
j | Xj ∈ N}, (3)
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R3 = {X → X | X ∈ N ′} ∪ {g → H,K → K}, (4)
R′

1 = {(a, out) | a ∈ T}, (5)
R′

2 = {(X̃, out), (X, in) | X ∈ N ′} ∪ {(ej , in) | Xj ∈ N}, (6)
R′

3 = {(X, in) | X ∈ N ′} ∪ {(g, in)}, (7)

R′′
2 = {(pj , out; d

(5)
i , in), (pj , out; b

(5)
i , in) | i ∈ σ(j)}

∪ {(qj , out; d
(5)
i , in), (qj , out; b

(5)
i , in) | i ∈ ϕ(j)}

∪ {(p0, out; d
(5)
i , in), (p0, out; b

(5)
i , in) | i ∈ Lab(P )}

∪ {(l, out; pj , in) | j ∈ Lab(P ) ∪ {0}}
∪ {(l, out; qj , in) | j ∈ Lab(P )}
∪ {(e′

j , out; rj , in), (rj , out; f1, in) | Xi ∈ N}
∪ {(c, out; s, in), (s, out;F, in)}, (8)

R′′
3 = {(X, out; c, in) | X ∈ N ′},
∪ {(pi, out; d

(1)
i , in), (qi, out; b

(1)
i , in) | i ∈ Lab(P )}

∪ {(H, out; pi, in) | i ∈ Lab(P ) ∪ {0}}
∪ {(H, out; qi, in) | i ∈ Lab(P )}
∪ {(Xj , out; rj , in), (rj , out;K, in) | Xj ∈ N}
∪ {(c, out; t−2, in), (X, out;F, in), (F, out;K, in)}. (9)

The system Π simulates the programmed grammar G (see also [2]) using the
following idea. The protons (pi, qi) serve the role of remembering the label of the
rule that has been previously applied (pi) or skipped (qi), appearance checking
(rj), p0 is the starting point of the control sequence, c is used to sequentialize
the application of the rules, and F checks that all nonterminals were rewritten
at the end.

We also use objects associated with each terminal (T ), associated with each
non-terminal (N ′), including also the rule application failure symbol (h), their
“first” versions (N ′), their intermediate versions (Ñ ′), control sequence symbols
(b(j)i if the rule with label j was skipped and d

(j)
i if the rule with label j was

applied), appearance checking symbols (ej , e′
j). Objects fj are used to return

the appearance checking protons, l, g,H are used to return the control sequence
proton, tj are delaying c for synchronization, K helps F and ri to block the
computation, s is used to end the simulation of derivation, switching to checking
that no more nonterminals are in region 3, and # is the trap symbol.

In region 1 (the outer one) we simulate the application of the context-free
rules of G, using simple evolution rules (2a), while the rules (8a-8f) enforce the
“control sequence”, i.e., transitions from an application of (or from the failure to
apply) a rule of G to the next one. During the simulation, the nonterminals to be
rewritten are brought into region 1 by rules (9a, 3a, 6a) and the result is returned
by rules (6b, 7a), except the terminal symbols, ejected into the environment
by (5). Rules (4a) remove the bars. The failure to apply a rule is simulated
by (2b). The appearance checking is enforced by the rules (6c, 3g, 8i, 9f). If
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appearance checking fails (9f was applied), then (9g) is applied and (4c) blocks
the computation. If the appearance checking succeeds, then (8j) is applied to
return the proton. Rules (8k, 8l) make sure that the computation halts, and
that when it does, no nonterminals are present in region 1, because otherwise
the computation is blocked by (9i, 9j, 4c).

The following rules are auxiliary. (2c) blocks the computation if (2a) is not
applied, and this could happen if there is no rule to rewrite nonterminal X.
Rules (2d) provide a delay, so that if appearance checking is successful, the pro-
ton can be returned to region 1. Rules (2e, 2f) block the computation if the
control sequence is invalid, i.e., if the next rewriting rule is not in the success,
or failure field of the previous rule applied, or skipped, respectively. (2g) helps
(2c, 2e, 2f) to block. Rules (3b) organize the delay, so that the new nonter-
minal will be brought for rewriting after the previous one has been processed.
Rules (3e, 3f) organize the delay so that the proton, corresponding to the rule
applied/skipped enters region 2 after the proton, corresponding to the previous
rule applied/skipped, returns to region 3 using rules (3c, 3d, 8g, 8h, 7b, 4b, 9d,
9e). Rules (9b, 9c) replace the “current” label of rule by the “previous” label of
rule. Finally, (9h) returns c to region 2, so that the next rule can be applied or
skipped, or to finish the computation.

We will now proceed to a more detailed explanation of why this construction
works; in what follows we will indicate with Rnx the evolution rule present in
the set Rn at (alphabetical) place x and with Rnx1 · · ·xk one of the rules present
in the set of evolution rules Rn in position x1 or x2 or · · · xk (the same idea
is used for the antiport rules, R′′

nx, and symport rules, R′
nx). Now we pass to

the description of valid computations. Applying or skipping a rule of G consists
of 10 transitions of Π. Suppose that at some step the configuration of Π is
[1[2[3wXhπqτ3]3pcKτ2]2Fsρriτ1]1v, where

alph(π) ∪ {p, q} = {pi, qi | i ∈ Lab(P )},
alph(ρ) ∪ {ri} = {rj | Xj ∈ N},

τ3 ∈ ({t−2} ∪ {b(1)i , d
(1)
i | i ∈ Lab(P )})∗,

τ2 ∈ {H, f1}∗,
τ1 ∈ ({l} ∪ {ej | Xj ∈ N})∗,

with the first two unions being disjoint. This corresponds to the simulation of
derivation of G and having the sentential form in Perm(wXv), where wX ∈ N∗

and v ∈ T ∗, and the last rule applied or skipped was j if p = pj or p = qj ,
respectively.

Suppose that we would like to apply the rule i : (X → x, σ(i), ϕ(i)) and
q = pi. Let x ∈ Perm(yz), y ∈ N∗, z ∈ T ∗. We get the computation from the
next table: starting from step 0, after 10 transitions, X will be replaced by y,
v by vz, p by q, τ3 by τ3t−2d

(1)
i , τ2 by τ2H, τ1 by τ1l. The only variant not

considered is if p = q, i.e., the last time the rule with label i was applied, and we
choose to apply it again in case it is in its own success field. Note that p comes
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to region 3 before q leaves it, so in that case the computation will have no q in
steps 0-8, no p in step 10, and the claim remains valid.

Step Region 3 Region 2 Region 1 Env Rules
0-10 whπτ3 Kτ2 Fsρriτ1 v

0 Xq pc R′′
3a

1 cq pX R2a

2 cq pX̃t5 R2b, R
′
2a

3 cq pt4 X̃ R2b, R1a

4 cq pt3 γ(x)d(5)
i R2b, R

′
2b, R

′
1, R

′′
2ace

5 cq t2γ(y)d(5)
i p z R2bd,R

′
3a

6 cqγ(y) t1d
(4)
i lg p z R2bf,R3a,R′′

2gh,R
′
3b

7 cqyg t0d
(3)
i p l z R2bf,R1b

8 cqyH t−1d
(2)
i p l z R2bf,R

′′
3de

9 cpqy t−2d
(1)
i H l z R′′

3bc,R
′′
3h

10 ypt−2d
(1)
i qcH l z like 0

Again we start with [1[2[3wXhπqτ3]3pcKτ2]2Fsρriτ1]1v. Suppose that we
would like to skip rule i : (Xl → x, σ(i), ϕ(i)), and q = qj . We perform:

Step Region 3 Region 2 Region 1 Env Rules
0-10 wXπτ3 Kτ2 Fsρτ1 v

0 hq pc ri R′′
3a

1 cq ph ri R2a

2 cq ph̃t5 ri R2b, R
′
2a

3 cq pt4 h̃ri R2b, R1b

4 cq pt3 (h)b(5)i ejf5ri R2b, R
′
2bc,R

′′
2bdf,R1d

5 cq t2(h)b(5)i ej pf4ri R2bcg,R
′
3a,R1d

6 cq(h) t1b
(4)
i lg prif3 R3a,R2be,R′′

2gh,R
′′
2 i, R1d

7 cqhg t0b
(3)
i pri R3b, R2be,R1d

8 cqhH t−1b
(2)
i pri R′′

3de,R2be,R
′′
2j

9 cpqh t−2b
(1)
i f1H ri R′′

3ch

10 hpt−2b
(1)
i qcHf1 rile

′
j like 0

So, starting from step 0, after 10 transitions, p will be replaced by q, τ3 by
τ3t−2b

(1)
i , τ2 by τ2Hf1, τ1 by τ1le

′
j . The (useless) case p = q is simulated like

explained in the last paragraph.
Terminating computation (no nonterminals are present in region 3, w = ε)

are simulated as follows:

Step Region 3 Region 2 Region 1 Env Rules
0-2 hqXπτ3 pKτ2 ρτ1ri v

0 c Fs R′′
2k

1 sF c R′′
2 l

2 F cs NONE
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Consequently, ψT (L(G)) = Ps(Π). 	


Remark 3. Using exactly the same construction, we can prove that also the
proton pumping systems with weak priority of pumping are universal. Thus,
PsProP ∗

3 (1, 1, ncoo, wpp) = PsRE is also true.

5 Back to Biology: Using One/Two Kinds of Protons

In this section we prove several results regarding proton pumping P systems
where a low number of different types of protons is used during the computation.
Here we show that proton pumping P systems with weak priority pumping and
strong priority pumping using one or two different types of protons are at least as
powerful as PsET0L. When proving the results we also calculate the biological
descriptional complexity parameters discussed before.

During this section, the following notations will be used. For a given ET0L
system, G = (V, T,H,w0) in the normal form given in Lemma 1, we set N =
V − T and N = {a | a ∈ N}. The homomorphism γ : N ∪ T → N ∪ T is defined
as γ(a) = a for each a ∈ T and γ(a) = a for each a ∈ N .

Similarly, N ′ = {a′ | a ∈ N}, N ′′ = {a′′ | a ∈ N}, N ′′′ = {a′′′ | a ∈ N},
N ′′′′ = {a′′′′ | a ∈ N}, as well as N ′ = {a′ | a ∈ N}, N ′′ = {a′′ | a ∈ N},
N ′′′ = {a′′′ | a ∈ N}, N ′′′′ = {a′′′′ | a ∈ N}.

5.1 Weak Priority of Pumping

We consider first proton pumping P systems with weak priority of pumping.
Such systems are able to generate at least PsET0L. The results obtained differ
from each other in the number of different types of proton used (1 or 2), the
number of membranes and the number of antiport and symport rules used (this
is one of the biological parameters discussed before).

Theorem 2. PsET0L ⊆ PsProP 1
4 (1, 1, ncoo, wpp).

Proof. Let L ∈ ET0L. Then there exists an ET0L system G =
(V, T, {h1, h2}, w0) in the normal form from Lemma 1 generating L. Let us con-
struct the P system

Π = (O, {p}, μ, ε, w1, w2, w3, w4, R1, R2, R3, R4, R
′
1, R

′
2, R

′
3, R

′
4, ∅, R′′

2 , R
′′
3 , R

′′
4 , 0),

where:

O = T ∪N ∪N ′ ∪N ′′ ∪N ∪ {S, p},
μ = [1[2[3[4]4]3]2]1,

w1 = S,

w2 = ε,

w3 = p,
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w4 = ε,

R1 = {a′′ → α, a′′ → γ(α) | (A → α) ∈ h1}
∪ {a → a′, a′ → a′′ | a ∈ N} ∪ {S → w0, S → γ(w0)}, (10)

R2 = R3 = {a′′ → a′′ | a ∈ N}, (11)
R4 = {a′′ → α, a′′ → γ(α) | (A → α) ∈ h2}

∪ {a → a′, a′ → a′′ | a ∈ N}, (12)
R′

1 = {(a, out) | a ∈ T}, (13)
R′

2 = {(a, out) | a ∈ T} ∪ {(a, in), (a, out) | a ∈ N}, (14)
R′

3 = {(a, out) | a ∈ T} ∪ {(a, in), (a, out) | a ∈ N}, (15)
R′

4 = {(a, out) | a ∈ T} ∪ {(a, in), (a, out) | a ∈ N}, (16)
R′′

2 = {(p, out; a′′, in) | a ∈ N}, (17)
R′′

3 = {(p, out; a, in), (a, out; p, in) | a ∈ N}, (18)
R′′

4 = {(a′′, out; p, in) | a ∈ N}. (19)

The idea of the proof is the following. The rewriting rules in region 1 simulate
the table h1 by (10a, 10b), and the rules in region 4 simulate the table h2 by
(12a, 12b). The application of rules (10b) : a′′ → γ(α) in region 1 or of rules
(12a) : a′′ → α in region 4 will lead to changing the table, as the produced
symbols will be moved to region 4 by (14b, 15b, 16b), or to region 1 by (16c,
15c, 14c), respectively. Also, the protons move to the adjacent region because of
the weak priority of the proton pumping rules.

To simulate the derivation, all symbols should change the table at the same
time. We will now explain how the system verifies it after applying the first table
(the sentential form is in region 1, the proton is in region 3). Let us consider the
case when both rules (10a) : a′′ → γ(α) and (10b) : a′′ → α are applied at some
step s. Then during step s + 1 at least one of the objects, say b, will go into
the region 2 by (14b) and at least one of the objects will be rewritten to a′ by
(10c). During step s + 2 the proton will be exchanged with b by (18b), because
of the priority of proton pumping over symport (15c), and a′ will be rewritten
into a′′ by (10d). During step s+3 the proton will be exchanged with a′′ by (17)
because antiport has priority over evolution rule, and the computation will be
blocked by the rule (11) : a′′ → a′′.

The case of simulating the application of the second table is symmetric (the
sentential form is in region 4, the proton is in region 2). The terminal symbols
are ejected into the environment by rules (13, 14a, 15a, 16a). 	


Note 2. In the system Π considered above, the number of different antiport rules
needed is 4|N |, where |N | is the number of nonterminal symbols of the starting
ET0L system.

Theorem 3. PsET0L ⊆ PsProP 2
3 (1, 1, ncoo, wpp).
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Proof. Let L ∈ ET0L. Then there exists an ET0L system G =
(V, T, {h1, h2}, w0) in the normal form from lemma 1 generating L. Let us con-
struct the P system

Π = (O, {p, q}, μ, ε, w1, w2, w3, R1, R2, R3, R
′
1, R

′
2, R

′
3, ∅, R′′

2 , R
′′
3 , 0),

where:

O = T ∪N ∪N ′ ∪N ′′ ∪N ∪ {S, p, q},
μ = [1[2[3]3]2]1,

w1 = Sq,

w2 = ε,

w3 = p,

R1 = {a′′ → α, a′′ → γ(α) | (A → α) ∈ h1}
∪ {a → a′, a′ → a′′ | a ∈ N} ∪ {S → w0, S → γ(w0)}, (20)

R2 = {a′′ → a′′ | a ∈ N}, (21)
R3 = {a′′ → α, a′′ → γ(α) | (A → α) ∈ h2}

∪ {a → a′, a′ → a′′ | a ∈ N}, (22)
R′

1 = {(a, out) | a ∈ T}, (23)
R′

2 = {(a, out) | a ∈ T} ∪ {(a, in), (a, out) | a ∈ N} ∪ {(q, out)}, (24)
R′

3 = {(a, out) | a ∈ T} ∪ {(a, in), (a, out) | a ∈ N} ∪ {(p, in)}, (25)
R′′

2 = {(p, out; a′′, in), (a, out; q, in) | a ∈ N}, (26)
R′′

3 = {(p, out; a, in), (a′′, out; q, in) | a ∈ N}. (27)

The rewriting rules in region 1 simulate h1, and the rules in region 3 simulate
h2. The application of rules a′′ → γ(α) in region 1 or of rules a′′ → α in region 3
will lead to changing the table, as the produced symbols will be moved to region
3, or to region 1, respectively (using the symport rules (24b) and (25b) or (24c)
and (25c)).

To simulate the derivation, all symbols should change the table at the same
time. Let us consider the case when both rules a′′ → γ(α) and a′′ → α are
applied at some step s. Then during step s + 1 at least one of the objects, say
b, will go into the middle membrane and at least one of the objects will be
rewritten to a′. During step s + 2 the proton will be exchanged with b and a′

will be rewritten into a′′. During step s+3 the proton will be exchanged with a′′

because antiport rules have priority over evolution rules, and the computation
will be blocked by the rule a′′ → a′′. 	


Note 3. In the system Π considered above, the number of different evolution
rules needed is 3|N |+ 2r + 3, where |N | is the number of nonterminal symbols
and r = |h1| + |h2| is the number of the rules in the ET0L system we started
with.
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Theorem 4. PsET0L ⊆ PsProP 2
2 (1, 1, ncoo, wpp).

Proof. Let L ∈ ET0L. We start again from an ET0L system G = (V, T, {h1, h2},
w0) as in Lemma 1 and we construct the P system

Π = (O, {p, q}, μ, ε, w1, w2, R1, R2, ∅, R′
2, ∅, R′′

2 , 1),

where:

O = T ∪N ∪N ′ ∪N ′′ ∪N ′′′ ∪N ∪N ′ ∪N ′′ ∪N ′′′ ∪ {S, p, q},
μ = [1[2]2]1,

w1 = S,

w2 = pqsk,

R1 = {a′′′ → α, a′′′ → γ(α) | (A → α) ∈ h1}
∪ {a′′′ → α, a′′′ → γ(α) | (A → α) ∈ h2}
∪ {a → a′, a′ → a′′, a′′ → a′′′ | a ∈ N ∪N}
∪ {S → w0, S → γ(w0), k → k}, (28)

R2 = {a → a′′′, a → a′′′ | a ∈ N}, (29)
R′

2 = {(a′′′, out), (a′′′, out) | a ∈ T} ∪ {(s, in)}, (30)
R′′

2 = {(p, out; a, in), (q, out; a, in) | a ∈ N}
∪ {(s, out; p, in), (s, out; q, in), (k, out; p, in), (k, out; q, in)}. (31)

The rewriting rules in region 1 simulate h1 and h2. The application of rules
a′′′ → γ(α) or of rules a′′′ → α will lead to changing the table.

To simulate the derivation, all symbols should change the table at the same
time. Let us consider the case when both rules a′′′ → γ(α) and a′′′ → α are
applied at some step s. Then at step s + 1 both p and q will be brought in the
outer region (using the antiport rules (30a) and (30b)) and at step s + 2 both
s and k will have to come into the outer region (using the rules (31c), (31d),
(31e), (31f)) in exchange for p and q, and the computation will be blocked by
the rule k → k in region 1.

If only one of the rules is applied, then only one of p and q will be brought in
the outer region. The symbol a or a will be rewritten to a′′′ or a′′′, respectively,
and returns to region 1. The corresponding proton p or q will be exchanged for
s (if it is exchanged for k, the computation is blocked) and then s returns to
region 2, and the simulation continues. The computation halts when no more
nonterminals remain in the system, leaving the result in region 1. 	


Note 4. In the system Π considered above, the number of different antiport
rules needed is 2|N |+ 4, where |N | is the number of nonterminal symbols of the
starting ET0L system.

Theorem 5. PsET0L ⊆ PsProP 1
2 (0, 1, ncoo, wpp).
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Proof. Let L ∈ ET0L and an ET0L system G = (V, T, {h1, h2}, w0) as in Lemma
1 generating L. Let us construct the P system

Π = (O, {p}, μ, ε, w1, w2, R1, R2, ∅, ∅, ∅, R′′
2 , 1),

where:

O = T ∪N ∪N ′ ∪N ′′ ∪N ′′′ ∪N ′′′′ ∪N ∪N ′ ∪N ′′ ∪N ′′′ ∪N ′′′′ ∪ {S, p, q},
μ = [1[2]2]1,

w1 = S,

w2 = p,

R1 = {a′′′′ → α, a′′′′ → γ(α) | (A → α) ∈ h1}
∪ {a′′′′ → α, a′′′′ → γ(α) | (A → α) ∈ h2}
∪ {a → a′, a′ → a′′, a′′ → a′′′, a′′′ → a′′′′ | a ∈ N ∪N}
∪ {S → w0, S → γ(w0)}, (32)

R2 = {a → a′′′, a′ → a′′′′, a′′′ → a′′′ | a ∈ N}, (33)
R′′

2 = {(p, out; a, in), (p, out; a′, in), (p, out; a′′′, in), (34)
(a′′′, out; p, in), (a′′′′, out; p, in) | a ∈ N}. (35)

The rewriting rules in region 1 simulate h1 and h2. The application of rules
a′′′′ → γ(α) or of rules a′′′′ → α will lead to changing the table.

To simulate the derivation, all symbols should change the table at the same
time.

If only nonbarred letters are present in region 1, then
[1wa[2p]2]1 ⇒(32e,35a) [1w

′p[2a]2]1 ⇒(32f,35b) [1w
′′p[2a

′′′]2]1 ⇒(32g,35d)
[1w

′′′a′′′[2p]2]1 ⇒(32h,35c) [1w
′′′′a′′′′[2p]2]1 and then the first table is applied by

(32a,35b).

If only barred letters are present in region 1, then
[1vb[2p]2]1 ⇒(32e) [1v

′b′[2p]2]1 ⇒(32f,35b) [1v
′′p[2b

′]2]1 ⇒(32g,33b)

[1v
′′′p[2b

′′′′]2]1 ⇒(32h,35d) [1v
′′′′b′′′′[2p]2]1 and then the second table is applied

by (32c,35d).

If both barred and nonbarred letters are present in region 1, then
[1wvab[2p]2]1 ⇒(32e,35a) [1w

′v′b′p[2a]2]1 ⇒(32f,33a)

[1w
′′v′′b′′p[2a

′′′]2]1 ⇒(32g,35d) [1w
′′′v′′′b′′′a′′′[2p]2]1 ⇒(32h,35c)

[1w
′′′′v′′′′a′′′′p[2b

′′′]2]1 and then the computation is blocked by the rule (33c).
The computation halts when no more nonterminals remain in the system,

leaving the result in region 1. 	


5.2 Strong Priority of Pumping

In this section we show that also proton pumping systems with strong priority
of pumping are able to generate at least PsET0L, using one type of protons and
two membranes.
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Theorem 6. PsET0L ⊆ PsProP 1
2 (0, 1, ncoo, spp).

Proof. Consider an ET0L system G = (V, T, {h1, h2}, w0) in the normal form
from Lemma 1. We construct the P system

Π = (O, {p}, μ, ε, w1, w2, R1, R2, ∅, ∅, ∅, R′′
2 , 1),

where:

O = T ∪N ∪N ′ ∪N ′′ ∪N ′′′ ∪N ′′′′

∪ N ∪N ′ ∪N ′′ ∪N ′′′ ∪N ′′′′ ∪ {S, p, q},
μ = [1[2]2]1,

w1 = S,

w2 = p,

R1 = {a′′′′ → α, a′′′′ → γ(α) | (A → α) ∈ h1}
∪ {a′′′′ → α, a′′′′ → γ(α) | (A → α) ∈ h2}
∪ {a → a′, a′ → a′′, a′′ → a′′′, a′′′ → a′′′′ | a ∈ N ∪N}
∪ {S → w0, S → γ(w0)}, (36)

R2 = {a → a′, a′ → a′′,
a′ → a′′, a′′ → a, a → a′′′′, a′′′ → a′′′ | a ∈ N}, (37)

R′′
2 = {(p, out; a, in), (p, out; a′, in), (p, out; a′′′, in), (38)

(a′′, out; p, in), (a′′′′, out; p, in) | a ∈ N}. (39)

The rewriting rules in region 1 simulate h1 and h2. The application of rules
a′′′′ → γ(α) or of rules a′′′′ → α will lead to changing the table. To simulate the
derivation, all symbols should change the table at the same time.

If only nonbarred letters are present in region 1, then
[1wa[2p]2]1 ⇒(39a) [1wp[2a]2]1 ⇒(36e,37a) [1w

′p[2a
′]2]1 ⇒(36f,37b)

[1w
′′p[2a

′′]2]1 ⇒(36d) [1w
′′a′′[2p]2]1 ⇒(36g) [1w

′′′a′′′[2p]2]1 ⇒(36h)
[1w

′′′′a′′′′[2p]2]1 and then the first table is applied.

If only barred letters are present in region 1, then
[1vb[2p]2]1 ⇒(39a) [1v

′b′[2p]2]1 ⇒(36e,37a) [1v
′p[2b

′]2]1 ⇒(36f,37b)

[1v
′′p[2b

′′]2]1 ⇒(39d) [1v
′′′p[2b]2]1 ⇒(36e) [1v

′′′′p[2b
′′′′]2]1 ⇒(39c)

[1v
′′′′b′′′′[2p]2]1 and then the second table is applied.

If both barred and nonbarred letters are present in region 1, then
[1wvab[2p]2]1 ⇒(39a) [1wvbp[2a]2]1 ⇒(36e,37a) [1w

′v′b′p[2a
′]2]1 ⇒(36f,37b)

[1w
′′v′′b′′p[2a

′′]2]1 ⇒(39d) [1w
′′v′′b′′a′′[2p]2]1 ⇒(36e)

[1w
′′′v′′′b′′′a′′′[2p]2]1 ⇒(39c) [1w

′′′v′′′a′′′p[2b
′′′]2]1 and then the computation is

blocked by the rule (37f): b′′′ → b′′′.
The computation halts when no more nonterminals remain in the system,

leaving the result in region 1. 	
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6 Conclusions and Open Problems

Inspired from the functioning of transport mechanisms and from the proton
pumping process well-known in cellular biology we have introduced and studied
a variant of the evolution–communication P systems presented in [3], called
proton pumping P systems. In this variant we impose a biological restriction
over the type of antiport rules used by the system: the antiports (here called
also proton pumping rules) can only exchange some chemical objects (symbol
objects) for a special object called proton. In a proton pumping P system we
can have different types of protons (each one with its own number of copies) and
such special objects are never created and never destroyed; in other words, they
are only used to activate the antiport rules.

We have shown how, with enough types of different protons, the proton
pumping model is universal. Moreover we have introduced two variants of the
basic model: one with weak priority proton pumping (where the proton pumping
rules have weak priority over the other rules) and one with strong priority proton
pumping (where the proton pumping rules have strong priority over the other
rules). We have shown that these two variants can generate at least the Parikh
sets of ET0L languages, using 1 or 2 types of protons. Finally we have considered
some descriptional complexity measures such as the different number of types of
antiport and symport rules used by a system.

Many interesting problems have been left open. For instance, we know that
the basic model of proton pumping P system is universal, but with a number
of different types of proton that is unbounded. Can this number be bounded?
Moreover, we do not have an upper bound for the two variants considered: they
can generate at least the PsET0L but we do not know, for example, if they are
universal. What about considering a proton pumping system with few types of
protons and few types of catalysts (both are biologically motivated)?

Finally we notice that in every proof the number of different antiport and
symport rules used is not bounded and this can be considered not very realistic;
what about a system with a fixed (a constant) number of different antiports
or symports available? (What can we generate with such (biological) restricted
proton pumping systems?)

Acknowledgements. The authors thank I. Ardelean for the inspiring discus-
sions.
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7 Appendix

Here is the summary of the results proved in theorems. Also the slowdown of the
P systems considered is summarized (i.e., how many steps the P system used
needs to realize a single step of the simulated grammar).

Theorem Membranes Protons Priority Class Slowdown
5.1 4 1 wpp ET0L 3-6
5.2 3 2 wpp ET0L 3
5.3 2 2 wpp ET0L 4
5.4 2 1 wpp ET0L 5
5.5 2 1 spp ET0L 7
4.1 3 2r + |N |+ 3 RE 10

3 2r + |N |+ 3 wpp RE 10

Here is the table of descriptional complexity (biologically motivated) of the
systems considered: N is the number of nonterminals, T is the number of ter-
minals, and r indicates the number of productions used by the grammar that
has been simulated (i.e., r = card(h1) + card(h2) if the grammar is ET0L, and
r = card(Lab(P )) in case of programmed grammar).

Thm Antiports Uniports Evolution Objects
5.1 4|N | 2|N |+ |T | 3|N |+ 2r + 3 4|N |+ |T |+ 2
5.2 4|N | 2|N |+ |T |+ 2 3|N |+ 2r + 3 4|N |+ |T |+ 3
5.3 2|N |+ 4 2|N |+ 1 6|N |+ 2r + 3 8|N |+ |T |+ 4
5.4 5|N | 0 11|N |+ 2r + 3 10|N |+ |T |+ 2
5.1 5|N | 0 14|N |+ 2r + 3 10|N |+ |T |+ 2
4.1 8r + r2 + 5|N |+ 6 4|N |+ |T |+ 4 |N |+ 4r + 8 12r + 7|N |+ |T |+ 21
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Abstract. This paper defines membrane processors as digital processors
capable of implementing local processing performed inside membranes
in transition P systems. In order to encode the membrane structures of
transition P systems, additional binary data structures are needed. Such
binary data structures are named ”connectivity arrays”. The main pur-
poses of the connectivity arrays are to distribute information about the
system membrane structure among the different processors that imple-
ment the transition P system, and to facilitate communication processes
among different membrane processors. The information kept in processor
has to be versatile and compact; versatile means to easily permit changes
in the membrane structure of the system processors, and compact means
that not too much memory space is needed.
Considering these two requests, a binary word of variable length is con-
sidered here in order to represent in membrane processors the local in-
formation about the membrane structures of transition P systems. This
paper presents the abstract data type “connectivity array” which defines
the data structure and the needed operations over it in order to parse
the P system into a membrane processor tree and to keep congruent the
P system membrane structure with the membrane processor tree.

1 Introduction

P systems were introduced by Gheorghe Păun in 1998 [6], and since then this
research field has experimented an impressive growth. Many theoretical papers
have been published in different workshops, congresses and scientific journals.
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P systems are computation models which are inspired by basic features of
biological membranes. Membranes define compartments or regions. Multisets of
objects and evolution rules are then placed inside regions. Objects evolve by
means of evolution rules which are applied in a maximally parallel nondeter-
ministic manner. Objects can pass through membranes, and membranes can be
dissolved. These are the main features used in P systems. Many variants of P
systems have been investigated and most of them are computationally universal.

The information about the membrane structure is very important for imple-
menting transition P systems, for instance, in order to select evolution rules that
can be applied in each evolution step and for circulating objects among mem-
brane processors. Therefore, it is important to keep congruent the membrane
structure information in membrane processors.

The next section is devoted to specify the way in which P systems compute.

1.1 Transition P Systems as Computational Devices

P systems compute starting from an initial configuration and passing from one
configuration to another by applying evolution rules to objects inside regions
until reaching a halting configuration, where there is no rule applicable to the
objects present in the system.

A configuration is defined as a (k+1)-tuple (μ, ωi1 , ..., ωik
), where μ is the

membrane structure and ωij
is the multiset of objects associated to the region

defined by the membrane with label ij in the system [7].
Given two configurations C1 = (μ′, ω′

i1
, ..., ω′

ik
) and C2 = (μ′′, ω′′

j1
, ..., ω′′

jl
) of

a P system Π it can be said that there is a transition from C1 to C2 and this is
represented by C1 ⇒ C2, if we can pass from C1 to C2 by using the evolution
rules from Ri1 , ..., Rik

in the regions i1, ..., ik.
From this definition of computation in P systems, two different levels of

processing can be defined:

1. The global process performed by the P system. This process is got by tran-
sitions between two consecutive configurations.

2. The local process performed at the membrane level. This process is respon-
sible for making evolve each region of the system by application of evolution
rules.

The global processing is achieved from the local processing by communication
and synchronization among the different membranes of the system.

Local processing is performed inside regions, which are defined by the mem-
branes of the system. Specifically, for every region in the system, the following
steps are performed in order to achieve the local processing [1,5]:

1. The computation of a complete multiset of evolution rules. This will permit
to evolve the region by application of the multiset of rules and will determine
the multiset of objects that will be sent to the adjacent regions and the
resulting multiset of the region.

2. Synchronization and objects communication among adjacent regions.
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3. Rearranging the membrane structure, as some of the membranes can be
dissolved. This means that synchronization and communication are needed
again in order to compute the new system configuration.

2 Membrane Processors for Transition P Systems

A membrane processor can be defined as a digital processor able to implement the
membrane local processing performed inside transition P systems membranes.

In order to implement transition P systems execution in membrane proces-
sors, the initial transition P systems membrane structure must be projected to
the appropriate interconnection of several membrane processors. This projection
defines a membrane processor tree.

Moreover, due to the dissolving capability of some evolution rules, the mem-
brane structure of the transition P system may be changed during the execution.
However, membrane processors cannot be easily removed from the hardware ar-
chitecture. One possible solution to this issue is to define two different operating
modes for membrane processors:

– The active mode, when the membrane is alive in the system.
– The passive mode, when the membrane is not alive in the system.

When a membrane processor is operating in its active mode, it makes evolve
the system to a new configuration. The following processes have to be performed
by the processor:

1. The computation of a complete multiset of evolution rules for each evolution
step, taking into account the rules and objects stored in the processor. The
computation is performed according to the following equations:

LABELS = {l ∈ L|((l, , ), ) ∈ ΠΠ} (1)
ACTIV ES = Active(Applicable((Useful R)LABELS)ω)ρ

COMPLETES = (Multicomplete ACTIV ES)ω

For a complete description of these equations we refer to [3,5].
2. Synchronization with others membrane processors. The processor cannot

send objects to its adjacent processors if they have not concluded step 1.
3. Objects communication. Once all processors in the system have finished the

computation of the complete multiset of evolution rules, the processor has to
send objects to its adjacent processors. This process produces objects which
pass through membranes and new objects come to the processor.

4. Computation of the new multiset of objects. The communication and appli-
cation of the complete multiset of evolution rules produce a new multiset of
objects in the processor.

5. If a membrane dissolution takes place, then the processor has to pass to
the passive mode; before passing to this mode some processes have to be
performed:
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a) Synchronization with the children processors. Due to the fact that some
of the children processors can dissolve their membranes too, before send-
ing any information to the father processor, the membrane processor
must wait for information coming from its children processors.

b) Computation of the resulting multiset of objects. Once again, a new
multiset of objects has to be calculated if some of the children processors
have changed to the passive mode.

c) Communication with the father membrane processor. At the end of the
active mode, the processor has to send to the father processor the needed
information in order to rearrange the system membrane structure. This
information is related to objects and connectivity as follows:.
i. Objects multiset. If the membrane dissolution is accomplished, then

the rules of the membrane are removed from the system and the
multiset of objects is added to the multiset of object of the father
membrane processor.

ii. Connectivity array. The information related to the membrane struc-
ture is stored into binary words named “connectivity arrays”. Mem-
brane processors use connectivity arrays for storing different data
used to rearrange the membrane structure during computation.

When a membrane processor is computing in the passive mode, it serves as
communication bridge among others membrane processors. The main function-
ality of the processor operating in this mode is to send objects and connectivity
arrays from its children processors to its father processor and viceversa.

Until now, it has been described what the membrane processors are and their
different operating modes. The next section is devoted to defining the abstract
data type named “connectivity array” and to describe how it can be used to
imply changes of the P system membrane structure to the associated membrane
processors tree.

3 Connectivity Arrays

Connectivity arrays have to accomplish two important tasks. The first one is
performed while membrane processors are operating in the active mode, and the
second one is performed when membrane processors are operating in the passive
mode.

Every membrane processor, involved in the hardware implementation of a
transition P system Π of degree n, stores three different connectivity arrays or
binary words of length n+1: Processor Identification (Id Proc), Processor Mask
(Mask Proc) and the membrane structure information for the processor (Ψ).

Let us define more exactly these three binary words.
Let Π be a transition P system of Degree(Π) = n and let L = {0, 1, ..., n}

be the set of membrane labels of Π including the label 0 for the output of the
P system; then for all i ∈ L− {0} the following binary words are defined:
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1. Processor Identification: for all j ∈ L,

Id Proc(i)(j) =
{

1 if i = j,
0 otherwise.

2. Processor Mask: for all j ∈ L,

Mask Proc(i)(j) =
{

1 if j < i,
0 otherwise.

3. Ψ(i) connectivity array: for all j ∈ L,

ψ(i)(j) =

⎧⎨
⎩

1 if (j is a child of i) ∨ (i = j) ∨ (j is the father of i)∨
(i = 1 ∧ j = 0),

0 otherwise.

For example, a typical connectivity array for a membrane processor i indi-
cating the position of the bits can be represented as follows:

0 1 2 · · · i · · · n
ψ(i) = (bi0 , bi1 , bi2 , · · · , 1, · · · , bin)

Neither Identification Processor nor Mask Processor change during the com-
putation. They are auxiliary binary words necessary in order to keep the Ψ(i)
connectivity array updated with the appropriate information about the mem-
brane structure related to the membrane processor i.

The Ψ(i) connectivity array provides to the membrane processor all the in-
formation about the membrane structure that it needs. However, one restriction
must be imposed to the order of numbering membranes in the transition P sys-
tem. The numbering starts with label 1 for the skin membrane and proceeds
from top down in the membrane processor tree (see Fig. 1) and it provides to
the active processors information about:

– their father processor, which is identified by the position of the leftmost bit
set to one in the connectivity array;

– the processor itself identified by the second left bit set to one in the connec-
tivity array while the membrane processor is in the active operating mode;

– their children processors, which are identified by the position of the rest of
the bits set to one in the connectivity array.

During system operation, the Ψ membrane processor connectivity array may
be dynamically changed, according to the changes in membrane processors op-
erating mode. When a membrane processor changes its operating mode from
active to passive, then it has to change its Ψ connectivity array and to commu-
nicate this fact to its father membrane processor and to its children membrane
processors in order to rearrange their Ψ connectivity arrays. The way to do this
is shown below.

We define several operators in order to properly change the Ψ connectivity
arrays in membrane processors; they are given below in the precedence order:
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1. <<<: This operator changes to zero the leftmost bit set to one, with prefix
notation. The associativity for this operator is from right to left.

2. ! : This operator is the classical not operator for binary words with prefix
notation. The associativity for this operator is from right to left.

3. ==: This operator is the equality operator for binary words, with infix
notation. The associativity for this operator is from left to right.

4. &: This operator is the classical and operator for binary words with infix
notation. The associativity for this operator is from left to right.

5. ˆ: This operator is the classical xor operator for binary words with infix
notation. The associativity for this operator is from left to right.

6. =: This operator is the classical assignation operator for binary words with
infix notation. The associativity for this operator is from right to left.

Let us explain the use of each of these operators.
Let Π be a transition P system, let n be the degree of Π, let μ be the

membrane structure of Π and let L = {0, 1, ..., n} be the set of labels numbering
the membranes of μ, including the label 0 for the environment of the P system,
with the restriction mentioned above for numbering the membranes of μ. The
set of Ψ connectivity arrays for the membrane processors system is

{Ψ(i) | i ∈ L− {0}}. (2)

One more argument has to be incorporated to ψ in order to describe the
processing time: ψ(i)(t) is the connectivity array of processor i at the evolution
step t.

Now let us consider what would happen during a computation in transition
P systems.

As it has been said before, a membrane processor changes its Ψ connec-
tivity array when it changes its operating mode from active to passive. This
change produces changes in other membrane processors –its father and its chil-
dren. Therefore, changes in Ψ ’s connectivity arrays are leaded by the membrane
processors that change their operating mode.

Consequently, if during the transition of Π from configuration Ct to Ct+1 the
membrane i is dissolved, then its associated membrane processor has to change
its operating mode from active to passive, and then the following changes have
to be produced:

1. Membrane processor i changes its Ψ(i) connectivity according to the follow-
ing equation:

ψ(i)(t + 1) = ψ(i)(t) ∧ Id Proc(i)). (3)

2. Its father membrane processor j changes its Ψ(j)(t + 1) connectivity array
according to the following equation:

ψ(j)(t + 1) = ψ(j)(t) ∧ <<< ψ(i)(t). (4)

Moreover, if the membrane processor j is also operating in the passive mode,
then it has to transmit to its father membrane processor l the Ψ(i)(t) con-
nectivity array in order to rearrange Ψ(l)(t + 1) according to equation (4).
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This process has to be done in a recursive manner while the father processor
that changes its Ψ(l)(t + 1) is operating in passive mode.

3. Its children membrane processors change their Ψ(k)(t + 1) according to the
following equation:

∀k ∈ L | Ψ(i)(k)(0) = 1,
Ψ(k)(t + 1) = <<< Ψ(k)(t) ∧ (Ψ(i)(t) & Mask Proc(i)). (5)

Moreover, if some of the children membrane processor k’s are operating in the
passive mode, they have to transmit to their children membrane processors
l’s the Ψ(i)(t)&Mask Proc(i) connectivity array in order to rearrange their
own Ψ(l)(t + 1) according to equation (5). This process has to be done in a
recursive manner while the son processors that change their Ψ(l)(t + 1) are
operating in the passive mode.

The rest of membrane processors in the system do not change their connec-
tivity arrays, hence keep the same Ψ(i) for the next transition, that is:

ψ(i)(t) = ψ(i)(t + 1). (6)

For all membrane processor i, the meaning of Ψ(i)(t) at any time is the
following:

– If i is in the active operating mode, then Ψ(i)(t) indicates the set of mem-
brane processor labels to which i can send multisets of objects.

– If i is in the passive operating mode, then Ψ(i)(t) indicates the set of mem-
brane processor labels to which i serves as a bridge for multisets of objects
communication (see Fig. 1).

Now, we shall look at another closely related issue, namely the communi-
cation process performed by membrane processors when they have finished the
computation of the complete multiset of evolution rules. This communication
process also involves the connectivity array.

Communication among membrane processors have two different ways: ascen-
dent or bottom up, and descendent or top down. The ascendent communication
raises no problem because there is only one membrane processor to which we
have to communicate: the father membrane processor. However, the descendent
communication is more complicated to implement because it could have more
than one membrane processor to which we have to send multisets of objects. In
order to solve this problem the σij binary word is defined.

The words σij are associated to the membrane processor i and they are
calculated for all evolution steps for all membrane processors in the system
associated with non elementary membranes as follows:

∀ i ∈ L− {0}
∀ j ∈ {p ∈ L | j > i ∧ ψ(i)(p)(0) = 1},

σij = !Mask Proc(i) & (Id Proc(i) ∧ Ψ(i)(t)) & Ψ(j)(t). (7)
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The meaning of σij(k) = 1 is that the multiset of objects going from mem-
brane processor i to membrane processor k has to be sent through the membrane
processor j.

We illustrate these operations with an example. Let us consider the transition
P system Π of degree 6 shown in Fig. 1. This figure also shows the architecture
of membrane processors for implementing the transition P system Π and the
operating mode for each of the two evolution steps for the membrane processors
associated to each membrane of Π.

�� Membrane processor in passive mode

Membrane processor in active mode
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Fig. 1. Membrane structure for Π and membrane processors evolution

The binary words that identify every processor and the initial connectivity
array for membrane processors are the following:

Id Proc(1) = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
Mask Proc(1) = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) ψ(1)(0) = (1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)

Id Proc(2) = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
Mask Proc(2) = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) ψ(2)(0) = (0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0)

Id Proc(3) = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
Mask Proc(3) = (1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) ψ(3)(0) = (0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0)

Id Proc(4) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)
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Mask Proc(4) = (1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) ψ(4)(0) = (0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1)
Id Proc(5) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0)

Mask Proc(5) = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0) ψ(5)(0) = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0)
Id Proc(6) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)

Mask Proc(6) = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0) ψ(6)(0) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1)

The transition of Π from C0 to C1 makes disappear membrane 2 from μ
(the membrane structure of Π). Therefore the membrane processor 2 changes
its operating mode from active to passive and its connectivity array Ψ(2)(1) has
to be changed according to equation (3). Moreover, its father membrane proces-
sor 1 has to calculate its Ψ(1)(1) according to equation (4). Finally, its children
membrane processors 3 and 4 have to calculate their Ψ(3)(1) and Ψ(4)(1), re-
spectively, according to equation (5). The rest of membrane processors do not
change their Ψ connectivity arrays. For the next transition of Π, the information
about the system membrane structure contained in membrane processors is the
following:

Id Proc(1) = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) ψ(1)(0)=(1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) ψ(1)(1) = (1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0)
Id Proc(2) = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) ψ(2)(0)=(0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0) ψ(2)(1) = (0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0)
Id Proc(3) = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0) ψ(3)(0)=(0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0) ψ(3)(1) = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0)
Id Proc(4) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0) ψ(4)(0)=(0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1) ψ(4)(1) = (0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1)
Id Proc(5) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) ψ(5)(0)=(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0) ψ(5)(1) = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0)
Id Proc(6) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) ψ(6)(0)=(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1) ψ(6)(1) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1)

As one can see, the connectivity array for membrane processor 1 (ψ(1)(1))
has been changed in order to rearrange the connections from it to membrane pro-
cessors 3 and 4 and removing the connection with membrane processor 2. While
the connectivity array of membrane processor 2 (ψ(2)(1)) has been changed in
order to indicate that this processor is in the passive operating mode, in fact,
the information contained in Ψ(2)(1) is now related to the membrane processors
to which processor 2 can send information through itself.

All membrane processors in the system have to calculate their respective σ’s
before starting the next evolution step, and this is necessary in order to update
the system membrane structure information. In particular, for our example, at
the end of each evolution step, the following computations have to be done for
each of the membrane processors in order to obtain the membrane processor
through which we send objects to their current children processors:

– Membrane processor 1: σ12
– Membrane processor 2: σ23 and σ24
– Membrane processor 3: σ35
– Membrane processor 4: σ46

The computation of σ’s is performed according to equation (7).
The next table shows the resulting σ’s for our transition P system Π at the

beginning of the transition from C0 to C1:
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σ’s for the P system transition from C0 to C1, t = 0
From Through

(i) (j) σij =!Mask Proc(i)&(Id Proc(i) ∧ Ψ(i)(t))&Ψ(j)(t)
1 2 σ12 = (0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)&(1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)&(0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0) =

(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
2 3 σ23 = (0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)&(0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0)&(0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0) =

(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
4 σ24 = (0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)&(0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0)&(0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1) =

(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)
3 5 σ35 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1)&(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0)&(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0) =

(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0)
4 6 σ46 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1)&(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1)&(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1) =

(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)

In this case, the initial system configuration is kept by the σ’s. Objects
communication is accomplished through the initially established communica-
tion channel in the system configuration. Once the transition is finished, the
membrane configuration is changed. Membrane 2 is dissolved, and then mem-
brane processor 2 starts the rearranging process of Ψ ’s connectivity arrays in
order to establish the appropriate communication channels for evolution step 1.
This evolution step starts with the C1 configuration and ends with configuration
C2. The computation of Ψ(i)(1) have been done above, therefore, only σ’s are
represented in the following table.

σ’s for the P system transition from C1 to C2, t = 1
From Through

(i) (j) σij =!Mask Proc(i)&(Id Proc(i) ∧ Ψ(i)(t))&Ψ(j)(t)
1 2 σ12 = (0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)&(1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0)&(0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0) =

(0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0)
2 3 σ23 = (0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)&(0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0)&(0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0) =

(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
4 σ24 = (0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)&(0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0)&(0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1) =

(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)
3 5 σ35 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1)&(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0)&(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0) =

(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0)
4 6 σ46 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1)&(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)&(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1) =

(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)

As one can see in the table, membrane processor 1 can send objects to mem-
brane processor 3 and 4 through membrane processor 2 (σ12(3) = σ12(4) = 1).
Moreover, when membrane processor 2 receives objects coming from membrane
processor 1, it has to decide through which of its children membrane processor
has to send such objects. In the case when the objects go to membrane proces-
sor 3 it will send the objects through itself, because it is in the active operating
mode (σ23(3) = 1). In the case when the objects go to membrane processor 4
it will also send the objects through itself, because it is in the active operating
mode (σ24(4) = 1).
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Now, one more transition of Π is accomplished in our example, and the P sys-
tem goes from C1 to C2 dissolving membranes 3 and 4. Once again, the Ψ(3)(2)
and Ψ(4)(2) connectivity arrays of membrane processors have to be changed us-
ing equation (3), while membrane processors 2 and 1 change their ψ(2)(2) and
ψ(1)(2) connectivity arrays using equation (4) and membrane processors 5 and
6 do it using equation (5). The resulting system Ψ connectivity arrays for this
evolution step (t = 2) are the following:

Id Proc(1) = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), ψ(1)(0)=(1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0), ψ(1)(2)=(1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1),
Id Proc(2) = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0), ψ(2)(0)=(0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0), ψ(2)(2)=(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1),
Id Proc(3) = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0), ψ(3)(0)=(0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0), ψ(3)(2)=(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0),
Id Proc(4) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0), ψ(4)(0)=(0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1), ψ(4)(2)=(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1),
Id Proc(5) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0), ψ(5)(0)=(0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0), ψ(5)(2)=(0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0),
Id Proc(6) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), ψ(6)(0)=(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1), ψ(6)(2)=(0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1).

After this transition, the membrane system has changed its membrane struc-
ture once again, hence the membrane processors have to recompute their σ’s
using equation (7). The next table shows these values for membrane processors
at t = 2.

σ’s for the P system transition from C2 to C3, t = 2
From Through

(i) (j) σij =!Mask Proc(i)&(Id Proc(i) ∧ Ψ(i)(t))&Ψ(j)(t)
1 2 σ12 = (0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)&(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1)&(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1) =

(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1)
2 3 σ23 = (0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)&(0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1)&(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) =

(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0)
4 σ24 = (0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)&(0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1)&(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) =

(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)
3 5 σ35 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1)&(0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0)&(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0) =

(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0)
4 6 σ46 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1)&(0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1)&(0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1) =

(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)

After the last transition, membrane processor 1 can send objects to mem-
brane processors 5 and 6. Once again, this has to be done through membrane
processor 2 (σ12(5) = σ12(6) = 1). When membrane processor 2 receives ob-
jects from membrane processor 1, it has to decide through which of its children
membrane processor has to send the objects. In the case when the objects go to
membrane processor 5 it will send through membrane processor 3 (σ23(5) = 1),
otherwise it will send through membrane processor 4 (σ24(6) = 1). When mem-
brane processors 3 or 4 receive objects from membrane processor 2 –they are
in the passive operating mode– they have to decide through which of its chil-
dren membrane processor will send such objects. In both cases, they only have
one child membrane processor, which is in the active operating mode. There-
fore they will send the objects to their corresponding child membrane processor
(σ35(5) = 1 and σ46(6) = 1).
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The membrane system is now ready to start a new transition (although the
example does not discuss it).

4 Conclusions

This paper illustrates the membrane processors operational mode based on using
connectivity arrays and the way to update the system membrane structure. It
also illustrates the work of membrane processors in order to solve the commu-
nication problems caused by membrane dissolution in transition P systems.

It has also been shown that additional information about the membrane
structure is needed in order to obtain the desired functionality in membrane
processors for solving communication problems. Binary words and the defined
operations on them constitute a well defined data structure that provides the
desired functionality to the membrane processor systems.
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Abstract. New classes of P automata are introduced corresponding to
the basic classes of languages in the Chomsky hierarchy. Unlike the pre-
viously defined P automata, active P automata are computing with the
structure of the membrane systems, using operations like membrane cre-
ation, division and dissolution. The model is applied to the parsing of
(natural language) sentences into dependency trees.

1 Introduction

P automata are a special type of membrane systems that work as accepting de-
vices. Different classes of P automata have been introduced and studied recently,
in papers as [3,5,6,12,1,4,11].

In [3,4], one defines P automata using communication rules and final config-
urations. In [1], there are used both evolution and communication rules. In [11],
again evolution and communication rules are used, but the input symbols are
not introduced in the outer membrane as in the first two cases but they exist on
a tape which is transfered between membranes during the computation.

In all these approaches, the P automaton preserves the same structure of
membranes during the whole computation. No rules of membrane creation, divi-
sion or dissolution are involved. With active P automata, we propose a parallel
computation model with a flexible structure that evolves in time according to
the set of rules.

Informally, in active P automata the accepting computation starts with one
membrane, which contains the string that has to be recognized and possibly some
other information. The computation follows according to the input string and
during the evolution membranes can be created or dissolved. The computation
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ends when all input symbols are consumed and some termination condition is
fulfilled.

For details on different features of P systems one can use the monograph [15].
The application of P systems in linguistics was initiated in [2]. In this paper,

we describe a possible application of active P automata to parsing. We consider
active P translators that map natural language phrases into syntactic structures
like dependency trees. During the evolution of an active P translator, the internal
structure of the membrane system takes the form of a bubble tree, a tree-like
structure introduced in mathematical linguistics by Gladkij in [7], and recently
reevaluated by Kahane in a series of papers [9,10].

Actually, the functioning of active P automata (and, consequently, of active
P translators) is inspired from the slogan launched by Marcus in [14]: “Life is
DNA software + membrane software”. In our approach, computation is natural
language software + membrane computers.

2 Active P Automata

An active P automaton is a construct Π = (Σ,O, T, μ,M1, . . . ,Mn, R), such
that:

– Σ is the input alphabet; we also consider a copy of Σ denoted by Σ.
– O is the alphabet of feature objects;
– T is the alphabet of agent objects;
– μ is the structure of (n) membranes. For the rest of this section, we will

suppose that μ describes a linear structure, from the membrane labeled by
1 which is always an elementary membrane to the membrane labeled by n,
with n ≥ 1, such that the membrane i is included in the membrane i+ 1 for
any 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.

– Mi ⊆ O ∪ T ∪ Σ+ is the content of membrane i, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If i
is not an elementary membrane (equivalent in our case with i > 1), then
Mi ⊆ O ∪ T ∪Σ.

– R is the set of rules applicable in all membranes. R is defined by the following
types of rules1:

1. aw → a;w |¬x with a ∈ Σ, x ∈ Σ ∪ T , w ∈ Σ∗.
The first symbol a is extracted from the input string (and copied to a),
providing that no other symbol x from Σ ∪ T is present in the membrane.

2. x; b → c with x ∈ Σ ∪ T , b, c ∈ O.
A symbol b ∈ O is rewritten in c ∈ O in the presence of a symbol x from
Σ ∪ T . This last symbol is consumed.

3. x; b → δ with x ∈ Σ ∪ T , b ∈ O, where δ indicates the dissolution of the
membrane.
A symbol b ∈ O is deleted in the presence of a symbol x from Σ∪T . This last
symbol is also deleted and the current membrane is dissolved. The (other)

1 Since we have both symbols-objects and string-objects, we will use ‘;’ to separate
objects that occur on the same side of a rule.
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content of the current membrane (particularly the input string if it is the
case) will be found after dissolution in the immediately higher membrane.

4. [x; b]i → [ci+j [ci+j−1 . . . [c0]i . . .]i+j−1]i+j with x ∈ Σ ∪ T , b, c0, c1, . . . , cj ∈
O.
j ≥ 1 new membranes are created around the membrane i. In every new
membrane i+k a symbol ci+k is written (1 ≤ k ≤ j), while in the membrane
i the symbol x is deleted and the symbol b is rewritten in cj .

5. w → y;w |¬x with x ∈ Σ ∪ T , y ∈ T , w ∈ Σ+.
A symbol from T is generated in the membrane containing the input string,
depending on the fact that no other symbol x from Σ ∪ T is present in that
membrane.

6. [x; b]i → [ci+j [ci+j−1 . . . [y; c0]i . . .]i+j−1]i+j with x ∈ Σ∪T , b, c0, c1, . . . , cj ∈
O, y ∈ T .
j ≥ 1 new membranes are created around the membrane i. In every new
membrane i+k a symbol ci+k is written (1 ≤ k ≤ j), while in the membrane
i the symbol x rewrites to y and the symbol b rewrites to c0.

7. x; b → yout|¬z; c with x ∈ Σ ∪ T , y, z ∈ T , b, c ∈ O.
A symbol b ∈ O is rewritten in c ∈ O in the presence of a x ∈ Σ ∪ T .
This last symbol is rewritten to y and sent to the immediately next mem-
brane, depending on the fact that no other symbol from T is present in that
membrane.

8. x; b → yδ with x ∈ Σ ∪ T , y ∈ T , b ∈ O, where δ indicates the dissolution of
the membrane.
A symbol b ∈ O is deleted in the presence of a symbol x from Σ ∪ T . This
last symbol is rewritten to y ∈ T and the current membrane is dissolved.
The (other) content of the current membrane (particularly the input string
if it is the case) will be found after dissolution in the immediately higher
membrane.

The initial configuration has one membrane containing a string over Σ and
a symbol from O. We consider the language L(Π) recognized by an active P
automaton Π as the set of strings over Σ that lead the system to a configuration
where the input string is consumed and all membranes are dissolved.

We denote by P (i) the family of languages recognized by active P automata
using (only) rules of the types 1. − i., for i ∈ {3, 4, 8} and by P ′(7) the class
of languages recognized by active P automata using rules of the types 1. − 7.,
where the rules of type 3. cannot be applied with a symbol x from T .

Example 1. We consider an active P automaton Π defined as above, where Σ =
{a, b, c}, O = {Z,A,B}, T = {t} and the set R containing the rules:

– xw → x;w |¬y with x ∈ Σ, y ∈ Σ, w ∈ Σ+.
– a;Z → A.
– [a;A]1 → [A[A]1]2.
– b;A → B.
– x;B → tout|¬t;B with x ∈ {b, t}.
– c;B → δ.
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Then, L(Π) = {anbncn | n ≥ 1} (the triple agreement).

We denote by RE, CS, CF , REG the families of recursively enumerable,
context-sensitive, context-free and regular languages, respectively. The follow-
ing sequence of results establishes the power of active P automata for different
combinations of rules.

Theorem 1. P (8) = RE.

Proof. Obviously, the computation done by an active P automaton can be sim-
ulated by a Turing Machine in which the tape is formed by the input string and
the feature objects, each membrane being a memory cell on the tape. Agents
are states in the Turing Machine. Because of the rules in which agents are also
treated as inhibitors to communication, they do not mix and the computation
can be carried on sequentially (as in the Turing Machine) rather than in parallel
as in an active P automaton.

Conversely, an active P automaton can accept the language generated by a
type 0 grammar by simulating all the derivations in the grammar. The compu-
tation starts with the input string and the start symbol of the grammar. At each
time an agent is produced in the inner membrane that causes the application of
a specific production of the grammar. At some moment, in the inner membrane
a special agent is generated that starts to check that the feature symbols written
in the system correspond, as value and position, to the input symbols. This last
step takes place until everything is dissolved, respectively consumed. 	

Theorem 2. P ′(7) = CS.

Proof. It is easy to see that because the rules 8 are not used and the rules 3 that
dissolve membranes are applied only by consuming input symbols, the maximal
number of membranes created during any computation of an input string w is
never bigger than the length of w. This property combined with the simulation
described in the proof of Theorem 1 leads to the conclusion that any active P
automaton can be simulated by a linearly bounded automaton working on a tape
with 2n cells, where n is the length of the input string.

Conversely,taking into account the monotonicity of the derivation in a length-
increasing grammar, one can write the simulation by an active P automaton (like
in the proof of Theorem 1), using membrane division only in the inner membrane
and only using input symbols. Thus the rules of type 8 and the rules of type 3,
with x ∈ T , are not necessary. 	

Theorem 3. P (4) = CF .

Proof. If only the rules 1.-4. are used, the computation is always done in the
most inner membrane. Agents do not appear anymore, thus no information is
transported and all the non-elementary membranes contain only feature symbols.
The membrane structure evolves but this transformations are also done in the
most inner membrane. In this case, the evolution of the active P automaton
simulates the behavior of a push-down automaton that accepts with the empty
stack. Consequently, the class of languages accepted by an active P automaton
with rules 1.-4. is the class of context-free languages. 	
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Theorem 4. P (3) = REG.

Proof. When only the rules 1.-3. are used, the membrane structure of the corre-
sponding active P automaton do not evolve anymore, except for the dissolution
of the membrane in which the computation takes place. The system has only one
(elementary) membrane in which the computation is done by replacing feature
objects under the action of input symbols. Eventually, the unique membrane can
be dissolved and the computation ends. The initial string of input symbols is
accepted if and only if the dissolotion of the membrane occurs after the string
is completely consumed. It is clear that this active P automaton is a finite au-
tomaton and the class of P automata with the rules 1.-3. accepts exactly the
class of regular languages. 	


The rules of the active P automata are inspired from the transition function
of the go-through automata introduced in [8].

3 Bubble Trees

In [9], a hybrid tree structure was proposed for representing some linguistic con-
structions such as coordination or nominal or verbal nucleus. The tree structure
called bubble tree, was introduced by Gladkij in [7].

Formally, a bubble tree is a four-tuple (X,B, φ, �), where X is the set of basic
nodes, B is the set of bubbles, φ is a map from B to the non-empty subsets of X
(which describes the content of the bubbles) and � is a relation on B satisfying
the following properties:

P1. � is a tree relation.
P2. Any one-element subset of X is the content of one and only one terminal

node (a node without dependents).
P3. If α, β ∈ B, then φ(α) ∩ φ(β) = ∅ or φ(α) ⊆ φ(β) or φ(β) ⊆ φ(α).
P4. If φ(α) ⊂ φ(β), then α ≺ β, where ≺ is the transitive closure of �. If φ(α) ⊂

φ(β), then α≺β or β≺α, where ≺ is the reflexive and transitive closure of �.

The relation � is called dependency-embedding relation. Two sub-relations
of � are considered, the dependency relation �1 defined by α �1 β if α � β and
φ(α) ∩ φ(β) = ∅ and the embedding relation �2 defined by α �2 β if α � β and
α ⊆ β. If �1 = ∅, then the bubble tree is called a constituency tree. If �2 = ∅,
then the bubble tree is called a dependency tree.

In the next section, we will define P systems with the structure of membranes
described by bubble trees. In this paper, we will not consider all the elements
mentioned above in the definition of a bubble tree, but we will use the double
structure of a bubble tree in order to express the dynamics of the membrane
creation and connection.

4 Parsing Dependency Trees

An active P translator is a modified active P automaton whose membrane struc-
ture μ is characterized by a dependency-embedding relation, exactly like the
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structure of a bubble tree. The rules of types 2, 3, 8 that rewrite feature objects
and/or dissolve membranes are replaced by the rules of types 2′, 3′ and 8′ given
below, in which instead of dissolving the current membrane, we attach it by a
dependency link to the immediately higher membrane or to other membrane in
the system.

2′. (x; b;w)i → (c;w)i �1 (b)j with x ∈ Σ ∪ T , b, c ∈ O, w ∈ Σ∗.
3′. ((x; b;w)i¬z)i+1 → (y;w)i+1 �1 (c)i with x ∈ Σ ∪ T , y, z ∈ T , b, c ∈ O,

w ∈ Σ∗.
8′. ((x; b;w)i¬y)i+1 → (w)i+1 �1 (c)i with x ∈ Σ ∪ T , y ∈ T , b, c ∈ O, w ∈ Σ∗.

The (other) content of the current membrane (particularly the input string if
it is the case) will be found after dissolution in the immediately higher membrane.
The structure of the membrane system is not anymore a list as in the case of an
active P automaton, but a bubble tree. Also, the accepting configurations are
not anymore the empty ones as in active P automata, but the membrane systems
that consume the input string by producing a tree dependency structure.

In the following, we present an example of sentence analyzed into a depen-
dency tree.

Consider the following sentence from Dutch:

Wim Jan Marie zag leren zwemmen.

Consider the an active P translator M = (Σ,O, T, μ,M1, . . . ,Mn, R) with:

– Σ = {Wim, Jan, Marie, zag, leren, zwemmen, .}; for any a ∈ Σ, the
copy of a in Σ is denoted by a, except for the copy of . that is denoted by e,

– O =
{
X,

[
N
def

]
,

[
V

V (S,C)

]}
,

– T = {Jan, Marie},
– the set R of rules is described by:

1. aw → a;w |¬b with a, b ∈ Σ, w ∈ Σ+,

2. (a;X)1 →
(([

N
def

])
1
X

)
2

with a ∈ {Wim, Jan},

3. Marie;X →
[

N
def

]
,

4. a;
[

N
def

]
→ aout;

[
N
def

]
with a ∈ {Jan, Marie},

5.
(
b;

[
N
def

])
i

→
([

V
V (S,C)

])
i

�1

([
N
def

])
j

with b ∈ {zag,leren,zwemmen},

6.
((

b;
[

V
V (S,C)

])
i

)
j

→
([

V
V (S,C)

])
j

�
(
b
)
i

with b ∈ {leren,zwemmen},

7. e;
[

V
V (S,C)

]
→

[
V

V (S,C)

]
.

The analysis of the sentence Wim Jan Marie zag leren zwemmen. is de-
scribed by the following sequence of pictures. Each transformation corresponds
to an evolution step. Remark that in some evolution steps several rules are ap-
plied in different membranes.
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I�� ��Wim Jan Marie zag leren zwemmen.
X

�� ��II
Jan Marie zag leren zwemmen.
Wim X

III�

�

�

	

�
�

�
	

Jan Marie zag leren zwemmen.[
N

def

]

X

IV�

�

�

	

�
�

�
	

Marie zag leren zwemmen.

Jan

[
N

def

]

X

V �

�

�

	

�
�

�
	

Marie zag leren zwemmen.[
N

def

]

Jan X

VI �

�

�

	

�
�

�
	

�

�

�

	

zag leren zwemmen.

Marie

[
N

def

]
[

N
def

]

X

VII �

�

�

	

�
�

�
	

�

�

�

	

zag leren zwemmen.[
N

def

]

Marie

[
N

def

]

X

VIII �

�

�

	

�
�

�
	

�

�

�

	

leren zwemmen.

zag

[
N

def

]
[

N
def

]

Marie X

�

�

�

	

�
�

�
	

�

�

�

	

IX

leren zwemmen.[
V

V (S, C)

]
[

N
def

]
[

N
def

]

�
�

�
�

[
N

def

]

�

�

�

	

�
�

�
	

�

�

�

	

X

zwemmen.

leren

[
V

V (S, C)

]
[

N
def

]
[

N
def

]

�
�

�
�

[
N

def

]
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XI [
V

V (S, C)

]�
�

�
	�������

��������
�

�
�

[
N

def

] �

�

�

	

�
�

�
	

zwemmen.

leren

[
N

def

]
[

N
def

]

XII [
V

V (S, C)

]�
�

�
	�������

��������
�

�
�

[
N

def

] �

�

�

	

�
�

�
	

zwemmen.[
V

V (S, C)

]
[

N
def

]

��
�

�
�

[
N

def

]
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XIII [
V

V (S, C)

]�
�

�
	�������

��������
�

�
�

[
N

def

] �

�

�

	

�
�

�
	

.

zwemmen

[
V

V (S, C)

]
[

N
def

]

��
�

�
�

[
N

def

]

XIV [
V

V (S, C)

]�
�

�
	�������

��������
�

�
�

[
N

def

] �
�

�
	

[
V

V (S, C)

]
�������

��������
�

�
�

[
N

def

] �
�

�
	

.
zwemmen

[
N

def

]
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XV [
V

V (S, C)

]�
�

�
	�������

��������
�

�
�

[
N

def

] �
�

�
	

[
V

V (S, C)

]
�������

��������
�

�
�

[
N

def

] �
�

�
	e

[
V

V (S, C)

]

��
�

�
�

[
N

def

]

XVI [
V

V (S, C)

]�
�

�
	�������

��������
�

�
�

[
N

def

] �
�

�
	

[
V

V (S, C)

]
�������

��������
�

�
�

[
N

def

] �
�

�
	

[
V

V (S, C)

]

��
�

�
�

[
N

def

]
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In the example, we have seen the functioning of the P automaton with a
sentence with crossing dependences, which has strong difficulties in the analysis.
From here, we suppose the automaton should be able, with proper rules, to
recognize every correct sentence in a language. The linguistic definition of well-
formed phrases for every language is very important for the correct working of
the system.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have enriched the typology of P automata with new types that
correspond to the classical Chomsky hierarchy of classes of languages. Compared
to other P automata defined so far, active P automata use not only the objects,
but also the membrane structure itself for computation. The model seems to
be very appealing for application to natural language processing, since it can
combine local information processing with long distance dependencies.

The model of active P automata is inspired from go-through automata in-
troduced in [8] and successfully applied to the recognition of different classes of
contextual grammars (see [13]). For this reason, interesting connections in the
area of mild context-sensitivity are expected. Moreover, sentences corresponding
to non-projective dependency trees can be parsed in an uniform way together
with those corresponding to projective dependency trees. We have exemplified
this capability of active P automata by parsing a sentence from Dutch, which
contains cross dependencies.

Obviously, the model needs further investigation. The parallel behavior of P
automata should be better exploited and the complexity of the system studied
for a linguistically relevant class of formal languages.
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Abstract. P systems with symport/antiport rules of a minimal size
(only one object passes in any direction in a communication step) have
been recently proved to be computationally universal. The result origi-
nally reported in [2] has been subsequently improved in [6] by showing
that six membranes suffice. In [6] it has been also conjectured that at
least one membrane can be saved. Here we prove that conjecture: P
systems with five membranes and symport/antiport rules of a minimal
size are computationally complete. The optimality of this result remains
open.

1 Introduction

P systems represent a class of distributed and parallel computing devices of a
biological type that was introduced in [9]. Several variants of this model have
been investigated and the literature on the subject is now rapidly growing. The
main results in this area show that P systems are a very powerful and efficient
computational model [10].

The basic elements of a P system (or membrane system) are: a membrane
structure defined as a tree-like structure of several membranes embedded in a
main membrane called the skin membrane, some multisets of objects associated
with the regions delimited by the membranes (the objects are represented as
symbols in a given alphabet), and some sets of evolution rules associated with
the regions (or the membranes). In general, the evolution rules allow the system
to modify the objects in the various regions of the system and communicate
them among the compartments.

A special variant has been proposed in [8], which introduces in membrane
systems a form of communication based on a biochemical transport of objects
called symport/antiport mechanism. When two chemicals can pass through a
membrane only together, in the same direction, the process is called symport ;
when the two chemicals can pass only with the help of each other, but in opposite
directions, we say that we have an antiport process (see [1]). Such a mechanism
has been formalized and generalized in P systems by considering rules of the
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form (x, in), (x, out) (symport rules), and (x, out; y, in) (antiport rules), where
x, y are multisets of arbitrary size.

In [8] the focus has been on a purely communicative variant: sym-
port/antiport rules that govern the passage of objects through membranes are
the unique rules that are allowed in the system. This means that the objects
only change their places in the compartments of the membrane structure, and
they never transform/evolve. As a consequence of this fact, in order to com-
pute arbitrary sets of natural numbers, a notion of environment is introduced
in P systems with symport/antiport, which provides objects to the system. The
environment is defined as a multiset where the objects appear with an infinite
multiplicity. In other words, the environment is supposed to be able to supply as
many objects as the system needs in order to complete any computation. Some-
how surprisingly, computing by communication turns out to be computationally
universal: by using only symport and antiport rules we can compute all Turing
computable sets of numbers [8]. This result has been then improved in what
concerns the number of membranes used and/or the size of symport/antiport
rules used inside the regions (see [3], [4], [7], [10]).

In this regard, a rather unexpected result has been reported in [2]: in order
to get the universality, minimal symport and antiport rules, that is of the forms
(a, in), (a, out), (a, out; b, in), where a, b are objects, are sufficient. This result
obtained by using nine membranes has been subsequently improved in [6] by re-
ducing the number of membrane to six. Besides this, it has been also conjectured
[6] that at least one membrane can be saved. Here we prove that conjecture: P
systems with five membranes and symport/antiport rules of a minimal size are
computationally complete.

The proof uses the same technique of [2], [3], [6] that is based on the simu-
lation of a counter automaton by means of a P system with symport/antiport
rules.

2 Counter Automata

In this section we briefly recall the concept of counter automata, useful in the
proof of our main theorem. We follow here the style of [2], [3], [6].

Informally speaking, a counter automaton is a finite state machine that has
a finite number of counter registers able to store values represented by natural
numbers; the machine runs a program consisting of instructions which can in-
crease or decrease by one the contents of the registers, changing at the same
time the state of the automaton; starting with each counter register being 0,
the machine performs a computation; if it reaches a terminal state, then the
number stored in a specified counter register is said to be generated during this
computation. It is known that counter automata (of various types) are computa-
tionally universal, that is, they can generate exactly all Turing computable sets
of natural numbers [5]. In the rest of the paper, we will call a counter register
simply a counter.
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Definition 1. A counter automaton is a construct

M = (Q,F, p0, C, cout, S),

where:

1. Q is the set of the possible states,
2. F ⊆ Q is the set of the final states,
3. p0 ∈ Q is the start state,
4. C is the set of the counters,
5. cout ∈ C is the output counter,
6. S is a finite set of instructions of the following forms:

(p → q,+c), with p, q ∈ Q, c ∈ C: add 1 to the value of the counter c
and move from state p into state q;
(p → q,−c), with p, q ∈ Q, c ∈ C: if the current value of the counter c is
not zero, then subtract 1 from the value of the counter c and move from
state p into state q; otherwise the computation is blocked in state p;
(p → q, c = 0), with p, q ∈ Q, c ∈ C: if the current value of the counter
c is zero move from state p into state q; otherwise the computation is
blocked in state p.
(p → q, ε), with p, q ∈ Q: move from state p into state q without changing
the value of any counter.

A transition step in such a counter automaton consists in updating/checking the
value of a counter according to an instruction of one of the types presented above
and moving from a state to another one. Starting with the number zero stored
in each counter, we say that the counter automaton computes the value n if and
only if, starting from the initial state, the system reaches a final state after a
finite sequence of transitions, with n being the value of the output counter cout

at that moment.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that in the end of the computation

the automaton makes zero all the counters but the output counter; also, we may
assume that there are no transitions possible that start from a final state.

As we have mentioned above, such counter automata are computationally
equivalent to Turing machines, and we will make below an essential use of this
result.

3 P Systems with Symport/Antiport Rules

We present the definition of P systems with symport/antiport in the form in-
troduced in [8]. The reader is supposed to be familiar with the notation usually
adopted in Membrane Computing area and the very few notions of Formal Lan-
guage Theory used in this paper. We refer to [10],[11] for further details.

Definition 2. A P system with symport/antiport is a construct

Π = (V, μ,w1, . . . , wm, E,R1, . . . , Rm, iO),

where:
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1. V is a finite alphabet of symbols called objects,
2. μ is a membrane structure consisting of m membranes that are labelled in a

one-to-one manner by 1, . . . ,m,
3. wi ∈ V ∗, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m is a multiset of objects associated with the

region i delimited by membrane i,
4. E ⊆ V is the set of objects that appear in the environment,
5. Ri, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, is a finite set of symport/antiport rules associated

with the region i that are of the form (x, in), (x, out), (x, out; y, in), with
x, y ∈ V ∗,

6. iO is the label of an elementary membrane of μ that identifies the corre-
sponding output region.

A P system with symport/antiport is defined as a computational device consist-
ing of a set of m hierarchically nested membranes that identify m distinct regions
(the membrane structure μ), where each region i has got assigned a multiset of
objects wi and a finite set of symport/antiport rules Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. A rule
(x, in) ∈ Ri means that the multiset x can be moved through membrane i from
the region containing membrane i into the region delimited by membrane i. A
rule (x, out) ∈ Ri means that the multiset x can be moved through membrane i
from the region delimited by membrane i into the region surrounding it. A rule
(x, out; y, in) means that a multiset x in the region delimited by membrane i can
be exchanged through membrane i with a multiset y in the region surrounding
it. Obviously, a rule can be applied if and only if, the multisets involved by this
rules are present in the corresponding regions. The rules associated with the
region delimited by the skin membrane are allowed to exchange objects with the
environment.

As usual, a computation in a P system with symport/antiport is obtained by
applying the rules in a non-deterministic maximal parallel manner. Specifically,
in this variant a computation is restricted to just moving the objects through
the membranes, as symport/antiport rules do not allow the system to modify
the objects placed inside the regions. Initially each region i contains the corre-
sponding multiset wi, whereas the environment contains no objects in V −E and
an infinite number of copies of each object in E. In this way, new objects can be
introduced in the system in arbitrary large number of copies as the environment
can never be exhausted. Furthermore, the objects in V −E that are sent out the
system during a computation are kept in the environment and they can get back
into the system by means of the rules associated with the region delimited by
the skin membrane (these may also be coupled with some objects in E). Notice
that, by operating in this way, the object in V − E can appear in the system
only in a finite number of copies.

A computation is successful if it starts in the initial configuration and it
reaches a configuration where no more rule can be applied. The result of a
successful computation is a natural number that is obtained by counting the
objects that are contained at the end of the computation in the region delimited
by membrane iO. Given a P system Π, the set of natural numbers computed in
this way by Π is denoted by N(Π).
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We denote by NOPm(symr, antit) the family of set of natural numbers that
are generated by P system with symport/antiport with at most m > 0 mem-
branes, symport rules of size at most r ≥ 0, and antiport rules of size at most
t ≥ 0. The size of a symport rule (x, in) or (x, out) is given by |x|, whereas the
size of an antiport rule is given by max{|x|, |y|}. We denote by NRE the family
of recursively enumerable sets of natural numbers.

We recall from [3], [4] the best known results dealing with the power of
P systems with symport/antiport.

Theorem 1. NRE = NOPm(symr, antit), for (m, r, t) ∈ {(1, 1, 2), (3, 2, 0),
(2, 3, 0)}.

All these results use rules of size at least 2 and before the result reported in
[2] the universality of systems of type (m, 1, 1) was not known, for any m ≥ 1.
Notice that systems of type (m, 1, 0), for any m ≥ 1 can generate only finite sets
of natural numbers: if a rule (a, in), with a ∈ E, is used in the region delimited
by the skin membrane then, due to the maximal parallelism, an infinite number
of objects a are introduced in the skin membrane by leading the system to a
non-well-defined configuration. In a similar way, systems of type (m, 0, 1), for
any m ≥ 1, cannot generate infinite sets of natural numbers because antiport
rules of size 1 are not able to increase the number of objects inside the system.

However, as pointed out in [6], we can easily generate infinite sets of natural
numbers by combining symport rules of size 1 with antiport rules of size 1 at
the price of using two membrane at least. For instance, consider the system

Π = ({a, b}, [1[2 ]2]1, a, λ, {b}, R1, R2, 2),
R1 = {(a, out; b, in), (a, in)},
R2 = {(a, in), (b, in)}.

After bringing an arbitrary number of copies of b from the environment, the
object a gets “hidden” in region 2. Thus, this system is able to generate the
whole set of natural numbers (zero excluded).

By starting from this observation, the universality of systems with both sym-
port and antiport rules of size one has been achieved in [2] by increasing the
number of membranes from two to nine. Such a result has been then improved
in [6] by showing that six membranes suffice.

Theorem 2. NRE = NOP6(sym1, anti1).

The optimality of this result has not been proved but rather it has been conjec-
tured in [6] that at least one membrane can be saved.

4 Universality with Five Membranes

Here we prove the conjecture from [6]: P systems with five membranes and both
symport rules and antiport rules of size one are computationally complete.

Theorem 3. NOP5(sym1, anti1) = NRE.
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Proof. Let us consider a counter automaton M = (Q,F, p0, C, cout, S) as speci-
fied in Section 2. We want to construct a P system with symport/antiport rules
Π such that N(Π) ∈ NOP5(sym1, anti1), which is able to simulate the behavior
of the automaton M . The construction we adopt here is an adaption of that one
proposed in [6]. For this reason, we do not report all the details of the proof but,
we just recall the main ideas behind the proof from [6].

The correct simulation of the automaton M by using six membranes is
achieved in [6] by considering a P system with the following membrane structure:

[1[2 [3[4 ]4]3 [5[6 ]6]5 ]2]1

where:

– region 1 is mostly used to hold the current state of the automaton M ;
– region 2 is used to store the value of all the counter in M ; for each c ∈ C,

the current value of the counter c is given by the number of objects cq,
with q ∈ Q, that are currently present in region 2; as well as this, region
2 contains an arbitrary number of states that are introduced in the system
during a preliminary phase of initialization;

– region 3 and region 4 are used in order to simulate the instructions of the
form (p → q,−c), (p → q, c = 0) in S; to this aim, different versions of an
object d are used to check whether the counter c is empty or not; an arbitrary
number of copies of the different versions of d is introduced in region 4 during
the phase of initialization of the system;

– region 6 is the output region where the value of the output counter is collected
at the end of a successful sequence of transitions in M ; region 5 is involved
in this process as a filter for moving the object coutq, with q ∈ Q, from region
2 to region 6.

As remarked in [6], it is easy to see that the same system with five membrane
(without membrane 6 and with membrane 5 as output membrane) would simu-
late in the same way the counter automaton, but would contain also an object h
in the output region 5 when reaching the halt state. In fact, the object h is used
in region 5 to move the objects coutq from region 2 to region 5 by using rules of
the form (h, out; coutq, in), (h, in), with q ∈ Q.

Here we get around this problem by moving membrane 5 up to the level of
membrane 2 (i.e., by embedding membrane 5 into the skin membrane). Thus,
membrane 5 becomes the new output membrane and the objects coutq are col-
lected in the corresponding region by using membrane 2 as a filter. However, as
we will see, this simple modification in the structure of the system gets to an
important complication in the process of collecting the output because of the
presence in region 2 of other objects different from coutq.

Formally, we define the following P system with symport/antiport:

Π = (V, μ,w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, E,R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, iO),

where:

V = Q ∪ {cq | c ∈ C, q ∈ Q, and (p → q,+c) ∈ S}
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∪ {c′
q, dc,q | c ∈ C, q ∈ Q, and (p → q,−c) ∈ S}

∪ {c′′
q , d′

c,q | c ∈ C, q ∈ Q, and (p → q, c = 0) ∈ S}
∪ {a1, a2, a3, a4, b1, b2, i1, i2, i3, i4, i5, h, h

′, h′′, n1, n2, n3, n4,#1,#3}
∪ {e1, e2, f, f

′, f ′′, h1, h2, k1, k2},
μ = [1[2 [3[4 ]4]3 ]2 [5 ]5 ]1,

w1 = b1b2#3,

w2 = a1e1e2i1i2i4i5n1n2n3n4h
′′#1,

w3 = a2a3i3k1k2h
′,

w4 = a4a5h1h2#3,

w5 = λ,

E = V − {#1, b1},
iO = 5,
Ri = R′

i ∪R′′
i ∪R′′′

i , where 1 ≤ i ≤ 5.

As in [6] by following the original idea from [2], each computation in M will be
simulated by Π in three main phases:

1. preparing the system for the simulation of the automaton M ,
2. simulating the behavior of M in terms of execution of sequences of instruc-

tions in S,
3. terminating the computation and moving the relevant objects into the output

region.

For all 1 ≤ i ≤ 5, the rules used in each phase are respectively the rules in R′
i,

R′′
i , and R′′′

i .

Phase 1 performs the following operations: we bring in region 2 an arbitrary
number of objects q ∈ Q that represent the states of the automaton, then we also
bring in region 4 an arbitrary number of objects dc,q and d′

c,q that will be used
in the second phase in order to simulate the instructions of the form (p → q,−c)
and (p → q, c = 0), respectively. The rules used in this phase are as follows:

R′
1 = {(b1, out;X, in) | X ∈ Q ∪ {dc,p, d

′
c,p | c ∈ C, p ∈ Q}} ∪ {(b1, in)},

R′
2 = {(b2, out;X, in) | X ∈ Q ∪ {dc,p, d

′
c,p | c ∈ C, p ∈ Q}} ∪ {(b2, in)}

∪ {(a4, out), (a1, out; b1, in), (b2, out; #3, in),
(a2, out; a1, in), (a2, out; #3, in)},

R′
3 = {(a3, out; d, in) | d ∈ {dc,p, d

′
c,p | c ∈ C, p ∈ Q}} ∪ {(a3, in)}

∪ {(a2, out; b2, in), (a4, out, b1, in), (#3, in), (#3, out)},
∪ {(h′, out;h′′, in), (h′′, out, h′, in)},

R′
4 = {(a4, out; d, in) | d ∈ {dc,p, d

′
c,p | c ∈ C, p ∈ Q}} ∪ {(a4, in)}

∪ {(a5, out; b2, in), (a4, out; a5, in), (b2, out; a3, in)},
R′

5 = ∅.
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The rules (b1, out;X, in) ∈ R′
1, (b2, in), (b2, out;X, in) ∈ R′

2 are used in this
phase to bring objects q, dc,q, d′

c,q from the environment into region 2 in an
arbitrary number of copies. If the objects that enter region 2 are states, then
they remains in region 2. If those objects are instead versions of d, then they
are moved down to region 4 by using the rules (a3, out; d, in), (a3, in) ∈ R′

3,
(a4, out; d, in), (a4, in) ∈ R′

4.
As the objects q, dc,q, d′

c,q are reused in region 1 during the second phase
to simulate the instructions of the automaton M , the rule (b2, out; #3, in) ∈ R′

2
that generates an infinite computation is also present. This is to make sure that
the objects q, dc,q, d′

c,q are effectively brought form the environment in region 2
during the initial phase. In other words, the actual simulation of the automaton
M cannot start until the first phase is completed and b2 is removed from region 2.

More precisely, in order to finish this initial phase, we have to stop the “in-
flux” of special symbols from the environment. To this aim, the system has to
accomplish the following tasks:

– removing b1 from region 1 in order to stop getting objects from the environ-
ment,

– removing b2 both from region 1 and region 2 in order to stop moving objects
q, dc,q, d′

c,q from region 1 to region 2,
– removing a3 both from region 2 and region 3 in order to stop moving objects

dc,q, d′
c,q from region 2 to region 3,

– removing a4 both from region 3 and region 4 in order to stop moving objects
dc,q, d′

c,q from region 3 to region 4.

The object b1 is interchanged with a1 from region 2 by means of the rule
(a1, out; b1, in); at the same step b2 enters the same region 2 by (b2, in). Next
b2 is interchanged with a2 by using the rule (a2, out; b2, in) ∈ R′

3. Then, we use
the rule (a5, out; b2, in) ∈ R′

4 to move b2 into region 4 where it is used to remove
a3 from region 3 by means of the rule (b2, out; a3, in) ∈ R′

4. The object a4 is
removed from region 4 by using the rule (a4, out; a5, in) ∈ R′

4 and from region 3
by using the rule (a4, out; b1, in) ∈ R′

3. The object a4 is eventually moved up to
reach region 1, and this ends up the first phase.

There are two delicate points in this process. First, if b2 instead of bring-
ing in region 2 the objects from environment starts the finishing process by
(a2, out; b2, in) ∈ R′

3, then at the next step the only rule that can be applied
is (a2, out; #3, in) ∈ R′

2, since a1 is still in region 2, and then the computation
will never render a result. The second problem can be noticed by looking at the
rules (a4, in) and (a4, out; b1, in) associated with regions 4 and 3, respectively: if
instead of applying the second rule in the finishing phase of this step, we apply
the rule of region 4, then the computation stops in regions 1 through 4, but for
the rules (h′, out;h′′, in), (h′′, out, h′, in) from R′

3 the computation does not halt.

Phase 2 deals with the simulation of the instructions of the automaton M
and lasts until a final state p ∈ F is introduced in region 1. The rules used in
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this phase are:

R′′
1 = {(a4, out; p0, in), (#1, out), (#1, in)}
∪ {(p, out; cq, in), (p, out; c′

q, in), (p, out; c′′
q , in) | p, q ∈ Q, c ∈ C}

∪ {(dc,q, out; q, in), (d′
c,q, out; q, in) | p, q ∈ Q, c ∈ C}

∪ {(p, out; q, in) | p, q ∈ Q, and (p → q, ε) ∈ S},
R′′

2 = {(q, out; cq, in), (#1, out; cq, in) | q ∈ Q, c ∈ C}
∪ {(n1, out; c′

q, in), (dc,q, out;n4, in), (i1, out; c′′
q , in) | q ∈ Q, c ∈ C}

∪ {(dc,q, out; #3, in), (d′
c,q, out; i5, in), (d′

c,q, out; #3, in) | q ∈ Q, c ∈ C}
∪ {(n2, out;n1, in), (n3, out;n2, in), (n4, out;n3, in)}
∪ {(#1, out;n4, in), (i2, out; i1, in), (i3, out; i2, in), (i4, out; i3, in)}
∪ {(i5, out; i4, in)},

R′′
3 = {(c′

q, in), (i3, out; c′′
q , in), (d′

c,q, out; i3, in) | q ∈ Q, c ∈ C}
∪ {(dc,q, out; cα, in), (d′

c,q, out; cα, in) | q, α ∈ Q, c ∈ C},
R′′

4 = {(dc,q, out; c′
q, in), (#3, out; c′

q, in), (d′
c,q, out; c

′′
q , in) | q ∈ Q, c ∈ C}

∪ {(#3, out; c′′
q , in) | q ∈ Q, c ∈ C},

R′′
5 = ∅.

This second phase gets started by using the rule (a4, out; p0, in) ∈ R′′
1 , which

introduce the initial state of the automaton M in region 1. As we have seen, the
object a4 appears in region 1 only at the end of phase 1.

The actual simulation of the instruction in S is done exactly in the same way
as described in [6]. Therefore, we do not enter into the details of how the rules
R′′

i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 5, are used, but we rely directly on the proof from [6]. There is only
a slight difference with respect to [6]: when an object coutq is introduced in the
system by means of the rule (p, out; coutq, in) ∈ R′′

1 , we can always apply the
rule (coutq, in) ∈ R′′′

5 (see the third phase afterwards), which moves the object
coutq into region 5. If this is the case, the simulation of the automaton M stops
but, due to the rules (h′, out;h′′, in), (h′′, out, h′, in) from R′

3, the computation
does not halt.

The third phase, the finishing one, will stop the simulation and move the
relevant objects into the output region. This is done in two separate stages:
firstly we remove all objects different from coutα, with α ∈ Q, from region 2,
and then we move all objects coutα, from region 2 into region 5 (the output one)
through region 1. Specifically, we use the following rules:

R′′′
1 = {(p, out; f, in) | p ∈ F}
∪ {(e1, out; f ′, in), (e2, out; f ′′, in)},

R′′′
2 = {(e1, out; f, in), (e2, out; f ′, in), (f ′′, in), (h2, out)}
∪ {(coutα, out;h2, in) | α ∈ Q},

R′′′
3 = {(h′, out; f, in), (h′′, out; f, in)}
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∪ {(k1, out; f ′, in), (k1, out; k2, in), (k2, out; k1, in), (h2, out; k2, in)}
∪ {(f ′′, in)} ∪ {(f ′′, out;x, in) | x �= coutα ∈ V, α ∈ Q},

R′′′
4 = {(h1, out; f ′, in), (h1, out;h2, in), (h2, out;h1, in), (h2, out; f ′′′, in)}

R′′′
5 = {(coutα, in) | α ∈ Q}.

We first use (p, out; f, in) ∈ R′′′
1 , then f enters region 2 by (e1, out; f, in)

and at the next step f stops the oscillation of h′ and h′′ by putting them to-
gether in region 2 by means of (h′, out; f, in) ∈ R′′′

3 or (h′′, out; f, in) ∈ R′′′
3 .

In the meanwhile, we introduce in region 1 the object f ′ by means of the rule
(e1, out; f ′, in) ∈ R′′′

1 . At the next step, we exchange e2 with f ′ by using the rule
(e2, out; f ′, in) ∈ R′′′

2 . In region 2, the object f ′ is used to start the oscillation
of k1, k2 through membrane 3 by entering in region 3 and then the oscillation
of h1, h2 through membrane 4 by entering in membrane 4. The rules used are
(k1, out; f ′, in) ∈ R′′′

3 and then (h1, out; f ′, in) ∈ R′′′
4 . In the meanwhile, f ′′ en-

ters region 1 and it reaches region 3 in two further steps of computation. After
that, we can start the process of removing objects x �= coutα, with α ∈ Q, from
region 2 by using the rules (f ′′, in), (f ′′, out;x, in) ∈ R′′′

3 .
The key point here is that, during the process of getting objects x from

region 2 into region 3, the system maintains the following property concerning
the distribution of objects inside the membranes. If f ′′ is in region 2, then k2
is in region 2, k1, h1 are in region 3, and h2 is in region 4; if f ′′ is instead in
region 3, then k1 is in region 2, k2, h2 are in region 3, and h1 is in region 4.
This is because k1, k2 oscillate through membrane 3 and h1, h2 oscillate through
membrane 4 continuously by means of the rules (k1, out; k2, in), (k2, out; k1, in)
from R′′′

3 , and (h1, out;h2, in), (h2, out;h1, in) from R′′′
4 , respectively.

This fundamental property makes sure that an odd number of steps after the
last object x enters region 3, we have k1 in region 2, f ′′, k2, h2 in region 3, and
h1 in region 4. Next k1 is exchanged with k2 and h2 with h1 while f ′′ remains
in region 3. At this time, we can stop the oscillation of h1, h2 by using the rule
(h2, out; f ′′, in) ∈ R′′′

4 while k2 is exchanged with k1 in region 3. Then we stop
the oscillation of k1, k2 in two steps: k1 is exchanged with k2 once more and, at
the next step, we apply the rule (h2, out; k2, in) ∈ R′′′

3 , which releases the object
h2 in region 2.

Finally, we move h2 up to reach region 1 where we can start to move the
objects coutα, with α ∈ Q, from region 2 to region 5. This is done by using the
rules (coutα, out;h2, in), (h2, out) from R′′′

2 , and (coutα, in) ∈ R′′′
5 . Notice that

having removed all object x �= coutα from region 2 makes sure that no rule from
R′′

2 can be applied in this phase of the computation when coutα is pushed into
region 1.

The computation halts when the last object coutα enters region 5 by having
correctly simulated a sequence of transitions in M . According to the above dis-
cussion, the P system Π simulates correctly the counter automaton M . 	
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5 Conclusions

P systems with symport and antiport rules are interesting from several points
of view: they have a precise biological inspiration, are mathematically elegant,
the computation is done only by communication, by moving objects through
membranes.

In this paper, we have proved that P systems with symport/antiport rules of
a minimal size (only one object passes in any direction in a communication step)
are computationally complete. In particular, we have shown that five membranes
suffice in order to get such an universality result. We do not know whether our
result is optimal or not. An estimation of the size of families NOPm(sym1, anti1)
for m = 2, 3, 4 remains to be found.
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Abstract. We continue the investigation of parallel rewriting P systems
without target conflicts, a class of rewriting P systems with parallel ap-
plication of evolution rules where the possible consistency problems for
the communication of the resulting strings are eliminated by not allowing
the application of conflicting rules. We refine and improve some of the
previously known results about the generative power of these systems
and point out the problems which are still open for investigation.

1 Introduction

Membrane systems, or P systems were introduced in [10] as distributed parallel
computing devices of a biochemical type. The model is inspired by the function-
ing of the living cell: it consists of a membrane structure composed of several
cell-membranes, hierarchically embedded in a main membrane called the skin
membrane. The membranes delimit regions and contain objects which evolve
according to given evolution rules associated to the regions. Computations of
the system are performed by the parallel and non-deterministical evolution of
the contents of the membranes.

For a detailed introduction to the area of P systems, the interested reader is
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In this paper we consider rewriting P systems [6,10,14]. The objects of a
rewriting P system are represented by strings and their evolution is described
by pairs consisting of a string rewriting rule and a so called target indicator.
The target indicator specifies the target membrane (region) where the string is
sent after the successful application of the rewriting rule. A target indicator, as
considered in this paper, can be one of three types: it can instruct the string to
leave the current region and enter a nondeterministically chosen inner membrane;
it can instruct the string to leave the current region by passing through its
delimiting membrane to the outer region; or it can instruct the string to stay in
the same region where it was before the application of the rewriting rule.

It is natural to extend the application of these rules from sequential to paral-
lel rewriting (see also [1,7,8,9]), as it is more appropriate from the point of view
of the original biological motivation since a cellular substance could be processed
by many chemical reactions (each on a different site) at the same time. In this
way, in parallel rewriting P systems a three-level massive parallelism is obtained
involving membranes, objects, and rules as well. But, if the rules applied to
the same string have mixed target indications, then there are consistency prob-
lems for the communication of the resulting string, as there are contradictory
indications about the region where the string should be at the next step.

This problem has been previously faced and solved with different strategies
[7], as for example, by counting the number of occurrences of the different target
indicators and then communicating the string to the region corresponding to
the maximal number of indicators, or by choosing as target region the one which
corresponds to the indicator appearing exactly once, if any, after the parallel
application of the rules.

A different approach for solving the problem has been considered in [1] where
the definition of a deadlock state has been introduced with the aim of describing
situations where rules with mixed target indicators are applied at the same time
to a common string. When a situation of deadlock arises for a string, then it is
not sent to the outer or inner regions but it remains inside the current membrane,
and it will not be processed anymore by any other rule.

In this paper we follow the approach proposed and studied in [4], that is, we
consider parallel rewriting P systems without target conflicts. In these systems,
the rules to rewrite a certain string might be chosen according to one of several
different parallel rewriting strategies (parallel rewriting methods) but, from the
applicable set of rules, only those can be applied which have the same target
indicator. If there are rules in the applicable set with different target indicators,
then only a proper subset of rules having the same target will be actually used.

In the following, we continue the investigations started in [4] to analyze the
computational power of parallel rewriting P systems without target conflicts by
comparing them to different types of Lindenmayer systems, and by studying the
relations among P systems which use different parallelism methods.
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2 Parallel Rewriting Methods

In the following we present the basic formal language theoretic notions which
will be used in the sequel. For more information, refer to [5] or [12].

We denote by V ∗ the free monoid generated by the alphabet V under the
operation of concatenation. The empty string is denoted by λ, V + = V ∗ \ {λ}
is the set of non-empty strings over V . The number of occurrences of a symbol
a ∈ V in the string w ∈ V ∗ is denoted by |w|a.

An extended interactionless Lindenmayer system or E0L system is a rewriting
system G = (V, T,R,w) where V is an alphabet, T ⊆ V is a terminal alphabet,
R is a set of rewriting rules of the form a → v, a ∈ V, v ∈ V ∗, and w ∈ V ∗ is
the initial word or axiom. If x = x1 . . . xn, xi ∈ V, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a word over V ,
then we can obtain another word y ∈ V ∗, such that y = y1 . . . yn, by applying
the rules of R if and only if there are rules xi → yi ∈ R, yi ∈ V ∗, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The rule set R is complete, that is, for each a ∈ V , there is at least one rule
a → α ∈ R having a on its left-hand side. The language generated by G is the
set of all terminal words (i.e., words containing only symbols from the terminal
alphabet) that can be obtained starting with the initial word w and using the
rules of R.

An E0L system is deterministic (an ED0L system) if for each symbol a ∈ V ,
R contains exactly one rule with a on its left-hand side. A tabled E0L system
(an ET0L system) with n tables is a system G = (V, T,R1, . . . , Rn, w) having n
different rule sets Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and in each rewriting step only rules from one
of the tables can be used. If for each a ∈ V , every table contains exactly one rule
with a on its left-hand side, then we speak of a deterministic ET0L, or EDT0L
system.

The families of languages generated by E0L, ED0L, EDT0L, and ET0L sys-
tems are denoted by E0L, ED0L, EDT0L, and ET0L, respectively. For more
on Lindenmayer systems, see for example [12] or [13].

In the following we present the different methods of parallel string rewriting
with context-free rules, considered in [4].

Definition 1. Let V be an alphabet, R be a set of rewriting rules of the form
a → α, a ∈ V, α ∈ V ∗, let dom(R) = {a ∈ V | a → α ∈ R}, the set of symbols
occurring on the left-hand side of at least one rule of R, and let ρ be a partial
ordering relation, the priority relation on R. Let also w,w′ ∈ V ∗ be two strings
over V .

We define the following methods of parallel rewriting.

(U) We say that w′ is obtained from w by a rewriting step with unique paral-
lelism, if w = x1ax2ax3 . . . xnaxn+1 with xi ∈ (V \ {a})∗, 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1,
a → α ∈ R, and w′ = x1αx2αx3 . . . xnαxn+1. Furthermore, if there is a
rule a′ → α′ ∈ R with higher priority than a → α, then |w|a′ = 0 must
hold. This means that w′ is obtained by the substitution of all occurrences
of exactly one symbol according to exactly one rule which is nondetermin-
istically chosen among the rules that can be applied to that symbol, taking
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also the priority relation into account, that is, there is no applicable rule
with higher priority than the chosen one.

(S) We say that w′ is obtained from w by a rewriting step with symbol paral-
lelism, if w = x1a1x2a2x3a3 . . . xnanxn+1, ai ∈ dom(R), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, xj ∈
(V \ dom(R))∗, 1 ≤ j ≤ n + 1, and there are rules ri = (ai → αi) ∈
R, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where if ai = ak, then ri = rk, that is, exactly one rule is
chosen for each symbol that can be rewritten by the rules of R, and then
w′ = x1α1x2α2x3α3 . . . xnαnxn+1, all occurrences of the symbols are rewrit-
ten by the chosen rules: if ai = ak, then αi = αk, 1 ≤ i, k ≤ n. Furthermore,
if there is a rule a′ → α′ ∈ R with higher priority than any of the chosen
rules ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then |w|a′ = 0 must hold.

(M) We say that w′ is obtained from w by a rewriting step with maximal par-
allelism, if w = x1a1x2a2x3a3 . . . xnanxn+1, ai ∈ dom(R), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, xj ∈
(V \ dom(R))∗, 1 ≤ j ≤ n + 1, there are rules ri = (ai → αi) ∈ R, 1 ≤
i ≤ n, nondeterministically chosen from the set of applicable rules, and
w′ = x1α1x2α2x3α3 . . . xnαnxn+1, that is, all symbols that can be the sub-
ject of a rewriting rule are rewritten using one of the applicable rules. Fur-
thermore, if there is a rule a′ → α′ ∈ R with higher priority than any of the
chosen rules ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then |w|a′ = 0 must hold.

(T) Similarly to (E)T0L systems, we can divide the set of rewriting rules into
tables, that is, Tables = {R1, R2, . . . , Rt} where each Rk is a rule set,
Rk ⊆ R, 1 ≤ k ≤ t. In this case, we say that w′ is obtained from w
by a rewriting step with table parallelism, if there is a table Rk ∈ Tables
and w = x1a1x2a2x3a3 . . . xnanxn+1, ai ∈ dom(Rk), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, xj ∈
(V \ dom(Rk))∗, 1 ≤ j ≤ n + 1, for some k, 1 ≤ k ≤ t, there are rules
ri = (ai → αi) ∈ Rk, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, nondeterministically chosen from the
table Rk, and w′ = x1α1x2α2x3α3 . . . xnαnxn+1, that is, only the rules of a
nondeterministically chosen table must be applied to the string, but given
a fixed table, its rules are applied as in the method of maximal parallelism.
Furthermore, if there is a rule a′ → α′ ∈ R with higher priority than any of
the chosen rules ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then |w|a′ = 0 must hold.

3 Parallel Rewriting P Systems without Target Conflicts

First we present the basic notions of membrane computing; the interested reader
may find more detailed information on the theory of P systems in the monograph
[11].

A P system is a structure of hierarchically embedded membranes, each car-
rying a label and enclosing a region containing a multiset of objects and possibly
other membranes. The outmost membrane, which is unique and usually labelled
with 0, is called the skin membrane. The membrane structure is denoted by a
sequence of matching parentheses (as in a Dyck language) where the matching
pairs have the same label as the membranes they represent.

If membrane i contains membrane j, and there is no other membrane k such
that k contains j and i contains k, then we say that membrane i is the parent
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membrane of j, denoted by i = parent(j), and at the same time, membrane j is
one of the child membranes of i, denoted by j ∈ child(i).

The evolution of the contents of the regions of a P system is described by
rules associated to the regions. The rules need to describe two types of trans-
formations: objects might be changed into other objects, and they might move
through the membranes realizing communication between the regions of the sys-
tem. Applying the rules synchronously in each region, the system performs a
computation by passing from one configuration to the other one.

Definition 2. A parallel rewriting P system of degree n + 1 is defined by the
construct

Π = (V, T, μ,M0, . . . ,Mn, (R0, ρ0), . . . , (Rn, ρn))

where:

– V is the alphabet of the system;
– T ⊆ V is the terminal alphabet;
– μ is a membrane structure with n + 1 membranes injectively labeled by

numbers in the set {0, 1, . . . , n};
– Mi, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, are finite languages over V containing the strings initially

present in region i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} of the system;
– Ri, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, are finite sets of evolution rules of the form a → α(tar), with

a ∈ V, α ∈ V ∗, tar ∈ {here, out, in}, associated to region i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}
of the system; by Hi, Oi, Ii we will denote the subsets of rules in Ri with
target indicator here, out, and in, respectively

– ρi, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, are partial order relations defined over the rules of Ri.

In parallel rewriting P systems without target conflicts, the application of
evolution rules is performed as follows: in one step all regions are processed si-
multaneously by using the rules in a nondeterministic manner. All strings that
can be rewritten according to a certain fixed parallelism method are rewritten
simultaneously and then communicated to the neighbouring regions of the sys-
tem. The parallel rewriting of strings is done by using one of the methods defined
above, but if for a given string, the rules chosen according to the used method
and to the priority relations do not have the same target indicators, only a proper
subset of rules having the same target will be actually used.

For more on the role of priority relations in P systems see [10,14].

Definition 3. Let the configurations of a parallel rewriting P system Π as above
be denoted by (C0, C1, . . . , Cn), where Ci, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, are sets of strings over
the alphabet of the system containing the words present in the corresponding
regions of Π. The initial configuration is (M0,M1, . . . ,Mn).

For all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, let

C∅
i = {w ∈ Ci | w cannot be rewritten by applying rules from

Ri according to parallelism method π},
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and let the set of all words w ∈ Ci, w �∈ C∅
i , be nondeterministically partitioned

in three subsets, CH
i , CO

i , and CI
i , such that some rules of Hi, Oi, and Ii,

respectively, are applicable to the elements of the three partitions.
Now we define the sets of strings

Chere
i = {w′ ∈ V ∗ | w′ is obtained from w ∈ CH

i by applying rules from
Hi according to parallelism method π},

Cout
i = {w′ ∈ V ∗ | w′ is obtained from w ∈ CO

i by applying rules from
Oi according to parallelism method π},

Cin
i = {w′ ∈ V ∗ | w′ is obtained from w ∈ CI

i by applying rules from
Ii according to parallelism method π}.

For two configurations C = (C0, C1, . . . , Cn) and C ′ = (C ′
0, C

′
1, . . . , C

′
n) of the

system, we say that there is a transition from C to C ′, denoted by C ⇒π C ′,
using the parallelism method π ∈ {U, S,M, T}, if the following condition holds:

C ′
i = C∅

i ∪ Chere
i ∪

⎛
⎝ ⋃

j∈child(i)

Cout
j

⎞
⎠ ∪ INi,

where for each 0 ≤ k ≤ n,⋃
l∈child(k)

INl = Cin
k , and

∑
l∈child(k)

card(INl) = card(Cin
k ),

that is, the set C ′
i consists of the strings from Ci which were either not rewritten

or else rewritten by means of rules with target here, plus the strings sent out
from all the membranes inside membrane i, plus a subset of the strings which
were present in the parent membrane k of i, rewritten by means of rules from
Ik to be sent to membranes with labels in child(k). In particular, the strings
produced by means of rules Ik are nondeterministically partitioned into subsets,
one for each child membrane of membrane k (note that the union of all these
subsets is exactly Cin

k ); INi is the subset of strings to be sent from membrane
k to membrane i.

A sequence of transitions forms a computation. We say that a computation is
halting when there is no rule which can be further applied in the current con-
figuration. A computation is said to be non-halting if there is at least one rule
which can be applied forever.

In this paper we consider extended P systems. The output of an extended
system is the set of strings over T (if any) sent out of the system during a
computation, be it halting or not.

Definition 4. The language generated by a parallel rewriting P system Π as
above for a fixed parallelism method π ∈ {U, S,M, T} is

L(Π) = {w ∈ T ∗ | w ∈ Cout
0 for some configuration C with

(M0,M1, . . . ,Mn) ⇒∗
π C = (C0, C1, . . . , Cn)},
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ED0L

EUPRP3(Pri) EDT0L = ESPRP∗

ESPRP1

EUPRP∗(Pri) ET0L

EMPRP2 ETPRP1

EMPRP∗ = ETPRP∗

Fig. 1. If two families are connected by a line (an arrow), then the lower family is
included (properly included) in the upper family. If two families are not connected,
then they are not necessarily incomparable.

where (M0,M1, . . . ,Mn) is the initial configuration, C0 denotes the contents of
the skin membrane in configuration C, and Cout

0 is as given above in Definition 3.

We denote by EπPRPn the family of languages generated by extended rewriting
P systems of degree n where the priority relations defined on the sets of rules are
empty, and π ∈ {U, S,M, T} denotes the used parallelism method. When also
priority relations are used, then we use the notation EπPRPn(Pri). In the case
when the number of membranes is not limited, then the subscript n is replaced
by ∗.

4 The Computational Power

In [4] the results summarized in the hierarchy diagram from Figure 1 are given.
Now we show that ETPRP∗ ⊆ ET0L, thus yielding a new hierarchy of parallel
rewriting P systems without target conflicts.

Theorem 1. ETPRPn ⊆ ET0L, for every n ≥ 1.

Proof. Consider the system Π = (V, T, μ,M0, . . . ,Mn−1, R0, . . . , Rn−1) with ta-
bles Rj

i ⊆ Ri, 1 ≤ j ≤ ti, 0 ≤ i ≤ n−1, such that L(Π) ∈ ETPRPn. (Note that
the priority relations are empty, so they are omitted.) We construct an ET0L
system G = (V ′, T,R′

1, . . . , R
′
m, X), with m > n, which generates L(Π). The

alphabet of nonterminal symbols is

V ′ = V ∪ V̄ ∪ {Xi | i = 0, . . . , n− 1} ∪ {X, X̄,#},
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where V̄ = {ā | a ∈ V }, and V ∩ V̄ ∩ {Xi | i = 0, . . . , n − 1} ∩ {X, X̄,#} = ∅.
Furthermore, for a string u = a1a2 . . . as, with ai ∈ V , we will denote by ū the
string ā1ā2 . . . ās, with āi ∈ V̄ , 1 ≤ i ≤ s.

Without any loss of generality, we may assume that only one type of target
indicator is associated to all the evolution rules belonging to the same table. So,
for each membrane mi, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, we may classify the tables into three sets
as Htab

i , Otab
i , Itab

i , containing for each i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, the tables of Ri having
rules with target indicator here, out, and in, respectively.

In order to distinguish the tables in G and the tables in Π, we call them
G-tables and Π-tables, respectively. We define a set of G-tables of the following
four types.

For each string w ∈ Mi, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, we define a G-table of the form

1. Starting tables:

{X → Xiw̄} ∪ {Xj → # | 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1} ∪ {Ā → Ā | Ā ∈ V̄ }
∪ {# → #, X̄ → #} ∪ {A → # | a ∈ V }.

For each membrane mi, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, we have the following:

2. Simulation tables: We first define the G-tables that simulate the application
of Π-tables with target of type here. For each table Rk

i ∈ Htab
i we have a

G-table

{X → #, X̄ → #,# → #, Xi → Xi}
∪ {Xj → Xj# | 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, j �= i} ∪ {Ā → x̄ | (A → x) ∈ Rk

i }
∪ {Ā → Ā | Ā �∈ dom(Rk

i )} ∪ {A → # | A ∈ V }.

Similarly, to simulate Π-tables with target out (with i �= 0) we define a
G-table for each Rk

i ∈ Otab
i , i �= 0:

{X → #, X̄ → #,# → #, Xi → Xj | j ∈ parent(i)}
∪ {Xl → Xl# | 0 ≤ l ≤ n− 1, l �= i} ∪ {Ā → x̄ | (A → x) ∈ Rk

i }
∪ {Ā → Ā | Ā �∈ dom(Rk

i )} ∪ {A → # | A ∈ V }.

Finally, to simulate Π-tables with target in, we define a G-table for each
Rk

i ∈ Itab
i :

{X → #, X̄ → #,# → #, Xi → Xj , | i = parent(j)}
∪ {Xl → Xl# | 0 ≤ l ≤ n− 1, l �= i} ∪ {Ā → x̄ | (A → x) ∈ Rk

i }
∪ {Ā → Ā | Ā �∈ dom(Rk

i )} ∪ {A → # | A ∈ V }.
For the skin membrane, m0, the Π-tables with target out must be simulated
with the following G-tables defined for each Rk

0 ∈ Otab
0 :

3. Ending tables:

{X → #, X̄ → #,# → #, X0 → X̄}
∪ {Xj → Xj# | 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1} ∪ {Ā → x̄ | (A → x) ∈ Rk

0}
∪ {Ā → Ā | Ā �∈ dom(Rk

i )} ∪ {A → # | A ∈ V }.
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We also need an additional table:

4. Control table:

{Ā → # | A ∈ V \ T} ∪ {ā → a | a ∈ T}
∪ {Xj → # | 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1} ∪ {X̄ → λ,X → #,# → #}
∪ {A → # | A ∈ V }.

Let us see how a computation in Π can be simulated by a derivation in G. At the
first step of any derivation in G, only a starting table should be chosen, otherwise
the trap symbol # will be introduced by the rule X → # and never removed. The
chosen starting table determines both the string and the membrane of Π that
will be simulated: the axiom X is rewritten as Xiw̄, for some i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1,
and w̄ is the barred version of a string w ∈ Mi. After this initial step, the
ET0L system G works with a barred sentential form which will correspond to a
non-barred string generated by the P system Π.

At the second step of any derivation, only a simulation table (or also an end-
ing table if mi is the skin membrane) can be chosen. Assume we use a simulation
table. In this case, if the chosen G-table corresponds to the rules of a Π-table
in a different membrane mj , then the trap symbol is introduced. The only way
to correctly continue the derivation is to choose one of the G-tables which simu-
late Π-tables in mi. In such a case, according to the target of the rules present
in the Π-table, the symbol Xi is transformed into Xj , for j being the label of
the target membrane, and each applicable rule in the Π-table is used also in
the G-table. Note that the G-tables are complete, since the possibly incomplete
Π-tables are supplemented with rules of the form Ā → Ā where A is a symbol
which cannot be rewritten by the given Π-table. After the use of a simulation
table, only another simulation (or ending) table can be used, according to the
support symbol Xj that appears in the current string.

Let us assume now that an ending table has been chosen. This means that we
are to simulate the application of Π-tables with target out in the skin membrane.
Hence, at the next derivation step in G, we have to check that the produced string
consists only of terminal symbols. In order to assure that the next table to be
used is the control table, in the ending tables we define the production X → X̄:
the symbol X̄ introduces the trap symbol # in all G-tables except the control
one. Apart from this particular rule, the ending tables are analogous to all other
simulation tables.

Once we have produced a string of the form X̄w̄′, for some w′ ∈ (V ∪{#})∗, by
means of the control table we can check that only barred versions of symbols from
T appear in w̄′. If this is not the case, then the productions Ā → #, A ∈ V \ T
may introduce the trap symbol (which could already be present in the string).
In any case, the string could be used for other derivation steps but it will never
be accepted as belonging to the generated language. Otherwise, if the string
corresponds to a terminal string, then no trap symbols will be introduced and
at the same time X̄ will be erased, so for one step a “real” terminal word will be
generated by G. To ensure that the derivations of these terminal words cannot
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continue to produce unwanted results, after one step, all terminal symbols are
rewritten to the trap symbol # with any of the G tables.

From these considerations we can see that the ET0L system G correctly
simulates each and every computation of Π, so L(G) = L(Π). 	


Considering the results described by the previous diagram and the results from
[4], stating that EMPRPn ⊆ ETPRPn, n ≥ 1, we obtain:

Corollary 1. ETPRP1 = ETPRP∗ = EMPRP2 = EMPRP∗ = ET0L.

Hence, both families of languages ETPRP∗ and EMPRP∗ collapse to ET0L.
This means that all types of parallel rewriting P systems without target conflicts
(using parallelism methods M, T, S, U) are strictly less powerful than Turing
machines.

Now we investigate the relationship of language families generated by sys-
tems using the unique and the symbol parallelism methods, solving some open
problems stated in [2,3].

Theorem 2. EUPRPn(Pri) ⊆ ESPRP∗.

Proof. Consider Π = (V, T, μ,M0, . . . ,Mn−1, (R0, ρ0), . . . , (Rn−1, ρn−1)) such
that L(Π) ∈ EUPRPn(Pri). In order to simulate such a system using a sys-
tem Π ′ where the rules are applied following the symbol parallelism method S
without priority, we have to face two problems:

1. In Π the rules are applied following the unique parallelism method, i.e., a
single rule is applied to all occurrences of a single symbol. In Π ′ each rule is
still applied on all occurrences of a single symbol, but we can apply, at the
same time, different rules on different symbols.

2. We have to be sure that the rule we apply is chosen according to the priority
relations.

The system Π ′ which simulates Π can be built as follows (instead of a formal
description with technical details, we will give the ideas behind the construction
of Π ′). The alphabet V ′ contains the same symbols as V plus the additional
symbols: X, Xout, Xin, †, [ri,j ], 1 ≤ j ≤ ti, where ti denotes the cardinalities of
the rule sets Ri, for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, thus each symbol [ri,j ] corresponds to one
rule in Ri. The terminal alphabet of the two systems are the same.

Consider a generic membrane mi and a string w in membrane mi in Π. We
denote by ri,1, ri,2, . . . , ri,ti the rules in Ri.

The structure in Π ′ corresponding to mi is obtained by having a correspond-
ing membrane m′

i with elementary membranes inside, added for each rule in Ri;
these added membranes will be denoted by m′

i,1, m
′
i,2, . . . , m

′
i,ti

. Then, the string
w is replaced by Xw.

The rule set R′
i, corresponding to m′

i contains the following rules:

R′
i = {X → [ri,j ](in), Xout → X(out), Xin → X(in)},

while in each rule set R′
i,j corresponding to the added membrane m′

i,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ ti,
we simulate the application of the rule ri,j ∈ Ri by using the following rules:
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– If ri,j is of the form Z → α(here), then R′
i,j contains the rules

R′
i,j = {[ri,j ] → X(out)} ∪ {[ri,k] → †(out) | 1 ≤ k ≤ ti, k �= j}

∪ {Z → α(out), X → †(out)}.

– If ri,j is of the form Z → α(out), then R′
i,j contains the rules

R′
i,j = {[ri,j ] → Xout(out)} ∪ {[ri,k] → †(out) | 1 ≤ k ≤ ti, k �= j}

∪ {Z → α(out), X → †(out)}.

– If ri,j is of the form Z → α(in), then R′
i,j contains the rules

R′
i,j = {[ri,j ] → Xin(out)} ∪ {[ri,k] → †(out) | 1 ≤ k ≤ ti, k �= j}

∪ {Z → α(out), X → †(out)}.

Before considering the priority relations we start with an observation. If in the
system Π we have two rules ra = (Za → αa) and rb = (Zb → αb) such that
ra has priority over rb, then we can assume that the symbols Za and Zb are
different. In fact, if Za = Zb, then the rule rb is never applied, and we can build
a system without the rule rb which generates the same language as Π. Hence,
we can solve the problem of priority relations by adding the rules

{Z → †(out) | r = (Z → α) has higher priority than ri,j}

in each rule set R′
i,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ ti, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.

Finally, for the skin membrane we put the rule Xout → λ(out) in R′
0 instead

of Xout → X(out).
The system works in the following way. In m′

i we apply a rule X → [ri,j ](in)
which starts on the string Xw the simulation of the rule ri,j in mi. If the string
[ri,j ]w reaches a membrane m′

j with i = parent(j) in Π (the membranes cor-
responding to the ones immediately inside mi, already present in Π), then no
further rules can be applied and no output is produced. If the string reaches a
membrane m′

i,k such that k �= j, then the non terminal trap symbol † is intro-
duced in the string. As this symbol is never removed, no terminal string can be
produced. If the string reaches the correct membrane m′

i,j but the string con-
tains symbols Z such that the rule rewriting Z has priority over ri,j , then the
trap symbol † is introduced and, once again, no output is produced.

Thus, the only possibility to correctly apply a production is to choose, in
a non-deterministical way, to apply a rule X → [ri,j ](in) such that no other
rule of higher priority can be applied and then to send the string [ri,j ]w to the
corresponding membrane m′

i,j . Here the corresponding rule, ri,j , is simulated by
means of the rule Z → α(out). At the same time, [ri,j ] is replaced by the symbol
X (if the target of ri,j is here), Xout (if the target of ri,j is out), or Xin (if the
target of ri,j is in).

The string is sent back to m′
i where we can start a new simulation (if the

string contains the symbol X) or we send the string to the corresponding target
membrane (using the rules Xout → X(out) or Xin → X(in)). Note that if we
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apply the last rule and the string reaches again a membrane m′
i,j instead of a

membrane m′
j (corresponding to mj with i = parent(j) in Π), then the rule

X → †(out) is applied and no output can be produced.
If we are in the skin membrane, we have the rule Xout → λ(out) instead

of Xout → X(out). Hence, at the last step of a computation, the symbol X
is removed and the string is sent out of the system. If it is terminal, then it
contributes to the output of the system.

From these considerations we can see how to construct a system Π ′, such
that L(Π ′) = L(Π). 	


In [4] it was shown that EDT0L ⊆ ESPRP∗. Now we show that EDT0L lan-
guages can be accepted by parallel rewriting P systems using the symbol paral-
lelism method with a fixed number of membranes.

Theorem 3. EDT0L ⊆ ESPRP3.

Proof. Let G = (V, T,R1, . . . , Rn, w) be an EDT0L system with n tables. We
show how to construct a parallel rewriting P system without target conflicts
Π = (V ′, T, μ, {w}, ∅, ∅, R′

0, R
′
1, R

′
2) generating the same language as G using

the symbol parallelism method, S, and no priorities.
Let μ = [0 [1 [2 ]2 ]1 ]0, let

V ′ = V ∪ {xi | x ∈ V, 1 ≤ i ≤ n},

and let the rule sets be as follows:

R′
0 = {x → x1(in), xi → xi+1(in) | x ∈ V, 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1}
∪ {xn → x(out)},

R′
1 = {xi → xi(in), xi → xi(out) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
∪ {x → x(out)},

R′
2 = {xi → α(out) | x → α ∈ Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

The rewriting P system Π starts its work with the axiom w of G in the skin
membrane m0. The interplay of m0 and m1 produces strings consisting of sym-
bols having the same index i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where n is the number of tables in G.
If one of these indexed strings is sent to membrane m2, the application of the
rules corresponding to the index is executed, the indices are removed and the
resulting string is sent back to membrane m0 where the process starts again.
Strings might be sent out of the skin membrane by increasing their index to n
and then using the rules xn → x(out), x ∈ V . This way, Π generates the same
language as the EDT0L system G. 	


From the theorems above and the results in [4], we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 2. EUPRP∗(Pri) = ESPRP∗ = ESPRP3 = EDT0L.

Moreover, in addition to what was previously known, ED0L ⊆ ESPRP1, we
can prove the following.
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Theorem 4. ED0L ⊂ ESPRP1.

Proof. We know [4,2] that ED0L ⊆ ESPRP1. In order to prove that the inclu-
sion is strict, consider the following parallel rewriting P system without target
conflicts, Π = ({A,B, a, b}, {a, b}, [0 ]0, {aABaA}, R0), where the rules are ap-
plied following the symbol parallelism method, S, with no priorities. The rules
in R0 are the following:

R0 = {A → aA(here), B → bB(here), A → λ(here), B → λ(out)}.

The computation proceeds as follows. Starting from aABaA we can apply the
rules A → aA and B → bB with target indicator here for any number of times.
We obtain, in this way, a string of the form ak+1AbkBak+1A, such that k ≥ 0.
At some moment, we can apply also the rules A → λ(here) and B → λ(out).
We have the following possibilities:

– We cannot apply the rule A → aA(here) on a symbol A and, at the same
time, the rule A → λ(here) on the other symbol A, because this is not
allowed by the parallelism method S.

– We cannot apply the rule A → λ(here) (or the rule A → aA(here)) on both
symbols A and the rule B → λ(out) on the symbol B, because we have a
conflict in the target indicators.

– If we apply the rule B → λ(out) alone on the symbol B, then we send out
from the skin membrane a non terminal string: no output is produced in this
way

– We can apply the rule A → λ(here) on both symbols A and the rule B →
bB(here) on the symbol B; this is the only possibility to correctly continue
the computation.

In this last case, we obtain the string ak+1bk+1Bak+1; to this string we can
continue to apply the rule B → bB(here) for a number of times, obtaining a
string of the form ak+1bh+1Bak+1, where 0 ≤ k ≤ h. At some moment, we apply
the rule B → λ(out), which removes the non-terminal symbol B and sends out
of the skin membrane the terminal string ak+1bh+1ak+1.

Hence, the system Π generates the language {apbqap | 1 ≤ p ≤ q}, which is
known not to be in ED0L (see for example [11]). 	


Now we continue to investigate the power of systems using the unique paral-
lelism method. In [4] it has been shown that ED0L ⊆ EUPRP3(Pri). Here we
strengthen this result by showing that even non-ED0L languages can be gen-
erated by systems with one membrane using the unique parallelism method, U ,
with no priority relations.

Theorem 5. ED0L ⊂ EUPRP1.

Proof. Consider Π = ({A, a}, {a}, [0 ]0, AAAAAA,R0), a parallel rewriting P
system without target conflicts, having

R0 = {A → AA(here), A → AAA(here), A → a(out)},
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with no priorities defined on the rules. The computation starts with the nonde-
terministic choice of a rule to be applied to the string AAAAAA. Assume that
the chosen rule is A → AA(here). After one parallel rewriting step with unique
parallelism, we obtain the new string AAAAAAAAAAAA, that is A12 = A22·3.
If this rule is repeatedly applied, then we obtain a string of the form A2k·3, for
some k ≥ 1. At any time, the other rule A → AAA(here) can be chosen and
strings of the form A2k3h

, for some h ≥ 1, can be generated. Obviously, the rule
A → AAA(here) could be used before A → AA(here) without changing the set
of generated strings. Whenever the last rule A → a(out) is chosen, then all non
terminal symbols A are transformed into the terminal symbol a and the string
a2k3h

, with k ≥ 1, h ≥ 1, exits the system.
Hence, using the unique parallelism method, U , without priorities, Π gener-

ates the language
L(Π) = {a2n3m | n,m ≥ 1}

which is known not to be in ED0L (see for example [11]). 	


5 Final Remarks

We summarize the results of our paper by presenting the updated version (see
Figure 2) of the inclusion diagram from the beginning of the previous section.
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EUPRP∗(Pri) = ESPRP∗ = ESPRP3 = EDT0L

EUPRP1 ESPRP1

ED0L

EMPRP∗ = EMPRP2 = ETPRP∗ = ETPRP1 = ET0L

Fig. 2. If two families are connected by a line (an arrow), then the lower family is
included (properly included) in the upper family. If two families are not connected,
then they are not necessarily incomparable.

Now we have a fairly clear view of the families generated by parallel rewriting
P systems using the table and the maximal parallel rewriting method, but the
status of the family EMPRP1 is still unknown.

Furthermore, we still do not know the exact relationship of the families
ESPRPn for n = 1, 2, and the family ESPRP∗, or if the hierarchy EUPRPn,
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n ≥ 1 (with or without priorities), is infinite or not. In addition, the effect of
using priorities is so far not studied at all.

We can also observe that both of the languages used in the proofs of Theorem
4 and Theorem 5 are not only non-ED0L languages, but even non-E0L. Does
this fact suggest the incomparability of E0L, and one or both of the classes
EUPRP1 and ESPRP1?
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Abstract. An architecture for investigating the dynamical behaviour
of biological systems is proposed by using the concepts of “behaviour”
and “observer”. The behaviour of a biological system is the sequence of
states traversed as time passes; the observer is a device translating this
behaviour into a readable output.
As an instance of this architecture we investigate P/O systems consti-
tuted by a membrane system and a multiset finite automaton observer.
We first characterize the infinite behaviours of conservative systems, i.e.,
systems whose number of objects is constant. These systems behave very
regularly. For more sophisticated systems we then use also more compli-
cated multiset automata as observers: they map the configurations into
an output alphabet and thus we obtain words describing the entire com-
putations. Even for seemingly simple membrane systems using only non-
cooperative rules and regular-like observers through this combination a
great power emerges, in our case computational universality.

1 Introduction

We introduce and study a new way of looking at the computation of a mem-
brane system. The so-called P/O systems that we consider in more detail, are a
particular case of a more general computing framework, the biosystem/observer
model. The concept of “behaviour” of a biological system and the concept of
“observer” are joined together to obtain a model of computation. This idea re-
calls a thought already discussed by G. Rozenberg and A. Salomaa [6]. They
remarked that the result of a computation can be seen as already present in
nature: we only need to look (in an appropriate way) at it. In their case this
observation is made applying a gsm machine to the language obtained using the
(biologically inspired) twin-shuffle operation. In our case the observer is applied
not only to the final result, but to the entire evolution of the system.

Thus a computing device can be constructed using two less potent systems:
the first one, which is a biological system, simply “lives”, passing from one
� This work was done, while both authors were funded by the Spanish Ministry of

Culture, Education and Sport under the Programa Nacional de Formación de Pro-
fesorado Universitario (FPU)
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configuration to the next, producing some “behaviour”; the second system is
placed “outside” and watches the biological system. Therefore we call it the
external observer. Following a set of rules it translates the behaviour of the
biological system into a more readable output.

In this way the pair composed by the biological system and the observer can
be considered a computing device, as described in Figure 1. The computation is
divided between the biological system and the observer that is able to watch and
to “interpret” the behaviour of the biological system. We apply this architecture
to the membrane computing framework, introducing and studying the class of
P/O systems.

Fig. 1. Conceptual view of a biosystem/observer system

A P/O system is a computing device composed by a membrane system with
symbol-objects, which plays the role of the biological system described earlier,
and of a multiset finite automaton, which represents the observer. The mem-
brane system passes from one configuration to the next one, in the way usually
defined in the membrane systems area: application of the evolution rules in non-
deterministic maximally parallel manner. This way it realizes its part of the
computation.
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All the possible computations define the behaviours of the system; here we
can distinguish between infinite or finite behaviours according to whether we
collect halting or non-halting computations. The multiset automaton processes
every such sequence of computations and translates it into a conventional string
over a finite alphabet. The collection of all these strings is the output language
of the P/O system.

We also consider the option that during this process of translation the mul-
tiset finite automaton can decide to “trash” a string that represents a “wrong”
computation, when a non-desired configuration is detected.

In this paper we study different properties of P/O systems, considering dif-
ferent kinds of membrane systems (conservative and non-conservative systems,
according to the kinds of evolution rules that are used) and different kinds of
observers, taking into consideration both halting and non-halting computations,
or equivalently finite and infinite behaviours.

Moreover we prove a quite surprising result that shows how the proposed
system-observer combination can be very powerful: a P/O system composed
by a membrane system with symbol-objects with non-cooperative rules and by
a simple observer that is a multiset finite automaton, is universal, i.e., it can
generate every recursively enumerable language.

2 Preliminaries

First off, we fix some necessary notation. Σ denotes a finite non-empty alphabet,
Σ∗ the free monoid generated by this alphabet with concatenation, and λ, the
empty word, as its neutral element. When we speak about infinite words, wω

denotes the infinite catenation of w to the right and this is the only type of
infinite words we will consider. Thus Σω is the set of all infinite words, and
Σ∞ := Σ∗ ∪Σω is the set of all words. Its subsets are called ω-languages.

We call an infinite word w periodic, if there exists a finite word u such that
w = uω; if w = vuω, where also v is a finite word, then w has the weaker property
of ultimate periodicity.

2.1 Büchi Automata and ω-Regular Languages

We begin with a short introduction to the basics of ω-regular1 languages and the
automata which accept them; here we restrict ourselves to the so-called Büchi
automata. Our presentation follows closely the beautiful introduction of Berstel
and Pin [1]. Further details as well as a survey of finite automata for regular
languages of finite words can be found in their book.

Just as regular languages of finite words are characterized by regular expres-
sions, ω-regular languages are described by ω-regular expressions. These are an
1 In the French literature, especially Berstel and Pin’s book [1], regular languages and

expressions are called rational (the same for ω-rational) – we will here use the more
common term regular.
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extension of the simple regular expressions by the operator ω. Formally, we define
them and their corresponding languages (their interpretations φ) as follows:

– if a is in Σ, then a is an expression; its interpretation is {a};
– if e1 and e2 are expressions, so is e1 ◦ e2; its interpretation is φ(e1) · φ(e2);
– if e1 and e2 are expressions, so is e1 ∨ e2; its interpretation is φ(e1) ∪ φ(e2);
– if e is an expression, so is e∗; its interpretation is φ(e)∗;
– if e is an expression, so is eω; its interpretation is φ(e)ω.

There are no other expressions. The operator ω is the infinite iteration for a set,
which formally transforms a set X of words to Xω := {u0u1 · · · | i ≥ 0, ui ∈
X}. For the reader unfamiliar with this operation the following example might
illustrate the difference to finite iteration.

The language φ(aω ◦bω) is not equal to φ(a∗◦bω), because in the first case the
a is iterated infinitely often, and therefore the b is never reached, the language
equals φ(aω). The second language, however, consists of all infinite words starting
with finitely many a and then continuing with infinitely many b.

In the finite case, Kleene’s theorem states the equivalence between the lan-
guages recognized by finite automata and the regular languages. Similarly, all
ω-regular languages of infinite words are recognized by several types of automata.
One of these is the class of finite Büchi automata, which we now introduce. A
Büchi automaton is a 5-tuple A = (Q,Σ,E, I, F ), where the set of states Q, the
alphabet Σ, the set of transitions E ⊆ Q × Σ × Q, and the sets of initial and
final states I and F are as in a finite automaton. The only difference is in the
mode of acceptance.

To describe this mode we further define for every infinite computation c of
the Büchi automaton the set Inf(c) of states which are visited infinitely often.
Then the set Lω(A) of words accepted by A is the set of words which label an
infinite computation c starting in an initial state and such that Inf(c)∩ F �= ∅;
that is, the computation visits at least one final state infinitely often. Such sets
Lω(A) we will call recognizable. Now we can state a central result about regular
ω-languages:

Theorem 1 ([1]). A subset of Σω is recognizable by a Büchi automaton, if and
only if it is ω-regular.

Because in biological simulations a great interest is attributed to the question
whether a behaviour is periodic, we further cite and summarize the following
results concerning periodicity and recognizable languages:

Theorem 2 ([1]). The following statements are true:

1. Every nonempty recognizable subset of Σω contains an ultimately periodic
word.

2. Let X,Y ⊂ Σω be recognizable and let U ⊂ Σω be a set of ultimately periodic
words. If X ∩ U ⊂ Y , then X ⊂ Y . This means that X and Y are equal if
and only if they contain the same ultimately periodic words.

Theorem 3 ([1]). A set of infinite words is ω-regular if and only if it is a finite
union of sets of the form XY ω, where X and Y are regular subsets of Σ∗.
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2.2 Multiset Automata

In a membrane system, the objects in one region are not given in a specific
order. Rather they are imagined to float around like in a real cell. This is better
represented by a multiset than by a string, which imposes a sequential order on
the symbols. A finite multiset over an alphabet2 V is a mapping σ : V �→ IN; the
meaning of this is that the multiset contains σ(x) copies of the object x. In this
sense the multiset is very suited to represent the configurations of a membrane
system, which are mainly distinguished by the numbers of objects present.

Thus a class of automata processing multisets introduced by Csuhai-Varjú et
al. [3] appears to provide an appropriate mechanism to map membrane system
configurations into an alphabet. We now recall the definition of those multiset
finite automata (MFA) and then look for a way to interpret them as a type of
transducers. An MFA is a structure

A = (Q,V, f, q0, F )

of a finite non-empty set of states Q, an input alphabet V , an initial state q0
and a set of final states F ; f is the transition mapping f : Q× V �→ P(Q). The
automaton has an input bag, in which the input multiset is placed. The multiset
is accepted if the computation of the automaton halts in a final state and the
bag is empty, very much like for conventional finite automata.

In our case, we take the set of final states as an output alphabet in the fol-
lowing sense: a successful/accepting computation produces the label of the final
state it halts in, other computations produce λ as output. The labels consti-
tute the output alphabet Σ of the automaton. For a configuration c we then
write A(c) for this output; for a sequence c1 . . . cn of configurations we write
A(c1 . . . cn) for the string A(c1) · · · · ·A(cn).

An MFA is deterministic if its transition function fulfills the following con-
ditions:

1. |f(q, x)| ≤ 1 for all q ∈ Q and x ∈ V , and
2. if |f(q, x)| is non-empty for some x ∈ V , then it is empty for all other letters.

This also suppresses the non-determinism possible by choosing the next object
to read, which would exist if only condition (i) was required. Such deterministic
MFAs are abbreviated DMFAs. Finally, both types of device can be equipped
with the ability to check whether a symbol is (still) contained in the bag. For this
the alphabet V is extended by a barred copy V = {x | x ∈ V }. The barred letters
are not contained in the multiset in the automaton’s bag, rather a transition
reading a barred letter can be applied only if the corresponding unbarred letter
is currently not contained in the multiset. This ability is signified by adding a
D for detection to the end of the automaton’s abbreviation providing us with
the classes DMFAD and MFAD. For these automata the second condition for
being deterministic is changed to
2 The alphabets for multisets we will denote by V in contrast to Σ for string languages.
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(ii.d) if |f(q, x)| is non-empty for some x ∈ V , then it is empty for all
other letters and their barred counterparts.

We now summarize the relations between the four classes of automata de-
fined.

Theorem 4. DMFA ⊂ DMFAD ⊂ MFAD = MFA = mREG = PsREG.

Here mREG are the regular multisets and PsREG are the Parikh sets of regular
languages. Furthermore we want to mention that Csuhai-Varjú et al. [3] have also
defined equivalents to linear bounded automata and general Turing machines for
multisets. Considering pushdown automata would make little sense, because over
multisets, the classes of regular and context-free languages coincide.

2.3 Membrane Systems with Symbol-Objects

Now we recall the definition of a membrane system (also frequently called P
system) with symbol-objects. This can be considered the most basic model of a
membrane system, because only the essential elements are present: membranes
arranged in an hierarchical structure and operations called evolution rules to
process multisets of symbol-objects; more informations about this model can be
found in the book by Păun [5]. In the structure of a membrane system with
symbol-objects an unique external membrane is present, called the skin mem-
brane.

An elementary membrane is a membrane without any other membrane inside,
a region enclosed by a membrane is the space between a membrane and the
immediately following inner membranes (if any); to each membrane is associated
a unique label. All the system is surrounded by the environment.

Formally, a membrane system of degree m with symbol-objects is a construct

Π = (O,μ,w1, · · · , wm, R1, · · · , Rm, io),

where:

– O is an alphabet and its elements are called objects;
– μ is a membrane structure consisting of m membranes arranged in an hier-

archical structure; the membranes (and hence the regions that they delimit)
are injectively labelled with 1, 2, · · · ,m, where m is called the degree of the
system Π;

– wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are strings that represent the multisets over O associated
with the regions 1, 2, · · · ,m of μ;

– Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are finite sets of evolution rules over O; Ri is associated
with the region i of μ; an evolution rule is of the form u → v, where u
is a string over O and v is a string over Otar, with Otar = O × TAR, for
TAR = {here, out} ∪ {inj | 1 ≤ j ≤ m};

– io ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m} is the label of an elementary membrane, which is the
output membrane.
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For our purposes output membranes will not play a role, since the output will
be generated by an observer rather than by the membrane system itself. For any
evolution rule u → v the length of u is called the radius of the rule and the sym-
bols here, out, inj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, are called target indications. According to the size
of the radius of the evolution rules we distinguish between cooperative systems
(if the radius is greater than one) and non-cooperative systems (otherwise).

In general a configuration of the system is the m-tuple of multisets of objects
present at any time in the m regions of the system. In a slight modification of this
we take as configuration just one multiset, in which every object is indexed with
the label of the membrane enclosing its region; these are more suited as input
for our MFAs. The structure μ of the system does not have to be considered,
because all our systems have a static membrane structure.

The application of an evolution rule u → v in a region i, means to remove the
multiset of objects identified by u with index i, and to add the objects specified
by the multiset v, with the indices specified by the target indications associated
to each object in v. In particular, if v contains an object a with target indication
here, then the object a is added with index i of the region where the rule has
been applied. No indication shall mean here by default. Further, if v contains
an object a with target indication out, the same is done with the index of the
surrounding region (the object is sent out). Finally, if v contains an object a
with target indication inj then the object aj is added, meaning it is moved from
region i and placed into the region j (this can be done only if the region j is
immediately inside region i; otherwise such a evolution rule cannot be applied).

We recall that the application of the evolution rules in the region occurs in a
non-deterministic maximally parallel manner; this means that on every object,
for which a rule is applicable, a rule must be applied. In this way, at each step,
the multiset representing the objects present evolves, and the system passes from
some configuration to a new one: this passage is often called a transition.

A sequence of transitions between configurations of a system Π is called a
computation; a computation is successful if and only if it halts and this means that
there is no rule applicable to any of the objects present in the last configuration.

We will denote by NOPm(α, tar) the family of sets of the form N(Π), gen-
erated by the symbol-object P systems of degree at most m ≥ 1 (if the degree
is not bounded, then the subscript ∗ is used), using evolution rules of the type
α. We can have α = coo and this indicates that in Π cooperating evolution
rules are used, α = ncoo indicating that in Π only non-cooperating rules are
used, and finally, α = cat meaning that in the system Π catalytic rules and/or
non-cooperating rules are used. Further, the symbol tar indicates that the com-
munication between the membranes and hence the regions is made using the
target indication inj in the way specified earlier. Of course, if the degree of the
system is 1, then the only possible target indications that can be used are here
and out and in such case the notation is NOP1(α).

We recall now some basic results obtained for some types of P systems with
symbol-objects, which we will use later. The generative power of symbol-objects
membrane systems, using only non-cooperative rules, is rather low. Such systems
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can only generate the length sets of context-free languages (hence the family of
semilinear sets of numbers, [7]).

The following results we take from the book [5].

Theorem 5. NOP∗(ncoo, tar) = NOP1(ncoo) = NCF .

Theorem 6. NOP∗(coo, tar) = NOPm(coo, tar) = NRE for all m ≥ 1.

We now define a special class of membrane systems with symbol-objects
called conservative membrane system with symbol objects, or in short conservative
membrane system, where the number of objects used by any rule equals the
number of objects produced by that rule. We are interested in such a class of
systems for biologically motivated reasons: in a cell it is not possible to create an
unbounded number of chemical objects as mass is normally conserved; however
it is possible to transform molecules via chemical reactions.

Formally a conservative membrane system with symbol objects is a membrane
system with symbol-objects

Π = (O,μ,w1, · · · , wm, R1, · · · , Rm, io),

where for each evolution rule u → v in Ri and for all i = 1, 2, · · ·m, we have
that |u| = |v| and through the external membrane nothing is sent out.

Of course, in this case the number of objects present in the system can only
remain constant. We will refer to all membrane systems that do not respect this
restriction as non-conservative.

2.4 P/O Systems

With all the preceding notions we are finally able to define the central notion
of this paper, the P/O System. This is a special case of the general biosys-
tem/observer architecture proposed in the introduction. It is a pair Ω := [Π,A]
constituted of a membrane system Π and an observing MFA A with output
alphabet Σ, which then is also the output alphabet of the entire system. The
language generated by the system is then

L(Ω) := {A(s) | s ∈ B(Π)},

where the behaviour B(Π) is the set of all possible sequences of configurations
during any computation of the system Π. Thus the language contains all those
words which the observer can produce during the possible computations of the
underlying biosystem.

3 Description of Conservative Systems by ω-Languages

In what follows we denote by B the class of all infinite behaviours of conservative
systems as introduced in Section 2.3. Here we do not yet consider explicitely a
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formalism mapping configurations into an alphabet, because due to the finite
number of configurations, we can simply use the set of all these as our alphabet.
Formally a trivial MFA mapping every distinct configuration to an element of
its output alphabet Σ is used, and for such a system Ω = [Π,A] we get

B := {L(Ω) ∩Σω | Π is a conservative system}

for such trivial MFAs A. Now we first notice the expected (from the finiteness of
the number of configurations) fact that such finite systems only exhibit regular
behaviours.

Theorem 7. B is a proper subset of the family of ω-regular languages.

Proof. To prove the inclusion we construct for every conservative system an au-
tomaton which accepts exactly the language describing the system’s behaviour.
As observed at the end of Section 2.3, every conservative system can reach only
finitely many configurations. We now draw a directed graph with one node for
every such configuration. Edges go from every node to the nodes of configura-
tions which can be reached from the configuration of the original node in one
computation step. The edges are labelled with the names of the configurations
of the nodes they end in. We declare all these nodes as final. Then we add one
more initial node with just one accordingly labelled edge to the system’s starting
configuration node. Thus we quite obviously obtain a Büchi automaton, which
recognizes exactly the words describing behaviours of the original system.

The language φ(a∗bω) is ω-regular but cannot be the behaviour of any conser-
vative system, because any system which allows a transition from configuration
a directly to a does so infinitely often; thus also the word aω would have to be
in the behaviour. This shows that the inclusion is proper. 	


It should be noted that the constructed Büchi automaton is deterministic.
With Theorem 2 we immediately obtain the following two statements about
languages in B.

Corollary 1. Every language in B contains an ultimately periodic word.

Corollary 2. Two behaviours of conservative systems are equal if and only if
they contain the same ultimately periodic words.

At the same time, clearly most behaviours also contain non-periodic se-
quences. If the constructed Büchi automaton has two loops, where it is possible
to get from one into the other and the words u and v labelling them form a code,
then it is also clear that some of the infinite words accepted will be non-periodic.
To see this we just consider a morphism χ with χ(u) := a and χ(v) := b; this is a
morphism, because {u, v} is a code. Since all the automaton’s nodes in the loops
are final, all words in {u, v}ω are accepted. Looking at χ({u, v}ω) = {a, b}ω, we
see that up to the morphism every word over {a, b} is accepted, therefore also
infinitely many non-periodic ones.
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As a rather trivial example a system of one membrane Π = ({a, b}, [1]1, a,
{a → b, a → a, b → a, b → b}), results in such an automaton accepting the
language φ(a ◦ (a ∨ b)ω) with a and b being the labels for the configurations
where the respective object is present.

Returning to Theorem 7, a subsequent task is to characterize more closely
those ω-regular languages which can be behaviours of conservative systems. Upon
closer inspection one notices that one major source of problems is the star opera-
tion (as seen in the second part of the proof of Theorem 7). Informally speaking,
this is the case, because an iteration once started can go on forever.

However, even the elimination of the bounded iteration from the ω-regular
expressions does not restrict the ω-rational languages sufficiently for describing
B. A further condition is that the context to the right of all occurrences of a
specific letter must be the same – this is imposed by the fact that a system in
a certain configuration can always do exactly the same things in the following
steps. For now we bypass this problem with the following definition, but later
we will arrive at a more desirable way to cope with it.

Definition 1. An ω-regular expression is called without finite loops, if it does
not use the operator ∗ and does not contain any letter more than once.

With this we are able to make the first step in characterizing those ω-regular
expressions which describe behaviours of conservative systems.

Theorem 8. Every ω-regular expression without finite loops describes a finite
union of behaviours of conservative systems.

Proof. According to Theorem 1, for every ω-regular expression there is a Büchi-
automaton accepting exactly those infinite words which are in the expression’s
interpretation. This automaton we can transform into an equivalent one, where
all transitions leading to a state read the same letter. If this is not the case in
the original automaton, then we can make the following transformation.

A state with more than one, say m, letters labelling transitions leading to it
is replaced by m new states. Each of these has as incoming transitions all the
ones that used to lead with the same letter to the original state; in case these
included a loop, from all other new states according transitions are added, too.
The outgoing transitions for all the new states are the same as for the original one
with the aforementioned way of treating loops. Obviously, the new automaton
is equivalent to the old one and step by step we can arrive at an automaton of
the desired form. Thus we can can put on each state as a label the unique letter
already labelling all incoming transitions.

If there is an initial state s without any incoming transition, it does not
receive a label – in that case we make all the states reachable by one transition
from s initial and delete s itself along with all transition exiting from it. Thus we
arrive at an automaton A, which for our purposes is equivalent to the original
one; the labels of the deleted transitions are still preserved in their former target
states. Suppose now that this A has exactly n states. We draw the transition
diagram of A and construct a membrane system with only one membrane and
n different objects.
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A technical problem appearing now is that the automaton might have several,
say k, initial states, while the conservative system only has one initial configura-
tion. Therefore we take the union over the behaviours of k such systems, which
are identical up to their initial configurations. In the respective configurations
only one copy of the objects corresponding to A’s respective initial states is
present. Further the systems have an evolution rule a → b exactly if in A there
is a transition between the corresponding states. There are no further rules.

Finally, it should also be noted that a Büchi automaton constructed from
an expression without finite loops cannot contain any loop without a final state.
Thus any infinite behaviour generated by the system will be a word to be ac-
cepted, the membrane system cannot generate any incorrect infinite behaviour.

	


Corollary 3. Every ω-regular expression not using ∗ describes the homomorphic
image of a finite union of behaviours of conservative systems.

Proof. For every expression not using ∗ we can construct an expression of the
same structure, only replacing each copy of each letter by a differently indexed
one. Following Theorem 8 every such expression describes the behaviour of a
conservative system. A morphism “deleting the indices” will take us back to the
original language. 	


The proof of Theorem 8 leaves a somewhat bitter taste, because it seems to
some degree just like putting the entire automaton itself into the membrane. Ad-
ditionally it seems unlikely that different types of chemicals in arbitrary numbers
with the necessary properties could be found to one day realize such a system.
Therefore the question comes up whether Theorem 8 is also true when the num-
ber of objects in the system is bounded. In this context it should be noted that
– parallel to regular languages of arbitrary state complexity – for every positive
integer k there are behaviours which can be accepted by Büchi automata with
k states, but not by any such device with less than k states.

Thus, there seems to be the same type of hierarchy for systems with just one
membrane. Clearly the situation changes if we allow more than one membrane,
because with the same number of types of objects many more configurations are
possible. We conjecture, however, that there will still be an infinite hierarchy
of behaviours, according to the number of objects used in the systems. We ex-
plicitely state this now, denoting by CMSi the class of behaviours of conservative
membrane systems using no more than i objects.
Conjecture 1. For two positive integers i and j with i < j, the inclusion CMSi ⊂
CMSj is proper.

Thus even for the seemingly simple conservative systems there are some in-
teresting problems to resolve. All considerations of this section are also true for
quasi-conservative systems, which for example delete objects or create only a
limited number of them (for example, by a rule a → bb where no new a are pro-
duced). As quasi-conservative we classify all systems with only a finite number
of possible configurations. An interesting question is whether for an arbitrary
membrane system the property of being quasi-conservative is decidable.
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4 Non-conservative Systems

Now quite naturally the question arises how the power of the membrane systems
considered can be enhanced as to obtain some non-regular behaviour or at least
a bigger subclass of the ω-regular languages. Definitely the number of possible
configurations would have to be made infinite, otherwise always the proof of
Theorem 7 would be applicable. This in turn would imply that the system’s
behaviour would have an infinite alphabet, a feature that would take us out of
classical formal language theory.

To avoid this we consider ways to map these infinitely many states into
a finite alphabet. A natural choice seems to be, for example, to consider all
configurations as one class, where at least one copy of a certain object is present
in one specific region. This choice promises also to perhaps be realizable, as the
presence of a chemical can in many cases be detected.

This approach exhibits quite some parallels to that of Csuhai-Varjú et al.
[2] in so-called darwinian membrane systems. Therefore we now consider a class
of devices mapping configurations to letters, which is very similar to the check-
ers used in those darwinian systems. There in every step a MFA-like checker
investigates the present configuration, and if it belongs to a class of forbidden
configurations, then the computation is stopped. Of course, as suggested in Sec-
tion 2.2, an almost identical device may as well decide which letter to put for
the current configuration.

Further, we now restrict our attention to languages of finite words. This way
we can obtain comparisons to the generating power of classical devices, whereas
for languages of infinite words these exist mainly for regular languages. So the
class of languages now investigated will be

{L(Ω) ∩Σ∗ | Ω is a P/O system, with output alphabet Σ}.

In the case where we also want the observer to reject some words, we simply
extend its output alphabet by a special symbol ⊥, which is not in Σ; it is
produced when a sequence is to be rejected. Then the intersection with Σ∗ in
the above definition filters out all generated words containing ⊥.

As a concrete example we will consider as underlying membrane systems
the symbol-object systems introduced in Section 2.3. In addition to the features
present in conservative systems, they also allow non-cooperative evolution rules,
thus leading us to a possibly infinite number of configurations. This seemingly
slight increase already gives us a great boost in generative power, as symbol-
object systems (Theorem 5) as well as MFA (Theorem 4) both do not exceed
context-free power in their respective domains. With this we can now state the
central result of this section.

Theorem 9. Every recursively enumerable language can be generated by a P/O
system constituted by a symbol-object membrane system with non cooperative
rules and a DMFAD as observer.

Before we sketch the proof, we will give an example which demonstrates the
essential new mechanisms, which can then also be used to prove Theorem 9. We
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give a P/O system as in the theorem, which generates the language {α2n | n ≥
1}; this language is not semi-linear. The underlying symbol-object membrane
system is as follows:

μ = [0[1 ]1]0,
w0 = λ,

w1 = a,

R0 = {b → λ},
R1 = {a → aa, a → b, b → b, b → bout)}.

As the system has two membranes and the letter a can obviously occur
exclusively in the inner one, we choose {a, b0, b1} as input alphabet for the ob-
server given in Figure 2. For the output – signified by the transitions leading
to no state – we have α and the symbol ⊥, which signifies the unsuccessful ter-
mination of string generation. For reasons of conciseness the given automaton
is non-deterministic; it should be easy to see how to construct a deterministic
equivalent one. Recall that a stands for checking that there is no a present.

��
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��
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��
��

��
��

��
��

� �

��

�

	

�

a

b0 b1

b0

a b1
�

a, b0, b1

	

�
α

⊥
�

Fig. 2. The observer of the system generating {α2n | n ≥ 1}.

In this system strings are generated as follows: first only a is present and the
observer’s path to the right ensures that only the rule a → aa is applied; thus
after n steps there are 2n objects a in membrane one. In order to ever terminate
they must all be changed into b at some step, and then the second branch of the
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observer controls the further process. The copies of b are put one by one into
membrane zero and there they are immediately deleted. Every configuration
where there is a b in membrane zero results in an output α, all others result in
λ or ⊥. Thus α2n

is the result for the entire system.
This exemplifies how non-determinism in form of the competing rules a → aa

and a → b, as well as b → b and b → bout can be controlled by the observer. In
the former case it checks that the two rules are not applied simultaneously, in
the latter case the observer ensures that the second rule is applied to only one
b, while all the others remain unchanged (b → b is applied).

In order to prove Theorem 9 we first recall that every recursively enumerable
language is accepted by a two-counter automaton [4]. These are automata with
an input tape, which they can read from left to right only; further they have two
counters, the operations for which are increment by one, decrement by one, or
remain unchanged. The automaton changes its state, changes the value of the
counters, and moves the input head depending on its current state, the input
symbol read, and whether the counters are zero or not. So the transitions are
elements of a map

δ : Q×Σ × {0, 1} × {0, 1} �→ Q× {stay, right} × {+, 0,−},×{+, 0,−}.

This is the format we will refer to, when simulating a two-counter machine. The
meanings of the components should be obvious. An input word is accepted if it
is completely read, and the automaton stops in a final state with both counters
being empty.

Proof (of Theorem 9.). We construct for every two-counter automaton C ac-
cepting a language from Σ∗ a P/O system Ω = [Π,Obs] generating the same
language. The automaton has a finite number of transitions, say n; these we can
number and label by t1, . . . , tn and sometimes we will say “transition tj” for “the
transition with label tj”.

The automaton’s set of states shall be Q = {s0, . . . , sm}.
The basic idea of the simulation presented here is that the membrane system

simulates the transitions of the two-counter machine using non-cooperative rules
and choosing in a non-deterministic way the next transition to execute, and, at
the same time, the observer Obs checks (using the ideas illustrated in the above
example) that the sequence of rules applied by the membrane system corresponds
to a correct sequence of transitions of the two-counter machine C.

Formally, we present here the membrane system with symbol-objects, and
during the proof we give some hints on how the observer, a multiset finite au-
tomaton, works.

The membrane system is

Π = (O,μ,w1, w2, w3, w4, R0, R1, R2, R3, R4),
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with:

O = Q ∪ {s′
k, s

′′
k , s

′′′
k | k ∈ {0, . . . ,m}} ∪ {s1

k, s
2
k | k ∈ {0, . . . ,m}}

∪ {S, temp, temp′, temp′′, temp′′′, x, b, b′, c, c′, s∇}
∪ {a, a′, a′′ | a ∈ Σ} ∪ {tj | tj is a transition},

μ = [1[2[3 ]3[4 ]4]2]1,
w1 = S, w2 = λ,

w3 = λ, w4 = λ,

R1 = {S → aS, a → a, a → ain2 | a ∈ Σ} ∪ {S → tempin2(s0)in2},
∪ {b′ → b′′, c′ → c′′},

R2 = {temp → temp′, temp′ → temp′′, temp′′ → temp′′′}
∪ {c → c′

in3, c → c′
out, b → b′

in4, b → b′
out, a → a′, a′′ → (a)temp′, x → temp}

∪ {sk → s′
k, s

′
k → s′′

k , s
′′
k → s′′′

k , s′′′
k → (s∇)out, s

1
k → s′

k, s
2
k → sk}

∪ {tj → (t′j)out | tj is a transition }
∪ {a′ → s2

kb
′c′tjx | transition tj is δ(s, a, α, β) = [sk, right,+,+]}

∪ {a′ → s2
kb

′
in4tjx | transition tj is δ(s, a, α, β) = [sk, right,+, η]}

∪ {a′ → s2
kc

′
in3tjx | transition tj is δ(s, a, α, β) = [sk, right, η,+]}

∪ {a′ → s2
ktjx | transition tj is δ(s, a, α, β) = [sk, right, η, η]}

∪ {a′ → s1
kb

′
in4c

′
in3tja

′′ | transition tj is δ(s, a, α, β) = [sk, stay,+,+]}
∪ {a′ → s1

kb
′
in4tja

′′ | transition tj is δ(s, a, α, β) = [sk, stay,+, η]}
∪ {a′ → s1

kc
′
in3tja

′′ | transition tj is δ(s, a, α, β) = [sk, stay, η,+]}
∪ {a′ → s1

ktja
′′ | transition tj is δ(s, a, α, β) = [sk, stay, η, η]}

for all a ∈ Σ, k ∈ {0, . . . ,m}(recall m = |Q|+ 1), α, β ∈ {0, 1}, η ∈ {0,−},
R3 = {c′ → c, c → c, c → cout},
R4 = {b′ → b, b → b, b → bout}.

In a first phase, in a non-deterministic way, the letters of a word w in Σ∗

are generated in region 1 like by a regular grammar using the evolution rules
present there: {S → aS, a → a | a ∈ Σ} ∪ {S → tempin2(s0)in2}. When the
letters have been generated, the symbol temp is produced, sent in region 2, and
the simulation of the counter automaton can start.

In the first step, temp is changed to temp′ and together with the application
of this rule, one symbol-object a (for some a ∈ Σ) is sent from region 1 to
region 2 – this simulates the reading of the input by the counter machine. The
observer uses temp′ to check that the configuration reached after this type of
step is correct: exactly one symbol a is introduced from region 1 to 2; only if
region 1 is empty no symbol is introduced. For each (correct) configuration c
of the membrane system, where region 2 contains an object a ∈ Σ, we have
Obs(c) = a. All the other configurations are mapped to λ or ⊥ by the observer.
Also in this step, the symbol sk becomes s′

k in region 2; sk stores the value of
the state of the counter machine, reached after the last transition.
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In the next step, temp′ becomes temp′′ and the injected symbol a becomes
a′. Also the two counters (represented by regions 3 and 4) are decreased each
by one unit, if possible: this means that, from region 3 and 4 is sent out one
copy of the object c and b respectively. Moreover in this same step the symbol
s′

k becomes s′′
k . The configuration obtained after such step is checked by the

observer: in particular, the observer controls that the decrease of the counters
has been executed correctly (each one decreased by one; if not, then the observer
checks if it was empty).

Following this, temp′′ becomes temp′′′ and in this step the rule (we call these
rules “transition-rules”) associated to some transition of the counter automaton,
in which the symbol a is read, is applied (we say the “transition is applied”).
In this same step the b and c extracted from the regions (counters) 3 and 4,
become b′ and c′ (and they move (one, or both), independently, to region 1
if the transition applied decrease (one, or both) the counters, or otherwise they
move into their respective region). By application of a transition-rule the symbol
tj is produced (it stores the label of the transition applied). Then, looking at
the configuration obtained, the observer “reads” the tj produced, the symbol
s′′′

k (that is storing the “old” state, from before the transition), the (old) values
of the counters (looking at symbols b and c in regions 4 and 3, and, b′ and
c′, present, if any, in regions 1, 3 or 4). Using these informations the observer
checks if the transition was made correctly (the rule corresponding to the right
transition in the two-counter machine was applied).

Moreover, the transition-rule applied has produced also the object a′′ and
the object s1

k, or the objects x and s2
k; a′′ and s1

k (that indicates the new state
reached after the transition) are produced if in the transition simulated the head
is not moved (the symbol introduced before must be read again), otherwise x
and s2

k are produced (in this case a new symbol a ∈ Σ from region 1 must
enter in region 2). If a′′ has been produced, then it generates, in the next step,
the objects a and temp′, and, at the same time, s1

k becomes s′
k and stores the

new state reached after the transition. In the same step the counters have been
updated and the old state has been converted to the symbol s∇, which is never
used again. In this case a new transition rule can be applied in the next step, and
no new symbol enters from region 1; the simulation continues as shown before.

In the other case, the x generates in the next step temp, and at the same
time s2

k becomes sk; now this stores the new state reached after the transition.
In the same step the counters have been updated and the old state has been
removed. A new symbol a ∈ Σ must enter from region 1 in the next step and
the simulation continues as shown before.

When the computation of the automaton halts exactly after the application
of the last transition, there is no more letter a or a′′ present anywhere, but a
state has just been produced in region 2. This situation can be detected by the
observer, and then also the conditions for accepting can be checked – if they are
not fulfilled, then ⊥ is put out like in all the other cases above, where a check
is unsuccesful. Otherwise the membrane system will halt within a few steps and
the word w will have been generated by Ω. 	
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Concluding, we remark that in the above proof by well-known techniques the
number of membranes could be reduced to one. However, we prefer to give the
proof in the more graphic way presented here, where region one mainly acts as
the input tape, and regions three and four as the counters.

5 Outlook

We have illustrated a very general new architecture for a computational device:
looking at the dynamical behaviour of a bio model of computation with an ob-
server. We have applied this approach to the membrane computing framework
and have introduced and studied P/O systems. This model of computation is
composed by a membrane system with symbol-objects (that constitutes the bi-
ological system) and by a multiset finite automaton representing the observer.
As usually defined, to this membrane system can be associated a computation
(sequence of configurations) that can be halting or non-halting. This sequence
the observer then transforms into a string, mapping each configuration into a
symbol of a finite alphabet, possibly ignoring the computation, if it contains un-
desired configurations. In this way a P/O system produces a language of strings.
We obtain a language of finite words if the computations of the membrane sys-
tem considered are the halting ones, otherwise the language obtained will be
composed of infinite words.

For the case of P/O with symbol-objects and DMFAD as observers, Theorem
9 shows that already rather little computational power in both components leads
to universality, here in the strong sense of strings, not numbers. This result
demonstrates that the approach of “joining”, in the way described, two simple
models of computation, can give us great (unexpected) generative power.

Thus plenty of well-motivated new topics in dynamics of membrane systems
suggest themselves for investigation: from a biological/chemical point of view
it would be very useful to study P/O systems with a restricted observer. In
Theorem 9 the MFA used is without any restrictions; in particular, such MFAs
are able to check the presence of 0, 1 or more symbol objects of the same kind
in a configuration; this observer is not so realistic looking at what is realizable
in a laboratory, where normally only the presence or absence of a substance can
be detected in an easy way. This suggests using observers which can only check
for the presence or absence of an object, but not calculate with its numbers.
Demanding that on every path each letter is read at most once would provide an
appropriate restriction of an MFA. Then probably also the membrane system’s
structure would become more important.

Moreover, many other restrictions can be used, on the side of the membrane
system as well as on the side of the observer. Characterizing the classes of lan-
guages generated by such systems is the most natural task; the subregular and
universal variants of this treatise provide some kind of lower and upper bound
for the search for interesting classes. We expect that many interesting results
can be discovered in this line of research.
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Abstract. We introduce a class of two-dimensional tiling languages
which are distinct from the local and recognizable picture languages.
These languages arise from tilings of the integer lattice Z2. For such
picture languages, we define a class of tissue-like P systems with active
membranes as a generative device. We also make a comparison with the
model introduced in [2,3] for the generation of local and recognizable
two-dimensional languages, using a similar type of P systems.

1 Introduction

In [2] and [3], a method of generating picture languages was proposed, based on
the use of a special class of membrane systems, namely tissue-like P systems with
symport rules and active membranes. In this model, each membrane is used to
hold a pixel of the picture. Membranes also contain information for continuing
the generation process of adjacent pixels and information needed to check some
predefined local conditions on the picture to be generated.

The power of this mechanism was investigated with respect to the classes of
local picture languages [2,3] and of recognizable picture languages [3].

We start here to study the relationship of this mechanism with a class of
two-dimensional languages which arise from tilings of the integer lattice Z2.
The words of these languages are rectangular pictures which have the property
that they can be tiled (covered) with a set of two-dimensional tiles (of given
shapes and symbol content). We first prove (in Section 3) that the class of
picture languages characterized by tilings of the integer plane Z2 is incomparable
to the class of local picture languages. It is therefore of interest to study the
applicability of the method introduced in [2,3] on a class of languages different
from local picture languages.
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As in [2,3], the system we propose has distinct dynamic features. The genera-
tion starts with one cell membrane system (one pixel). At every step, a membrane
system is obtained, containing several adjacent cells, and representing one part
of a desired rectangular picture (see Figure 1). The evolution step involves both
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Fig. 1. The dynamics of picture generation by P systems

generation of new membranes (adjacent cells are prepared to become part of
the picture), and processes within already generated cells, while writing output
symbols and checking locality conditions, implemented with object evolution and
symport rules.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we recall the defi-
nitions of local two-dimensional languages. Next, in Section 3 we introduce the
new class of two-dimensional languages containing all pictures coverable by tiles
from a given set and we prove that this class of tiled languages is incomparable
to the class of local picture languages. The tissue-like membrane systems with
active membranes tiling rectangular pictures are described in Section 4. In Sec-
tion 5, we compare this model with the similar model applied in [2,3] to the
generation of local and recognizable two-dimensional languages. We end with
some conclusions of our study.

2 Local Picture Languages

For a given alphabet V , a picture p of size m×n (or a (m×n) picture) over V is an
array of the form p = (aij)1≤i≤m,1≤j≤n, with aij ∈ V for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
We denote by V ∗∗ the set of all pictures over V (including the empty picture
denoted by λ). A picture language (or a two-dimensional language) over V is
a subset of V ∗∗. A subpicture of a picture p is a rectangular subarray of p. In
particular, a picture (qij)1≤i≤r≤m, 1≤j≤s≤n of size r × s is a subpicture of p if
there is (i0, j0) such that qij = pi0+i,j0+j for all i, j. A (2 × 2) subpicture of p
is called a tile of p. The set of all tiles of p is denoted by B2,2(p). In the sequel,
we will identify the boundaries of a picture by surrounding it with the marker
#. For a picture p, we denote with p̂ the picture that corresponds to p whose
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boundaries have been identified with a marker #. An example of p̂ is depicted
in Figure 2.
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0 0 0 0 1

Fig. 2. Picture surrounded by #

Definition 1. [7] Let V be a finite alphabet and let L ⊆ V ∗∗ be a picture lan-
guage over V . The language L is called a local picture language iff there exists
a set Θ of tiles over V ∪ {#} such that

L = {p | p ∈ V ∗∗ and B2,2(p̂) ⊆ Θ}.

We write L = L(Θ).

Example 1. Let V = {0} be an one-letter alphabet. Let Θ1 be a set of tiles over
V ∪{#} as described in Figure 3. Then, the local picture language corresponding
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Fig. 3. Tile set Θ1
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to Θ1 is the set L1 = L(Θ1) of all rectangles composed of 0’s. We denote this
special language by L(′0′). Note that in this case V ∗∗ = L(′0′).

Example 2. Let L2 be a two-dimensional language over the alphabet V = {0, 1},
which contains all the pictures (aij)1≤i≤s,1≤j≤t with the property that aij +
a(i+1)j + a(i+1)(j+1) = 0 mod 2, for 1 ≤ i ≤ s − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ t − 1, where the
operations are taken over Z2. Figure 4 shows an example of a picture in this
language. Then L2 is a local picture language. Indeed, one can define a set Θ2

0

0

1

0 1 1

1 0 0

1 0 1

Fig. 4. An example of a picture from the local “dot language” L2

such that L2 = L(Θ2). Note that this language has been extensively studied in
the field of symbolic dynamics and is known as the “three-dot-system” (see for
ex. [9]).

3 Tiling Picture Languages

We consider now another class of languages of rectangular pictures, class which
arises from tilings of the integer lattice Z2 = (Z × Z,+, (0, 0)).

We follow the definition for tiling systems as presented in [5]. We consider
P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pk} a finite collection of finite connected subsets of Z2, called
prototiles. The prototiles are normalized such that the lexicographically least
point is the origin, (0, 0) ∈ Z2.

A translate of a prototile P ∈ P by a t ∈ Z2 is the subset t+P of Z2 (where
+ is the addition in Z2) and is called a tile.

A tiling of the lattice Z2 by the prototiles P is an expression of Z2 as disjoint
union of tiles, Z2 = 
(tj + Pkj ), where (ti + Pki) ∩ (tj + Pkj ) = ∅ if i �= j. We
equivalently say that the set of prototiles P tiles the integer lattice.

Consider A = {1, 2, . . . , k} the finite set of labels of prototiles of P and think
of it as a finite alphabet of shapes.

Consider AZ2
the set of functions defined on Z2 and with values in A. A

tiling of the plane Z2 = 
(tj + Pkj
) will be associated with an element x ∈ AZ2

in the following way: for every v ∈ Z2, x(v) = r iff the point v lies in a tile that
is a translate of Pr, i.e., iff v ∈ tj +Pkj

and kj = r. For x ∈ AZ2
and v ∈ Z2, we

will also use the notation xv for x(v).
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A 2-dimensional shift is an application σ : Z2 → Homeo(AZ2
) such that for

any v ∈ Z2, σv : AZ2 → AZ2
is the translation of the plane by the vector v, i.e.,

(σv(x))w = xw+v, for any x ∈ AZ2
and any w ∈ Z2.

A subset X ⊆ AZ2
is called σ-invariant iff σv(X) ⊆ X, for any v ∈ Z2. We

call (X,σ) a subshift of (AZ2
, σ) iff X is a topologically closed and σ-invariant

subset of AZ2
. (AZ2

, σ) is called the full-shift.
Consider now the set T (P) of all x ∈ AZ2

which correspond to tilings of Z2

by P. This set is a σ-invariant closed subset of AZ2
, and thus (T (P), σ) is a

subshift of (AZ2
, σ).

We extend the set of prototiles P with one more prototile P# = {(0, 0)}. We
will think about the tiles obtained by translating this prototile as 1 × 1 blocks
(pixels) filled with #. Then P̄ = {P1, . . . , Pk, P#} is the extended set of tiles,
Ā = {1, . . . , k,#} is the extended alphabet of shapes. (Note that if there is a
singleton in P then it will be considered as distinct from P#.)

Consider now the tilings Z2 = 
(tj + Pkj
) of the integer lattice by P̄, which

have the property that the set of all {tj | kj �= #} lie inside an m×n rectangular
region of Z2 and {tj | kj = #} is precisely the whole Z2 out of which we
have “cut” that rectangular region. Such tilings will be called compatible with a
rectangular tiling.

Formally, there exist c ∈ Z2 and m,n ∈ N , such that, if we denote I = {v ∈
Z2 | v = c + (i, j), 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} and E = Z2 \ I, then x̄ ∈ ĀZ2

, which
identifies the above tiling, is such that:

x̄(v) =
{

r ∈ A, iff v ∈ I,
#, iff v ∈ E.

Note that Z2 = I ∪E is itself a tiling of the integers, which is called rectan-
gular tiling. A tiling τ ∈ T (P̄) is compatible with a rectangular tiling if there is
(s, t) ∈ Z2 and a rectangular tiling τ ′ such that σ(s,t)τ(i, j) = τ ′(i, j) whenever
τ ′(i, j) �= #.

It is easy to see that both rectangular tilings and tilings compatible with
rectangular tilings are shift invariant. Due to this property we can speak about
(finite) rectangular pictures obtained by keeping from the integer plane only the
m × n region which is covered with tiles from P. In other words, we consider
the equivalence classes of tilings compatible with rectangular tilings, and we
associate a rectangular picture with any such equivalence class.

Up to now, we defined rectangular shapes coverable with tiles of given shapes.
Further, we can introduce an alphabet of symbols V , such that any pixel of the
picture will hold such a symbol.

Formally, if P̄ = {P1, . . . , Pk, P#} is a set of prototiles, V is an alphabet and
# is a special symbol, denoting the blank, then for any i = 1, . . . , k, we can define
the application fi : Pi → V , which associates a symbol from V with any element
of Pi. For P#, we take f# : P# → {#}. Then, for any tiling of the integer plane
Z2 = 
(tj + Pkj ), we can define an application f : Z2 → V ∪ {#}, such that
f(tj + w) = fkj (w), for any j and any w ∈ Pkj . If the tiling is compatible with
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a rectangular tiling of size m× n, we can define a picture p = (aij)1≤i≤m,1≤j≤n

such that aij represents exactly the value in V of the corresponding pixel in the
shift invariant rectangular tiling.

We denote by L(P, V,F) the two-dimensional language of elements of V ∗∗

coverable by tilings compatible with rectangular tilings over a set of prototiles
P = {P1, . . . , Pk}, an alphabet V and the applications F = {f1 : P1 →
V, . . . , fk : Pk → V }.

Example 3. We consider the set of prototiles P = {P1 = {(0, 0), (0, 1)}, P2 =
{(0, 0), (1, 0)}, P3 = {(0, 0)}}, the alphabet V = {0, 1} and the applications
F = {f1 : P1 → V, f2 : P2 → V, f3 : P3 → V }, with fi(x) = 1, for any x ∈ Pi,
i = {1, 2} and f3(0, 0) = 0. The language L3 = L(P, V,F) contains all the
pictures that can be covered with the tiles represented in Figure 5.

1

1

1 1 0

f1 f2 f3

Fig. 5. Example of prototiles filled-in with symbols from the {0, 1} alphabet

In Figure 6, two pictures are given, one that belongs and the other one that
does not belong to the language L3.

0

0

1

1 1 1

1 0 0

1 1 1

0

0

1

0 1 1

1 0 0

1 0 1

Fig. 6. Example of pictures that belong (the left picture), respectively do not belong
(the right picture) to the language L3

In the following, we want to establish a relation between the class of local
languages defined in the previous section and the class of picture languages cov-
erable by tilings compatible with rectangular tilings. First, we observe a property
of the later.

Lemma 1 (closure to horizontal catenation). Let L(P, V,F) be a two-
dimensional language of elements of V ∗∗ coverable by tilings compatible with
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rectangular tilings. If a and b are two pictures in L(P, V,F) of sizes m× n, re-
spectively m×p, then the picture c of size m× (n+p) obtained by the horizontal
catenation of a and b, i.e.

c(i, j) =
{

a(i, j), if 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
b(i, j), if n + 1 ≤ j ≤ (n + p),

for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ (n + p), is also in L(P, V,F).

Proof. Obviously, if a and b are coverable by tiles obtained by the translations
of prototiles from P colored by the applications F from P in V , then c, the
horizontal catenation of a and b, can be covered by a tiling compatible with a
rectangular tiling obtained from the tilings that cover a and b in the natural
way. 	


Note that a similar result holds for vertical catenation, and these operations
on pictures fit the column/row catenations, as defined in [7].

Now we are prepared to give the comparison between local languages and
languages coverable by tilings compatible with rectangular tilings. An equivalent
statement for subshifts and tiling systems is presented in [5] Theorem 2.2.

Theorem 1. The class of local two-dimensional languages is incomparable to
the class of picture languages coverable by tilings compatible with rectangular
tilings.

Proof. First we prove that there are non-local two-dimensional languages that
can be covered by tilings compatible with rectangular tilings. The language L3 =
L(P, V,F) from Example 3 is such a language. Indeed, we saw in Example 3
that L3 can be covered by tilings compatible with rectangular tilings, since it
was defined as such. Suppose that L3 is a local picture language. Then, there is
a set of 2 × 2 tiles Θ such that L3 = L(Θ). Take the left picture from Figure 6
that belongs to L3 and denote it by p. It results that all the 2 × 2 subpictures
of p̂ (p surrounded by #s) are in Θ. Consider the 3× 3 picture p′ obtained from
p by removing the last column. It is easy to see that all the 2× 2 subpictures of
p̂′ are also subpictures of p̂ and consequently are in Θ. It results that p′ ∈ L(Θ),
thus p′ ∈ L. But, p′ is not in L(P, V,F), since p′ cannot be covered with tiles
translated from P and colored by F . We obtained a contradiction. It follows
that L3 is not a local picture language.

Secondly, we prove that there are local two-dimensional languages that can-
not be covered by tilings compatible with rectangular tilings. Take the local
picture language L(′0′) = L(Θ1) defined in Example 1 and take a the lan-
guage L(′1′) = L(Θ′

1) of all rectangular pictures filled-in by 1s, similarly de-
fined as a local picture language. We have L(′0′) ∪ L(′1′) = L(Θ1 ∪ Θ′

1), thus
K = L(′0′) ∪L(′1′) is also a local language. Note that K contains 1× 1 squares
0 and 1. In order to obtain such pictures as part of a rectangular tiling, we need
to have a prototile P = {(0, 0)}. But f : P → {0, 1} can have value either 0 or 1
and not both. Since a set of prototiles can have at most one singleton prototile
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distinct from P#, the picture language K cannot be obtained from rectangular
tilings. 	


We end this section with some remarks on the tilings of the integer plane we
are using. We are considering only tiling systems that produce rectangular tiles.
Of course, there are tiling systems that do not necessarily produce rectangular
tiles but can tile the whole plane. Also, there are tiling systems that contain
configurations from which rectangular tiling can be extracted and configurations
from which no such rectangular tilings can be extracted. We concentrate on the
subset of the tiling system from which we can extract rectangular tilings.

On the other hand, the prototiles we are considering are connected shapes,
and they may contain holes. We are not concerned here with non-connected
integer tiles and we believe that the generation of rectangular pictures by means
of non-connected prototiles would require a more complex approach.

4 Tiling P Systems

The method proposed here for the tiling of rectangular pictures combines several
features of P systems in a similar way as in [2,3]. Basically, the membrane system
used is a combination of a tissue-like P system (see [10] or Section 6.2 in [12])
and a P system with active membranes (introduced in [11]; see also Section 7.2 in
[12]), though some features of these two models are missing, while new features
are introduced.

A tissue-like P system with symport/antiport is a tuple

Π = (O,w1, . . . , wm, E,R, i0),

where O is the alphabet of objects, w1, . . . , wm are strings over O representing
the multisets of objects initially present in the membranes of the system, E
is the set of the objects present in arbitrary many copies in the environment,
i0 ∈ {1, . . . ,m} is the output membrane, and R is a finite set of communication
rules. The rules from R are both symport and antiport rules for the communi-
cation between membranes and between membranes and the environment. Not
necessarily all pairs of membranes can directly communicate with each other.
In this way, with any tissue-like P system a communication graph γ(R) can be
defined by the communication rules from the set R.

A P system with active membranes is a construct

Π = (O,H, μ,w1, . . . , wm, R),

where O is the alphabet of objects, H is a finite set of labels for membranes, μ
is a membrane structure, consisting of m (elementary or non-elementary) mem-
branes, labeled with elements of H, w1, . . . , wm are strings over O representing
the multisets of objects placed in the m regions of μ, and R is a finite set of
developmental rules. The rules of R are object evolution rules, communication
rules, division rules and dissolving rules.
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Let us consider a set of prototiles {P1, . . . , Pk}, an alphabet V and the ap-
plications f1 : P1 → V, . . . , fk : Pk → V . We denote by Q the following set of
headed prototile labels

Q = {(α, β, γ) | (β, γ) ∈ Pα}.

We denote by Q0 ⊆ Q the set of initial headed prototile labels. For a given set
of headed prototiles Q, we define

Q0 = {(α, β, γ) ∈ Q | (β − γ) = min{i− j | (i, j) ∈ Pα}}.

In other words, for each prototile we keep in Q0 only those headed prototile
which are first met by a line that scans the prototile from the left upper corner
to the right down corner of the smallest rectangle that contains the prototile.

In the following, we propose a membrane system which works with symbol-
objects. The alphabet O of objects contains a special subset V of output symbols.
V is exactly the alphabet over which we consider the two-dimensional language.
Membranes are labeled by elements from a set M , but M is not necessarily a
prefix of the natural numbers set. For the generation of rectangular pictures,
the elements of M will have a specific form, of multisets, as described below.
Unlike in tissue P systems or P systems with active membranes, the result of
the computation is read from all membranes of the system, each membrane
corresponding to a pixel of the picture. There is no output membrane and no
objects are “sent out”. Like in the case of P systems with active membranes,
the result of the computation is read only from those membrane systems which
reach a stable state (they cannot evolve any more).

Like in a tissue P system, not necessarily all pairs of membranes can directly
communicate with each other, and in this way, a communication graph γ(R) can
be defined by the rules from the set R. There is no other structure of membranes,
except for this communication graph, induced by the set of rules. Implicitly, the
underlying communication graph of the P system is a rectangular grid in which
each inner node is connected with four neighbors, each marginal node with three
neighbors and each corner with two neighbors.

In order to guarantee that our P system generates only pictures of a rectan-
gular form, we distinguish 9 types of nodes in a rectangular grid: left-upper
corner, left-down corner, right-upper corner, right-down corner, upper mar-
gin, down margin, left margin, right margin, and inner nodes. We denote by
T = {ij | i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2}} the set of labels corresponding to these positions (see
Figure 7).

We codify these grid positions in our P system by allowing 9 symbols (pt)t∈T ,
such that at any moment, in any membrane, at least one of these symbols is
present. Every membrane in the system, after its creation, checks for the type of
its neighbors, by communicating to them a symbol, which represents a possible
neighbor type. For example, a node on the right margin of the grid may have
as a left neighbor either an inner node or a node on the left margin of the grid.
Then, a membrane containing the symbol p12 sends non-deterministically to its
left neighbor either a symbol p11 or a symbol p10. If two different symbols pt and
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Fig. 7. A rectangular grid and corresponding marked positions

ps are present in the same time in a membrane, then a killer (a special symbol
k) is produced in that membrane and during the next evolution step the killer
dissolves the membrane. Only those P systems having a rectangular grid as the
communication graph will be stable. In this way, we will check by local tests for
the whole integrity of the grid.

The generation of any picture will start from its left-upper corner. Thus,
any stable P system will evolve from an initial P system, containing only one
membrane and two symbols: the marker p00 and the output start symbol (a
special symbol s).

A membrane label from the set M is a multiset over a two-letter alphabet,
{d, r}. Considering that d and r indicate down and right, respectively, the label
of a membrane will represent the (class of equivalent) path(s), which lead(s)
from the left-upper corner of the grid (the λ membrane) to the given membrane.
In this way, positions can be communicated with respect to the given membrane
(+d for down, +r for right, -d for up and -r for left).

The rules are object evolution rules, dissolving rules, object evolution rules
combined with membrane division and/or communication by symport rules and
membrane division rules combined with communication by symport rules and
dissolving rules.

Formally, a tiling P system is a construct

A = (O, V,M, (contm)m∈M , R),

where:

– O = V ∪ {#} ∪ {pt | t ∈ T} ∪Q ∪ {s, k} is the alphabet of symbol-objects.
The symbols (pt)t∈T indicate the type of the membrane with respect to
the position into the rectangular grid. The subset Q represents the headed
prototile labels. The symbols s, and k are the output start symbol and the
killer, respectively.

– V ⊆ O is the output alphabet.
– M ⊆ (d + r)∗. A membrane label is a multiset of support {d, r} described

by a string over d and r. If m ∈ M and x ∈ {d, r}, then by m− x we mean
the multiset obtained from m by deleting one occurrence of x and by m + x
we mean the multiset obtained from m by adding one occurrence of x.
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– The set of rules R is divided into three groups, as described below.

Creation rules: These rules are creating the grid of membranes, checking for
the integrity (rectangular form) of the grid and generating tiles on the grid.

1. [p00s]m → p00#[pj0s]m+d[p0ls]m+r, with j, l ∈ {1, 2}. The output start sym-
bol s, in the presence of the marker p00, evolves to #. Because of the presence
of the marker p00, m should be the membrane λ (the left-upper corner of the
grid), which has (or should have) two neighbors, down and to the right. The
below neighbor should be a membrane either on the left margin or in the left-
down corner of the grid. Thus m divides to produce the membrane m + d
with the content p10s or p20s. A similar effect is taken for the membrane
m + r.

2. [p01s]m → p01#[p0j ]m−r[pl1s]m+d[p0hs]m+r, with j ∈ {0, 1}, l, h ∈ {1, 2}.
The output start symbol s, in the presence of the marker p01, evolves to #.
Because of the presence of the marker p01, m should be a membrane on the
upper margin of the grid, which has (or should have) three neighbors, down,
to the left and to the right. The left neighbor already exists, thus m will
send either p00 or p01 to the membrane m− r in order to check its type. For
the below neighbor, m concurs (non-deterministically) for its creation with
another membrane in the system, namely (m− r) + d. If m “wins”, then it
divides to produce (m − r) + d and declares its type by writing either p11s
or p21s in it. If not, this part of the rule is treated as a symport rule and m
will send to the membrane m + d either p11s or p21s in order to check its
type. Finally, m divides to produce the membrane m + r with the content
p01s or p02s.

3. [p02s]m → p02#[p0j ]m−r[pl2s]m+d, with j ∈ {0, 1}, l ∈ {1, 2}. Analogously
with the rules 1. or 2.

4. [p10s]m → p10#[pj0]m−d[pl0s]m+d[p1hs]m+r, with i ∈ V, j ∈ {0, 1}, l, h ∈
{1, 2}. Analogously with the rules 1. or 2.

5. [p11s
2]m→ p11fα(β, γ)[p1j ]m−r[pl1]m−d[ph1y]m+d[p1xz]m+r, with i ∈ V, j, l ∈

{0, 1}, h, x ∈ {1, 2}. Analogously with the rules 1. or 2., with the only notable
difference that s2 evolves to fα(β, γ) for a headed prototile label (α, β, γ) ∈
Q0. In the new membranes m+d and m+r, apart from the position markers,
new objects are written depending on the headed prototile label (α, β, γ). If
(β, γ − 1) ∈ Pα, then y = (α, β, γ − 1), else y = s. If (β + 1, γ) ∈ Pα, then
z = (α, β + 1, γ), else z = s.

6. [p11s(α, β, γ)]m → p11fα(β, γ)[p1j ]m−r[pl1]m−d[ph1y]m+d[p1xz]m+r, with i ∈
V, j, l ∈ {0, 1}, h, x ∈ {1, 2}. Analogously with the rules 1. or 2., with the only
notable difference that s(α, β, γ) evolves to fα(β, γ). In the new membranes
m + d and m + r, apart from the position markers, new objects are written
depending on the headed prototile label (α, β, γ). If (β, γ − 1) ∈ Pα, then
y = (α, β, γ − 1), else y = s. If (β + 1, γ) ∈ Pα, then z = (α, β + 1, γ), else
z = s.

7. [p11(α, β, γ)2]m → p11fα(β, γ)[p1j ]m−r[pl1]m−d[ph1y]m+d[p1xz]m+r, with i ∈
V, j, l ∈ {0, 1}, h, x ∈ {1, 2}. Analogously with the rules 1. or 2., with the only
notable difference that (α, β, γ)2 evolves to fα(β, γ). In the new membranes
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m + d and m + r, apart from the position markers, new objects are written
depending on the headed prototile label (α, β, γ). If (β, γ − 1) ∈ Pα, then
y = (α, β, γ − 1), else y = s. If (β + 1, γ) ∈ Pα, then z = (α, β + 1, γ), else
z = s.

8. [p12s]m → p12#c[p1j ]m−r[pl2]m−d[ph2s]m+d, with j, l ∈ {0, 1}, h ∈ {1, 2}}.
Analogously with the rules 1. or 2.

9. [p20s]m → p20#c[pj0]m−d[p2ls]m+r, with j ∈ {0, 1}, l ∈ {1, 2}. Analogously
with the rules 1. or 2.

10. [p21s]m → p21#c[p2j ]m−r[pl1]m−d[p2hs]m+r, with j, l ∈ {0, 1}, h ∈ {1, 2}.
Analogously with the rules 1. or 2.

11. [p22s]m → p22#c[p2j ]m−r[pl2]m−d, with j, l ∈ {0, 1}. Analogously with the
rules 1. or 2.

Contamination rules: These rules are contaminating the P system with the
killer that dissolves the membranes (by destruction rules).

12. [pijplh]m → k, with i, j, l, h ∈ {0, 1, 2} and (i, j) �= (l, h). Two different
markers in the same membrane produce a killer.

13. [(α, β, γ)(α′, β′, γ′)]m→k, with (α, β, γ), (α′, β′, γ′) ∈ Q such that (α, β, γ) �=
(α′, β′, γ′). Two different headed prototile labels in the same membrane pro-
duce a killer.

14. [pij(α, β, γ)]m → k, with ij �= 11 and (α, β, γ) ∈ Q. A headed prototile label
in a boundary membrane produces a killer.

Destruction rules: By these rules, the killer spreads from a contaminated
membrane all over the P system, while dissolving the membranes in which it
appears.

15. [p00k]m → [k]m+d[k]m+rδ. The killer, in the presence of the marker p00 is
sent down and to the right, and dissolves the membrane m.

16. [p01k]m → [k]m−r[k]m+d[k]m+rδ. The killer, in the presence of the marker
p01 is sent down, to the left and to the right, and dissolves the membrane
m.

17. [p02k]m → [k]m−r[k]m+dδ. Analogously with the rules 11. or 12.
18. [p10k]m → [k]m−d[k]m+d[k]m+rδ. Analogously with the rules 11. or 12.
15. [p11k]m → [k]m−r[k]m−d[k]m+d[k]m+rδ. Analogously with the rules 11. or

12.
19. [p12k]m → [k]m−r[k]m−d[k]m+dδ. Analogously with the rules 11. or 12.
20. [p20k]m → [k]m−d[k]m+rδ. Analogously with the rules 11. or 12.
21. [p21k]m → [k]m−r[k]m−d[k]m+rδ. Analogously with the rules 11. or 12.
22. [p22k]m → [k]m−r[k]m−dδ. Analogously with the rules 11. or 12.

A tiling P system A = (O, V,M, (contm)m∈M , R) is called initial over V iff
M = {λ} and contλ = {p00s}.

Let A1=(O, V,M1, (contm)m∈M1 , R) and A2=(O, V,M2, (contm)m∈M2 , R) be
two tiling P systems. We say that A1 immediately evolves in A2 iff (contm)m∈M2

is obtained after the transformation of the (contm)m∈M1 by the application of
rules in R, such that:
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– All rules are applied in parallel. The rules are applied to all objects to (and in
all membranes in) which they can be applied. An object can be used by only
one rule, non-deterministically chosen (there is no priority relation among
rules).

– If a membrane is dissolved, then the objects previously contained in the
membrane are lost.

– All the objects and membranes for which no rule can be applied are passed
unchanged in the new P system.

– If two (or more) rules concur to produce (by division) a membrane m, which
does not exist in A1, then only one, non-deterministically chosen from these
rules, will be applied for the creation of m, and all the other rules will
be applied for communicating to m the specific multiset. In other words,
immediately after the creation the new membrane will contain the union of
the multisets specified by all these rules.

If A1 immediately evolves into A2, then we will call the pair (A1, A2) an evolution
step. A tiling P system is called stable iff it immediately evolves only in itself.
A tiling P system A = (O, V,M, (contm)m∈M , R) is called dead iff M = ∅.
Otherwise, A is alive.

We say that the tiling P system A evolves into a tiling P system A′ iff there
exists a sequence of P systems A0, . . . , An, such that A0 = A, An = A′ and
Ai−1 immediately evolves in Ai, for i = {1, 2, . . . , n}. The sequence A0, . . . , An

is called an evolution of A.
The stable universe of a tiling P system A is defined as the set of all stable

alive P systems into which A can evolve.
With any stable alive tiling P system A = (O, V,M, (contm)m∈M , R) we may

associate a picture over the alphabet V in the following way:

1. First, we define two natural numbers, s and t, by:
– s = max{i | ∃j, dirj ∈ M} − 1,
– t = max{j | ∃i, dirj ∈ M} − 1.

2. If s and t are greater than 1, then we consider the picture (aij)1≤i≤s,1≤j≤t

with aij = h iff h ∈ contdirj ∩ V ; otherwise, we consider the empty picture.

We define the two-dimensional rectangular language generated by an initial tiling
P system A, as the set of rectangular pictures associated with all tiling P systems
from the stable universe of A.

We end this section considering the two-dimensional language defined in Ex-
ample 3, L3 = L(P, V,F). Using the above notations, we can define an initial
tiling P system A with the set of headed prototiles labels

Q = {(1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1), (2, 0, 0), (2, 1, 0), (3, 0, 0)}

and the subset of starting headed prototiles labels

Q0 = {(1, 0, 1), (2, 0, 0), (3, 0, 0)}.

Then, the language of rectangular pictures associated with all tiling P systems
from the stable universe of A is exactly L3.
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5 Comparison with Previous Tissue P Systems
Generating Picture Languages

In [2,3], we introduced a model for the generation of local and recognizable
picture languages using as well a model of tissue-like P systems with active
membranes. In the sequel, we point out the similarities and differences between
the model defined in [2,3] and the model defined in this paper.

We observe the following similarities between the two models:

– They are using a variant of P systems, with the same features: tissue-like
structure, membrane division and dissolution, evolution and symport com-
munication rules.

– They are generating in the same way the grid which supports the picture,
from the left upper corner down to the right down corner and using position
markers to identify the boundaries of the grid.

The main difference between the two models lies in the way they generate
the content of the picture. In the model of [2,3] the output symbols are gener-
ated randomly in each membrane (pixel of the picture) and the conformity of
the picture with the local conditions is checked “a posteriori” by some special
symbols called checkers which travel between neighboring membranes and verify
the conditions. In tiling P systems, there is no a posteriori checking procedure.
The condition of tiling is part of the grid generation step and all the checking is
made on the generation.

From the P systems theory point of view, the novelty brought by tiling P
systems is a sort of local prescribed evolution: from time to time a new pro-
totile appears in a membrane (according to the rules of the systems) and this
(headed) prototile determines the evolution of the system in a local area around
the initiating membrane, until it is consumed.

We can conclude this comparison between the two related models by saying
that tiling picture languages seem to offer a more natural approach to two-
dimensional language characterization, at least from the generation point of
view.

We end this section, by noticing some similar features of the model presented
in this paper with the model of two-dimensional on-line tessellation automata
[7], which is a particular case of cellular automata.

6 Conclusions and Further Research

We have used tissue-like P systems with active membranes to generate languages
of tiling rectangular pictures. These languages arise from tilings of the integer
plane Z2 which are compatible with the so-called rectangular tilings, and consist
of two-dimensional words that can be covered (tiled) by a predefined set of tiles.

Such families of languages should be investigated in their own right, and
compared with other known families of two-dimensional languages. Since they
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consist of subwords of infinite two-dimensional words, their study is at the cross-
road of multi-dimensional languages, infinite words, symbolic dynamics, etc. In
Section 3, we have established a first result by proving that the class of languages
coverable by tilings compatible with rectangular tilings is incomparable to the
family of local picture languages.

The formalism we have used can be extended in several ways.
First, we can extend it to deal with d-dimensional words, for d ≥ 2.
Second, we note that tiling languages considered here arise from tilings of

the plane based on the two-dimensional grid which is the Cayley graph of the
additive group (Z2,+, (0, 0)). Similarly, tilings of the plane based on other types
of grids can be considered, for instance, the triangular tessellation of the plane
given by the Cayley graph of the group with three generators {a, b, c} such that
a2 = b2 = c2 = (abc)2 = 1.

Since the Cayley graph is the underlying communication graph of the tissue-
like P system with active membranes, responsible for generating the grid itself,
the problem of generating (finite pieces of) other types of surfaces can be ap-
proached with a similar formalism to the one proposed in this paper. A compar-
ison should be made with the P systems investigated in [8], which do not have
generative features, but only communication ones.
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Abstract. We propose a model for simulating Boolean circuits with P
systems. The simulation is done in two steps, by first simulating the
gates of such a circuit, and next by showing how these can be combined
to obtain actual circuits. The type of P systems used is with symbol
objects, context-free rewriting rules and some other features like mobile
catalysts, weak priorities and promoters.

1 Introduction

P systems are powerful computational devices, whose functioning is inspired
from the functioning of molecules and living cells.

When dealing with biologically inspired models of computation, as opposed
to the existing in silico devices, it is interesting to make a direct comparison
between the two, using simulation: either to simulate an in vitro/in vivo process
using in silico devices, or, more important, vice-versa, to simulate classical in
silico devices using the new bio-molecular device.

Boolean circuits are well known classical computing devices, which incorpo-
rate features of parallelism. In [2] a model for simulating Boolean circuits with
DNA algorithms is proposed. This paper proposes a simple model for simulating
Boolean circuits with P systems.

Section 2 contains preliminaries on P systems. In section 3 some notions on
Boolean gates and circuits are presented. Sections 4, 5 and 6 are devoted to the
main topic, the simulation of Boolean circuits with P systems. The simulation
is done in two steps. First, we simulate the classical logical gates, NOT, AND
and OR (considered as unary, and respectively binary gates). This will be done
in section 4 using P systems with symbol objects and context-free rewriting
rules, and only two mobile catalysts. In section 5 we present alternative P sys-
tems which simulate the same gates. The P system features used in this section
are: promoters for rules – the use of promoters helps us avoid the mobility of
catalysts; weak priorities for rules – which realize the same trade-off with the
mobility of catalysts.
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All the models proposed to simulate the logical gates have a nested membrane
structure. This allows us to have the input data in the innermost membrane and
the functioning of each simulated gate is such that the correct result is expelled
in the environment. Section 6 presents a way to combine individual P systems
which function as logical gates in a hierarchical tree structure, and obtain P
systems which simulate an entire circuit.

The last section is devoted to some conclusions and open problems.

2 P Systems – Preliminaries

P systems with symbol objects turn out to be a convenient framework to de-
scribe parallel computations based on molecular interaction. Such a device can
be formally defined as follows.

A P system (of degree m ≥ 1) with symbol objects and rewriting-like evolu-
tion rules is a construct

Π = (V,C, μ, w1, . . . , wm, (R1, ρ1), . . . , (Rm, ρm), i0),

where:

– V is an alphabet; its elements are called objects;
– C ⊆ V is a distinguished subset of the alphabet, called the set of catalysts;
– μ is a membrane structure consisting of m membranes usually labeled with

1, 2, . . . ,m;
– wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, specify the multisets of objects present in the corresponding

regions i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, at the beginning of a computation;
– Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are finite sets of evolution rules over V associated with the

regions 1, 2, . . . ,m of μ, and ρi is a partial order relation over Ri (a priority
relation); these evolution rules are of the context-free form a → v or catalytic
rules ca → cv, where c ∈ C, a is an object from V \C and v is a string over

(V \ C)× ({here, out, in});

– i0 is a number between 0 and m and specifies the output membrane of Π
(in case of i0 = 0, the environment is used for the output).

Starting from the original model some variants were proposed. Among them
there are:

– P systems with promoters/inhibitors. In the case of promoters, the rules
(reactions) are possible only in the presence of certain symbols. An object a
is a promoter for a rule u → v, and we denote this by u → v|a, if the rule is
active only in the presence of object a. In particular, promoters themselves
can evolve according to some rules.

– P systems with mobile catalysts. This model is an extension of the orig-
inal model, by allowing catalysts to move between regions. In this case,
the rule involving catalysts is written in the form: ca → ctarv, where a
is an object from V \ C, tar ∈ {here, out, in}, and v is a string over
(V \ C)× ({here, out, in}).
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– P systems with weak priorities. Such priorities model the fact that, in the
process of assigning rules to objects, first the rules with bigger priority are
assigned in a nondeterministic, maximally parallel manner, and then the
other rules are assigned to the remaining objects, again nondeterministically
and in the maximally parallel way.

Now, starting from an initial configuration, the system evolves according to
the rules and objects present in the membranes, in a non-deterministic maxi-
mally parallel manner, and according with a universal clock. The system will
make a successful computation if and only if it halts: there is no rule applicable
to the objects present in the halting configuration. The result of a successful
computation is the number of objects present in the output membrane (or envi-
ronment) in a halting configuration of Π. If the computation never halts, then
we will have no output.

For all the types of P systems presented above, universality results are known.
For the purposes of the present work, the simulation of Boolean operations with
P systems, the “computation process” must be deterministic. This will lead us
to use more powerful ingredients than in the general non-deterministic case.

3 Boolean Circuits – Preliminaries

Boolean circuits are a formal model of the combinational logic circuits.
Circuits consist of wires able to carry one bit, and logical gates connecting

such wires and computing the elementary logical functions, ¬ (NOT ), ∧ (AND),
∨ (OR).

Consider the smallest Boolean algebra B = 〈{0, 1},∧,∨,¬, 0, 1〉 with support
{0, 1}, binary operations ∧, ∨, unary operator ¬, and zero-ary operations (or
constants) 0 and 1.

Binary and unary operations on finite sets can be entirely described by op-
eration tables, depicting the result of the operation on any possible input. The
operation tables for binary ∧, ∨, and unary ¬ are given in Figure 1:

0 0 1

0 0

0 1

1 1

0 0 0

∧ ∨ ¬

0 1 01 11 1 1

Fig. 1. Value tables for ∧ (AND), ∨ (OR), ¬ (NOT )

Consider Bk =
{
f | f : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}

}
the set of k-ary Boolean functions.

Note that: 0, 1 ∈ B0; ¬ ∈ B1; ∧,∨ ∈ B2 and they are called the elementary
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Boolean functions. Note also that, because ∨ is associative, one can define a
3-ary (ternary) OR, ∨3 : {0, 1}3 → {0, 1} by

∨3(x1, x2, x3) = (x1 ∨ x2) ∨ x3 = x1 ∨ (x2 ∨ x3).

This can be extended to an m-ary OR, ∨m : {0, 1}m → {0, 1}, ∨m(x1, x2, · · · ,
xm) = x1 ∨ x2 ∨ · · · ∨ xm. The same holds for the AND operation which can be
extended to an m-ary AND, ∧m, with m ≥ 2.

Definition 1. A Boolean circuit α = (V,E, λ) is a finite directed acyclic graph
(V,E), with set of vertices V , and set of directed edges E, and λ : V → {I} ∪
{∧,∨,¬} a vertex labeling, where I is a special symbol. A vertex x ∈ V with
λ(x) = I has indegree 0 and is called an input. A vertex y ∈ V with outdegree 0
is called an output. Vertices with labels ∧ and ∨ have indegree 2 and outdegree
1, while vertices with the label ¬ have indegree and outdegree 1.

The inputs of α are given by n-tuples 〈x1, x2, · · · , xn〉 of distinct vertices, and
the output by m-tuples 〈y1, y2, · · · , ym〉. In circuit theory the vertices with labels
not I are called gates, the indegree of a vertex – the fan-in, and the outdegree –
the fan-out.

Above, we have defined a circuit whose gates are labeled with the elementary
Boolean functions {∧,∨,¬} ⊆ B1 ∪B2. More generally, we can speak of circuits
with vertex labeling λ : V → {I}∪B0∪B1∪· · ·∪Bk. A vertex x with λ(x) ∈ Bi

has indegree i, for every i = 1, · · · , k.

Definition 2. A circuit α with inputs 〈x1, x2, · · · , xn〉 and outputs 〈y1, · · · , ym〉
computes a function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m in the following way: for every i,
1 ≤ i ≤ n, to the input xi is assigned a value val(xi) ∈ {0, 1} representing the
i-th bit argument of the function f . Every other vertex x is assigned the unique
value val(x) ∈ {0, 1} obtained by applying the operation λ(x) to the values of
the vertices incoming into x. The m-tuple 〈val(y1), · · · , val(ym)〉 is the value of
function f , every output vertex yj gives the j-th bit of the output.

For m = 1, the circuits will compute functions f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, and we
will consider here only such circuits and such functions.

Measures of interest for circuits are size and depth.

Definition 3. The size of a circuit α is size(α) = |V | (the number of vertices).
The depth of a circuit α is depth(α)= the length of the longest path in α from
an input vertex to an output vertex.

A special class of circuits is obtained when we take m = 1 and the underlying
graph of the circuit is a rooted tree. The root of the tree will correspond to its
unique output gate, and the input gates are its leaves. Every input gate will
have outdegree 1 – which means that the circuit will not be able to compute
functions such as (x1 ∧ x2)∨ (x1 ∨ x3) (actually, this function can be computed,
introducing another variable x4: we then compute (x1 ∧ x2) ∨ (x4 ∨ x3), which
has a tree circuit, and we ensure that x1 = x4). Also, there will be no feedback
to any of the gates – which means that the gates are not reusable. In the rest of
the paper we will consider only such circuits and, moreover, with gates labeled
with elements in {∧,∨,¬}.
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4 Simulating the Logical Gates

We present in this section P systems which simulate the logical gates. All the
gates (and other auxiliary devices) will be implemented with nested membrane
structures. We will consider that the input for a gate is given in the inner mem-
brane, while the output will be computed and sent to the outer region. Practi-
cally, the gate will act as a filter that receives two symbols synchronously, and,
after some computation steps, sends the result into the environment.

The easiest gate to simulate is the NOT gate.

4.1 Simulation of the NOT Gate

The NOT diagram, also known as the “Invertor” diagram, just switches the
value that enters the gate into its complement value. We can do this with one
membrane and context-free rules, as shown in Figure 2.

0 → 1out

1 → 0out

�

�

�

	
Fig. 2. Simulation of the NOT gate

Formally, we define this by:

ΠNOT = (V,C, μ, w1, R1, 0),

where:

– V = {0, 1};
– μ = [1]1;
– R1 = {1 → 0out , 0 → 1out}.

4.2 Simulation of the AND Gate

First, let us note that both the AND and the OR operations can be very easily
simulated if we allow context-sensitive rules in our membranes.

The P system with only one membrane, and context-sensitive rules from
Figure 3, computes the AND of two (not necessarily synchronized) input values
(the rules are inspired directly from the table of the AND operation):

In the following, we will simulate the AND gate using a P system with
context-free rules. The price we pay for avoiding the context-sensitiveness of
the binary operation will be the use of two mobile catalysts (see Figure 4).
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00 → 0out

01 → 0out

11 → 1out

�

�

�

	
Fig. 3. Simulation of the AND gate using context-sensitive rules

In this simulation we will consider that the input to the gates arrives in the
innermost membrane, considered as an input membrane for the whole mecha-
nism. The result of the computation will be sent out into the environment.

c e c
e

1 → 1out

0 → 0out

1

1 → 1out

c0 → cout0outxout

e0 → e
ey → eout

2

1 → 1out

e0 → ein0out

x → x′

cx′ → cinyin

3

c1 → cout1outxout

e1 → erout

ey → eout

0 → 0out

4

e1 → ein

x → x′

cx′ → cinyin

r → 1out

0 → 0out

5

�

�

�

	

�

�

�

	

�

�

�

	

�

�

�

	

�

�

�

	
Fig. 4. Simulation of AND gate using mobile catalysts

Formally, we define an ΠANDmc
gate as the P system:

ΠANDmc
= (V,C, μ, w1, . . . , w5, R1, . . . , R5, 0),

where:

– V = {0, 1, x, x′, y, r, e, c};
– C ⊆ V = {e, c} the set of mobile catalysts;
– μ = [5[4[3[2[1]1]2]3]4]5;
– w2 = w4 = {c}, w3 = w5 = {e};
– R1 = {1 → 1out, 0 → 0out};

R2 = {1 → 1out, c0 → cout0outxout, e0 → e, ey → eout};
R3 = {1 → 1out, e0 → ein0out, x → x′, cx′ → cinyin};
R4 = {c1 → cout1outxout, e1 → erout, ey → eout, 0 → 0out};
R5 = {e1 → ein, x → x′, cx′ → cinyin, r → 1out, 0 → 0out}.
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When one of the pairs (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0) or (1, 1) enters in membrane 1, the
two values are automatically passed to membrane 2. This is done with context-
free rules. Membranes 2 and 3 will handle the case when two 0’s enter, while
regions 4 and 5, the case when two 1’s are introduced. We will have to analyze
the behavior of the system for only three cases, since the inputs (0, 1) and (1, 0)
are the same, because the operation we model is commutative.

One of the important features of the system is that the computation contin-
ues, even after the result is obtained, in order to restore the system to its initial
configuration. In this way the system becomes reusable for computing the AND
operation on other values of input variables.

Let us see how the system computes:

– The case when the pair (0, 0) enters in region 1:
In this case, after the symbols enter in membrane 2, only one of them will
react with the catalyst c (ct → cout0outxout) present in that region, and will
be sent out to the upper region 3. We use the catalytic rule because we want
that only one symbol 0 passes through to an upper region, while the other
will remain in the initial region. Moreover, in order to forbid that at the next
step the remaining 0 will react with the same catalyst, we will send also the
catalyst c in the outer region. Now, once this step is done, in membrane 3 we
will have the symbol 0 and catalyst e which will react with it (e0 → ein0out)
and so, the result of the computation will be sent out (by the context-free
rule 0 → 0out in membranes 4 and 5). Because we would like the gate to be
reusable, we must reestablish the initial configuration of the system. First,
one can see that the catalysts c and e swap their positions and so, they must
be send back to the initial positions. Since the catalyst c should not enter
too early in membrane 2 (otherwise the rules e0 → e and c0 → cout0outxout

will have a conflict on the object 0), c must be delayed one step (by using
the sequence of rules: x → x′ and cx′ → cinyin). Finally, the rule ey → eout

will be executed and the system will regain its initial configuration.
– The case when the pair (1, 0) enters in region 1:

In this case we have to follow the two paths of computation corresponding
to objects 0 and 1. This is due to the fact that object 1 must be “deleted”,
while object 0 must become the output of computation. Practically, when
a pair of objects (1, 0) enters in membrane 1, it is introduced directly in
membrane 2. While the object 0 will react with the catalyst c (by the rule
c0 → cout0outxout), object 1 will pass from membrane to membrane (by
context-free rules of type 1 → 1out) up to region 4. In the third step of the
computation, object 0 will react with catalyst e in region 3 and one symbol
0 will be sent to membrane 4. The next rules, which will restore the initial
configuration, are very similar with those from the above case.

– The case when the pair (1, 1) enters in region 1:
The case when two objects 1 are in region 1 is similar in certain sense with the
case (0, 0) because the only change is that in this case the main computation
is executed in regions 4, 5 while in the case (0, 0) the result is obtained in
regions 2, 3.
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For a better understanding of how the system works in a deterministic way, we
present the sequences of configurations of the system during the computation:

• The case when objects 0, 0 enter simultaneously in region 1:

reg1 reg2 reg3 reg4 reg5

t0 0, 0 c e c e
0 → 0out

t1 c, 0, 0 e c e
c0 → cout0outxout

t2 0 e, c, 0, x c e
e0 → ein0out

x → x′

t3 e, 0 c, x′ c, 0 e
e0 → e cx′ → cinyin 0 → 0out

t4 e, c, y c e, 0
ey → eout 0 → 0out

t5 c e c e

• The case when objects 0, 1 enter simultaneously in region 1:

reg1 reg2 reg3 reg4 reg5

t0 0, 1 c e c e
0 → 0out

1 → 1out

t1 c, 0, 1 e c e
c0 → cout0outxout

1 → 1out

t2 e, c, 0, x, 1 c e
e0 → ein0out

x → x′

1 → 1out

t3 e c, x′ c, 0, 1 e
cx′ → cinyin 0 → 0out

c1 → cout1outxout

t4 e, c, y e, 0, c, x, 1
ey → eout 0 → 0out

e1 → ein

x → x′

t5 c e e c, x′

cx′ → cinyin

t6 c e e, c, y
ey → eout

t7 c e c e
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• The case when objects 1, 1 enter simultaneously in region 1:

reg1 reg2 reg3 reg4 reg5

time 0 1, 1 c e c e
1 → 1out

time 1 c, 1, 1 e c e
1 → 1out

time 2 c e, 1, 1 c e
1 → 1out

time 3 c e c, 1, 1 e
c1 → cout1outxout

time 4 c e 1 e, c, 1, x
e1 → ein

x → x′

time 5 c e e, 1 c, x′

e1 → erout cx′ → cinyin

time 6 c e e, c, y r
ey → eout r → 1out

time 7 c e c e

Based on the above explanations the following result stands:

Lemma 1. The P system ΠANDmc
, acting on pairs of input values x1, x2 from

{0, 1}, is deterministic, and produces into the environment the value x1 ∧ x2.

4.3 Simulation of the OR Gate

The OR gate diagram (Figure 5) is very similar to the AND gate diagram, in
the sense that, as it can be seen, the modifications consist in replacing in all the
rules the 0, 1 symbols with the corresponding “opposite” symbols 1, 0.

Formally, we define the OR gate as the P system

ΠORmc
= (V,C, μ, w1, . . . , w5, R1, . . . , R5, 0),

where:

– V = {0, 1, x, x′, y, r, e, c};
– C ⊆ V = {e, c} the set of mobile catalysts;
– μ = [5[4[3[2[1 ]1]2]3]4]5;
– w2 = w4 = {c}, w3 = w5 = {e};
– R1 = {1 → 1out, 0 → 0out};

R2 = {0 → 0out, c1 → cout1outxout, e1 → e, ey → eout};
R3 = {0 → 0out, e1 → ein1out, x → x′, cx′ → cinyin};
R4 = {c0 → cout0outxout, e0 → erout, ey → eout, 1 → 1out};
R5 = {e0 → ein, x → x′, cx′ → cinyin, r → 0out, 1 → 1out}.
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Fig. 5. Simulation of the OR gate using mobile catalysts

As in the simulation of the AND gate, we use an embedded structure of
membranes. This design allows us to construct systems which have the input in
the innermost membrane, while the output will be sent into the environment.

We have the following analogue of Lemma 1:

Lemma 2. The P system ΠORmc
, acting on pairs of input values x1, x2 from

{0, 1}, is deterministic, and produces into the environment the value x1 ∨ x2.

5 Simulating Logical Gates – Other Models

5.1 Using Weak Priorities

Weak priorities are especially important because they are relevant from the bio-
logical point of view. In nature, systems evolve governed by rules that usually are
in some relation order. Moreover, the systems develop in time based on sequences
of rules up to a moment when they reach an equilibrium configuration.

In Figure 6 we simulate the OR gate by using a P system with context-free,
catalytic rules and weak priorities.

0 → 0out

1 → 1out

c

c0 → c > 0 → 0out

1 → 1′

c1′ → c1out > 1′ → λ
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�

�
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�
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Fig. 6. Simulation of the OR gate using weak priorities and one catalyst
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Formally, we define the following P system

ΠOR = (V,C, μ, w1, w2, R1, R2, 0),

where:

– V = {0, 1, 1′, c};
– C ⊆ V = {c} the set of catalysts;
– μ = [2[1 ]1]2;
– w2 = {c};
– R1 = {1 → 1out, 0 → 0out};

R2 = {c0 → c > 0 → 0out, 1 → 1′, c1′ → c1out > 1′ → λ}.

The system computes in the following way: suppose that two objects 0 enter
simultaneously in membrane 1. Then, they will be sent into membrane 2. There,
the rules that will be executed are c0 → c and 0 → 0out (the first rule has a bigger
priority than the second one, but it can be applied only once in a computational
step because there is only one catalyst c in the region; therefore the second rule
has to be applied if it can be applied). After this, one object 0 will be sent out
to the environment as the result of the computation, while the other one will be
deleted.

One can notice that the system will behave in a very similar way in the case
when two objects 1 enter into region 1, with the difference that they are delayed
with one computational step (a task useful for the case when objects 0 and 1
enter simultaneously in membrane 1) and the rule that sends out the object 1
has a bigger priority than the rule that deletes the object 1. As in the previous
case, the role of the catalyst is to inhibit the parallelism, therefore two objects
of the same kind will have different computational “paths”.

In case pair (0, 1) enters in the system, at first, rules c0 → c and 1 → 1′ are
executed. Finally, in the next step, rule c1′ → c1out is executed and the goal of
the simulator is accomplished.

We have the following analogue of Lemma 2:

Lemma 3. The P system ΠOR, acting on pairs of input values x1, x2 from
{0, 1}, is deterministic, and produces into the environment the value x1 ∨ x2.

By using weak priorities for controlling the computation we achieve a better
time complexity since in this case the result is obtained after only three steps.
In a completely similar way we can simulate also the AND gate, and prove that
it computes deterministically the value of the binary ∧ function.

5.2 Using Promoters

Another biologically inspired model is the one which uses promoters. Promoters
are objects that participate in the computation process in a different manner
than catalysts. In their presence, the rule that they promote can be applied.
Also, promoters can participate to other reactions and so, they can evolve in
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Fig. 7. Simulation of the AND gate using promoters and one catalyst

time and produce different effects at different moments. Figure 7 presents a P
system which models the AND gate.

Formally, we define the following P system

ΠAND = (V,C, μ, w1, w2, w3, R1, R2, R3, 0),

where:

– V = {0, 1, 0′, 1′, 1′′, A,A′, A′′, B,B′, B′′, c};
– C ⊆ V = {c} the set of catalysts;
– μ = [3[2[1 ]1]2]3;
– w2 = {c};
– R1 = {1 → 1out, 0 → 0out};

R2 = {0 → 0′Aout, c0′ → c0out, 1′ → 1′′Bout, 1 → 1′, c1′′ → c1out};
R3 = {A → A′, 0 → 0out|A′ , A′ → A′′, 0 → λ|A′′ , A′′ → λ, B → B′,

1 → λ|B′ , B′ → B′′, 1 → 1out|B′′ , B′′ → λ}.

The AND gate uses the catalyst c to inhibit the parallelism and to separate
the entrance time of objects 0 and 1 into region 3. According to the entrance
time, objects will be either deleted, or sent out into the environment. More
specifically, if we consider that initially we had two objects 0 inside region 2,
the rule 0 → 0′Aout is executed. Its role is to introduce the object A into region
3 to set up the “right” configuration of the region. Next, in region 2 the only
applicable rule is c0′ → c0out, which will introduce one object 0 into region
3. At the same time, in region 3 the rule A → A′ is executed. Now, we will
have in region 3 the objects A′ and 0, and the rules that will be applied are
0 → 0out|A′ and A′ → A′′. These rules guarantee that an object 0 is sent out
into the environment. In the meantime, in region 2, the remaining object 0′

reacts with the catalyst c and an object 0 will be introduced into region 3 (the
rule used is again c0′ → c0out). Here, the object 0 will find a different context
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since now, in region 3 there is no object A′. Therefore, the rules 0 → λ|A′′ and
A′′ → λ are applied, hence the initial configuration of the system is restored.
Basically, a similar method stands for the other cases, with some minor changes:
objects 1 enter into region 3 with one computational delay (because of the rule
1 → 1′ present in region 2) in order not to influence the processes executing in
region 3; the first object 1 that enters into region 3 is deleted (as opposed to the
above case when the first object 0 that arrives in region 3 is sent out) by using
the rule 1 → λ|B′ .

We have the following result:

Lemma 4. The P system ΠAND, with promoters and one catalyst, acting on
pairs of input values x1, x2 from {0, 1}, is deterministic, and produces into the
environment the value x1 ∧ x2.

Finally, one can notice that the number of membranes can be reduced by one
if we use more symbols. However, for the sake of clarity, we have considered this
3 membrane system in order to distinguish the “logical” tasks.

6 Simulating Circuits

In this section we show that any Boolean circuit whose underlying graph struc-
ture is a binary tree structure, can be simulated with P systems, using the P
systems ΠAND, ΠOR and ΠNOT which model the gates. The fact that all the
individual gates have a nested membrane structure is essential: if the output
of two gates, let us say a ΠAND and a ΠOR, has to be the input of another
gate, let us say Π ′

AND, then we can embed the system ΠAND and ΠOR in a
common membrane, in which the results of their individual computations will
be expelled. Further, this membrane will be the innermost membrane (input
membrane) for the hierarchically higher Π ′

AND. There is only one problem to
be solved, namely, to synchronize two output values when they become input
values for a gate.

We have to design a module that synchronizes the input for the gates. This
is done because all the gates (with the exception of the NOT gate) are binary
operators and, if the input consists of only one operand, the computation might
not work well. For this we designed a system which, if the input consists of only
one symbol, will block the computation and will not produce any output up
to the time when the second input symbol enters the system; then, both input
symbols will leave the system at the same time and so, they can become the
input for a gate. Let us denote this system by “SYNC”.

Formally, we define the SYNC1 module as:

ΠSY NC1 = (V,C, μ, w1, w2, w3, R1, R2, R3, 0),

where:

– V = {0, 1, A,B,X, Y, c, e, f, g};
– C ⊆ V = {c, e, f, g} the set of mobile catalysts;
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– μ = [3[2[1 ]1]2]3;
– w2 = {c, e, f, g};
– R1 = {0 → 0out, 1 → 1out};

R2 = {c0 → coutAout, e0 → eoutBout, f1 → foutXout, g1 → goutYout};
R3 = {cB → cin0out, eA → ein0out, fY → fin1out, gX → gin1out,

cX → cin1out, fA → fin0out, cY → cin1out, gA → gin0out,
eX → ein1out, fB → fin0out, eY → ein1out, gB → gin0out}.

0 → 0out

1 → 1out

c, e, f, g

c0 → coutAout

e0 → eoutBout

f1 → foutXout

g1 → goutYout

cB → cin0out

eA → ein0out

fY → fin1out

gX → gin1out

cX → cin1out

fA → fin0out

cY → cin1out

gA → gin0out

eX → ein1out

fB → fin0out

eY → ein1out

gB → gin0out
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Fig. 8. A P system which synchronizes the input

Here is how the system works. In membrane 2 there are the catalysts c, e, f ,
and g. They are responsible with sending the objects A,B,X, Y in membrane
3. These objects correspond to the cases when objects 0 enter in the SY NC1
module (objects A and B) or to the cases when objects 1 enter in the SY NC1
module (objects X and Y ). Now, since we expect that in the gate will enter at
most two objects at a time, the system will react in the following way (we will
give two examples of types of input).

Let us suppose that two objects 0 enter in the SY NC1 module; then they will
react with the matching catalysts (c0 → coutAout and e0 → eoutBout) and will
produce in membrane 3 the objects c, e, A,B. There, by crossing associations,
the catalyst c will react with the object B, while the catalyst e will react with
object A and they will produce in the outer membrane two objects 0. One can
notice that the system’s initial configuration will be restored and so, in principle,
it can be used later in other computations.

Let us see now, how the system will react in the case when only one symbol
1 enters in region 2. There it will react nondeterministically with one catalyst
(f or g). Let us suppose that the rule f1 → foutXout will be applied. This rule
will introduce in membrane 3 the object X and the catalyst f . These objects
cannot react in region 2 and so the system will halt only up to the time when
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another symbol enters in region 2. Let us consider that the object 0 enters, after
a while, in region 2. Then one of the rules c0 → coutAout or e0 → eoutBout can be
executed. Supposing that the first one is applied, the catalyst c and the object
A will enter in region 3. Since object X and the catalyst c are already present,
the rules cX → cin1out and fB → fin0out will be executed. But now, the input
that initially was unsynchronized is synchronized so it can be used further as
input for a Boolean gate.

Due to the symmetry of the rules we will have the same behavior for all
synchronous and asynchronous pairs of input values. Moreover, one can see that
the system is confluent.

A second implementation of a synchronizer is presented in Figure 9, with a
smaller number of catalysts, but an increased number of membranes.

c, e

c0 → cout0outAout

e0 → eout0outBout
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e1 → eout1outBout

eA → eintout
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Fig. 9. A P system which synchronizes the input

Formally, we define the SYNC2 module as

ΠSY NC2 = (V,C, μ, w1, . . . , w4, R1, . . . , R4, 0),

where:

– V = {0, 1, A,B, t, c, e, k};
– C ⊆ V = {c, e, k} the set of mobile catalysts;
– μ = [4[3[2[1 ]1]2]3]4;
– w2 = {c, e}, w4 = {k2};
– R1 = {0 → 0out, 1 → 1out};

R2 = {c0 → cout0outAout, e0 → eout0outBout, c1 → cout1outAout,
e1 → eout1outBout};

R3 = {cB → cintout, eA → eintout, k0 → kout0out, k1 → kout1out};
R4 = {kt → kin, 0 → 0out, 1 → 1out}.

The system computes in the following way. If two symbols enter in region 2,
they will be sent with the help of catalysts c and e in region 3. If in this region
enter objects of the same kind, the computation will be deterministic. In the
other cases (in the region enters only one symbol, or the pair (0, 1)) the first
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step of computation will be nondeterministic. If two objects enter in region 2,
in region 3 will arrive catalysts c and e, and the objects A and B. By the rules
cB → couttout and eA → eouttin two objects t will be introduced in region 4.
There, they will react with the catalyst k which will be sent in region 3. Here k is
responsible for introducing the input symbols synchronously into membrane 4.

In case only one symbol enters region 2, it will be subject nondeterministically
to one of the rules present there. As a result, one catalyst and one object will
be sent into region 3. There, the catalyst and the object cannot react. The
local configuration remains unchanged until a second symbol enters in region 2.
When this happens, the computation resumes and follows a path similar to the
one presented above.

We have the following result:

Lemma 5. The P systems ΠSY NC1 and ΠSY NC2 , acting on input values x1, x2
from {0, 1}, which enter, possibly asynchronously, their inner membrane, expell
into the environment the values x1 and x2 synchronously.

We give now an example of how to construct a P system which simulates a
Boolean circuit, designed for evaluating a Boolean function, using the basic P
systems ΠAND, ΠOR and ΠNOT constructed in the previous sections. Consider
the function f : {0, 1}4 → {0, 1} given by the formula f(x1, x2, x3, x4) = (x1 ∧
x2) ∨ ¬(x3 ∧ x4).
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Fig. 10. The P system which simulates the computation of its associated circuit
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A Boolean circuit which evaluates this function is depicted in Figure 10.
Note that this circuit has a binary tree as its underlying graph, with the leaves
as input gates, and the root as output gate.

We simulate this circuit with the P system described (incompletely) in Figure
10, and constructed in the following way:

1. for every gate of the circuit, with input(s) from input gates (leaves), we
have an appropriate P system simulating it, with the innermost membrane
containing the input values;

2. for every gate which has at least one input coming as an output of a previous
gate, we construct an appropriate P system to simulate it by embedding in
a membrane the “environments” of the P systems which compute the gates
at the previous level, consider this as an innermost membrane of a “synchro-
nizer”, and the last membrane of the synchronizer as the inner membrane
(input membrane) of the new gate.

In our model we omit, for the time being, treating in detail the problem of
the input. That is, we make abstraction of how input values for the pair (x1, x2)
arrive in membrane 1 for instance.

For the particular formula (x1 ∧ x2) ∨ ¬(x3 ∧ x4) and the circuit depicted in
Figure 10 we will have:

– Π
(1)
AND responsible for computing (x1 ∧ x2); it is depicted in Figure 10, but

only with its inner membrane labeled 1 (input membrane for values of x1
and x2), and its outer membrane, labeled 2, from which the result will get
expulsed; recall that between membranes 1 and 2 we have a whole nested
membrane structure, with the number of membranes depending on the im-
plementation.

– Π
(2)
AND is responsible for computing x3 ∧ x4; it is depicted with the extreme

membranes only, labeled 3 and 4. We can consider that these two P systems,
Π

(1)
AND and Π

(2)
AND, act in parallel.

– Π
(3)
NOT is responsible for computing ¬(x3 ∧ x4); the innermost membrane of

the ΠNOT will be the former environment of the Π
(2)
AND, and so it will contain

the result of computing x3 ∧ x4; the last membrane of Π
(3)
NOT is labeled 5.

– the output of Π
(1)
AND and of Π

(3)
NOT have to be input values for an OR;

we let membrane 6 embed Π
(1)
AND and Π

(3)
NOT and this will be the innermost

membrane of Π(4)
SY NC . Π(4)

SY NC has a nested membrane structure, not entirely
depicted in Figure 10.

– Π
(5)
OR has as inner membrane the environment of Π

(4)
SY NC . Its external mem-

brane is labeled 7, and the result of its computation is sent into the environ-
ment.

Based on the previous explanations the following result holds:

Theorem 1. Every Boolean circuit α, whose underlying graph structure is a
rooted binary tree, can be simulated by a P system, Πα, which is constructed
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from standard P systems of type ΠAND, ΠOR and ΠNOT , by reproducing in the
architecture of the membrane structure, the structure of the tree associated to the
circuit. The time complexity for computing a Boolean function depends linearly
on the depth of the underlying tree structure of the P system.

7 Conclusions

We have proposed a model for simulating Boolean circuits with P systems.
As a first step, we have simulated the gates which compute the elementary

Boolean functions, NOT, AND, and OR. We have used symbol objects and
context-free rules, and some stronger ingredients like two mobile catalysts, or,
alternatively, promoters or weak priorities on rules, and static catalysts.

The depth of the nested membrane structures which simulate the elementary
gates decreases when we use more powerful ingredients for our P systems. The
time in which such a gate computes the output of the Boolean function is linearly
dependent on the depth of the simulated gate.

As a second step, we have given indications on how to use a circuit archi-
tecture in order to build a similar architecture for a P system which simulates
an entire circuit. The second construction uses as an extra ingredient a “syn-
chronizer”. The time for computing a function with the P system simulation is
the depth of the underlying tree structure of the P system, and is proportional
to the time required by the Boolean circuit, adding the costs of the individual
components implemented with nested membrane structures of a certain length.

The model needs some further developments. The problem of how the input
values reach the appropriate input membranes is left open for further work.
Also, the mechanism of constructing the simulator of a circuit out of individual
components, could be further improved, or addressed with different tools, like
dynamic P systems.

Other topics of interest in this area are:

– improving the performance of the simulator with respect to the circuit model;
– improving the performance of the circuit model itself, with specific P systems

methods (for instance, the problem of re-using gates is not solved yet in
circuit theory);

– reducing the number of membranes and/or “sensitive” components for the
Boolean gates presented, as well as for the synchronizer.

We mention also the fact that, in the present model, the “parallel computing”
feature of P systems is present at two levels: at the level of the individual gates,
and at the level of the circuit simulation. At this second level, the parallelism
is the same as that present in the circuit model. Maybe these two levels of
parallelism could be merged, and the performance improved with P systems
techniques.

Further improvements can be obtained by passing to the simulation of k-ary
gates, with k > 2.
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In general, the techniques used here to model Boolean operations can be
extended to other models, to compute more general operations/functions.
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Abstract. The paper presents a parallel implementation of the mem-
brane systems. We implement the simplest variant of P systems, which
however defines the essential features of the membrane systems, and
acts as a framework for other variants of P systems with advanced func-
tionalities. The mechanisms used in this implementation could be easily
adapted to other versions of P systems with minor changes. The imple-
mentation is designed for a cluster of computers; it is written in C++
and it makes use of Message Passing Interface as its communication
mechanism.

1 Introduction

This paper presents the membrane systems as a model for distributed comput-
ing. Providing a parallel implementation of the membrane systems, we empha-
size the contribution of the P systems to the core computer science. We support
the idea that P systems can become a primary model for distributed comput-
ing, particularly for message-passing algorithms. This aspect complements the
contributions of the P systems in formal languages and automata (now these
contributions represent the main research stream), as well as their applications
in biology.

We consider the P systems introduced by Gh. Păun [7,8] as a new class of
distributed computing models inspired from biology. The starting idea of the P
systems and of the field of membrane computing is that each living organism is
a hierarchical construction composed of some well-defined entities evolving sep-
arately and cooperating in order to maintain the proper behavior of the whole
system. P systems simulate the behaviors of molecules which are delimited by
membranes in a cell. Chemical reactions take place in cells, and molecules can
be created or destroyed dynamically. The parallelism of P systems exists both
between membranes (different reactions could take place in different molecules
simultaneously), and within membranes (more than one reaction going on in one
single membrane). Therefore P systems provide an ideal model for distributed
and parallel algorithms [3,4]. Some implementations and simulators have been
announced [1,5]. However they are based on uni-processor systems and hence fail
to give a precise and natural modeling of P systems. In this paper we present a
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parallel implementation which is designed for a cluster of computers. We have
used a Linux cluster called Tembusu, located in the School of Computing at the
National University of Singapore. The simulator is written in C++ and uses the
Message Passing Interface (MPI). MPI is a standard library developed for writ-
ing portable message passing applications. It provides functions for exchanging
messages and many other activities. MPI is implemented on both shared-memory
and distributed-memory parallel computers, and it is the most popular in the
field of parallel computing.

2 Transition P Systems

There exist many variants of P systems with different specifications and features.
Transition P systems are introduced in [7]. They are presented as the simplest
variant of P systems, defining the most fundamental set of specifications and
acting as a framework for other variants with advanced functionalities. We have
several entities delimited by membranes. Each entity (cell) contains certain ob-
jects (molecules) and has several rules (reactions) defined for them. Cells can
communicate with each other by means of objects. All the cells are embedded
in a skin which is the outmost membrane. Computations are defined as appli-
cations of the rules and transition of the objects. In this way, we have a device
having the same computational power as a Turing machine.

The P systems used in this paper involve a certain structure given by their
objects, and use certain rules that eventually involve catalysts and priorities.

Structures: The architecture of the P systems is given by their structure. The
cells of a P systems can be nested within each other, and two cells can
interact/communicate only when one is nested in the other (by means of the
membrane between them). It is natural to view their structure like a tree.
The nesting relation can be modeled as a parent-child relation in a tree. The
root of the tree is the skin membrane, the outmost layer of the group of cells.

Objects: They are essentially molecules in cells. They have attached an identity
and a quantity; therefore it is convenient to represent them as multisets. For
example, if within a certain membrane we have 7 copies of molecule A, 3
copies of molecule B and 1 copy of molecule C, we can denote them as (A,
7), (B, 3), (C, 1). Objects are essential for the activity of cells. According
to some rules, the objects provide the dynamics of the cells, defining the
transitions from one state of the system to another.
A specific object specifies the output where we collect our computing results.
The parameter output can be given by either a particular membrane id or
-1. When -1 is used, the outcome is represented by the objects from the skin.

Catalysts: Catalysts are a special category of objects. In the process of a tran-
sition they act as a media, and their quantity neither decreases nor increases.
In the definition of transition P systems, catalysts are never created or de-
stroyed.

Rules: They represent cells reactions. It is possible to have many reactions
taking place at the same time. This notion is captured by allowing multiple
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rules to be applied concurrently as long as their pre-conditions are satisfied.
The format of rules is generally like: 2 ∗ A + 3 ∗ B → 4 ∗ C, which means
2 copies of molecule A and 3 copies of molecule B will produce 4 copies of
molecule C. The rules can involve catalysts, e.g. 3 ∗ A + Z → 2 ∗ B + Z,
where Z could be a catalyst. The catalysts have to appear on both sides of
a rule. Objects produced by reactions can be accumulated locally, or sent to
other cells through membranes. For instance, rule A + B → Cout means the
resultant C is sent out of the current cell, while A + B → Cinx

means C is
sent into cell x.

Priorities: Certain reactions cannot take place when some other reactions are
in effect. This behavior is modeled with priorities. Priorities are partial order
relations defined over rules, e.g., r1 > r2 means rule r1 has a higher priority
than rule r2.

We do not consider dissolution and division in our implementation, i.e., the
number of membranes never changes.

3 Implementation

An implementation of the P systems represents also a simulator for the mem-
brane computation. Since the notion of computation is central in our approach,
we prefer to present the implementation as a simulator. The simulator takes an
input file with the initial configuration of the membrane system. The final result
of the computation is an output file whenever the computation terminates. It
generates a trace of computations for each membrane. We present the main steps
of the membrane computation:

1. According to the initial configuration, every membrane is modeled as a com-
puter process individually; the rank of the process corresponds to the id of
membrane.

2. Every membrane is able to apply their transition rules in parallel. The com-
munication and synchronization between membranes is implemented using
a library of functions for parallel computation called MPI. The execution is
performed in terms of rounds. At the end of each round, every membrane
exchanges messages with all its children and parent before proceeding to the
next round.

3. Within one membrane, several rules can be applied concurrently. This par-
allelism between rule applications within one membrane is modeled with
multithreading. In each round, every rule (thread) checks first for priority
conditions and availability of resources (objects and catalysts) before they
could actually take effect. Since many rules are executing concurrently and
they are sharing resources, a mutual exclusion algorithm is necessary to en-
sure integrity.

4. A termination detection algorithm is necessary to decide whether the compu-
tation has terminated for all the membranes, i.e., there is no transition rule
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applicable in any membrane. Once the skin membrane detects the termina-
tion, it broadcasts this information to all the other membranes. Thereafter,
the system terminates and the output is written to the specified file.

The implementation is object-oriented (it is written in C++). The program
involves three components:

– class Membrane which describes the attributes and behavior of a membrane,
– class Rule which stores information about a particular rule, and
– main method which acts as central controller.

The important methods in class Membrane are listed and described below:

Public Membrane();
//constructor, it initializes all the necessary data structures

Public void build();
// parsing input file and starting all rules as threads

Private void applyRules();
//release barriers on threads to let them run

Static void *startRoutine();
//start routine for threads, it in turn calls runRule

Private void runRule();
//the method to apply the rule

Public int isTerminated();
//query whether the system has terminated

Public void communicate();
//communicate with neighboring membranes

Public void writeOutput();
//write to output file if necessary

Class Rule mainly contains data structures such as objects required, objects
produced, destination of results (local, sent out, sent in).

The brief description of the main method is as follows:

Initialize MPI and get its rank and size;
Membrane *mem=new Membrane(rank);

//create membrane according to its rank

mem->build(input file name); //build the membrane
while(!mem->isTerminated())

{
//if the system has not terminated yet
mem->applyRules(); //apply rules within the membrane
mem->communicate(); //communicate with neighbors

}
mem->writeOutput(); //write to output file if necessary
MPI_Finalize();
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3.1 Membrane Attributes

Here we present the data structures of the membrane and rule classes. The data
structures are self-explanatory. They describe the properties of the membranes.

class Membrane
int id; //the id of this membrane
int pid; //the parent id of this membrane
int outputid; //specify the id of output membrane
int childrenid[]; //the ids of the children
int numOfChildren; //the number of children
char objectSymbols[][]; //symbol table for objects
char catalystSymbols[][]; //symbol table for catalysts
int objects[]; //quantities of each type of object
int catalysts[]; //quantities of each type of catalyst
int numOfObjectSymbols; //number of object symbols
int numOfCatalystSymbols; //number of Catalyst symbols
Rule *rules[]; //array of pointers to rules
int numOfRules; //number of rules
int ejectedObjects[]; //objects ejected from skin

class Rule
int priorRules[]; //rules with higher priority
int objectsRequired[]; //objects required for reaction
int catalystsRequired[]; //catalysts required for reaction
int localUpdates[]; //objects produced locally
int toParent[]; //objects sent to parent
int toChildren[][]; //objects sent to children

3.2 Rule Application

The rules are implemented as threads. At the system initialization phase, one
thread is created for each rule. Rule applications are performed in terms of
rounds. To synchronize each thread (rule) within the system, two barriers im-
plemented as mutexes are associated with a thread. At the beginning of each
round, the barrier that the rule thread is waiting on is released by the primary
controlling thread. After the rule application is done, the thread waits for the
second barrier, and the primary thread locks the first barrier. The next round
would repeat the above procedure, releasing and locking alternating barriers.
The related code fragment is listed below:

// code for rule thread
int barrierIndex=0;
while(the system has not terminated)
{

wait on barrier[barrierIndex]; //try to acquire the mutex
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apply the rule;
release barrier[barrierIndex]; //release the mutex
barrierIndex=(barrierIndex+1)%2; //switch to other barrier

}
// related code fragment for primary controlling thread
// all barriers are initially locked at system initialization
initialize shared variables;
for(int i=0;i<numOfRules;i++)

{
//release the mutex rule i is waiting on
release barrier[round%2] of rule i;

}
for(int i=0;i<numOfRules;i++)

{
//wait for all the rules to complete
wait until (done[i]=1);

}
for(int i=0;i<numOfRules;i++)

{
lock barrier[round%2] of rule i; //lock it again

}
round++;

In this way, the primary controlling thread could ensure that all the rule threads
apply only once, and then blocked in every round. It could do some communi-
cations with other membranes and proceed to the next round.

Since each rule is modeled as a separate thread, it should have the ability
to decide its own applicability in a particular round. Generally speaking, a rule
can run when no other rule with higher priority is running, and the resources
required are available. When we have more than one rule satisfying the above
two conditions, if there is no resource contention between them (i.e., they require
different sets of objects to run), then they can execute concurrently. However, if
they both need the same type of object, only one of them is able to grab it and
run in that round. The lucky one will be picked randomly among the candidates.
This nondeterminism is inherent in P systems. We use certain shared variables
to implement th rule application. The shared variables used are listed below:

int chosen[];
//flags indicating whether a particular rule has made its choice

int running[];
//flags indicating whether a particular rule is running

int done[];
//flags indicating whether a particular rule has completed

int usedObjects[];
//flags indicating whether certain type of object has been used

int usedCatalysts[];
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//flags indicating whether certain type of catalyst has been used
mutex selecting;
//all the shared variables are initialized to zeroes at beginning

The code segment for applying the rule is as follows

//code for rule k
for(i=0;i<numRule;i++)

if(rule i has a higher priority than k)
{

wait until (chosen[i]=1); //let rule i choose first
if(running[i]=1)
{

//if rule i decided to run in this round, give up
chosen[k]=1;
running[k]=1; //to prevent its successors running
done[k]=1;
return; //give up

}
}

lock(selecting); //try to lock on the mutex, ready to make choice
for( every object i and catalyst j required by rule k)

if(usedObjects[i]=1 or usedCatalysts[j]=1) //has been used
{

choose[k]=1;
running[k]=0;
done[k]=1;
unlock(selecting);
return;

}
//mark all the resources used
for( every object i and catalyst j required by rule k)
{

used_objects[i]=1;
used_catalyst[j]=1;

}
choose[k]=1;
running[k]=1;
unlock(selecting);
//consume resources and produce new objects;
done[k]=1;

The above code enforces that priorities between rules are working, and re-
sources are accessed consistently. It is worth noticing that every rule sets the
done flag after it applies; in this way the primary controlling thread is informed
about its completion.
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3.3 Synchronization and Communication

In this subsection we address the issue of synchronization and communication
between membranes. For every membrane, the main communication is to send
and receive messages to and from its parent and children at the end of every
round. Only after this communication it is possible that all the membranes pro-
ceed to the next round. Another concern is the termination detection problem.
Namely, when the system is no longer active, there is no rule in any membrane
that is applicable, all the membranes must be able to be informed and to termi-
nate. Then the designated output membrane prints out the result and the whole
system terminates.

Every pair of neighboring membranes exchange messages at the end of every
round. There are generally two purposes for the communication: firstly, cer-
tain rules may produce some objects which are destinated for other membranes;
secondly, to signal a certain state change, more specifically to signal the state
inactive. A membrane is inactive when it has no rule applicable. To solve the
termination detection problem, each membrane must inform others about its
inactivity. It can do so by sending messages to others. Therefore, we have two
types of message:

NORMAL, i.e., the message is meant to be an object exchanging, and
INACTIVE, which means the sender has entered inactive state.

When a membrane receives a message, it checks the type field. If it is NORMAL,
then the membrane simply adds the objects transmitted to its own space. If it
is INACTIVE, then it should decide whether to terminate or not, according to
the termination detection algorithm.

3.4 Termination Detection Algorithm

The whole system should terminate only when all the membranes are inactive.
However, since membranes in the system are distributed, they can only inform
each other of their state by exchanging messages.

One trivial solution to solve this problem is to choose the skin membrane as
a coordinator. At the end of every round, all the membranes which are inactive
send an INACTIVE message to the skin (this is a convergecast algorithm [2]).
The skin checks whether all the membranes are inactive. If so, it broadcasts
INACTIVE messages to all the other membranes. Upon receiving such a message,
a membrane relays the message to its neighbors and terminates. This procedure
is a broadcast algorithm [2]. This solution involves a convergecast and possibly
a broadcast procedure in every round, which is very inefficient.

A possible improvement is derived by the observation that the structure of
the membranes is a tree and we have not cycles. This implies that for a certain
membrane m, when all its children and itself become inactive, the only possible
way to wake them up is by m’s parent sending some objects to m. Otherwise
all of them can stay inactive forever. In order to use this observation, every
membrane should keep track of its (in)activity, as well as its children states.
This is done by using the following variables:
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– variable inactive indicating whether the membrane is inactive or no,
– array of variables childrenInactive indicating its children inactivity,
– another two variables: terminate and terminateReady.

The termination algorithm is as follows:

//terminate and terminateReady are zeroes at beginning
if(terminateReady=1) terminate=1; //terminate after relaying
if(terminate=1) release all the barriers; //all threads terminate

//send to parent
if(id!=0&&terminate=0) //skin have not a parent

if(this membrane and all its children inactive)
tag=INACTIVE;

else tag=NORMAL;
send the message along with tag to parents;

//send to children
for(int i=0;i<numOfChildren;i++)
{

if(terminate=1) tag=INACTIVE; //just relay to children
else tag=NORMAL;

send the message along with tag to child i;
}

//receive from parent
if(id!=0&&terminate=0)
{

receive from parent;
if(receivedTag=INACTIVE) terminateReady=1;

else update the local object repository;
}

//receive from children
for(int i=0;i<numOfChildren;i++)
{

receive from child i;
if(receivedTag==INACTIVE)
{

if(did not send anything to child i this round)
childrenInactive[i]=1; //set child inactive

}
else update the local object repository;

}

When INACTIVE messages are received from a child, the current membrane
updates the entry for it in childrenInactive. After that, unless this membrane
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sends something to that child, the child along with all its descendants will guar-
antee to remain inactive. When all its children and itself are inactive, this mem-
brane in turn send INACTIVE to its parent. When the skin which is the root of
the tree finds out that all its children and itself are inactive, it concludes that the
whole system terminates. It then broadcasts INACTIVE to all descendants, and
hence whoever receives INACTIVE from its parent relays it to all its children
and then terminates. This algorithm is better than the previous one because it
only involves one convergecast and one broadcast.

3.5 Sample Execution

In this subsection we use a simple example to illustrate our parallel implementa-
tion of the P systems. Let us assume that we have a system with two membranes:
skin m1, and its child m2. The rule defined for the skin is A → Aout which means
the skin will eject all copies of object A to the output. The rules defined for m2
are B → A and A → Aout, and we assume the first rule has a higher priority
than the second one. Initially we put two copies of object B in m2 and nothing
in the skin. Finally we specify the objects ejected from the skin as output. The
flow of the program is sketched as follows:

1. MPI is initialized, and two processes corresponding to the two membranes
are created.

2. Each process (membrane) calls its build method to fill up its data structures
according to the input file. The rules within each membrane are created as
threads. They are not able to apply yet because they are waiting on their
respective barrier[0];

3. ApplyRules within each membrane is called, and all the barrier[0] are re-
leased. The rule threads could be applied. For skin, there is no object avail-
able. Therefore after the skin rule realizes this, it simply draws back to wait
on barrier[1] to proceed to next round. For m2, since the rule B → A takes
priority, it will transform the two copies of object B in A in the first round,
and then locked on barrier[1]. Meanwhile the other rule thread A → Aout

realizes that a high priority rule is running in that round, and draws back
to wait on barrier[1]. At this point, every rule in the membrane has already
set the corresponding done flag and the primary controlling thread could
proceed. It does the cleanup (such as locking all the barrier[0]).

4. Communicate is called within each membrane. Both m1 and m2 send mes-
sage NORMAL to each other, with all entries for objects being zeroes. Then
both membranes proceed to the next round.

5. ApplyRules is called for each membrane. All barrier[1] are released. The skin
is still not active in this round due to the lack of resources. In m2, since there
is no more object B, the higher priority rule is not applicable. Rule thread
for A → Aout is active and it deletes the two copies of object A, adding them
to the buffer to be sent to its parent later.

6. Communicate is called. This time, the skin sends NORMAL to m2 with no
objects, and m2 sends NORMAL to the skin with two copies of object A.
After that they go to the next round.
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7. In this third round, no rule in m2 is applicable. In the skin, all two copies of
object A will be ejected out.

8. m2 sends INACTIVE to the skin, while the skin sends NORMAL with no
objects to m2. After receiving INACTIVE from m2, the skin updates the
corresponding flag for it before going to the next round.

9. No rule in either membrane is applicable. Skin detects termination and sets
terminate to one.

10. Communicate is called again. m2 still sends INACTIVE to the skin, and
the skin sends INACTIVE to m2. After this point, the process skin ter-
minates. After receiving the INACTIVE message from the skin, m2 sets
terminateReady to one.

11. In this last round, the process for m2 does not really do anything; it termi-
nates after communication phase.

3.6 Considerations Regarding the Hardware

When dealing with communication between membranes, the code is written in
a manner that is intuitive and natural. Conceptually, we assume the underlying
hardware is really a network of trees and adjacent membranes are assigned to
adjacent nodes. This implies that the implementation achieves its best perfor-
mance when such a hardware is available. However, when this code is executed
on other hardware platforms, for instance on a bus topology, there could be con-
tention occurring during the message exchanging phase since every node could
be sending a message to the bus channel at the same time. It is possible to
rewrite the communication code in order to be adapted to the bus topology. The
idea is to serialize the access to the bus channel in order to avoid contention. For
example, a process k does send its messages only after process k− 1 has already
finished its sending. This requires every node on the network to listen for every
message put on the bus, even it is not the intended recipient. In this manner,
every node will know when it is safe to send something and when it is not. This
is feasible since the whole cluster is almost homogeneous, i.e. the round time
taken by each node is more or less the same.

According to this remark, a possible improvement on this version of the
implementation is to isolate the code for communication into a separate module.
In this way, we could write a plug-in for each type of hardware platform. An
even better approach would be to implement using layers. The communication
code in the program could be platform independent (a conceptual level, a high
layer), and it actually calls functions and services provided by an intermediate
layer (a virtual machine) above the real hardware. Therefore, depending on the
real platform, we could implement a different virtual machine and the original
program would be highly portable.

3.7 Testing Environment

The program is implemented and tested on a Linux cluster called Tembusu at the
National University of Singapore. Tembusu consists of 64 dual processor nodes.
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Each node of the cluster consists of two 1.4GHz Intel PIII CPUs with 1GB of
memory. The nodes are connected by Myrinet as well as gigabit Ethernet. Using
MPI, it can be decided at compilation time which network technology to use.
The connection used in this implementation is Ethernet. The response time of
the program has been acceptable. There are however executions that could take a
rather long time due to unexpected network congestion. For instance, the typical
time required to execute max is around one second. But occasionally it could
take up to 10 seconds. During our experiments there were many maintenance
issues related, and the cluster has been not very stable in terms of performance.

The Message Passing Interface implementation available on this Linux cluster
is MPICH 1.2, implementing the MPI 1.1 standard. MPI is a library of func-
tions and macros that can be used in the Fortran, C, C++ and Java programs.
These functions could be incorporated in your programs in order to describe the
communication and synchronization of parallel processes. More details on MPI
can be found in [6,9].

Fig. 1. Input file
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4 A Short User Guide

This section gives more details on the software program to facilitate the use of
this parallel implementation. The guide contains instructions for preparing the
input file, for reading the output file, and for using the log file in order to discover
some errors in a membrane system described by the input file.

Every line of the input file must be terminated by a semicolon with at least
one space preceding it. An input file is presented in Figure 1. The format of the
input file is explained below:

objectSymbols : the symbols of objects used across the system;
catalystSymbols : the symbols of catalysts used across the system;
outputid : the id of the output membrane; -1 denotes the outside of skin;
parentx : the parent id of membrane x (x is a parameter);
childrenx : the children ids of membrane x;
objectsx : objects within membrane x in the format of “symbol quantity symbol

quantity”, e.g. “a 4 b 6” means 4 copies of a, and 6 copies of b;
catalystsx : catalysts within membrane x;
rulesx : rules within membrane x. On the right hand side of the equation,

resultant objects could be followed by (m), where m is a number. It means
that object should be sent to membrane m. For instance, a → a(1) means
all copies of object a should be sent to membrane 1.

prioritiesx : priorities over rules within membrane x. Rules are numbered be-
ginning with zero, from left to right. For instance, 2 > 1 means the third
rule from the left has high priority than the second rule from the left.

After the input file is executed, the user could choose to re-execute it, to view
the input file, to view the output file, or to view the log file for each membrane.

In the output file, every object symbol used within the system will be listed
horizontally. Below each symbol, a number indicating the corresponding quantity
is displayed. Moreover, the time elapsed is also shown. For example, in Figure 2
there are 10 copies of object a in the output membrane, and it takes 4 seconds
to execute the input file.

Every membrane writes to a specified log file for a trace of execution. In the
trace file, each line describes the status of a certain membrane in one round. Let
us consider Figure 3 as an example of a log file. At the beginning of round 0 there
are 4 copies of object a, and 6 copies of object b in membrane 3. In that round,
rules 0 and 1 are active. In the next round, there are no more object a or b, but
4 copies of e and g, and 6 copies of f and h are produced in the previous round.
Rules 0 and 1 cannot be applied, and rule 2 is active. It is useful to examine
the log file, especially when your membrane system seems to be malfunctioning.
By looking at the trace of execution, you could discover bugs in your membrane
system or errors in your input file.
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Fig. 2. Output file

5 Examples

We present three problems solved by the simulator: summation, maximum and
recursive sum. We describe their input files and their executions.

5.1 Sum

Given an array of integers A1, A2, A3, . . . , An, we compute their sum S.
We work with N+1 membrane to solve this problem. The skin membrane is

the root of the tree, and it has N children. Every child membrane i will hold
initially an object type a with its quantity Ai. The N children membranes have
the same rule a → aout expressing that all the objects a will be sent out to the
skin membrane in one round.
The skin is designated as an output membrane. When the system is started up,
all the children membranes will send all of objects a out to the skin in one round.
After this round, the number of objects accumulated in the skin membrane is
the desired sum.

5.2 Maximum

Given an array of integers A1, A2, . . . , An, we return the largest element of the
array. We use N-1 membranes structured as a binary tree, and we number the
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Fig. 3. Log file

membranes from 0 to N-2. The skin is numbered 0; for every membrane num-
bered k, its parent is �(k/2) − 1�, and its two children are 2k + 1 and 2k + 2
respectively. Every leaf membrane holds two integers of the array. For the sake
of simplicity, we assume that N is a power of 2, and all the integers of the array
are distinct. To get the largest integer, we continuously do comparisons of the
integers of a membrane in a tournament fashion. The rules and priority relation
for a membrane numbered k are given as follows.
When number k is odd, namely the membrane is the left child of its parent:

Rules: 0: a → g + e, 1: b → h + f, 2: e + f → c
3: g + e + c → aout + e + c, 4: h + f + c → aout + f + c

Priorities: 2 > 3, 2 > 4

When number k is even, namely the membrane is the right child of its parent:

Rules: 0: a → g + e, 1: b → h + f, 2: e + f → c
3: g + e + c → bout + e + c, 4: h + f + c → bout + f + c

Priorities: 2 > 3, 2 > 4

5.3 Recursive Sum

Given an initial value a1, an increment value k and a threshold t, we define
ai = ai−1 + k. We compute the sum si = a1 + a2 + . . . + ai, where ai > t and
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ai−1 ≤ t. It is clear that si = si−1 + ai. The algorithm involves two membranes,
the skin and its child. The function of the skin is to hold the initial value a1,
the increment value k, and to increase the term. The child of the skin holds the
threshold t, and test the current term against the threshold.

The number of objects a in the skin serves as the initial value a1, and the
number of objects e as the increment value k. The quantity of object b in the
other membrane represents the threshold t. When the computation terminates,
the quantity of object z is the desirable sum.

The configuration for the skin is as follows:

objects0: a 1 e 1
rules0: a->a+a(1)+z+g g+e->a+f f->e g->r a+d->d+d
priorities0: 1>0 1>3 2>0 4>2 4>1

The configuration for its child is as follows:

objects1: b 1
rules1: a+b->c a->d(0) c->b
priorities1: 0>1

The skin sends all the copies of object a to its child. The child membrane
compares it against the threshold. After two rounds, if the skin receives the
termination symbol d, it continuously applies the highest priority rule a + d →
d + d to destroy object a until it becomes inactive. Otherwise the skin increases
the term by the increment value, and it continues the process. Note that we use
the rule a + d → d + d instead of a + d → d in order to destroy object a within
the skin. The latter also works correctly, but is much slower. In the former rule,
object d keeps doubling itself and therefore a is consumed faster.

There is a important aspect in this example of recursive summation. In the
previous examples, the membranes are doing almost the same job with uniform
rules. It is only the data streams that are distributed among the membranes.
This behavior resembles the SIMD model of the distributed computing. By con-
trast, in this example we have data as well as functions allocated for different
membranes. The skin is in charge of incrementing the term and producing the
sum, while the child membrane tests for termination condition. It is the idea
of dividing tasks (as compared to dividing data) that makes the notion of par-
allelism clearer and more fascinating. This will be a direction for some future
work that will look for a new programming paradigm inspired by P systems and
membrane computing.

6 Conclusion

Implementing a simulator for P systems is not a new topic [1,5]. However the
existing implementations are sequential, and this does not match the parallel na-
ture of the P systems. The idea behind the existing sequential implementation
is simple and straightforward. For instance, in his implementation [1], Baranda
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applies the rules sequentially, one after another. The strong point for his imple-
mentation is that the communication overhead between neighboring membranes
is very low since it is like a shared-memory model. The weak point is its sequen-
tial nature. When the rule application becomes more complex, the performance
shrinks drastically.

To come up with a parallel implementation, many new problems and chal-
lenges had to be tackled. The issue of communication and cooperation between
membranes is a central difficulty for our implementation. It is important to cor-
rectly coordinate the execution of each membrane and provide a certain degree
of freedom in performance. The communication overhead contributes the most
to the execution time. Therefore, an improvement on the communication mech-
anism can have a significant impact on overall performance. This is a direction
for a future refinement.
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Abstract. In this paper we present an implementation in Prolog of an
effective solution to the Knapsack problem via a family of deterministic
P systems with active membranes using 2-division.

1 Introduction

The aim of this work is to present an effective solution to the Knapsack problem
through a simulator, written in Prolog, implementing deterministic P systems
with active membranes using 2-division.

The different variants of P systems found in the literature are generally
thought as generating devices, and many of them have been proved to be compu-
tationally complete. Nevertheless, it is not usual to find in these variants effective
solutions to hard numerical problems. The model we study here, P systems with
active membranes (see [4], section 7.2.), works with symbol–objects, and one of
its most relevant features is that it provides rules for division of membranes.
These rules enable the creation of an exponential workspace in linear time, al-
lowing thus the design of efficient cellular solutions.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly presents a linear-time
solution to the decision Knapsack problem using a family of deterministic P
systems with active membranes; Section 3 gives some ideas about the simulator
developed in Prolog used to implement this solution; a standard work session
with the interface provided with the simulator is included in Section 4; finally,
in Section 5 some conclusions and future work about the subject of this paper
are presented.

2 Solving the Decision Knapsack Problem in Linear Time

The decision Knapsack problem can be stated as follows:

Given a knapsack of capacity k ∈ N, a set A of n elements, where each
element has a “weight” wi ∈ N and a “value” vi ∈ N, and a constant
c ∈ N, decide whether or not there exists a subset of A such that its
weight does not exceed k and its value is greater than or equal to c.
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We will represent the instances of the problem using tuples of the form
(n, (w1, . . . , wn), (v1, . . . vn), k, c), where n is the size of the set A; (w1, . . . , wn)
and (v1, . . . vn) are the weights and values, respectively, of the elements of A;
moreover, k and c are the two bound constants. We can define in a natural way
additive functions w and v that correspond to the data in the instance.

A family of language recognizer P systems with active membranes using 2-
division, without cooperation nor dissolution nor priority among rules solving
this problem is presented in [5]. We refer the reader to this paper for a com-
plete understanding of the process followed by this family, and for the formal
verification that this family in fact solves the Knapsack problem.

The family presented there is

Π = {(Π(〈n, c, k〉), Σ(n, c, k), i(n, c, k)) : (n, c, k) ∈ N
3},

where 〈n, c, k〉 is a bijection from N
3 to N induced by the pair function 〈x, y〉 =

[(x + y)(x + y + 1)/2] + x namely, 〈n, c, k〉 = 〈〈n, c〉, k〉; the input alphabet is
Σ(n, c, k) = {x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn}; the input membrane is i(n, c, k) = e and
the P system

Π(〈n, c, k〉) = (Γ (n, c, k), {e, s}, μ,Ms,Me, R)

is defined as follows:

• Working alphabet:
Γ (n, c, k) = {a0, a, ā0, ā, b0, b, b̄0, b̄, b̂0, b̂, d+, d−, e0, . . . , en, q0, . . . , q2k+1,
q, q̄, q̄0, . . . , q̄2c+1, x0, . . . , xn, y0, . . . , yn, yes, no, z0, . . . , z2n+2k+2c+6,#}.

• Membrane structure: μ = [s [e ]e ]s.
• Initial multisets: Ms = z0; Me = e0 āk b̄c.

• The set of evolution rules, R, consists of the following rules:

(a) [eei]0e → [eq]−e [eei]+e , for i = 0, . . . , n.
[eei]+e → [eei+1]0e[eei+1]+e , for i = 0, . . . , n− 1.

(b) [ex0 → ā0]0e; [ex0 → ε]+e ; [exi → xi−1]+e , for i = 1, . . . , n.
[ey0 → b̄0]0e; [ey0 → ε]+e ; [eyi → yi−1]+e , for i = 1, . . . , n.

(c) [eq → q̄q0]−e ; [eā0 → a0]−e ; [eā → a]−e ; [eb̄0 → b̂0]−e ; [eb̄ → b̂]−e .

(d) [ea0]−e → [e]0e#; [ea]0e → [e]−e #.

(e) [eq2j → q2j+1]−e , for j = 0, . . . , k; [eq2j+1 → q2j+2]0e, for j = 0, . . . , k − 1.

(f) [eq2j+1]−e → [e]+e #, for j = 0, . . . , k.

(g) [eq̄ → q̄0]+e ; [eb̂0 → b0]+e ; [eb̂ → b]+e ; [ea → ε]+e .

(h) [eb0]+e → [e]0e#; [eb]0e → [e]+e #.

(i) [eq̄2j → q̄2j+1]+e , for j = 0, . . . , c; [eq̄2j+1 → q̄2j+2]0e, for j = 0, . . . , c− 1.

(j) [eq̄2c+1]+e → [e]0eyes; [eq̄2c+1]0e → [e]0eyes.
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(k) [szi → zi+1]0s, for i = 0, . . . , 2n + 2k + 2c + 5; [sz2n+2k+2c+6 → d+d−]0s.

(l) [sd+]0s → [s]+s d+; [sd− → no]+s ; [syes]+s → [s]0syes; [sno]+s → [s]0sno.

Notice that the membrane labelled with e is the input membrane where the
weights and values are provided. This is done via a multiset over the alphabet Σ
that is introduced into membrane e before starting the computation. Therefore,
at the beginning, the multiplicities of objects xj and yj (with 1 ≤ j ≤ n) encode
the weights and the values, respectively, of the corresponding elements of A. The
multiplicities of ā and b̄ encode the constants k and c, respectively, while the
weight and value of the subset associated with each membrane will be encoded
as the multiplicity of objects ā0 and b̄0, respectively. The other elements of the
working alphabet are used due to technical reasons.

3 The Simulator

We use a new version of the P system simulator presented in [2]. This simulator
is written in Prolog1. This language is expressive enough to handle symbolic
knowledge in a natural way and to deal with complex structures, in our case,
configurations of P systems.

On one hand, the tree-based data structure and the use of infix operators
defined ad hoc by the programmer allow us to imitate the natural language and
the user can follow the evolution of the system without any knowledge of Prolog.
On the other hand, the structure of membranes and the rules of the systems are
Prolog facts and the design of the inference engine that performs the evolutions
of the system has a natural treatment from a programmer point of view.

In the current version2, the simulator has two different parts. First, we can
consider the inference engine. It is a Prolog program which takes as input an ini-
tial configuration of a P system and a set of rules, and carries out the evolution.
The simulator only explores one branch of the computation tree; therefore, a
necessary condition to ensure a faithfully evolution of the system is dealing with
a confluent P system (i.e., all the computations with the same initial configura-
tion must give the same output). Let us emphasize that the inference engine is
completely general, that is, it does not depend on the P system considered at
all. The second part of the simulator provides a generator tool to automatically
build the initial configuration and the set of the rules for concrete instances of
some well known NP–complete problems (e.g., SAT, Validity, Subset Sum and,
of course, the Knapsack problem). The design of this generator tool allows future
additions of specific modules for new problems. These modules could be easily
designed by any Prolog user for carrying out his own experiments.

The new version of the simulator improves the previous one. The main im-
provements are related to programming techniques. From an user point of view,
the new version provides an easier way of introducing the parameters and offers a
broader set of type of problems to solve. Nevertheless, the formal representation
1 A good starting point for Prolog can be [1] or [8].
2 Available from the website http://www.cs.us.es/gcn
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in Prolog of the basic structures of P systems is the same as the one introduced
in [2].

In order to clarify the format used for representing the configurations and
rules of the system, let us remember that a given configuration for the membrane
structure will be expressed by means of a labelled tree. In short, [ ] is the position
to denote the root of the tree and it will be associated with the skin; then [i]
will denote the position of the i-th inner membrane to the skin.

In a general form, to denote that in the t-th step of its evolution, a P system
P has a membrane at position [pos] with label h, polarity α, and m as multiset,
we shall write

P :: h ec α at [pos] with m at time t.

The rules are also represented as literals, according to the following format:

• [hx → y]αh
P rule x evolves to [y] in h ec α.

• x[h ]α1
h → [hy]α2

h
P rule x out of h ec α1 sends in y of h ec α2.

• [hx]α1
h → [h ]α2

h y
P rule x inside of h ec α1 sends out y of h ec α2.

• [hx]α1
h → [hy]α2

h [hz]α3
h

P rule x inside of h ec α1 divides into y inside of h ec α2
and z inside of h ec α3.

It is worth pointing out that each rule is indeed a Prolog fact. Several opera-
tors (such as inside of, divides into, . . . ) have been defined ad hoc in order
to obtain a natural-language-like appearance. The simulator also deals with dis-
solution rules although they are not used in the presented solution to solve the
Knapsack problem.

4 A Prolog Session

In this section we show a session for one instance of the problem. We consider
a set A = {a1, a2, a3, a4} with four elements (n = 4), with weights w(a1) = 3,
w(a2) = 2, w(a3) = 3, w(a4) = 1, and values v(a1) = 1, v(a2) = 3, v(a3) = 3,
v(a4) = 2. The question is to decide whether or not there exists B ⊆ A such
that the weights of the elements in B do not exceed 3 (k = 3) and their values
are greater than 4 (c = 4).

According to the design presented in [5], the P system that solves this in-
stance is Π(〈4, 3, 4〉) with input x3

1 x2
2 x3

3 x4 y1 y3
2 y3

3 y2
4 . The initial configuration

associated with the previous instance of the problem is shown in Fig. 1. The
following two Prolog facts allow us to represent3 this initial configuration (we
have chosen the name p1 to denote the P system that solves the above instance
of the problem).
3 Note that we use ASCII symbols to represent the objects of the alphabet; e.g., a

stands for ā, b0g stands for b̂0, and so on.
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Fig. 1. Initial configuration

p1 :: s ec 0 at [] with [z0] at_time 0.
p1 :: e ec 0 at[1] with [e0, a_, a_, a_, b_, b_, b_, b_,

x1, x1, x1, x2, x2, x3, x3, x3,
x4, y1, y2, y2, y2, y3, y3, y3,
y4, y4] at_time 0.

The simulator automatically generates them from the data typed by the user
and stores them in a text file.

Observe that the multiplicities of the objects xj and yj correspond to the
weights and values of the elements aj , respectively. Also, there are three copies
of ā (k = 3) and four copies of b̄ (c = 4).

In the same way as above, the simulator automatically generates the set of
rules associated with the instance of the problem. This generation is done by
instantiating several schemes of rules to the concrete values of the parameters.
This produces a text file containing the rules that can be easily edited, modified
or reloaded by the user. We would like to remark that the set of rules only
depends on the parameters n, k, and c. Consequently, if we want to solve several
instances with the same parameters, we only need to generate the set of rules
once.

In this example, we have obtained 89 rules. Some of them are listed in the
Appendix.

To start with the simulation of the evolution of the P system p1 from the
time 0, we type the following command:

?- evolve(p1,0).

The simulator returns the configuration at time 1 and the set of used rules
indicating how many times they have been used. Moreover, if the skin sends out
any object, then this will be reported to the user. The multisets are represented
as lists of pairs obj–n, where obj is an object and n is the multiplicity of obj in
the multiset.

?- evolve(p1,0).

p1 :: s ec 0 at [] with [z1-1] at_time 1
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p1 :: e ec -1 at [1] with [a_-3, b_-4, q-1, x1-3, x2-2, x3-3,
x4-1, y1-1, y2-3, y3-3, y4-2] at_time 1

p1 :: e ec 1 at [2] with [a_-3, b_-4, e0-1, x1-3, x2-2, x3-3,
x4-1, y1-1, y2-3, y3-3, y4-2] at_time 1

Used rules in the step 1:
* The rule 1 has been used only once
* The rule 57 has been used only once

In this step only rules 1 and 57 have been applied. Rule 1 is a division rule,
the membrane labelled by e at position [1] divides into two membranes that
are placed at positions [1] and [2]; rule 57 is an evolution rule, z0 evolves to
z1 in the skin membrane. To obtain the next configuration in the evolution of
p1, now we type:

?- evolve(p1,1).

p1 :: s ec 0 at [] with [z2-1] at_time 2
p1 :: e ec -1 at [1] with [a-3, bg-4, q0-1, q_-1, x1-3,

x2-2, x3-3, x4-1, y1-1, y2-3, y3-3, y4-2] at_time 2
p1 :: e ec 0 at [2] with [a_-3, b_-4, e1-1, x0-3, x1-2,

x2-3, x3-1, y0-1, y1-3, y2-3, y3-2] at_time 2
p1 :: e ec 1 at [3] with [a_-3, b_-4, e1-1, x0-3, x1-2,

x2-3, x3-1, y0-1, y1-3, y2-3, y3-2] at_time 2

Used rules in the step 2:
* The rule 6 has been used only once
* The rule 14 has been used 3 times
* The rule 15 has been used 2 times

...
evolution rules from set (b) (see Appendix)

...
* The rule 22 has been used only once
* The rule 25 has been used 4 times
* The rule 26 has been used 3 times
* The rule 58 has been used only once

In this step, the first relevant membrane (that is, one of the membranes
having negative charge and containing an object q0) appears at position [1].
This membrane is associated with the empty set. The membrane at position [2]
will continue dividing to generate new membranes. All the subsets associated
with these descendent membranes will contain the object a1. On the other hand,
the membrane at position [3] is responsible of the membranes corresponding to
all the nonempty subsets that do not contain object a1.

Notice that rules from (b) have been applied. That is, the weight and values
calculation stage has already begun. This stage takes place in parallel with the
generation one. Immediately after an element aj is added to the associated subset
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(i.e., when an object ej appears in a membrane with neutral charge), w(aj)
new copies of a0 and v(aj) new copies of b0 are generated in the membrane.
This process is controlled by the rules in (b), according to the polarity changes
produced by the division rules in (a).

The purpose of the system’s first stage is to generate a single relevant mem-
brane for each subset of A, i.e., 2n = 24 = 16 relevant membranes in all. Other
non relevant membranes are generated as well due to technical reasons. This is
done in the first 2n + 2 = 10 steps of the computation.

The simulator also allows us to ask for a configuration at time t without
showing the previous steps by typing the following command.

?- configuration(p1,4).
...

p1 :: e ec -1 at [2] with [a-3, a0-3, b0g-1, bg-4, q0-1, q_-1,
x1-2, x2-3, x3-1, y1-3, y2-3, y3-2] at_time 4

...

In this step the second relevant membrane is obtained. Note that the electric
charge is negative and the object q0 belongs to it. The subset associated with
this membrane is the unitary subset {a1}. Let us observe that there are three
copies of a0 (w(a1) = 3) and one copy of b0g (v(a1) = 1).

?- evolve(p1,4).
...

p1 :: e ec 0 at [2] with [a-3, a0-2, b0g-1, bg-4, q1-1,
q_-1, x1-2, x2-3, x3-1, y1-3, y2-3, y3-2] at_time 5

p1 :: e ec -1 at [3] with [a-3, a0-2, b0g-3, bg-4, q0-1,
q_-1, x1-3, x2-1, y1-3, y2-2] at_time 5

...

Used rules in the step 5:
...

* The rule 27 has been used only once
...

In this step, the membrane at position [2] starts the checking stage for
the weight function w (note that rule 27 from the set (d) has been applied,
see Appendix). A new relevant membrane appears at position [3]. The subset
associated with this membrane is the unitary subset {a2}. In the following steps
new relevant membranes appear and their corresponding checking stages start.

?- configuration(p1,10).

...
p1 :: e ec -1 at [12] with [a-2, a0-2, b0g-5, bg-4, q2-1, q_-1]

at_time 10
...
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p1 :: e ec -1 at [24] with [a-3, a0-9, b0g-9, bg-4, q0-1, q_-1]
at_time 10

...

In this step the relevant membrane associated with the total subset appears
at position [24]. It is the last relevant membrane to be generated, that is, no
more division will take place in the rest of the computation and no new relevant
membranes will appear.

Let us focus on the membrane at position [12]. This membrane encodes the
subset {a2, a4}, which is the only solution for the instance considered in our
example. There have already been carried out two steps of the checking stage
for w (note the counter q2).

?- configuration(p1,16).
...

p1 :: e ec 1 at [12] with [b0g-5, bg-4, q_-1] at_time 16
...

The checking stage is finished in this membrane. There was the same amount
of objects a and a0 so the checking has been successful. Next, a transition step
is carried out that leads to the checking stage for the values. This stage mainly
consists in applying rules 44 and 45 (see Appendix) alternatively until we run
out of objects b0 or b.

?- configuration(p1,25).
...

p1 :: e ec 1 at [12] with [b0-1, q_8-1] at_time 25
...

Notice that the checking for the values has been finished and it has been
successful because the number of objects b0 was greater than the number of
objects b. Let us pay attention now to the answer stage.

?- evolve(p1,25).

p1 :: s ec 0 at [] with [# -127, z26-1] at_time 26
...

p1 :: e ec 0 at [12] with [q_9-1] at_time 26
...

The inner membrane at position [12] is now ready to send to the skin an object
yes (see rule 56 in the Appendix).

?- evolve(p1,26).

p1 :: s ec 0 at [] with [# -127, yes-1, z27-1] at_time 27
...
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p1 :: e ec 0 at [12] with [] at_time 27
...

Used rules in the step 27:
* The rule 56 has been used only once
* The rule 83 has been used only once

Due to technical reasons (cf. [5]) the counter in the skin will wait two more steps
before releasing the special objects d+ and d−.

?- configuration(p1,29).

p1 :: s ec 0 at [] with [# -127, d1-1, d2-1, yes-1] at_time 29
...

In this step all inner processes are over. The only object that evolves is z28 (see
the set of rules (k) in Section 2 and note that 28 = 2n + 2k + 2c + 6).

?- evolve(p1,29).

p1 :: s ec 1 at [] with [# -127, d2-1, yes-1] at_time 30
...

Used rules in the step 30:
* The rule 86 has been used only once

The P-system has sent out d1 at step 30

In this step the object d1 leaves the system and the skin gets positive charge.

?- evolve(p1,30).

p1 :: s ec 0 at [] with [# -127, no-1] at_time 31
...

Used rules in the step 31:
* The rule 87 has been used only once
* The rule 88 has been used only once

The P-system has sent out d1 at step 30
The P-system has sent out yes at step 31

In this step the object yes is sent out of the system. To check the system we try
to evolve one more time, though this is a halting configuration.

?- evolve(p1,31).
No more evolution!
The P-system p1 has already reached a halting
configuration at step 31
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have pointed out that P systems are suitable to solve efficiently
numerical NP–complete problems. We have presented a family of deterministic
P systems with active membranes using 2–division that solves the Knapsack
problem in an effective and efficient way (in fact, in linear time). Furthermore,
we have presented a simulation of a concrete instance of the problem using a
new version of the Prolog simulator introduced in [2].

It is not easy to find examples in the literature related to effective solutions
for NP–problems using P systems and a lot of work remains to be done in this
field. Looking for general patrons and recycling subroutines in the algorithms
are open problems.

Following this idea, an effective tool for simulation allows us to carry out
faithful studies of the evolution of the system and to check, step by step, how
the rules are applied.

Besides, the scope of the Prolog program that we have presented goes beyond
the simulation tool itself. Both the chosen way to represent the knowledge about
the system and the design of the inference engine lead us towards putting in
touch P systems with other well known problems and techniques of computation
and Artificial Intelligence which have a natural representation in Prolog. We
think that this connection deserves to be deeply studied in the next future.
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Appendix

In what follows, we show the rules generated by the simulator for the instance
of the problem considered in section 4. Note that the number after ** is the
ordinal of the corresponding rule.

% Set (a)
p1 rule e0 inside_of e ec 0 divides_into q inside_of e ec -1

and e0 inside_of e ec 1 ** 1.
...

p1 rule e4 inside_of e ec 0 divides_into q inside_of e ec -1
and e4 inside_of e ec 1 ** 5.

p1 rule e0 inside_of e ec 1 divides_into e1 inside_of e ec 0
and e1 inside_of e ec 1 ** 6.

...
p1 rule e3 inside_of e ec 1 divides_into e4 inside_of e ec 0

and e4 inside_of e ec 1 ** 9.

% Set (b)
p1 rule x0 evolves_to [a0_] in e ec 0 ** 10.

p1 rule y0 evolves_to [b0_] in e ec 0 ** 11.

p1 rule x0 evolves_to [] in e ec 1 ** 12.

p1 rule y0 evolves_to [] in e ec 1 ** 13.

p1 rule x1 evolves_to [x0] in e ec 1 ** 14.
...

p1 rule x4 evolves_to [x3] in e ec 1 ** 17.

p1 rule y1 evolves_to [y0] in e ec 1 ** 18.
...

p1 rule y4 evolves_to [y3] in e ec 1 ** 21.

% Set (c)
p1 rule q evolves_to [q_, q0] in e ec -1 ** 22.

p1 rule b0_ evolves_to [b0g] in e ec -1 ** 23.

p1 rule a0_ evolves_to [a0] in e ec -1 ** 24.

p1 rule b_ evolves_to [bg] in e ec -1 ** 25.

p1 rule a_ evolves_to [a] in e ec -1 ** 26.
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% Set (d)
p1 rule a0 inside_of e ec -1 sends_out # of e ec 0 ** 27.

p1 rule a inside_of e ec 0 sends_out # of e ec -1 ** 28.

% Set (e)
p1 rule q0 evolves_to [q1] in e ec -1 ** 29.

p1 rule q2 evolves_to [q3] in e ec -1 ** 30.

p1 rule q4 evolves_to [q5] in e ec -1 ** 31.

p1 rule q6 evolves_to [q7] in e ec -1 ** 32.

p1 rule q1 evolves_to [q2] in e ec 0 ** 33.

p1 rule q3 evolves_to [q4] in e ec 0 ** 34.

p1 rule q5 evolves_to [q6] in e ec 0 ** 35.

% Set (f)
p1 rule q1 inside_of e ec -1 sends_out # of e ec 1 ** 36.

p1 rule q3 inside_of e ec -1 sends_out # of e ec 1 ** 37.

p1 rule q5 inside_of e ec -1 sends_out # of e ec 1 ** 38.

p1 rule q7 inside_of e ec -1 sends_out # of e ec 1 ** 39.

% Set (g)
p1 rule q_ evolves_to [q_0] in e ec 1 ** 40.

p1 rule b0g evolves_to [b0] in e ec 1 ** 41.

p1 rule bg evolves_to [b] in e ec 1 ** 42.

p1 rule a evolves_to [] in e ec 1 ** 43.

% Set (h)
p1 rule b0 inside_of e ec 1 sends_out # of e ec 0 ** 44.

p1 rule b inside_of e ec 0 sends_out # of e ec 1 ** 45.

% Set (i)
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p1 rule q_0 evolves_to [q_1] in e ec 1 ** 46.

p1 rule q_2 evolves_to [q_3] in e ec 1 ** 47.

p1 rule q_4 evolves_to [q_5] in e ec 1 ** 48.

p1 rule q_6 evolves_to [q_7] in e ec 1 ** 49.

p1 rule q_8 evolves_to [q_9] in e ec 1 ** 50.

p1 rule q_1 evolves_to [q_2] in e ec 0 ** 51.

p1 rule q_3 evolves_to [q_4] in e ec 0 ** 52.

p1 rule q_5 evolves_to [q_6] in e ec 0 ** 53.

p1 rule q_7 evolves_to [q_8] in e ec 0 ** 54.

% Set (j)
p1 rule q_9 inside_of e ec 1 sends_out yes of e ec 0 ** 55.

p1 rule q_9 inside_of e ec 0 sends_out yes of e ec 0 ** 56.

% Set (k)
p1 rule z0 evolves_to [z1] in s ec 0 ** 57.

p1 rule z1 evolves_to [z2] in s ec 0 ** 58.
...

p1 rule z26 evolves_to [z27] in s ec 0 ** 83.

p1 rule z27 evolves_to [z28] in s ec 0 ** 84.

p1 rule z28 evolves_to [d1, d2] in s ec 0 ** 85.

% Set (l)
p1 rule d1 inside_of s ec 0 sends_out d1 of s ec 1 ** 86.

p1 rule d2 evolves_to [no] in s ec 1 ** 87.

p1 rule yes inside_of s ec 1 sends_out yes of s ec 0 ** 88.

p1 rule no inside_of s ec 1 sends_out no of s ec 0 ** 89.
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Abstract. We study dynamical properties of PB systems, a new com-
putational model of biological processes, and propose a compositional
encoding of PB systems into Petri nets. Building on this relation, we
show that three properties: boundedness, reachability and cyclicity, which
we claim are useful in practice, are all decidable.

1 Introduction

We study the complexity of dynamical properties of PB systems, a new com-
putation model introduced by Bernardini and Manca [1] for modeling biolog-
ical processes. PB systems are a class of P systems which extend a previous
model by Păun [9,10,11] based on the notion of nested structure of membranes,
which recalls the hierarchical structures of the living cell. Each region, delimited
by a membrane, contains some objects, or molecules to stick to the biological
metaphor. The configuration of membranes may evolve according to two kinds
of rules: transformation rules, defined locally to each membrane, which model
basic chemical reactions with rewriting rules over multisets; and communication
rules, which model the ability of some molecules to transit through membranes.
(Gated-pore reactions are a typical instance of such rules.)

In [1], the authors start investigating the dynamics of PB systems. The main
focus is on periodicity, a central notion of biological processes. Indeed, many
important biological processes have a periodic or quasi-periodic behavior, such
as the ATP cycle, for instance. In this paper, we study a new notion of periodic
systems, called cyclicity, and also study two other dynamical properties, which
are familiar to the area of verification of concurrent systems, namely boundedness
and reachability.

Boundedness is a property of systems whose production and consumption
of resources (during a finite lapse of time) may be bounded. From a biological
point of view, boundedness can be interpreted as a property of sustainable
development, in the sense that long-lived processes in a cell are not allowed to
store more and more chemical components. (Clearly, a cell can accumulate only
a finite amount of material.) Reachability is the problem of deciding whether a
system may reach a given state during its execution. This is one of the most
critical property in the verification of systems as most of the safety properties of
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mechanical and computing systems can be reduced to the problem of checking
whether a system may reach a “bad state”. (Another quality of reachability is
that many other properties may be recursively reduced to it.) In the context of
PB systems, reachability may take a biological interpretation. Assume we are
modeling the drug absorption activity of some cell. The system starts with some
initial drug density in the outermost region of the cell and, during evolution,
the drug start circulating and concentrating in membranes. From a biochemical
viewpoint, one can be interested if, upon evolutions, the density of drug in the
cell reaches some critical value, that is, if it reaches some special configuration
of our PB system.

We prove that cyclicity (another form of periodicity), boundedness and reach-
ability are all decidable problems for PB systems. These results are essentially
obtained by encoding PB systems as Petri nets [14], a distinguished model of
concurrent computation, and by transferring known difficult complexity results
on Petri nets. Using our encoding result, it is also possible to easily transfer
the decision procedures for these problems and therefore to obtain efficient al-
gorithms in specific cases.

Relating two apparently different formal models of computations is always
fruitful. Indeed, the transfer of results from one model to the other often
leads to a deeper understanding of the concepts involved or to the discovery
of new results. In the present case for example, the notion of periodicity, that
is central to the study of PB systems, appears almost overlooked in Petri
nets, and we can conjecture that the search for a good definition of periodic
behavior, that will fit the biological sense associated to this adjective, will be
challenging. (There exists a notion of cyclic Petri net, quite distant from the
notion of periodic system found in [1].) We can draw a parallel here with the
search for a comprehensive notion of fairness in concurrent computation, which
initiated the definition of a whole family of formal characterizations, or with
the formal definitions of the concepts of secrecy and authentication in the study
of cryptographic protocols, which are still elusive.

The paper is structured as follows. Next section gives basic definitions on
multisets and periodic sequences of multisets. Section 3 and 4 define PB systems
and PBE systems, respectively. Petri nets and related notions are introduced in
Section 5. Section 6 contains our full abstraction result and illustrates the con-
struction of the Petri net associated with a PB/PBE system. Before concluding,
we prove several decidability results which can be deduced from the relation
between Petri net and PB systems.

2 Basic Definitions

In this section, we recall some preliminary definitions about multisets and peri-
odic sequences. The interested reader may find complete informations in [1,10,
11]. Consider a finite alphabet Σ of abstract symbols called objects. A multiset
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over Σ is a mapping u : Σ → N. For any a ∈ Σ, the value u(a) is the number of
objects of type a in the multiset u, also called the multiplicity of a in u. Given
two multisets u, v over Σ, we write u

.= v the equality of the two multisets u and
v, and u ≺ v if the multiset u is included in v, that is, u(a) ≤ v(a) for all a ∈ Σ.

A multiset u over Σ can be conveniently encoded by a string over the alphabet
Σ, say w = a

u(a1)
1 . . . a

u(an)
n . This representation is not unique and any permu-

tation of w gives an admissible encoding. In this paper, we will interchangeably
use the expressions “the multiset represented by the string w”, “the multiset w”
or “the string w”, we shall also use the notation w(a) for the multiplicity of a
in the multiset w.

An infinite sequence (wi)i∈N of multisets is ultimately periodic if there exists
t0, p ∈ N such that for all t ∈ N and 1 ≤ j ≤ p :

wt0+j
.= wt0+pt+j . (1)

An infinite sequence (wi)i∈N of multisets is ultimately almost periodic if there
exists t0, p ∈ N such that for all t ∈ N and 1 ≤ j ≤ p:

wt0+j ≺ wt0+pt+j . (2)

The least integers p and t0 satisfying (1) or (2) are called the period and the
transient of (wi)i∈N, respectively. An ultimately periodic sequence with a null
transient (i.e., t0 = 0) is called periodic. Similarly, an ultimately almost periodic
sequences with a null transient is called almost periodic.

3 PB Systems

In this section we briefly recall basic definitions about PB systems (see [1] for
more on this subject).

Definition 1 (PB system). A PB system is a structure Π = 〈Γ, M, R, μ0〉,
where Γ is a finite alphabet of symbols, M is a finite tree representing the mem-
brane structure, R is a finite set of rules and μ0 is the initial configuration, that
is a mapping from membranes of Π (nodes in M) to multisets of objects from
Γ . Rules can be of the following two forms:

1. u.u′ [i v′.v → u.v′ [i u′.v (communication rules)
2. [i u → [i v (transformation rules)

where u, u′, v, v′ ∈ Γ � and i is a node in M .

A configuration (for Π), μ, is a distribution of objects from Γ in membranes
of Π. We say that there is a transition μ → μ′ if μ′ can be obtained from μ by
applying a rule in R. A computation with initial configuration μ0 is a sequence
of transitions μ0 → μ1 → μ2 . . .

Our definition of PB systems slightly differs from the original version found
in [1]. First, we explicitly consider the spatial distribution of membranes instead
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of relying on structural conditions about initial configurations (for example the
property of being well-parenthesized). Second, we do not distinguish an output
membrane. Indeed, this distinguished membrane is only used to define the “final
result” of an evolution whereas, in this paper, we are exclusively interested in
dynamical aspects of the system.

Another, more significant difference, appears in the definition of the
operational semantics. In our model, following typical algebraic models of
concurrent computation like CCS and Petri nets, reduction rules are applied
in an “asynchronous” and non-deterministic manner, whereas the operational
semantics of P-systems is usually based on a maximum-parallel reduction
relation (in which configurations evolve by applying the maximal number of
non-interfering transition rules). While the two kinds of semantics may not
always be simply related, it is easy to see that a configuration reachable using
the maximum-parallel reduction strategy is also reachable in our setting.

A PB system with initial configuration μ0 is ultimately periodic (resp. ulti-
mately almost periodic) if there exists a computation with initial configuration
μ0 which is ultimately periodic (resp. ultimately almost periodic).

It is important to remark that, due to non-determinism, there are possibly
infinitely many computations originating from the same initial configuration.
Anyway, we call ultimately periodic (resp. ultimately almost periodic) a sys-
tem with initial configuration μ0 which admits at least one ultimately periodic
(resp. ultimately almost periodic) computation. Taking inspiration from Petri
nets terminology, we say that a PB has structurally the property P if P holds
for all possible initial configurations. In Section 7, we give results on periodic and
structurally periodic systems and propose an adequate condition for a system to
enjoy these properties. We also prove (Proposition 5) that almost every periodic
PB-system also exhibits an infinite number of aperiodic computations. More pre-
cisely, we prove that “uniformly periodic” systems, such that all computations
are periodic (with or without the same period), are restricted to systems with a
unique, deterministic, computation.

4 PBE Systems

In [1], the authors provide an interesting extension of PB systems: PB systems
with environment (or PBE for short). In this model, there is an environment
regularly providing molecules at the boundaries of the outermost membrane of
the PB system. These molecules evolve according to special rules of the envi-
ronment and can interact with the PB system. The intuition behind this model
is that the environment provides resources for the PB system and, eventually,
collects garbages. To simplify our presentation, we consider an abridged model
of environment, but much of our results can be extended to the full definition
found in [1].

Definition 2 (PBE system). A PBE system is a structure Π = 〈Γ,M,R,E,
RE , μ0〉, where 〈Γ, M, R, μ0〉 is a PB system, and E = w1 · · · · · wk is a se-
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quence of multisets over Γ , and RE is a finite set of environment rules, that is,
transformation rules acting on the multisets contained in the environment E.

A configuration ν of a PBE system is a triple (t, e, μ) where t ∈ N is the cycle
step for the environment, e ∈ Γ ∗ is the current environment content and μ is the
configuration of the PB system. We use the notation E(t) for the tth element of
the sequence E and, since an environment correspond to a cyclic behavior, we
extend this definition to all indices t ∈ N assuming that E(t + k) = E(t).

A transition from the configuration ν = (t, e, μ) is obtained in two steps:

1. apply to e a rule in RE ∪R and add E(t) to e;
2. apply to μ a rule in R and increment t by 1.

Similarly to previous sections, we denote this fact by ν → ν′. Remark that,
at this point, all definitions of dynamical properties about PB systems extend
in a natural manner to PBE systems.

5 Petri Nets

Petri nets are a very popular model for the analysis and representation of concur-
rent systems that has draw much attention from the community of verification of
concurrent systems. Interestingly enough, the Petri net model was proved equiva-
lent to the vector addition systems [6] of Karp and Miller, a simple mathematical
structure defined to analyze the computations of vector-parallel architectures.
Correspondingly, in this paper, we show an equivalent result relating Petri nets
with a model for “biological computation”, the PB systems of Bernardini and
Manca.

The interest of relating PB systems with the (seemingly different) Petri net
model of computation is that collected works on Petri nets span over more
than twenty five years and have lead to several important results on decidability
issues, new notions of equivalences and modal logics for expressing temporal and
behavioral properties (with the associated model-checking algorithms). We may
therefore hope to transfer these results to the setting of PB systems.

Definition 3 (Petri net). A Petri net N is a tuple 〈P, T, F, μ0〉 where P and
T are two disjoint finite sets, and F : (P × T )∪ (T ×P ) → N is a flow function
and μ0 is the initial marking. A marking, μ, is a mapping P → N from places to
integers. The elements of S and T are called places and transitions, respectively,
and the elements of F are called arcs.

Given a Petri net N = 〈P, T, F, μ0〉, a marking, μ, associates an integer,
μ(p), to every places p ∈ P . The intuition is that every place contains a bag of
tokens and that transitions may take tokens from some places to others following
the arcs which are connected to it. An arc F (p, t) = n represents a flow from
the place p to the transition t carrying (and necessitating at least) n tokens; an
arc F (t, p) = n represents a flow from the place t to the place p; and F (p, t) =
F (t, p) = 0 represents no connection at all.
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A transition t is firable from a marking μ, written μ
t−→ , if for all places

p ∈ P , it holds F (p, t) ≤ μ(p). If t is firable from μ, firing t from μ leads to
a new marking μ′, a relation denoted μ

t−→ μ′, such that for all p ∈ P we
have μ′(p) = μ(p)−F (p, t) +F (t, p). A marking μ′ is reachable from μ, denoted
μ

∗−→ μ′, if there exists a sequence of transitions t0, t1, . . . , tn such that

μ
t0−→ μt0

t1−→ μt1 · · ·
tn−→ μtn = μ′ .

The set of all Petri nets is a semi-group and nets may be composed using
a simple operation, called parallel composition, defined as follows. The parallel
composition of the nets N1 = (S1, T1, F1, μ1) and N2 = (S2, T2, F2, μ2), denoted
N1‖N2, is the net obtained by simply merging the set of places, transitions and
arcs, that is, N1‖N2 = (S1 ∪ S2, T1 ∪ T2, F1 + F2, μ1 + μ2), where addition of
functions is defined place-wise. (Note that this operator strongly relies on the
names chosen for places and transitions.)

There is a standard graphical representation of Petri net, exemplified in Fig-
ure 1. Circles represent places, black bars represent transitions and directed
weighted edges represent arcs. (A missing label is equivalent to a weight of 1.)
A marking, μ, is represented by groups of μ(p) tokens located at each place p
in the net. For example, a marking that assigns the integer 2 to the place p is
represented by two tokens (depicted •) located in p. The first net depicted in
Figure 1 corresponds to a Petri net with 4 places (labeled a, b, c and d) and 3
transitions, in the configuration a → 2, b → 3 (or equivalently to the multiset
aabbb). The second figure shows the system after the firing of transition t2. In
this state, only the transitions t1 and t3 are enabled and they may fire concur-
rently (one transition may not hamper the firing of the other). Last figure shows
the state of the system after the firing of t3.
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of a Petri net
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6 Encoding PB and PBE Systems

In this section we define an encoding of PB systems into Petri nets that pre-
serves reduction. This encoding allows one to deduce fundamental results on the
dynamics of PB systems from known results about Petri nets.

Consider the PB system Π = 〈Γ, M, R, μ0〉. The encoding of Π is decom-
posed into two separate steps. First, we associate to each membrane i of Π a
Petri net Ni that corresponds to transformation rules — that is rules that are
purely local to one membrane. Second, the nets Ni are merged into a larger
Petri net and special transitions between the sub-nets Ni are added in order
to code communication rules. The resulting Petri net, denoted [[Π]], is obtained
compositionally from the rules in Π. Moreover, the size of [[Π]] is proportional
to the size of Π.

Remark that Petri nets do not explicitly model locality, like in PB systems,
but the hierarchical structure of membranes is reflected by the communication
links between sub-nets.

For every membrane i ∈ T , define the Petri net Ni =
〈
Si, Ti, Fi, μ

i
0
〉

as
follows. There is one place ai ∈ Ni for every symbol a ∈ Γ , and one transition
tρ for every transformation rule ρ ∈ R that acts on the membrane i. The flow
function Fi is the function such that for any rule ρ : [i u → [i v (with u, v ∈ Γ �)
we have F (ai, tρ) = u(a) and F (tρ, ai) = v(a) for all a ∈ Γ . The initial marking
μi

0 is the mapping associating to each place ai (i.e., a is a molecule in Γ ) the
number of molecules a in the membrane i.

Now, consider the Petri net N = 〈S, T, F, ω〉 obtained by merging the nets
Ni for i ∈ M , that is ‖i∈M Ni, extended with one transition for every communi-
cation rules in Π. (By construction, the places and transitions used in the Ni are
all distinct.) The set of places of N is S =

⋃
i∈M Si, and the set of transitions, T ,

is equal to R, the set of rule (names) of Π, that is, the union of (
⋃

i∈M Ti) (the
names of the transformations rules of Π) with the names of the communications
rules of Π. The initial marking ω is the union of the markings μi

0, for all i ∈ M .
In the sequel, this marking is denoted [[μ0]].

The flow function F of N is the union of the functions Fi, for i ∈ M , and
such that for any communication rule ρ : u.u′[i v′.v → u.v′[i u′.v and all a ∈ Γ ,
given j is the (unique) name of the membrane containing membrane i, we
have F (aj , tρ) = u.u′(a), and F (ai, tρ) = v′.v(a), and F (tρ, ai) = u′.v(a), and
F (tρ, aj) = u.v′(a).

It is easy to see that the Petri net [[Π]] has |Σ||M | places, the product of the
number of symbols by the number of membranes, and |R| transitions.

Theorem 1. Given a PB system Π = 〈Γ, M, R, μ0〉, if μ → μ′ in Π then there
exists a firable transition [[μ]] → [[μ′]] in [[Π]]. Conversely, if [[μ]] → [[μ′]] in [[Π]]
then μ → μ′ in Π.

Proof. By case analysis on the transition rules of Π.
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Example 1. The Petri net given in Figure 1 corresponds to a simple PB system,
Π, made of a single membrane, 4 different types of atoms, i.e., Γ = {a, b, c, d},
and the following 3 transformations rules:

t1 : [ c → [ accc
t2 : [ abb → [ cd
t3 : [ d → [ bb

The distribution of tokens in [[Π]] corresponds to the initial configuration aabbb.
�

We show that an environment, E (with the implicit associated set of rules
RE), may also be interpreted as a Petri net, and we provide a compositional
encoding, [[〈E,RE〉]], of E. What is more surprising is that the action of
controlling a PB system, Π, by an environment, E, corresponds to the parallel
composition of the nets encoding Π and E. Therefore all the results given in
this paper for PB systems can also be lifted to PBE systems.

Assume E is the environment E(j) = wj ∈ Γ � for all j ∈ 1..k, with Γ =
{a1, . . . , an}. We suppose a fixed set of rules for the PB systems, say {ρ1, . . . , ρm}.
The Petri net [[〈E,RE〉]] is the parallel composition of the nets Ei (depicted in
Figure 2) for all i ∈ 1..k, together with the Petri net encoding RE (build exactly
like the net Ni in the encoding of PB systems). We give more intuitions on the
encoding of E in the following example.

. . .

...

ωj
ρm

ρ1

sj

sj+1

seq

rj

a1 an

wj(a1) wj(an)

Fig. 2. The Petri net Ej : encoding one step of the environment E

The encoding of the PBE system 〈Γ, M, R, E, RE , μ0〉 is the parallel com-
position [[〈Γ, M, R, μ0〉]]‖[[〈E,RE〉]].
Theorem 2. Given a PBE system Π = 〈Γ, M, R, E, RE , μ0〉, if μ → μ′ in Π
then there exists a firable transition [[μ]] → [[μ′]] in Π. Conversely, if [[μ]] → [[μ′]]
in [[Π]] then μ → μ′ in Π.
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The example given in Figure 3 displays the Petri net corresponding to the
Brusselator (with an empty initial configuration): a model of chemical oscilla-
tions based on the famous Belousov-Zhabotinsky used as an example in [1]. The
Brusselator is a system over the alphabet {a, b, c, d, x, y}, with only one mem-
brane and the following set of rules:

ρ1 : [ a → [x
ρ2 : [ bx → [ yd
ρ3 : [xxy → [xxx
ρ4 : [x → [ c

We also give an encoding of the environment E = (ab, {ρ1}) · (ab, {ρ1}) ·
(ab, {ρ2}) · (ab, {ρ3}) · (ab, {ρ4}), with RE = ∅. We encode a simple example of
PBE with resources, an extension of PBE systems such that each element in
the environment sequence E specifies also the set of reactions that may take
place in the controlled PB systems. The intuition behind this extension is that
an environment, beyond bringing repeatedly new molecules to the system, may
also promote or hinder some chemical reactions. To build the encoding of an
environment with resources, it is enough to erase from the nets Ej (for all
j ∈ 1..k) the arcs between rj and the rule names not mentioned in E(j).

ρ1

ρ2

ρ4

ρ3

a

b

c

d

x

y

3
2

‖

•

•
ρ1

ρ2

ρ3

ρ4

seq a b

s1

s2

s3

s4

s5

r1

r2

r3

r4

r5

ω1

ω2

ω3

ω4

ω5

Fig. 3. Encoding of the Brusselator and its environment

The net [[〈E, ∅〉]] given in Figure 3 is essentially a linked chain of transitions
and places (s1;ω1; . . . ; s5;ω5; s1) which sequentially enables the transitions ωi

for i ∈ 1..5 and then loops. In this example, the transition ωi corresponds to the
ith component of the environment, of the form (ab, {ρj}) in our example. When
fired, a transition ωi generates a token in the places a and b (modeling the fact
that the environment brings a molecule a and a molecule b in the Brusselator)
and a token in the place rj . To ensure the synchronization between firings in the
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(encoding of the) Brusselator and firings in the environment, we also rely on an
extra-place, seq , which ensure that a transition ρj in [[Π]] may only fire after a
firing of some transition ωj in [[〈E, ∅〉]] and conversely.

7 Decidability Results

In this section, we go back over some significant complexity results on Petri
nets. Theorems 1 and 2 allow to transfer these results to PB/PBE systems. We
begin with the study of two dynamical properties typical of the verification of
concurrent systems, boundedness and reachability, and conclude with the study
of different notions of periodicity.
Reachability and boundedness are two general properties of interest when

working on Petri nets. Given a net, N , with initial marking, μ0, we say
that the marking μ is reachable from N if there exists a sequence of firings
μ0 → μ1 → ... → μn = μ of the net. We say that a net is bounded if its set
of reachable markings is finite. A bounded net implies that there exists some
integer k bounding the number of tokens that may be present at each place (the
net is said to be k-safe).

The boundedness and reachability problems are decidable, even if they tend
to have a very large complexity in theory. (Petri nets are an important source of
natural non-primitive problems!) A good survey of the known decidability issues
for Petri nets, from which the results in this section are taken, is given in [4].

The best known-algorithm to test whether a Petri net is bounded may require
an exponential space in the size of the net. More precisely, it may require at most
space 2cn log n for some constant c. (This complexity is almost optimal because
Lipton proved [7] that deciding boundedness requires at least space 2c

√
n.) The

same property is much simpler if we require the boundedness of the net N for
all possible initial markings. In this case, the net N is said to be structurally
bounded. Indeed, using a clever reduction involving linear programming, Memmi
and Roucairol proved [8] that the structural boundedness problem has only a
polynomial time complexity.

As a corollary, we prove that boundedness is a decidable property for PB
systems. We say that a PB system Π, with initial configuration μ0, is bounded
if there are only finitely many configurations which are reachable starting from
μ0 (that is, if [[Π]] is a bounded net).

Theorem 3 (Boundedness). Given a PB system Π and an initial configura-
tion μ0, it is decidable to know whether Π is bounded.

For the complexity of the reachability problem, there exists only an expo-
nential space lower bound [7], while the known algorithms require non-primitive
recursive space. However, tighter complexity bounds are known for many re-
stricted classes of nets: it is EXPSPACE-complete for symmetric Petri nets, such
that every transition t has a symmetric transition whose occurrence “undoes” the
effect of t; it is NP-complete for Petri nets without cycles; and so on and so forth.
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Many complexity problems can be reduced to the boundedness or the reach-
ability problem. Thus, most of the usual properties of interest for verification
purposes are decidable. Intuitively, these decidability results follow from the
monotonic nature of Petri net reductions: if a transition may fire for some mark-
ing M , it may also fire for a marking with more tokens (say M+L where addition
of markings is defined place-wise). Disregarding the simplicity of this intuition,
formal proofs of these results have proved very complicated. In the case of the
reachability problem, for example, and in spite of important research efforts, the
decidability results remained elusive for nearly 30 years. Therefore, it is interest-
ing to transfer these difficult results to the setting of PB systems. For example,
we may directly obtain the following properties using our main theorem.

Theorem 4 (Reachability). Given a PB system Π, with initial configuration
μ0, and a configuration μ, it is decidable to prove that there exists an integer
n ≥ 0 and a sequence of transitions μ0 → μ1 → · · · → μn = μ in Π.

As a corollary, we prove that periodicity is a decidable property.

Proposition 1 (Periodicity). Given a PB system Π with initial configuration
μ0, it is decidable to know if it is periodic.

Proof. From Theorem 4, considering μ0 both as an initial and as a target con-
figuration.

Many variants of the reachability property are recursively equivalent to it. We
mention these problems here since they can be related to properties of biological
processes, the subject that motivated the definitions of PB systems.

– The home states problem. A marking of a Petri net is a home state if it is
reachable from every reachable state. That is, it is always possible to cycle
through a home state. The home state problem consists in deciding, given a
net N and a marking μ, if μ is a home state. A Petri net is called cyclic if
its initial marking is a home state.

– The sub-marking reachability problem. The equivalent of reachability for
sub-markings, that is partially specified markings, such that only the number
of tokens on some places is given. On PB system, this problem is equivalent
to checking whether there is some reachable configuration which contains
some given numbers of molecules in some given membranes.

– Deadlock problem. It consists in proving that every reachable marking en-
ables at least one transition. That is, the system may infinitely evolve with-
out stopping. The deadlock problem is reducible in polynomial time to the
reachability problem [2].

The decidability of the deadlock problem can be directly restated in terms
of evolutions in a PB system.

Proposition 2 (Non-termination). Given a PB system Π and an initial con-
figuration μ0, it is decidable to know whether all computations starting with μ0
are infinite.
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We have already proved that periodicity is a decidable property, that is, it is
decidable to know whether a PB system admit at least one periodic computation.
The remainder of this section further develops the study of periodic behaviors.
We start by a result relating boundedness and the existence of an ultimately
periodic computation.

Proposition 3 (Ultimate periodicity). Consider a PB system Π and an
initial configuration μ0. If Π is bounded then Π is ultimately periodic.

Proof. Assume [[Π]] with initial configuration [[μ0]] is bounded. If Π halts then
we are done. Otherwise, let U be the set of configurations which are reachable
starting from μ0. Consider a computation (μi)i∈N of Π. (Since the system may
not halt, the computation is necessarily infinite.) We have μi ∈ U for all i ∈ N

and U has finite cardinality, therefore there exists j0, p ∈ N such that μj0 = μj0+p

(we may assume that j0 is minimal with this property). Therefore, we may build
a periodic sequence of computations of Π, say (ωi)i∈N, such that ωi = μi for all
i ≤ j0 and ωi = μ(i−j0) mod p otherwise. Hence Π is ultimately periodic.

Since structural boundedness (the property that a net is bounded for all
possible initial markings) is decidable, the previous proposition gives an adequate
condition for structural ultimate periodicity. This condition can be efficiently
checked since structural boundedness is in PTIME [8].

Propositions 1 and 2 only refer to the existence of one periodic computation.
In the study of biological systems, we may be interested in a stronger property,
akin to the notion of regularity in discrete dynamical systems, namely that
every computation of a PB system, Π, may be “approximated” by a sequence
of periodic computations of Π. Taking our inspiration from the decidability of
the home states problem (and therefore of the problem of testing whether a net
is cyclic), we give a sufficient condition for regularity.

Proposition 4 (Cyclicity). Consider a PB system Π, if [[Π]] is cyclic then
every finite computation of Π may be extended into an infinite periodic compu-
tation of Π.

Periodicity and regularity are not precise enough to wholly characterize the
global dynamic of the systems. In particular, the following proposition shows
that a system with at least two different periodic computations has an extremely
complex dynamics. This result suggests that, when looking after systems that
exhibit simple, repetitive behavior, one should concentrate on “almost degen-
erated systems”, with practically no internal concurrency and only one cyclic
computation.

Proposition 5. If a PB system, Π, has at least two distinct periodic computa-
tions then the following three statements hold:

– the system Π has (at least) a countable set of periodic computations;
– the system Π has a countable set of ultimately periodic computations;
– the system Π has an uncountable set of aperiodic computations.
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Proof. Assume there are at least two periodic computations in Π, that is, at
least two cycles, C of length p and D of length q, in the “transitions graph”
associated to Π. From any infinite boolean sequence, w, we may built a valid
computation of Π, say Cw, as follows.

We build the computation sequence Cw gradually, as the limit of a sequence
of computations (Ci)i∈N. Intuitively, Cw is obtained as the concatenation of the
sequence of transitions in C and the sequence of transitions in D, following the
value of the bits in w. For example, the sequence 0110 . . . will correspond to the
computation C ·D ·D · C · . . . .

Let #b(w, j) be the number of occurrences of the boolean b in the prefix of
size j of w and let r equals p.#0(w, j)+q.#1(w, j). At step 0, define C0(i) = C(i
mod p) for all indices i ∈ N. At step j, if w(j) = 0 then define Cj(i) = C(i− r)
for all indices i ∈ N such that r ≤ i ≤ r + p and Cj(i) = Cj−1(i) otherwise.
Conversely, if w(j) = 1 then define Cj(i) = D(i − r) for all indices i ∈ N such
that r ≤ i ≤ r + q and Cj−1(i) otherwise. Let Cw = limj→∞ Cj .

For every infinite sequence of boolean w, the sequence of transitions Cw is
a valid computation of Π. Therefore, for every different periodic sequence w
(there is a countable number of such sequences), we obtain a different periodic
computation Cw of Π. Moreover, choose a real number x in [0, 1] and let w be its
binary expansion. If x is rational then Cw is ultimately periodic and if x is not
rational then Cw is aperiodic. Therefore there is a countable set of ultimately
periodic computations of the form Cw in Π and an uncountable set of aperiodic
computations of the form Cw in Π.

Before concluding, we remark that most of the results presented here may
not be preserved if we slightly extend the semantics of PB systems. Indeed, we
have seen that most of interesting dynamical properties on “standard” Petri nets
are decidable. The situation is much different when Petri nets are extended with
inhibitor arcs, that is with transitions that get enabled when a given place is
empty. The reachability problem is still decidable for nets with only one inhibitor
arc [13], but it is a folklore result that reachability is undecidable for nets with
(at least two) inhibitors arcs (see for example [12]).

By our main theorem, it follows that many problems on PB systems will
become undecidable if we extend this model with rules that may react to the
absence of a molecule (intuitively, the opposite of a catalysing rule).

Theorem 5. The reachability problem is undecidable for PB systems extended
with communication or transformation rules that may react to the absence of a
molecule.

Likewise, boundedness and reachability are undecidable problems for Trans-
fer and Reset Petri nets [3], two extensions of Petri nets with special arcs that
may transfer or reset the full content of some place. (On the other hand, the
coverability problem is decidable.) This last result shed light on the potential
complexity of extensions of PB-systems with mobile or volatile membranes.
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8 Conclusions and Further Discussions

This paper offers a compositional encoding of PB and PBE systems into Petri
nets. We may relate this encoding to a compilation process, where PB systems
take the part of the high-level programs (in which to model biological reactions)
and Petri nets amount to the target assembly language (in which to apply opti-
mizations and decision procedures). Most particularly, this encoding allows us to
transfer several decidability results from Petri nets to PB/PBE systems and may
be used as a safeguard when looking for (decidable) extensions to this model.

We foresee several domains in which this newly established connection be-
tween Petri nets and PB systems may be fruitful. For example, in the creation
of tools for reasoning on PB systems, since many logics and associated model-
checking tools have been developed for Petri nets, or in the study of stochastic
or timed versions of PB systems [5,15]. Another example is the study of the
controller synthesis problem, an important current issue in Petri nets theory:
given a system N , the problem is to build a controlling system, E, such that
the composition of N with E satisfies some specific property — for instance it
has a cyclic behavior. In the context of PBE system, an extension of PB sys-
tems [1] defined in Section 4, the synthesis problem can be directly connected
to the problem of finding a suitable environment which “drives” some specific
behavior.

More profoundly, our work on the relation between PB systems and Petri
net calls for a deeper study of the appropriate notion(s) of periodicity. It is clear
that, from a biological point of view, periodicity plays a fundamental role in the
dynamical behavior of systems. Our point is that it may be more subtle than
it seems to precisely express the kind of periodicity needed in order to express
real biological properties. Definitions based on a single computation sequence
(see Section 3) seems too weak when applied to a non-deterministic process.
Cyclicity (see Proposition 4) may be another possible alternative.

Acknowledgment. This article has been typeset using the GasTEX macro
package. The authors warmly thanks Roberto Amadio and Rémi Morin for useful
discussions.
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Abstract. P systems generating rectangular arrays have been recently
introduced in [1,2,3], thus bringing together the two areas of theoretical
computer science, namely membrane computing and picture grammars.
In this paper, hexagonal arrays on triangular grids are considered and the
capabilities of the three approaches [1,2,3] that construct P systems for
generation of arrays on rectangular grids, to handle arrays on triangular
grids, are demonstrated.

1 Introduction

Hexagonal pictures occur in several application areas, especially in picture pro-
cessing and image analysis. However, there are not many studies on formal
models for describing hexagonal arrays of symbols from a given alphabet. Mo-
tivated by the fact that hexagonal arrays on triangular grids can be treated
as two-dimensional representations of three-dimensional blocks, Siromoney and
Siromoney [10] proposed grammatical models for the generation of hexagonal
pictures or arrays, introducing a very natural notion of “arrowhead catenation”
for hexagonal arrays. Subsequently, in [7,11] hexagonal array languages have
been studied for certain other properties. Recently, in [4] notions of local and
recognizable hexagonal picture languages have been introduced, inspired by the
corresponding study in rectangular picture languages [6].

On the other hand, in the fast growing literature on membrane computing
that deals with distributed computing models inspired from the structure and
functioning of the living cell, possibility of handling two-dimensional picture
languages of rectangular arrays was demonstrated in [2] by proposing array-
rewriting P systems. Also, in [3], P systems for picture generation have been
considered, but the approach is different from that considered in [2]. In fact,
in [3] the contextual way of array processing is used in P systems, for generat-
ing rectangular pictures or arrays. Recently, Ceterchi et al [1] propose a variant
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of tissue-like P systems in order to generate two-dimensional picture languages
on rectangular grids. The interest of the study from [1] is that it uses a novel
technique of allowing the membranes themselves to hold the pixels of the pic-
tures instead of the membranes just acting as regions for computation. This
unconventional approach in [1] permits the description of local and recognizable
rectangular picture languages of [6].

In this paper the approach of [1] is extended to hexagonal picture languages
and analogous P systems for their generation are considered by taking into ac-
count that each element of a hexagonal array has six neighbors two on its own
row and two each on the rows above and below it. This enables to handle local
and recognizable hexagonal picture languages introduced in [4]. Although not
very unexpected, the study exhibits the power of the novel technique used in
[1]. Then, P systems that use rules that rewrite arrays in triangular grids are
considered, illustrating the approach with an example.

2 Preliminaries

We review here the notions of hexagonal pictures and hexagonal picture lan-
guages [10]. For notions related to formal language theory we refer to [9].

Let Γ be a finite alphabet of symbols. A hexagonal picture p over Γ is a
hexagonal array of symbols of Γ .

Example 1. A hexagonal picture over the alphabet {a, b, c, d} is shown in Fig-
ure 1.

a a b
a b d c

b c c a c
a b d a

a a d

Fig. 1. A hexagonal picture

The set of all hexagonal arrays over the alphabet Γ is denoted by Γ ��H . A
hexagonal picture language L over Γ is a subset of Γ ��H .

With respect to the triangular axes x, y, z the coordinates of each element of
the hexagonal picture in Fig 1 is shown in Figure 2.

Definition 1. If x ∈ Γ ��H , then x̂ is the hexagonal array obtained by surround-
ing x with a special boundary symbol # �∈ Γ .
Example 2. A hexagonal picture over the alphabet {a, b, c, d, e, f} surrounded
by #, is shown in Figure 3.

We now recall the notion of projection of a hexagonal picture and of a hexag-
onal picture language. Let Γ and Σ be two finite alphabets and Π : Γ → Σ be
a mapping which we call a projection.
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Fig. 2. Coordinates of elements of hexagonal picture of Figure 1

# # # #
# a b c #

# a d b a #
# b c d c b #

# c d e f #
# a b c #

# # # #

Fig. 3. A hexagonal picture surrounded by #

Definition 2. Let p ∈ Γ ��H be a hexagonal picture. The projection by map-
ping Π of hexagonal picture p is the picture p′ ∈ Σ��H such that p′(i, j, k) =
Π(p(i, j, k)) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and 1 ≤ k ≤ n, where (l,m, n) is
called the size of the hexagonal picture p.

Definition 3. Let L ⊂ Γ ��H be a hexagonal picture language. The projection
by mapping Π of L is the language L′ = {p′ | p′ = Π(p), p ∈ L} ⊆ Σ��H .

Remark 1. As in the case of a hexagonal picture we will denote by Π(L) the
projection by mapping Π of a hexagonal picture language L.

Now the notions of local and recognizable hexagonal picture languages intro-
duced in [4] are recalled. A hexagonal picture of the form shown in Figure 4 is
called a hexagonal tile over the alphabet {a, . . . , g}.

Given a hexagonal picture p of size (l,m, n), for g ≤ l, h ≤ m and k ≤ n, we
denote by Bg,h,k(p) the set of all hexagonal blocks (or hexagonal subpictures) of
p of size (g, h, k). B2,2,2 is in fact a hexagonal tile.
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a

b c

d

ef

g
��

����

��

Fig. 4. A Hexagonal tile

Definition 4. Let Γ be a finite alphabet. A hexagonal picture language L ⊆
Γ ��H is called local if there exists a finite set Δ of hexagonal tiles over Γ ∪ {#}
such that L = {p ∈ Γ ��H | B2,2,2(p̂) ⊆ Δ}

The family of hexagonal local picture languages will be denoted by HLOC.

Example 3. Let Γ = {a} be an alphabet and let Δ be a set of hexagonal tiles
over Γ shown in Figure 5. An element of the language L(Δ) is shown in Figure 6.
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# #
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a a
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Fig. 5. Hexagonal tiles

Definition 5. Let Σ be a finite alphabet. A hexagonal picture language L ⊆
Σ��H is called recognizable if there exists a hexagonal local picture language
L′ (given by a set Δ of hexagonal tiles) over an alphabet Γ and a projection
Π : Γ → Σ such that L = Π(L′).

3 P Systems for Hexagonal Pictures on Triangular Grids

For generating two-dimensional pictures, tissue-like P systems with active mem-
branes were proposed in [1], based on the features of tissue-like P systems (see
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Section 6.2 in [8]) and P systems with active membranes (see Section 7.2 in [8])
but with certain important differences. We refer to [1] for the definition of such
a system.

We apply this formalism of P systems to generate hexagonal pictures over a
given alphabet V ∪{#}, where # is the special symbol surrounding the borders
of hexagonal pictures. The basic idea in the construction of the P system is on
the lines of [1]. The difference lies mainly in the formation of rules. But, for
completeness we give the full details.

V ∪ {#} is in fact the output alphabet of the P system.
A hexagonal picture is generated by evolving an initial P system into a stable

P system. The hexagonal picture is the result of the entire configuration of
the final stable P system with each membrane corresponding to a pixel of the
hexagonal picture. The communication graph of this P system is a triangular
grid in which each inner node is connected with six neighbors, each border node
is connected with four neighbors and each corner with three neighbors.

By distinguishing 13 types of nodes, the P system generates only hexagonal
pictures. We denote by T the set of labels corresponding to these nodes (see
Figure 7). These 13 grid positions in the P systems can be represented by a set
of 13 symbols

{p000, p001, p002, p100, p200, p111, p012, p022, p210, p122, p220, p221, p222},

such that at any moment, in any membrane in the system, at least one of the
symbols is present. Every membrane in the system, after its creation, checks for
the type of its neighbors.

The generation of any hexagonal picture will start from its left-upper corner.
Thus any stable P system will evolve from an initial P system, containing only
one membrane and two symbols: the marker p000 and the output start symbol
(a special symbol s). The output start symbol evolves, in any membrane m in
which it is present, either into # if m is a membrane on the hexagonal picture’s
borders, or in an arbitrary symbol from V if m is an inner membrane.

# # # #
# a a a #

# a a a a #
# a a a a a #

# a a a a a a #
# a a a a a #

# a a a a #
# a a a #

# # # #

Fig. 6. A hexagonal picture over {a}
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Fig. 7. Hexagonal grid

A membrane label from the set M is a multiset over a three-letter alphabet,
{x, y, z}. Considering that x, y, z indicate directions parallel to the x, y, z axes
as in Figure 2, if m is the label of a membrane m+ η (η = x, y or z) will denote
a neighbor of m in the +η direction. Similarly m − η will denote a neighbor of
m in the −η direction. In this way, positions can be communicated with respect
to the given membrane.

Formally, a triangular grid-like P system with active membranes is a tissue-
like P system with active membranes A = (O, V,M, (contm)m∈M , R), such that:

– O = V ∪ {#} ∪ {pt| t ∈ T} ∪C ∪ {s, c, k}. The symbols (pt)t∈T indicate the
type of the membrane with respect to the position in the triangular grid.
The symbols from C are checkers. The symbols s, c, and k are the output
start symbol, the checking start symbol and the killer, respectively.

– M is a finite set of multisets over x, y and z. If m ∈ M and a ∈ {x, y, z}, then
by m− a we mean the multiset obtained from m by deleting one occurrence
of a and by m + a we mean the multiset obtained from m by adding one
occurrence of a.

– The set of rules R is divided into five groups as described below.

Creation rules: These rules are creating the grid of membranes and checking
for the hexagonal form of the grid.

1. [ p000s ]m → p000# [pi00s ]m+x[plnqs ]m+y[p00ks ]m+z, with i, k ∈ {1, 2}
and lnq = {111}. The output start symbol s, in the presence of the marker
p000, evolves to #. Due to the presence of the marker p000, m should be the
membrane λ (the upper left corner of the grid), which has three neighbors,
x-down, y-down, z-right. The x-below neighbor should be a membrane either
on the x-margin or in the left middle corner of the grid. Thus m divides to
produce the membrane m+ x with the content p100 or p200. A similar effect
is taken for the membrane m + y,m + z.
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2. [ p001s ]m → p001# [p00k ]m−z[plnq ]m+x[prsts ]m+y[p00k′s ]m+z, where k =
{0, 1}, k′ = {1, 2}, lnq = {111}, rst = {111}. The output start symbol s,
in the presence of the marker p001, evolves to #. Due to the presence of the
marker p001, m should be a membrane on the upper z-margin of the grid,
which has (or should have) four neighbors x-down, y-down, to the z-left and
to the z-right. The z-left neighbor already exists, thus m will send either
p000 or p001 to the membrane m − z in order to check its type. For the x-
below neighbor which already exists, thus m will send p111 to the membrane
m + x in order to check its type. For the y-below neighbor, m concurs for
its creation with another membrane in the system and send p111 to the
membrane m + y. For the z-right neighbor, m creates another membrane in
the system and will send either p001 or p002 to the membrane m + z.
The meaning of following rules 3 to 13 can be understood as for the rules
1, 2.

3. [ p100s ]m → p100# [pi00 ]m−x[plnqs ]m+y[prst ]m+z[pi′00s ]m+x, where i =
{0, 1}, i′ = {1, 2}, lnq = {111}, rst = {111}.

4. [ p200s ]m → p200# [pi00 ]m−x[plnq ]m+z[p2r0s ]m+y, where i = {0, 1}, r =
{1, 2}, lnq = {111}.

5. [ p210s ]m → p210# [p2l0 ]m−y[p2n0s ]m+y[plnq ]m−x[prst ]m+z, where l =
{0, 1}, n = {1, 2}, lnq = {111}, rst = {111}.

6. [ p221s ]m → p221# [p22k ]m−z[p22k′ ]m+z[plnq ]m−y[prst ]m−x, where k =
{0, 1}, k′ = {1, 2}, lnq = {111}, rst = {111}.

7. [ p002s ]m → p002# [p00k ]m−z[plnq ]m+x[prsts ]m+y, where k = {0, 1}, lnq =
{111}, rst = {012, 022}.

8. [ p012s ]m → p012# [p0j2 ]m−y[p0j′2s ]m+y[plnq ]m+x[prst ]m−z, where j =
{0, 1}, j′ = {1, 2}, lnq = {111},rst = {111}.

9. [ p022s ]m → p022# [p0j2 ]m−y[pi22 ]m+x[plnq ]m−z, where j = {0, 1}, i =
{1, 2}, lnq = {111}.

10. [ p122s ]m → p122# [pi22 ]m−x[pi′22 ]m+x[plnq ]m−y[prst ]m−z, where i =
{0, 1}, i′ = {1, 2}, lnq = {111}, rst = {111}.

11. [ p222s ]m → p222# [pi22 ]m−x[p22k ]m−z[plnq ]m−y, where i = {0, 1}, k =
{0, 1}, lnq = {111}.

12. [ p111s ]m → p111ic [plnq ]m−x[pl′n′q′ ]m+x[prst ]m−y[pr′s′t′s ]m+y [pabc ]m−z

[pa′b′c′ ]m+z where lnq = {111, 001, 002, 012}, l′n′q′ = {111, 210, 220, 221},
rst = {111, 100, 000, 001}, r′s′t′ = {111, 221, 222, 122},
abc = {111, 100, 200, 210}, a′b′c′ = {111, 012, 022, 122}.

13. [ p220s ]m → p220# [p2j0 ]m−y[plnq ]m−x[p22k ]m+z, where j = {0, 1},
k = {1, 2}, lnq = {111}.

Checking rules: The checking rules are dependent on the specific lan-
guage (or class of languages) that we want to describe. If there are no
checking rules, then the system describes all hexagonal pictures over V .

Contamination rules: These rules are contaminating the P system
with the killer that dissolves the membrane.
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14. [pijkplnq]m → k, with ijk, lnq ∈ T and (ijk) �= (lnq). Two different markers
in the the same membrane produce a killer. Some other contamination rules
may appear as an effect of the checking failure

Destruction rules: By these rules, the killer spreads from a contami-
nated membrane all over the P system, while dissolving the membrane in
which it appears.

15. [p000k]m → [k]m+x[k]m+y[k]m+zδ. The killer in the presence of the marker
p000 is sent x-down, y-down and z-right, and dissolves the membrane m.

16. [p001k]m → [k]m−z[k]m+x[k]m+y[k]m+zδ. The killer in the presence of the
marker p001 is sent to x-down, to the y-down, to the left and to the right
and dissolves the membrane m.

The meaning of rule 17 to 27 is similar as for 15 and 16.
17. [p100k]m → [k]m−x[k]m+x[k]m+y[k]m+zδ.
18. [p200k]m → [k]m−x[k]m+y[k]m+zδ.
19. [p210k]m → [k]m−y[k]m+y[k]m+z[k]m−xδ.
20. [p220k]m → [k]m−y[k]m−x[k]m+zδ.
21. [p221k]m → [k]m−z[k]m+z[k]m−y[k]m−xδ.
22. [p002k]m → [k]m−z[k]m+x[k]m+yδ.
23. [p012k]m → [k]m−y[k]m+y[k]m−z[k]m+xδ.
24. [p022k]m → [k]m−y[k]m−z[k]m+xδ.
25. [p122k]m → [k]m−x[k]m+x[k]m−z[k]m−yδ.
26. [p222k]m → [k]m−x[k]m−z[k]m−yδ.
27. [p111k]m → [k]m+x[k]m−x[k]m+z[k]m−z[k]m−y[k]m+yδ.

Every membrane in a triangular grid-like P system with active membranes
evolves by a sequence of rules. First, it is created by one of its neighboring
membranes. Next the membrane checks the types of all its neighbors by sending
them position markers encoding information about the allowable neighbors. If
one of the neighbors does not yet exist, it will be created by the same rule. During
the same evolution step, a symbol from the output alphabet V will be written
in the membrane. Depending on the particular language over V , which the P
system is generating, some other checking procedures might take place. These
checking procedures are concerned only with the symbols from V already written
inside membranes. A membrane sends checkers to its neighbors, and is visited
by checkers sent by its neighbors. Eventually, if some checking procedures fail,
the membrane will produce the killer (or receive the killer from a neighboring
membrane), which will immediately cause its dissolving.

A triangular grid-like membrane system with active membranes A =
(O, V,M, (Contm)m∈M , R) is called initial over V if and only if M = {λ} and
Contλ = {p000s}. With any stable alive grid-like P system with active mem-
branes A = (O, V,M, (Contm)m∈M , R), we may associate a hexagonal picture
over the alphabet V in the following way.
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First we define three natural numbers s, t and u, by

s = max{i | there are j, k such that xiyjzk ∈ M},
t = max{j | there are i, k such that xiyjzk ∈ M},
u = max{k | there are i, j such that xiyjzk ∈ M}.

If s, t, and u are greater than 1, then we consider the hexagonal picture
(ai,j,k), i = 1, s, j = 1, t and k = 1, u with aijk = h if and only if h ∈ Contxiyjzk∩
V . We define the hexagonal picture language generated by an initial grid like
P system with active membrane A, as the set of hexagonal pictures associated
with all grid-like P systems with active membranes from the stable universe of
A.

Thus we obtain the following result.

Theorem 1. An initial triangular grid-like P system with active membranes,
over a given output alphabet V , without any further checking rules generates the
language of all hexagonal pictures over V .

4 Local and Recognizable Hexagonal Picture Language
Generation

In this section, we can see that local and recognizable hexagonal picture language
introduced in [4] can be generated with triangular grid-like P systems with active
membranes.

Theorem 2. Any local hexagonal language L over an alphabet V can be gener-
ated by an initial triangular grid-like P system with active membranes.

Proof. Let L be a local language over an alphabet V , defined by a set Δ of
hexagonal tiles. We consider A = (O, V,M, (contm)m∈M , R) an initial triangular
grid-like P system with active membranes over V ∪ {#}, with the rules 1 − 27
given in the previous section and the following elements:
• the set of checkers is C = {cα | α ∈ (V ∪ {#})�, |α| ≤ 6}.
• the subset of checking rules CheA has the following elements:

28. [pijk l1c]m → pijk l1[cl1 ]m−y,
29. [pijk l2cl1 ]m → pijk l2[cl1l2 ]m+x,
30. [pijk l3cl1l2 ]m → pijk l3[cl1l2l3 ]m+y,
31. [pijk l4cl1l2l3 ]m → pijk l4[cl1l2l3l4 ]m+z,
32. [pijk l5cl1l2l3l4 ]m → pijk l5[cl1l2l3l4l5 ]m−x,
33. [pijk l6cl1l2l3l4l5 ]m → pijk l6[cl1l2l3l4l5l6 ]m−y,

34. [l7 cl1l2l3l4l5l6 ] → l7, if there is a tile
l2 l7

l3 l1 l6
l4 l5

in Δ;

• the following rules are added to the subset of contamination rules ConA:
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35. [l7 cl1l2l3l4l5l6 ] → k, if there is no tile
l2 l7

l3 l1 l6
l4 l5

in Δ

It can be easily shown that the hexagonal language generated by the system A
is exactly L. Here ijk take appropriate values depending on the position of the
membrane.

When working with particular local languages, we may define simpler (than in
the proof of Theorem 2) initial P systems, which take advantage of the particular
local properties of these languages.

We extend now the application of triangular grid-like P systems with active
membranes from local to recognizable hexagonal picture languages.

Theorem 3. Any recognizable hexagonal picture language L′ over an alphabet
V ′ can be generated by an initial triangular grid-like P system with active mem-
branes.

Proof. Let L′ be a recognizable hexagonal picture language over an alphabet V ′,
and let L be a local hexagonal picture language over an alphabet V defined by a
set Δ of hexagonal tiles, such that L′ is the projection of L through a projection
Π. We consider A = (O, V, (contm)m∈M , R) the initial triangular grid-like P
system with active membranes over V ∪ {#}, with the rules 1 − 33, as defined
in the proof of Theorem 2, and A′ = (O ∪ V ′ ∪ C ′, V ′,M, (contm)m∈M , R′)
an initial triangular grid-like P system with active membranes over V ′ ∪ {#},
where the set of checkers is C ′ = {cβ | β ∈ (V ∪ {#})+, |β| = 7}. Also R′

contains the rules from R and the following additional rules:

36. [pijk l7cl1l2l3l4l5l6 ]m → pijk l7[cl1l2l3l4l5l6l7 ]m+x,

37. [l1 cl1l2l3l4l5l6l7 ] → l
′
1, if there is a tile

l2 l7
l3 l1 l6

l4 l5

in Δ, where l1 ∈ V

and Π(l1) = l
′
1 ∈ V ′

a b b b b
a a

a a
a a

a c c c c

Fig. 8. A hollow hexagonal picture

It is easy to see that during the evolution of A′ any inner membrane m is
visited by exactly one checker cα with |α| = 7. Moreover, cα closes the checking
procedure for a specific hexagonal tile of which m is the central tile, and the
content of m over the alphabet V is no longer needed from this moment on.
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Actually, the rules of type 37 are complementary to the rules of type 34 in all
inner membranes m: if the local checking succeeds, then the output symbol of
m is changed from a value in V to its projection in V ′; if the checking fails, then
m is contaminated by a killer k and destroyed during the next evolution step.

5 P Systems with Rewriting Rules for Hexagonal Arrays

Based on array grammars [5] that are extensions of string grammars to two-
dimensional rectangular pictures, array P systems were considered in [2], by
placing rectangular arrays in the compartments of a membrane structure and
allowing the arrays to evolve by means of array rewriting rules. In each step of
a computation at most one rule is applied to each array and the resulting array
remains in the same membrane, exits it or enters a directly lower membrane
depending on the target indication of the rule. The arrays present in a speci-
fied membrane at the end of a halting computation constitute the result of the
computation.

Here we consider analogous P systems with objects in the form of arrays
placed on triangular grids instead of rectangular grids, and using rules that
rewrite such hexagonal arrays. We illustrate with an example the work of such
P systems.

Specifically, the following P system generates the language of hollow hexagons
with |LL| = |LU | = |RL| = |RU | and |U | = |L|:

Π = (V, T, μ,#, H1, . . . , H7, R1, . . . , R7, 7),

where:
V = {a, b, c, d, e},
T = {a, b, e},
μ = [1 [2 [3 [4 [5 [6 [7 ]7 ]6 ]5 ]4 ]3 ]2 ]1,

H1 = {a
a
},

H2 = · · · = H7 = ∅,
R1 = {(# #

a
→ # a

a
, in)},

R2 = {( a
# # → a

# a
, out), (

a #
# # → a b

# # , in)},

R3 = {(# #
a # → # #

a c
, in), (

#
c # → #

c c
, in)},

R4 = {( b #
# → b b

# , out), (
#

b #
#

→
a

b #
#

, in)},
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R5 = {(
#

c #
#

→
#

c #
a

, in), (
a #
a

a #
→

a #
a

a #
, in),

(
a #

# → a #
a

, in)},

R6 = {( #
a # → a

a # , out), (
a #
a

a #
→

a #
a

a #
, in)},

R7 = ∅.

Here # stands for blank. We give in Figure 8 one array generated by this P
system.

The language generated consists of hollow hexagonal arrays with strings of
b’s on the upper border, strings of c’s on the lower border, and strings of a’s on
all other sides.

6 Conclusions

Generation of hexagonal arrays by P systems based on the techniques of [1]
is first considered here. Although the extension is not unexpected, it illustrates
once again the power of the techniques of [1] to handle arrays in triangular grids.
Then we have briefly considered P systems that use objects which are arrays on
triangular grids and rules that rewrite such arrays. This latter model remains –
and deserves – to be further investigated.
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Abstract. A formal description is developed for the phenomenon of
leukocyte recruitment that plays a critical role in the immune response.
Due to its complex nature and capability to rapidly adapt to the attack
of infectious agents, the immune system may be considered a typical
example of complex adaptive system [9].
Here the leukocyte selective recruitment, crucial in immunity, is modeled
as a dynamical system of interactions between leukocytes and endothelial
cells, where a special kind of membrane structure turns out to be a
very useful tool in the formal analysis of the recruitment process. In our
membrane system, besides the traditional rules for communication and
transformation of P systems [8], rules are allowed for the expression of
receptors, for adhesion between membranes, and for the encapsulation
of a membrane inside another membrane.

1 The Phases of Cell Migration

The first response of an inflammatory process in a given organism activates a
tissue-specific recruitment of leukocytes that relies on the complex functional
interplay between the surface molecules that are designed for specialized func-
tions. These molecules are differently expressed on leukocytes circulating in the
blood and on endothelial cells covering the blood vessel.

Leukocyte recruitment into tissues requires extravasation from blood by a
process of transendothelial migration, and three major steps have been identified
in the process of leukocyte extravasation (each mediated by a distinct protein
family [6]): tethering-rolling of free-flowing white blood cells, activation of them,
and arrest of their movement by means of their adherence to endothelial cells.
After this arrest, diapedesis happens, that is, leukocytes from blood pass beyond
endothelial cells into the tissue.

Leukocyte cell has some ‘receptors’, put on its surface, that bind with some
‘counter-receptors’ located on the surface of endothelial cells, and these bonds
slow down the initial speed of leukocyte. Moreover, some molecules (called
chemokines) are produced by the epithelium and by bacteria that have activated
the inflammation process. Chemokines can bind with receptors expressed on a
leukocyte, producing signals inside it. Such signals generate on the leukocyte sur-
face others and different receptors that, interacting with endothelial receptors,
greatly slow down the speed of the cell, until it does not arrest (see Figure 1).

C. Mart́ın-Vide et al. (Eds.): WMC 2003, LNCS 2933, pp. 181–190, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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E

E

C

c

Fig. 1. Leukocyte cell attacked by chemokines and endothelial receptors (C and c
leukocytes, E epithelium).

We call A the initial state with leukocytes quickly circulating into the blood,
B the state of rolling, C the state of activation, and D the final state of ad-
hesion. Therefore the system has three big phases: A → B (by means of some
receptor-receptor interactions), B → C (by means of some chemokine-receptor
interactions), and C → D (by means of some receptor-receptor interactions).

Recently, in [3] it was argued that an overlapping of these phases and the
crucial role of quantitative differences provide a very significant discrimination
among behavioral patterns. In our model, after their activation the phases persist
during all the process, but they start at different times (say, an initial time
t1 forA → B, an intermediate time t2 for B → C, and a final time t3 for
C → D); this formal representation suggests that overlapping is a consequence
of a decentralized communication among the different phases.

Moreover, receptors and chemokines are produced with respect to some ki-
netics. For example, the production of ICAM-1, which is an endothelial receptor,
follows a Gaussian function; on the other hand, LFA-1, that is one of its affine
receptor on leukocyte, is constitutively expressed on the cell. A more accurate
analysis should take into account a finer partition of phases according to the
kind of kinetics.
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2 A Membrane System for Cell Migration

We consider a blood vessel as the region between two membranes. Inside the
external membrane many copies of n different leukocytes revolve around the
internal membrane E (of endothelial cells) at high speed. Our leukocytes are
membranes indexed by 1, . . . , n, respectively. The external membrane, indexed
by L, maintains constant the quantity of leukocytes in the region; it permits
the entrance of further leukocytes from the environment but it does not permit
the exit of them. In Figure 2 we pictorially represent the complete membrane
system.

i
n

1

2

j

4

3

L

En

2

i

n−1

1

Fig. 2. Cell Migration System

In order to cope with the phenomenon of receptor-receptor recognition and
bond, we suppose that the E-membrane and leukocytes’ membranes have a sort
of double surface structure which we denote with [E [E and [j [j for j = 1, . . . , n.
Inside these two membrane surfaces there is an interstice where objects can stay
and can be visible from the outside.

This feature can be considered an extension of the communication mechani-
sm of PB systems [2] and symport/antiport P systems [7]. In fact, in PB systems
x[iy means that the membrane i can see outside of its boundary, namely, the
objects x near to its external surface. Now we allow that also semi-internal
objects are visible from outside.

The following discussion will give insights concerning such kind of rules, and
the biological motivation for their introduction. However, here we will not deal
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with the formal developments of the details involved in the membrane model
we use, because we are mainly concerned with the immunological phenomenon
we want to model.

Double surface structured membranes can receive and expel objects; more-
over, we admit that the membrane [E[E can engulf membranes of the type [j [j
as a simulation of diapedesis phenomenon. In order to facilitate the comprehen-
sion of the system, here we sketch some types of rules that we will assume (the
complete scheme of the rules will be given later):

[E [E o → [E [E o′ object o inside [E[E transforms into o′

[E [E o → [E o [E o is located as receptor or chemokine
[j o [j , [E o′ [E → [j o o′ [j , [E [E affine receptors o, o′ match
[Eo [E , [j o′ [j → [j [j o′′, [E [E recognition between o, o′ produces o′′

[j o′ [j o → [j o′′ o′ [j object o transforms into receptor o′′

[j o [j → [E [E [j [j o produces encapsulation of [j [j in [E[E
[E [E [j [j o → [E [E [j [j o′ o inside[E[Eis transformed by[j [j into o′

[E [E [j [j o → [E [E [j [j object o inside [E[E is deleted by [j [j

where o, o′, o′′ are objects, and j = 1, . . . , n. We separate with commas mem-
branes floating in the same region.

Some objects of our system represent the adhesion molecules that, beside
their role in mediating different steps of leukocyte-endothelial cell interaction,
participate to the generation of diversity in the leukocyte recruitment. At
present, at least 3 selectins, 5 mucins, 5 integrins, and 6 immunoglobulin-like
ligands are known to be relevant to leukocyte recruitment, and their various
combinations can be interpreted as tissue-specific recognition signals that pro-
vide the targeting of distinct leukocyte subtypes to different organs in different
inflammatory situations. So, in order to indicate these types of molecules, we
use symbols as described in Table 1.

Table 1. Some known receptors.

W X Y Z

w1 = L-selectin x1 = PSGL-1 y1 = LFA-1 z1 = ICAM-1
w2 = E-selectin x2 = ESL-1 y2 = CR3 z2 = ICAM-2
w3 = P-selectin x3 = Gly-CAM y3 = VLA-4 z3 = ICAM-3
... x4 = CD34 y4 = o4o7 z4 = VCAM-1

x5 = MAdCAM-1 y5 = ovo3 z5 = MadCAM-1
...

... z6 = PECAM-1
...
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We call receptors the symbols of R = W ∪ X ∪ Y ∪ Z and, as we will see,
they are involved with rules that insert or manage objects into the interstice
of double membrane surfaces. Here we distinguish leukocyte receptors RL and
endothelial receptors RE , where R = RL ∪RE .

We use a symbol b for indicating the bacteria (of a certain type), and put b
in the E-membrane to start the inflammatory process. We use the symbol ib to
express the inflammation provided by a specific b, and the symbols of a finite
set C = {c1, . . .} (see Table 2) for indicating the numerous chemokines produced
by inflammed endothelial cells. The infectious agents produce further substances
that favor the adhesion between cells.

Table 2. Some known chemokines.

c1 = CCR2 cj = CXCL9 ck = CCL11
c2 = CCR3 cj+1 = CXCL10 ck+1 = CCL19
... cj+2 = CXCL11 ck+2 = CCL21

ci = CXC3 cj+3 = CXCL12
...

...
...

Several chemokines act on a single receptor and a single chemokine ‘engages’
more than one receptor, nevertheless these bonds have different binding affini-
ties and conformations. Moreover, leukocyte receptors interact with endothelial
receptors according to a sort of affinity.

In order to express these phenomena we define Ra and Rs that are two
functions on receptors and chemokines.

Let REL = {{x, y} | x ∈ RE , y ∈ RL} and RCL = {{x, y} | x ∈ C, y ∈ RL},
and let Ra and Rs be functions such that:

Ra : REL → N,

Rs : RCL → N,

where Ra({f, g}) = 0 iff no bond happens between the receptors f and g, and
Rs({p, q}) = 0 iff no receptor-chemokine bond happens between p and q.

We call affine two elements x, y such that either Ra({x, y}) > 0 or Rs({x, y})
> 0. Thus we have two different cases of affinity: the case that x, y are two
affine receptors and the case that they are two affine chemokine and receptor.
For example, with our notation (see Tables 1 and 2), we know that y1 is affine
with cj+3, ck+1, ck+2, and that y2 is affine with cj , cj+1, cj+2.

Finally, we have a function S which is defined on

R+
CL = {{x, y} | {x, y} ∈ RCL, Rs({x, y}) > 0}
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and its values are signals happening inside the leukocyte cell during own
‘activation’.

In conclusion, our alphabet is constituted by receptors RL and RE , by
chemokines C, by b and ib, and by the elements of S(R+

CL). For j = 1, . . . , n,
the membrane enter-exit rules are written in Table 3.

Table 3. Leukocyte selective recruitment rules. 1. bacteria b produce inflamma-
tion γb 2. inflammation and endothelial cells produce chemokines and RE-receptors αb

3. RE-receptors and chemokines inside the membrane move into E-interstice 4. affine
receptors go into the leukocyte-interstice 5. chemokines o with affine RL-receptors o′

generate signals S({o, o′}) inside the leukocyte 6. signals inside the leukocyte produce
some RL-receptors βs.

1. [E [E b → [E [E b γb γb ∈ {ib}�

2. [E [E ib → [E [E αb αb ∈ (C ∪ RE)�

3. [E [E o → [E o [E o ∈ C ∪ RE

4. [j o [j , [E o′ [E → [j o o′ [j , [E [E if Ra({o, o′}) > 0

5. [E o [E, [j o′ [j → [j [j S({o, o′}), [E [E if Rs({o, o′}) > 0

6. [j α [j s → [j α βs[j s ∈ S(R+
CL), α, βs ∈ (RL)�

Biological parameters control the productions of chemokines and receptors
by the inflammation, and the productions of RL-receptors by some internal
signals (inside j-membrane) provided by chemokine-receptor interactions.
However, we note that the chemokines present in the system are specific of
the inflammation, and therefore only leukocytes that have receptors affine with
those specific chemokines are selectively recruited.

The values of Ra({f, g}) and Rs({p, q}) indicate the force of bonding between
the elements {f, g} and {p, q} respectively.

Let k be the number of different RL-receptors that we find inside the interstice
J of the j-membrane; for m = 1, . . . , k let hm be the quantity of rm receptors.
We can define the force of interaction of the endothelial receptor e on the j-
membrane as:

Fj(e) =
k∑

m=1

hmRa({rm, e}), e ∈ RE ∩ J.

Moreover, we define the friction coefficient of an j-membrane as

Hj =
∑
e∈J

Fj(e).
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Of course, the leukocyte j is recruited when its friction coefficient is suffi-
ciently hight, and Hj-value during the recruitment process is inversely propor-
tional to the velocity of the j-cell. Therefore, we have Hj ≈ 0 initially, when
the velocity of j-leukocyte is maximum because there are no bonds involving its
receptors (Fj = 0); if Mj is the threshold of force necessary to stop the circulat-
ing j-leukocyte (its value depends on the initial speed of the cell), then we can
assume that Hj ≈ Mj when the speed of j-cell is zero.

Now we can introduce with Table 4 the membrane-inserting rules related to
the leukocyte membranes, where z is the minimum number of bonds able to
produce diapedesis phenomenon, α ∈ (RL)�, and j = 1, . . . , n.

Table 4. Diapedesis and final neutralization of bacteria.

[j α [j → [E [E [j [j ∀j such that Hj ≈ Mj , |α| > z
[E[E [j [j b γb → [E [E [j [j b γb ∈ {ib}�

[E[E [j [j b → [E [E [j [j

These three rules constituted the final part of the process: the first one
simulates the diapedesis and the other two the neutralization of bacteria by
specific leukocytes.

3 The Dynamics of Cell Migration

In this section we describe the application strategy of the above rules. The rules
are applied with respect to the three phases explained in Section 1. During the
process these phases start in three different times t1 < t2 < t3, and after their
activation they persist during the whole process.

– Initial Condition

The initial configuration of the system is constituted by an empty E-
membrane [E[E ]E]E and by many copies of [iαi[i ]i]i, with αi ∈ (RL)�,
placed outside of E-membrane and inside the L-membrane (see Figure 2):

[L η1 η2 . . . ηn [E[E ]E]E ]L

where ηi ∈ {[iαi[i ]i ]i}� with αi ∈ (RL)� and i = 1, . . . , n.
We can imagine to have as many copies of [iαi[i ]i]i as we want because they
can arrive from the environment (see Section 2).
The process starts by putting inside the endothelial cells some bacteria that
produce inflammation, a consequent production of specific chemokines, and
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a time-differentiated quantity of endothelial receptors. So the starting rule
is the following one:

[E [E → [E [E b

In other words, the presence of b in the E-membrane induces the parallel
and repeated application of the following rules (that are of the same type as
1, 2, 3 in Table 3):

[E [E b → [E [E b γb, γb ∈ {ib}�,
[E [E ib → [E [E αb, αb ∈ C�,
[E [E ib → [E [E δb, δb ∈ (RE)�

,
[E [E o → [E o [E, o ∈ C ∪RE .

These rules are applied during the whole process in a constant way, ex-
cept the third one that has a sort of reactivity dictated by the known ki-
netic of endothelial receptors production. Initially, there are not receptor-
receptor bonds because leukocytes are not activated and the production of
RE-receptors is low.

– A → B Rolling Phase

This phase starts at the time t1, before the activation of leukocytes, and it
persists during the whole process constantly.

Let o ∈ RL, o′ ∈ RE , α ∈ (RE)�. Suppose that Ra({o, o′}) > 0 and that the
length of α exceeds a prefixed value. For j = 1, . . . , n, rules of the following
type (4. in Table 3) are repeatedly applied.

[j o [j , [E o′ α [E → [j o o′ [j , [E α [E

These rules express the fact that when the leukocytes are not activated,
the rolling-phase needs a sufficient production of endothelial receptors. Of
course, after the parallel application of above rules, some Hj change their
values becoming greater than zero.

– B → C Activation of Leukocytes

This phase starts at the time t2 and it persists constantly (because we sup-
posed a constant chemokine presentation) if the following conditions are
satisfied.
In order to simulate the activation of the j-leukocyte, that is, the abun-
dant expression of its RL-receptors (given by internal signals generated by
chemokine-receptors interactions), we define an activation function Gj .
Let k be the number of different RL-receptors that we find inside the inter-
stice J of the j-membrane; for m = 1, . . . , k, let hm be the quantity of rm

receptors, and

Gj(c) =
k∑

m=1

hmRs({rm, c}), c ∈ C ∩ J.
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We consider Aj =
∑

c∈J Gj(c) as a value that has to exceed a threshold
for the activation of a leukocyte j, that is, the condition to start the RL

production.
Note that Aj is related to several quantitative parameters that are impor-
tant for the activation and for the consequent arrest of the cell: the number
of receptors expressed on the cell surface (hm), the affinity constants for
ligand receptor interactions (Rs values) and the density of chemokines
presented on the epithelium.

If Rs({o, o′}) > 0 this rule (5. in Table 3) is applied, for j = 1, . . . , n, until
Aj does not exceed a fixed value:

[E o [E, [j o′ [j → [j [j S({o, o′}), [E [E

Then, when Aj exceeds a fixed value, the following rule (6. in Table 3) is
applied:

[j α [j s → [j α βs[j s ∈ S(R+
CL), α, βs ∈ (RL)�

and the number of produced RL-receptors can be computed. Thus, the fol-
lowing rule (4. in Table 3) expresses the fact that during the leukocytes
activation many and different RL-receptors are produced in such a way that
the adhesive phase happens also when few RE-receptors are produced:

[j α o′ [j , [E o [E → [j o o′ α [j , [E [E

where o ∈ RE , o′ ∈ RL, Ra({o, o′}) > 0, α ∈ (RL)�
, j = 1, . . . , n, and the

length of α exceeds a fixed value.

Note that in the previous steps the values of Hj , that are related to the
recruited leukocytes, grow; the speed of selected leukocyte decreases conse-
quently, and the conditions for the next phase are generated.

– C → D Adhesive Phase

This phase starts at the time t3 continuing the previous one, and it persists
during the whole process constantly.

Let o ∈ RE , o′ ∈ RL, α ∈ (RL)� be. If Ra({o, o′}) > 0 and the length of α
exceeds a fixed value, for every j = 1, . . . , n, the following rule (4. in Table
3) is applied until Hj is not close to Mj :

[j α o′ [j , [E o [E → [j o o′ α[j , [E [E

This rule and the following ones express the fact that the adhesion hap-
pens when many RL-receptors were produced, also during a low chemokine
production.
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For those values of j such that Hj ≈ Mj and if |α| > z (see Table 4), the
following diapedesis rule is applied:

[j α [j → [E [E [j [j α ∈ (RL)�

For those values of j such that diapedesis happened the following rules (see
Table 4) are applied:

[E[E [j [j b γb → [E [E [j [j b, γb ∈ {ib}�

[E[E [j [j b → [E [E [j [j
The process ends as soon as no b and no ib are present in E-membrane.

4 Conclusion

The analysis developed so far intends to be an application of membrane systems
(with special features) to a real phenomenon occurring in the immunological
system.

The gain of such a formal representation is in the possibility of designing com-
puter simulations of our model in order to observe behaviours, classify them and
predict some dynamical aspects that can be crucial from a biological viewpoint
[4,5].

This kind of research is connected to the study of dynamical system based
on strings [1,10] that we aim at developing in the next future.
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Abstract. We introduce a new variant of splicing P systems, where the
rules are directly assigned to the membranes and not to the regions as
this is usually observed in the area of membrane systems. The strings
involved in the splicing operation are either taken from inside or from
outside the membrane and the strings resulting from the splicing opera-
tion also may go inside or outside the membrane. Instead of the splicing
operation, also the operations of cutting and recombination are used as
rules assigned to membranes. For the application of rules leading from
one configuration of the system to the succeeding configuration we con-
sider a sequential model and do not use the model of maximal parallelism.
We will show that for such sequential P systems using splicing rules or
cutting/recombination rules assigned to the skin membrane we already
obtain universal computational power with only one membrane.

1 Introduction

In the original model of membrane systems introduced in [12] by Gheorghe Păun
in 1998 the rules responsible for the evolution of the systems were placed inside
the region surrounded by a membrane and had to be applied in a maximally
parallel way. Sequential variants of membrane systems were introduced in [5].
Various models of membrane systems (we shall mostly use the term P systems
in the following) were investigated in further papers, e.g., see [3], [12], [13]; for
a comprehensive overview see [14], and recent results and developments in the
area can be looked up in the web at [21].
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In the variants of P systems considered so far, the membrane structure con-
sists of membranes hierarchically embedded in the outermost skin membrane,
and every membrane encloses a region possibly containing other membranes and
a finite set of evolution rules. Moreover, in the membranes multisets of objects
evolve according to the evolution rules assigned to the regions, and by applying
these evolution rules in a non-deterministic, maximally parallel way, the system
passes from one configuration to another one, in that way performing a computa-
tion. Only halting computations produce a result, which consists of the objects
present in a specified output membrane or of the objects sent out during the
computation.

In most models of P systems considered so far, the evolution rules were placed
within a region; in this paper we consider membrane systems where splicing rules
or cutting/recombination rules are directly assigned to the membranes: Using
strings from inside or outside the membrane, one of the splicing rules or one of
the cutting or recombination rules assigned to the membrane is applied and the
resulting string(s) are sent inside or outside the membrane.

The splicing operation as well as the operations of cutting and recombination
have been used in many models in the area of DNA computing, which rapidly
evolved after Adleman in [1] had described how to solve an instance of the
Hamiltonian path problem (an NP-complete problem) in the lab using DNA.

The universality of various models of splicing systems was shown in [9] and
[15], the universality of cutting/recombination systems was established in [11].
Distributed models using these operations theoretically simulating possible im-
plementations in the lab were called test tube systems. The universality of test
tube systems with splicing rules or with cutting/recombination rules first was
proved in [2] and [6]; for improvements we refer to [18]; optimal results with re-
spect to the number of tubes (due to Pixton’s results shown in [17] only regular
sets can be generated using only one tube) showing that two tubes are enough
were proved in [8]. A first overview on the area of DNA computing was given in
[16], another comprehensive overview can be found in [19].

A combination of both ideas, i.e., using splicing rules in P systems, was
already considered from the beginning in the area of membrane systems, e.g., see
[3]; for other variants, e.g., splicing P systems with immediate communication,
and results the reader is referred to [14]. Non-extended splicing P systems and
splicing P systems with immediate communication with only two membranes
can already generate any recursively enumerable language as is shown in [20].
In [7], sequential P systems with only two membranes as well as splicing rules
or cutting/recombination rules and conditions for the objects to move between
the two regions (in some sense corresponding to the filter conditions of test tube
systems) were shown to be universal, and we shall use some of the technical
details of the proofs elaborated there and in [8] for the proof of the main theorem
in this paper, too.

In the following section we first give some preliminary definitions and re-
call some definitions and results for splicing systems and cutting/recombination
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systems; in the third section we introduce P systems with splicing rules or cut-
ting/recombination rules assigned to membranes. In the fourth section we show
that such P systems already obtain universal computational power with only
one membrane. A short summary and an outlook to future research conclude
the paper.

2 Preliminary Definitions

In this section we define some notions from formal language theory and re-
call the definitions of splicing schemes (H-schemes, e.g., see [2],[15]) and of cut-
ting/recombination schemes (CR-schemes, e.g., see [11]). For more notions from
the theory of formal languages, the reader is referred to [4] and [19].

The set of non-negative integers is denoted by N0, the set of positive integers
by N. An alphabet V is a finite non-empty set of abstract symbols. Given V , the
free monoid generated by V under the operation of concatenation is denoted by
V ∗; the empty string is denoted by λ, and V ∗ \ {λ} is denoted by V +. By | x |
we denote the length of the word x over V .

A grammar G is a quadruple (VN , VT , P, S) , where VN is the alphabet of
non-terminal symbols, VT with VN ∩VT = ∅ is the alphabet of terminal symbols,
P is a (finite) set of productions of the form (α, β) , where α ∈ (VN ∪ VT )+

and β ∈ (VN ∪ VT )∗
, and S ∈ VN is the start symbol. For two strings x ∈

(VN ∪ VT )+ and y ∈ (VN ∪ VT )∗ the derivation relation =⇒G is defined if and
only if x = uαv and y = uβv for some production (α, β) ∈ P and two strings
u, v ∈ (VN ∪ VT )∗ ; we then also write x =⇒G y. The reflexive and transitive
closure of the relation =⇒G is denoted by =⇒∗

G . The language generated by G is
L (G) = {w ∈ V ∗

T | S =⇒∗
G w}. A subset L of V ∗

T is called recursively enumerable
if and only if there exists a grammar G that generates L, i.e., L (G) = L.

A molecular scheme is a pair σ = (B,P ), where B is a set of objects and P is
a set of productions. A production p in P in general is a partial recursive relation
⊆ Bk × Bm for some k,m ≥ 1, where we also demand that for all w ∈ Bk the
range p (w) is finite, and moreover, there exists a recursive procedure listing all
v ∈ Bm with (w, v) ∈ p. For any two sets L and L′ over B, we say that L′ is
computable from L by a production p if and only if for some (w1, ..., wk) ∈ Bk

and (v1, ..., vm) ∈ Bm with (w1, ..., wk, v1, ..., vm) ∈ p we have {w1, ..., wk} ⊆ L
and L′ = L∪{v1, ..., vm} ; we also write L =⇒p L′ and L =⇒σ L′. A computation
in σ is a sequence L0, ..., Ln such that Li ⊆ B, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≥ 0, as well as
Li =⇒σ Li+1, 0 ≤ i < n; in this case we also write L0 =⇒n

σ Ln, and moreover,
we write L0 =⇒∗

σ Ln if L0 =⇒n
σ Ln for some n ≥ 0. A molecular system is a

triple σ = (B,P,A) where (B,P ) is a molecular scheme and A is a set of axioms
from B. An extended molecular system is a quadruple σ = (B,BT , P,A), where
(B,P,A) is a molecular system and BT is a set of terminal objects with BT ⊆ B.
The language generated by σ is

L(σ) = {w | A =⇒∗
σ L, w ∈ L ∩BT } .
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The special productions on string objects we shall consider in the following
are the cutting and recombination operations as well as the splicing operation:

A cutting/recombination scheme (a CR scheme for short) is a pair
(MV ∗M,C ∪R) , where V is a finite alphabet; M is a finite set of markers;
V and M are disjoint sets; C is a set of cutting rules of the form u#l$m#v,
where u ∈ MV ∗ ∪ V ∗, v ∈ V ∗M ∪ V ∗, and m, l ∈ M, and #, $ are special
symbols not in V ∪M ; R ⊆ M ×M is the recombination relation representing
the recombination rules. Cutting and recombination rules are applied to objects
from MV ∗M. For x, y, z ∈ MV ∗M and a cutting rule c = u#l$m#v we define
x =⇒c (y, z) if and only if for some α ∈ MV ∗∪{λ} and β ∈ V ∗M ∪{λ} we have
x = αuvβ and y = αul, z = mvβ. For x, y, z ∈ MV ∗M and a recombination rule
r = (l,m) from R we define (x, y) =⇒r z if and only if for some α ∈ MV ∗ and
β ∈ V ∗M we have x = αl, y = mβ, and z = αβ. An extended molecular system
of type CR is an extended CR system

(
MV ∗M,MTV +

T MT , C ∪R,A
)
, where

VT ⊆ V is the set of terminal symbols, MT ⊆ M is the set of terminal markers,
A is the set of axioms, and (MV ∗M,C ∪R) is the underlying CR scheme.

As in [7], throughout this paper we shall restrict ourselves to markers of
the forms [m−] and [m+] with m ∈ Δ, where Δ is a finite marker alphabet,
and we define Δ− := {[m−] | m ∈ Δ} and Δ+ := {[m+] | m ∈ Δ} , hence, M =
Δ− ∪Δ+. The objects we consider are from Δ+V ∗Δ−, i.e., they are of the form
[k+]w [l−] with w ∈ V ∗ and k, l ∈ Δ. Moreover, the recombination rules we
use will be of the simple forms ([m−] , [m+]) with m ∈ Δ. The extended CR
systems then are of the form

(
Δ+V ∗Δ−, Ψ+V +

T Ψ−, C ∪R,A
)
, where Ψ ⊆ Δ is

the terminal marker alphabet.

On such objects from Δ+V ∗Δ−we can also define splicing systems in the
following way: A splicing scheme (an H scheme) is a pair (Δ+V ∗Δ−, P ) , where
P is a set of splicing rules of the form u1#u2$v1#v2, with u1, v1 ∈ Δ+V ∗ ∪ V ∗,
u2, v2 ∈ V ∗Δ− ∪ V ∗ (#, $ are special symbols not in V ∪ M). For x, y, z, w ∈
Δ+V ∗Δ− and a splicing rule s = u1#u2$v1#v2 we define (x, y) =⇒s (z, w) if
and only if for some x1, y1 ∈ Δ+V ∗ ∪ {λ} and x2, y2 ∈ V ∗Δ− ∪ {λ} we have
x = x1u1u2x2 and y = y1v1v2y2 as well as z = x1u1v2y2 and w = y1v1u2x2. In
the following we will also write

u1 u2

v1 v2

for the splicing rule u1#u2$v1#v2. An extended molecular system of type H is
an extended splicing system (extended H system)

(
Δ+V ∗Δ−, Ψ+V +

T Ψ−, P,A
)
,

where VT ⊆ V is the set of terminal symbols, Ψ ⊆ Δ is the terminal marker
alphabet, A is the set of axioms, and (Δ+V ∗Δ−, P ) is the underlying splicing
scheme.
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3 P Systems with Cutting/Recombination Rules or
Splicing Rules Assigned to Membranes

A P system with molecular rules assigned to membranes (a PSMRAM for short)
of type X is a construct Π,

Π = (B,BT , P, μ, I0, I1, ..., In, R1, ..., Rn) ,

where

– (B,P ) is a molecular scheme of type X (we shall consider molecular schemes
of type CR and H in the following);

– BT is a set of terminal objects with BT ⊆ B;
– μ is a membrane structure (with the membranes labelled by natural numbers

1, ..., n in a one-to-one manner);
– I1, ..., In are the sets of axioms, i.e., the objects from B to be found initially

in regions 1, ..., n of μ, and I0 specifies the axioms in the environment;
– R1, ..., Rn are finite sets of rules associated with the membranes 1, ..., n,

which are of the form

(or1, ...ork; p; tar1, ..., tarm)

for a production p in P , p ⊆ Bk × Bm; or1, ...ork ∈ {in, out} indicate the
origins of the objects involved in the application of production p, whereas
tar1, ..., tarm ∈ {in, out} indicate the target regions the resulting objects
have to be sent to, where in points to the region inside the membrane and
out points to the region outside the membrane.

A computation in Π starts with the initial configuration with Ik, 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
being the objects to be placed in region k and I0 being the objects in the en-
vironment. We assume all objects occurring in Ik, 0 ≤ k ≤ n, to be available
in an arbitrary (unbounded) number. A transition from one configuration to
another one is performed by applying a rule p from Rk, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, such that
(w1, ..., wk, v1, ..., vm) ∈ p for suitable objects (w1, ..., wk) found on the corre-
sponding side of the membrane indicated by or1, ...ork thus yielding objects
(v1, ..., vm), which are sent to the region inside or outside the membrane spec-
ified by the target indicators tar1, ..., tarm. The language generated by Π is
the set of all terminal objects w ∈ BT obtained in the environment by some
computation in Π.

We should like to emphasize that we do not demand the axioms really to
appear in an unbounded number in any computation of Π. Instead we apply
the more relaxed strategy to start with a limited but large enough number of
copies of these objects such that a desired terminal object can be computed if
it is computable by Π when applying the rules sequentially in a multiset sense.
Although our constructions elaborated in the following would allow everything
which may happen really to happen in parallel, we do not demand things to
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evolve in such a maximally parallel way. In that way we avoid target conflicts,
i.e., the other copies of the strings involved in the application of a rule (being
consumed or generated) just remain in their regions.

As special variants of PSMRAMs we consider systems of type CR and H,
which then are called P systems with splicing rules assigned to membranes (ab-
breviated PSSRAMs) and P systems with cutting/recombination rules assigned
to membranes (abbreviated PSCRRAMs) based on splicing schemes and cut-
ting/recombination schemes, respectively, as described above. For example, a
PSSRAM is of the form

Π =
(
Δ+V ∗Δ−, Ψ+V +

T Ψ−, P, μ, I0, I1, ..., In, R1, ..., Rn

)
with the rules in the Rk, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, being of the form(

or1, or2;
u1 u2

v1 v2
; tar1, tar2

)
,

where
u1 u2

v1 v2
is a splicing rule from P for objects from Δ+V ∗Δ−.

4 Results

The following lemma shows how P systems with splicing rules assigned to
membranes can simulate specificly restricted variants of P systems with cut-
ting/recombination rules assigned to membranes:

Lemma 1. For every PSCRRAM Π we can effectively construct a PSSRAM Π ′

exactly simulating any computation in Π, provided that in Π any rule involving
a recombination rule p is of the form (or, or; p; or).

Proof. Let

Π =
(
Δ+V ∗Δ−, Ψ+V +

T Ψ−, C ∪R,μ, I0, I1, ..., In, R1, ..., Rn

)
be an arbitrary PSCRRAM with rules of the form specified above. Then we can
construct a PSSRAM

Π ′ =
(
Δ+V ∗Δ−, Ψ+V +

T Ψ−, P, μ, I ′
0, I

′
1, ..., I

′
n, R

′
1, ..., R

′
n

)
simulating any computation in Π:

– Using the additional axioms [m+] [m−] , m ∈ Δ, assumed to be
present in the environment as well as in every region of Π ′, each
rule of Π (or;α# [m−] $ [m+] #β; tar1, tar2) involving a cutting rule
α# [m−] $ [m+] #β can be simulated by assigning the rule(

or, or;
α β

[m+] [m−]
; tar1, tar2

)
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to the the corresponding membrane; applying this rule to an object uαβv
cuts it at the adequate site between α and β, and the resulting objects
uα [m−] and [m+]βv are sent into the regions specified by tar1 and tar2
(i.e., inside or outside the membrane); due to the presence of the new axiom
[m+] [m−] in the environment and in every region, a possible case uαβv =
[m+] [m−] would not change the contents of the regions.

– A recombination rule (or, or; ([m−] , [m+]) ; or) can be simulated by assigning
the rules (

or, or;
X [m−]

[m+] Y
; or, or

)

involving the splicing rules X# [m−] $ [m+] #Y to the corresponding mem-
brane, for every X ∈ Δ+ ∪ V and every Y ∈ Δ− ∪ V . Applying these rules
to objects uX [m−] and [m+]Y v yields the desired results uXY v, but also
a copy of the object [m+] [m−] . But as all objects resulting from applying
these rules do not cross the membrane they are assigned to, they cannot be
misused for transporting objects through the membrane (e.g., using a rule
of the form (

in, in;
X [m−]

[m+] Y
; out, in

)

could send the object uX [m−] out of the membrane without really changing
it by taking Y = [m−] , i.e., by using [m+] [m−] as the second object involved
in the application of the rule, which could be an undesired effect provided
that [m+] [m−] originally is not an axiom in the corresponding region of Π.
On the other hand, applying(

or, or;
X [m−]

[m+] Y
; or, or

)

with [m+] [m−] being the second object involved, i.e., Y = [m−] , does not
change anything, i.e., yields the original results.

In sum, for the components of Π ′ we obtain:

1. P =
{

α β
[m+] [m−]

: α# [m−] $ [m+] #β ∈ C

}

∪
{

X [m−]
[m+] Y

:

([m−] , [m+]) ∈ R,X ∈ Δ+ ∪ V, Y ∈ Δ− ∪ V } ;
2. I ′

k = Ik ∪ {[m+] [m−] : m ∈ Δ} , 0 ≤ k ≤ n;

3. R′
k =

{(
or, or;

α β
[m+] [m−]

; tar1, tar2

)
:

(or;α# [m+] $ [m−] #β; tar1, tar2) ∈ Rk}

∪
{(

or, or;
X [m−]

[m+] Y
; or, or

)
:

(or, or; ([m−] , [m+]) ; or) ∈ Rk,
X ∈ Δ+ ∪ V, Y ∈ Δ− ∪ V } , 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
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The given construction works for arbitrary modes of generating or computing
variants of the corresponding P systems. 	


For establishing the main results of this paper, it is therefore sufficient to
consider the case of P systems with cutting/recombination rules assigned to
membranes:

Theorem 1. Every (λ-free) recursively enumerable language L can be gen-
erated by a PSCRAM Π with only one membrane (in fact, we obtain
L (Π) = {[e+]}L {[f−]} , i.e., the strings w ∈ L appear as end-marked strings
[e+]w [f−] ∈ L (Π)).

Proof (Sketch.) The proof idea to simulate the productions of a grammar gener-
ating L like in Post systems in normal form (“rotate-and-simulate”) has already
been used in many papers on splicing systems and cutting/recombination sys-
tems (see [16] and [8]). Moreover, instead of a grammar G′ generating L, we
consider a grammar G, G = (VN ∪ {B} , VT ∪ {d} , P, S) , generating the lan-
guage L {d} . Now let

V = VN ∪ {B} ∪ VT = {ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ,

W = V ∪ {d} , d /∈ V. The end marker d, in any derivation of a word w′d, for
w′ ∈ L, is generated exactly in the last step of this derivation in G and for
each symbol X ∈ V the production X → X is in P . The productions in P are
assumed to be labelled in a one-to-one manner by labels r from a set of labels
Lab; moreover, again without loss of generality, for each labelled rule r : α → β
in P we can assume 1 ≤ |α| ≤ 2 and 0 ≤ |β| ≤ 2.

We now construct a PSCRRAM

Π =
(
Δ+W ∗Δ−,

{[
e+]}

V +
T

{[
f−]}

, C ∪R, [1]1, I0, I1, R1
)

generating {[e+]}L {[f−]} . A string w ∈ (VN ∪ VT )∗ appearing in a derivation
of the grammar G generating L {d} , in Π is represented by its rotated versions
[x+]w2Bw1 [y−] , where w = w1w2 and B is a special symbol indicating the
beginning of the string within the rotated versions and x, y are special markers.
A final string first appears in the form [x+]Bw′d [y−] where w′ is the final result
from L which we want to get, and finally appears outside the skin membrane in
the form [e+]w′ [f−].

We start with the axiom [x+]BS [y−] . The simulation of a production r :
α → β ∈ P, r ∈ Lab, is accomplished by first applying the cutting rule(

in; γ#
[
r−]

$
[
r+]

#α
[
y−]

; in, out
)

(where γ ∈ V for |α| = 2 and γ ∈ V 2∪{B} for |α| = 1) to the end-marked string
[x+]w [y−] = [x+]w′γα [y−] ; thus we obtain [x+]wγ [r−] in the skin membrane
(and [r+]α [y−] in the environment); by applying(

in, in;
([

r−]
,
[
r+])

; in
)
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to [x+]wγ [r−] and the axiom [r+]β [y−] we obtain the desired result
[x+]wγβ [y−] .

The rotation of the symbol ai ∈ V, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, requires a more complicated
sequence of rules to [x+]wai [y−] finally yielding [x+] aiw [y−] :

1. We start with applying(
in; γ#

[
y−

i

]
$

[
y+

i

]
#ai

[
y−]

; out, in
)
,

γ ∈ V 2 ∪ {B}; the intermediate result [x+]wγ
[
y−

i

]
is sent out of the skin

membrane (and
[
y+

i

]
ai [y−] stays within the skin membrane).

2. Applying the cutting rule(
out;

[
x+]

#
[
x̃−

j

]
$

[
x̃+

j

]
#δ; in, out

)
,

δ ∈ V, to [x+]wγ
[
y−

i

]
yields

[
x̃+

j

]
wγ

[
y−

i

]
again inside the skin membrane

(and [x+]
[
x̃−

j

]
is left outside).

3. Together with the axiom
[
x+

j

]
aj

[
x̃−

j

]
the recombination rule(

in, in;
([

x̃−
j

]
,
[
x̃+

j

])
; in

)
yields

[
x+

j

]
ajwγ

[
y−

i

]
from

[
x̃+

j

]
wγ

[
y−

i

]
.

4. We now continue with decrementing the indices of x and y in a synchronous
way - in the case of i = j we will be able to finish this procedure successfully,
otherwise we will get stuck:(
in; γ#

[
y−

i−1

]
$

[
y+

i−1

]
#

[
y−

i

]
; out, in

)
, γ ∈ V 2 ∪ {B} ;(

out;
[
x+

j

]
#

[
x−

j−1

]
$

[
x+

j−1

]
#δ; out, in

)
, δ ∈ V ;(

in;
[
x+

0

]
# [x′−] $ [x′+] #δ; in, out

)
, δ ∈ V ;(

out; γ# [y′−] $ [y′+] #
[
y−
0

]
; in, out

)
, γ ∈ V 2 ∪ {B} ;

(in; [x′+] # [x′′−] $ [x′′+] #δ; in, out) , δ ∈ V ;
(out; γ# [y−] $ [y+] # [y′−] ; out, in) , γ ∈ V 2 ∪ {B} ;
(out; [x′′+] # [x−] $ [x+] #δ; out, in) , δ ∈ V.

In the case of i = j we now have obtained the desired result [x+] aiwγ [y−] .
The final extraction of a terminal end-marked string from [x+]Bw′d [y−] ,

w′ ∈ L, is accomplished by the cutting rules(
in; a#

[
f−]

$
[
f+]

#d
[
y−]

; out, in
)
, a ∈ {B} ∪ T,

yielding [x+]Bw [f−] in the environment (and [f+] d [y−] within the skin mem-
brane), as well as finally by applying the cutting rule(

out;
[
x+]

B#
[
e−]

$
[
e+]

#λ; in, out
)

thus yielding the terminal (end-marked) string [e+]w [f−] in the environment
(and [x+]B [e−] within the skin membrane).

The components Δ,C ∪ R, I0, I1, R1 of Π can easily be specified following
the explanations given above; we leave this technical detail to the reader. 	


The following result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1:
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Corollary 1. Every (λ-free) recursively enumerable language L can be generated
by a PSSRAM with only one membrane.

Proof. The PSCRAM constructed in Theorem 1 fulfills the requirements of
Lemma 1; hence, the application of Lemma 1 to the PSCRAM constructed in
Theorem 1 yields the desired result, i.e., a PSSRAM with only one membrane
generating L. 	


Remark 1. The PSSRAM from Corollary 1 can easily be extended in such a way
that instead of the end-marked terminal objects [e+]w [f−] we obtain w itself
for any w ∈ V +

T (of course, in that case the set of objects of the splicing scheme
which forms the basis of the PSSRAM has to be extended in an adequate way,
too): We use the additional axiom ZZ, where Z is a new non-terminal symbol,
in the environment as well as the two rules(

out, out;
ZZ

[e+] a
; out, out

)
,

(
out, out;

ZZ
a [f−]

; out, out
)

for every a ∈ T.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have shown that sequential P systems using splicing rules or
cutting/recombination rules assigned to the skin membrane already have univer-
sal computational power, which result obvoiusly is already optimal with respect
to the number of membranes. Yet, honestly speaking, the special construction
of PSSRAMs and PSCRRAMs with only one membrane by involving the en-
vironment in some sense corresponds with the construction of splicing or cut-
ting/recombination P systems with two membranes and a global set of adequate
rules assigned to the two regions without involving the environment.

For future research, we may investigate weaker variants by imposing several
other restrictions on these P systems, e.g., we might impose the condition that
the ingredients for splicing rules come from one side of the membrane to which
the splicing rule is assigened, but the resulting strings have to change sides (so
far we do not know whether in that case additional membranes are needed for
obtaining universal computational power; moreover, the condition specified in
Lemma 1 for PSCRRAMs which can easily be simulated by corresponding PSS-
RAMs would not hold true any more). As we know from the results proved by
Pixton in [17], working only inside the skin membrane we can only compute reg-
ular sets, hence the interaction with other regions, at least with the environment,
is necessary to obtain universality.

The new idea of assigning the evolution rules directly to the membranes of
a P system is also used in [10] together with conditional communication rules
(there multisets of promotors and inhibitors inside and outside the membrane
control the application of communication rules assigned to a membrane). For
such systems using only singleton promoting and/or inhibiting multisets, uni-
versal computational power is obtained again with only one membrane.
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Abstract. We introduce ω-P automata based on the model of P systems
with membrane channels (see [8]) using only communication rules. We
show that ω-P automata with only two membranes can simulate the
computational power of usual (non-deterministic) ω-Turing machines.
A very restricted variant of ω-P automata allows for the simulation of
ω-finite automata in only one membrane.

1 Introduction

Inspired by biological processes in living cells, in 1998 membrane systems were
introduced by Gh. Păun in [12]. Since then, the field has widely spread and many
variants, mostly also inspired by various processes observed in nature, have been
investigated (e.g., see [4], [12], [13]; for a comprehensive overview see [14]; the
actual status of P systems research can be seen at [19]). In [11], purely com-
municating P systems, where the objects only cross membranes without being
affected by the rules, were introduced. Formalising biological ways of transport-
ing molecules through membranes in a collaborating manner, objects can cross
membranes in the same direction (symport) or in opposite directions (antiport).
This idea was generalized by the model of P systems with activated/prohibited
membrane channels introduced in [8]. For the first time P automata for analysing
an input sequence of terminal symbols were considered in [3]; P systems with
activated/prohibited membrane channels were investigated as analysing (accept-
ing) devices in [7].

Far away from biological motivations, the investigation of P systems as com-
puting devices working on ω-words until now has remained an interesting theo-
retical problem to be investigated in more detail. In this paper we consider ω-P
automata based on the model of P systems with activated/prohibited membrane
channels, especially for the special variant using only antiport rules of specific
types. The main problem we face when dealing with ω-words is the fact that
usually in P systems successful computations are assumed to be the halting com-
putations, whereas failing computations are made non-halting by introducing a

C. Mart́ın-Vide et al. (Eds.): WMC 2003, LNCS 2933, pp. 203–217, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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failure symbol together with rules allowing for infinite computations. On the
other hand, computations analysing infinite words have to be infinite, whereas
in the case of finite words, the infinite computations are failing. We shall show
that for any well-known variant of acceptance mode for ω-Turing machines we
can effectively construct an ω-P automaton simulating the computations of the
ω-Turing machine.

In the following section we first give some preliminary definitions and define
n-register machines, the universal model of computation we use for elaborating
the proofs of the results stated in this paper; in the third section we give a
short introduction to ω-words and ω-Turing machines, especially focussing on
the different acceptance modes to be found in the literature. In the fourth sec-
tion we introduce P automata and ω-P automata (with membrane channels or
with antiport rules only). In the fifth section we prove our main result show-
ing that for any well-known variant of acceptance mode for ω-Turing machines
we can effectively construct an ω-P automaton with two membranes simulating
the computations of the ω-Turing machine; moreover, ω-P automata of a very
restricted form (with only one membrane) exactly characterize the family of ω-
regular languages. A short summary of results and an outlook on future research
topics conclude the paper.

2 Preliminary Definitions

The set of non-negative integers is denoted by N0, the set of positive integers
by N. An alphabet V is a finite non-empty set of abstract symbols. Given V , the
free monoid generated by V under the operation of concatenation is denoted by
V ∗; moreover, we define V + := V ∗ \ {λ} , where λ denotes the empty word. A
multiset over V is represented as a string over V (and any of its permutations).
By | x | we denote the length of the word x over V as well as the number of
elements in the multiset represented by x.

A finite automaton (FA for short) is a quintuple M = (Q,TM , δ, q0, F ) where
Q is the finite set of states, T is the input alphabet, δ : Q × T → 2Q is the
state transition function, q0 ∈ Q is the starting state and F ⊆ Q is the set of
final states. A finite automaton is called deterministic if card (δ (q, a)) = 1 for
all q ∈ Q and a ∈ T.

Given a word w ∈ T+, a sequence q0q1...qn is called a run of M on w if and
only if w = a1...an, ai ∈ T, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and qi ∈ δ (qi−1, ai) ; the run q0q1...qn on
w is called successful if and only if qn ∈ F. The (λ-free) language accepted by
M is the set of all strings w ∈ T+ which allow for a successful run of M on w.

For more notions from the theory of formal languages, the reader is referred
to [5] and [16].

When considering multisets of symbols, a simple universal computational
model are register machines (see [10] for some original definitions and [8] and [9]
for definitions like that we use in this paper).

An n-register machine is a construct RM = (n,R, i, h) , where:
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1. n is the number of registers,
2. R is a set of labelled instructions of the form j : (op (r) , k, l), where op (r)

is an operation on register r of RM , j, k, l are labels from the set Lab (RM)
(which numbers the instructions in a one-to-one manner),

3. i is the initial label, and
4. h is the final label.

The machine is capable of the following instructions:

(A(r), k, l) Add one to the contents of register r and proceed to instruction k
or to instruction l; in the deterministic variants usually considered in the
literature we demand k = l.

(S(r), k, l) If register r is not empty then subtract one from its contents and go
to the instruction k, otherwise proceed to instruction l.

HALT Stop the machine. This additional instruction can only be assigned to
the final label h.

Remark 1. Based on the results established in [10], we know that the actions of
a Turing machine can be simulated by a register machine in only two registers
using a z-ary representation (where z+1 is the cardinality of the tape alphabet)
of the left- and right-hand side of the Turing tape with respect to the current
position of the read/write-head on the working tape of the Turing machine. Using
a prime number encoding in the two registers, even all necessary operations for
the simulation of a Turing machine can be simulated by a register machine with
only two registers. For the purposes of this paper, we need a more “relaxed”
representation of the actions and the contents of the working tape of a Turing
machine: We only store the contents of the left- and right-hand side of the
working tape with respect to the current position of the read/write-head and
simulate the actions on the working tape in these two registers; on the other
hand, the current state of the Turing machine is stored in a separate additional
register using a unary encoding.

3 ω-Turing Machines

We consider the space Xω of infinite strings (ω-words) on a finite alphabet of
cardinality ≥ 2. For w ∈ X∗ and b ∈ Xω let w · b be their concatenation.
This concatenation product extends in an obvious way to subsets W ⊆ X∗ and
B ⊆ Xω. Subsets of Xω are called ω-languages. For an ω-word ξ and every
n ∈ N0, ξ/n denotes the prefix of ξ of length n.

3.1 Variants of Acceptance

In the models found in most papers in the literature (e.g., see the recent surveys
[6] or [17]), the acceptance of ω-languages by Turing machines is determined by
the behaviour of the Turing machines on the input tape as well as by specific
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final state conditions well-known from the acceptance of ω-languages by finite
automata.

For Turing machines accepting infinite strings (ω-words), in literature differ-
ent variants of acceptance can be found:

Type 1. The approach described in [17] and [18] does not take into consider-
ation the behaviour of the Turing machine on its input tape. Acceptance
is based solely on the infinite sequence of internal states the machine runs
through during its infinite computation. Thus the machine may base its de-
cision on a finite part of the whole infinite input.

Type 2. For X-automata Engelfriet and Hoogeboom (see [6]) require that, in
addition to the fulfillment of certain conditions on the infinite sequence of
internal states in order to accept an input, the machine has to read the whole
infinite input tape. Thus, besides blocking as for Type 1, machines have a
further possibility to reject inputs.

Type 3. The most complicated type of acceptance for Turing machines was
introduced by Cohen and Gold (see [1] and [2]). In addition to Type 2 they
require that the machine scans every cell of the input tape only finitely many
times; this behaviour is termed as having a complete non-oscillating run.

3.2 ω-Turing Machines – Definitions

In order to be in accordance with the X-automata of Engelfriet and Hoogeboom
we consider Turing machines M = (X,Γ,Q, q0, P ) with a separate input tape
on which the read-only-head moves only to right, a working tape, X as its input
alphabet, Γ as its worktape alphabet, Q the finite set of internal states, q0 the
initial state, and the relation

P ⊆ Q×X × Γ ×Q× {0,+1} × Γ × {−1, 0,+1}

defining the next configuration.
Here (q, x0, x1; p, y0, y1, y2) ∈ P means that if M is in state q ∈ Q, reads

x0 ∈ X on its input tape and x1 ∈ Γ on its worktape, M changes its state to
p ∈ Q, moves its head on the input tape to the right if y0 = +1 or if y0 = 0 does
not move the head, and for y1 ∈ Γ and y2 ∈ {−1, 0,+1} the machine M writes
y1 instead of x1 in its worktape and moves the head on this tape to the left, if
y2 = −1, to the right, if y2 = +1, or does not move it, if y2 = 0.

Unless stated otherwise, in the sequel we shall assume that our accepting de-
vices be fully defined, i. e., for every situation (q, x0, x1) in Z×X2 the transition
relation R has to contain at least one (exactly one, if the device is deterministic)
move (q, x0, x1; p, y0, y1, y2).

For some sequence x ∈ Xω, let x be the input of the Turing machine M.
We call a sequence z ∈ Qω of states a run of M on x if z is the sequence of
states the Turing machine runs through in its (some of its, if the machine is
non-deterministic) computation(s) with input x.
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3.3 ω-Languages Accepted by ω-Turing Machines

We say that an input sequence x ∈ Xω is accepted by M according to condition
(mode) C if there is a run z of M on x such that z satisfies C. In the sequel
we shall consider the following conditions using the notation of Engelfriet and
Hoogeboom:

Let α : Qω → 2Q be a mapping which assigns to every ω-word ζ ∈ Qω a
subset Q′ ⊆ Q, and let R ⊆ 2Q × 2Q be a relation between subsets of Q. We say
that a pair (M,Y ) where Y ⊆ 2Q accepts an ω-word x ∈ Xω if and only if

∃Q′∃z (Q′ ∈ Y ∧ z is a run of M on x ∧ (α (z) , Q′) ∈ R) .

If Y consists of only one subset of Q, i.e., Y = {F} for some F ⊆ Q, then
we usually write (M,F ) instead of (M, {F}).

For an ω-word z ∈ Qω let

ran (z) := {v : v ∈ Q ∧ ∃i (i ∈ N \ {0} ∧ z (i) = v)}

be the range of z (considered as a mapping z : N \ {0} → Q), that is, the set of
all letters occurring in z, and let

inf (z) :=
{
v : v ∈ Q ∧ z−1 (v) is infinite

}
be the infinity set of z, that is, the set of all letters occurring infinitely often in
z. As relations R we shall use =, ⊆ and 	 (Z ′ 	 Z ′′ :⇔ Z ′ ∩ Z ′′ �= ∅).

We obtain the six types of acceptance presented in the following table:

(α,R) type of acceptance meaning
(ran,	) 1-acceptance at least once
(ran, ⊆) 1′-acceptance everywhere
(ran,=)
(inf ,	) 2-acceptance infinitely often
(inf ,⊆) 2′-acceptance almost everywhere
(inf ,=) 3-acceptance

Theorem 1. (e.g., see [6]) For all α ∈ {ran, inf } and all R ∈ {⊆,	,=} the
class of ω-languages accepted according to type 2 in the (α,R)-mode by non-
deterministic ω-Turing machines collapses and coincides with the class of Σ1

1-
definable ω-languages over X.

An ω-language F is referred to as Σ1
1-definable provided

F = {ξ : ∃η (η ∈ Xω ∧ ∀n∃m ((n, η/m, ξ/m) ∈ MF ))}

for some recursive relation MF ⊆ N ×X∗ ×X∗.
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3.4 Finite ω-Automata

A regular ω-language is a finite union of ω-languages of the form UV ω, where
U and V are regular languages.

A finite ω-automaton is an ω-Turing machine using only the input tape.
The class of ω-languages 3-accepted by deterministic finite ω-automata coin-
cides with the class of ω-regular languages; ω-languages 2-accepted by non-
deterministic finite ω-automata give another characterization of the family of
regular ω-languages, too. In fact, such a (non-deterministic) finite ω-automaton
can be described as (non-deterministic) finite automaton M = (Q,TM , δ, q0, F ) .

Given an ω-word ξ ∈ Tω
M , ξ = a1a2..., ai ∈ TM for all i ≥ 1, a run of M on ξ

is an infinite sequence s ∈ Qω, s = q0q1q2..., of states such that qi ∈ δ (qi−1, ai)
for all i ≥ 1; the run s is called successful (in the sense of 2-acceptance) if
inf (s) ∩ F �= ∅.The ω-language of M is the set of all ξ ∈ Tω

M which allow for a
successful run of M on ξ.

4 P Automata with Membrane Channels

In this section, we recall the definition of a P automaton with membrane channels
and its specific variants, especially using only antiport rules, as well as a very
restricted variant characterizing regular and ω-regular languages.

4.1 P Automata with Membrane Channels – Definitions

A P automaton with membrane channels is a construct Π of the following form:

Π = (V, T, μ, w1, ..., wn, R1, ..., Rn, F )

where

1. V is an alphabet of objects;
2. T ⊆ V is the terminal alphabet;
3. μ is a membrane structure (with the membranes labelled by natural numbers

1, ..., n in a one-to-one manner);
4. w1, ..., wn are multisets over V associated with the regions 1, ..., n of μ;
5. R1, ..., Rn are finite sets of rules associated with the compartments 1, ..., n,

which can be of the following forms:
– activating rules: 〈P ;x, out; y, in〉 , where x, y ∈ V ∗ and P is a finite

multiset over V,
– prohibiting rules: 〈b, out;Q〉 or 〈b, in;Q〉 , where b ∈ V and Q is a finite

multiset over V.

6. F is a finite set of final states.

A final state is a function f assigning a finite multiset with each membrane
region (see [3]); the empty set (in the following we shall use the special symbol
Λ instead of ∅ for specifying this case) indicates that we do not care about
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the contents of the corresponding region, whereas for every non-empty multiset
assigned to a membrane region the contents of this region must coincide with
this finite multiset; in this case we say that the underlying configuration has
reached the final state f .

Starting from the initial configuration, which consists of μ and w1, ..., wn, the
system passes from one configuration to another one by nondeterministically in
a maximally parallel way applying rules from Ri in the following sense: Let
x = x1...xm and y = y1...yn. An activating rule 〈P ;x, out; y, in〉 means that by
the activator multiset P an output channel for each symbol xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, is
activated, and for each yj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, an input channel is activated. In the
following substep of a derivation (computation), each activated channel allows
for the transport of one object xi and yj , respectively, provided there is no
prohibitor multiset Q active by a prohibiting rule 〈xi, out;Q〉 or 〈yj , in;Q〉 ,
respectively (which means that the multiset Q can be found in the underlying
compartment). The activating multisets P in the activating rules have to be
chosen in a maximally parallel way.

A system that uses only activating rules is called a P automaton with activated
membrane channels or simply P automaton in the following.

A sequence of transitions is called a computation. For a multiset or a string
w over an alphabet T, a computation usually is called successful, if and only if it
halts (i.e., no rule can be applied anymore); yet following the idea of final states
introduced in [3], in this paper we shall call a computation successful, if and only
if it reaches a final state f from F . A multiset or a string w over an alphabet T is
recognized by the P automaton with membrane channels Π if and only if there
is a successful computation of Π such that the (sequence of) terminal symbols
taken from the environment is exactly w. (If more than one terminal symbol is
taken from the environment in one step then any permutation of these symbols
constitutes a valid subword of the input string.)

4.2 P Automata with Antiport Rules

A special variant of a P automaton is a P automaton with antiport rules. An-
tiport rules are a special form of activating rules of the form 〈x;x, out; y, in〉 ,
where x, y ∈ V +; in a shorter way, we write (x, out; y, in) instead of
〈x;x, out; y, in〉 . The radius of the rule (x, out; y, in) is the pair of numbers
(|x| , |y|).

The following result was proved in [7] (in fact, the result was proved for halt-
ing computations; obviously, the same result is true for computations accepting
by final states, too):

Theorem 2. Let L ⊆ Σ∗ be a recursively enumerable language.
Then L can be accepted by a P automaton with antiport rules that consists of

the simplest membrane structure and only uses rules of the form (x, out; y, in)
with the radius of the rules being (2, 1) or (1, 2) , respectively.
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4.3 Finite P Automata with Antiport Rules

When considering P automata with membrane channels that consist of the sim-
plest membrane structure, i.e., only the skin membrane, and use only rules of
very specific forms, we obtain characterizations of regular languages which is
shown in the following result:

A finite P automaton is a P automaton

Π = (V, T, [1]1, w1, R1, F )

with only one membrane such that

1. the axiom w1 is a non-terminal symbol (in the case of finite P automata
simply called “state”), i.e., w1 ∈ V \ T ;

2. the antiport rules in R1 are of the forms (q, out; pa, in) and (pa, out; r, in),
where a is a terminal symbol in T and p, q, r are non-terminal symbols
(states) in V \ T ;

3. for any rule (q, out; pa, in) in R1, the only other rules in R1 containing p are
of the form (pa, out; r, in);

4. F ⊆ V \T (more precisely, each multiset in F consists of exactly one “state”).

The following example shows the importance of the third condition given
above for finite P automata, which guarantees that every terminal symbol taken
into the skin membrane is immediately sent out again in the next step.

Example 1. Consider the P automaton

Π1 = ({a, b, p, q, r} , {a, b} , [1]1, p, R1, {q})

with R1 containing the rules

(p, out; pa, in) , (p, out; qa, in) , (qa, out; r, in) , (r, out; sb, in) , (sb, out; q, in) .

Then the rule (p, out; pa, in) imports an arbitrary number n of symbols a, finally
at least one symbol a is taken in by the rule (p, out; qa, in) . Every application
of the sequence of rules (qa, out; r, in) , (r, out; sb, in) , and (sb, out; q, in) sends
out one of the symbols a while at the same time “accepting” one symbol b by
importing it and sending it out immediately in the succeeding step. Hence, the
computation halts successfully in the final state q after having accepted the
string anbn; hence, L (Π1) = {anbn | n ≥ 1} , which is a well-known linear, but
non-regular language.

Theorem 3. Let L ⊆ Σ+. Then L is regular if and only if L is accepted by a
finite P automaton.

Proof. Let L be a regular (string) language accepted by the FA M =
(Q,TM , δ, q0, FM ). Then we can construct a finite P automaton Π =
(V, T, [1]1, w1, R1, F ) that accepts L with
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1. V = Q ∪ {(q, a, r) | r ∈ δ (q, a) for some q, r ∈ Q, a ∈ TM} ∪ TM ;
2. T = TM ;
3. w1 = q0;
4. R1 = {(p, out; (q, a, r) a, in) , ((q, a, r) a, out; r, in) |

p, q, r ∈ Q, a ∈ TM and r ∈ δ (q, a)};
5. F = FM .

Every step in M using the transition (q, a, r) is simulated by two steps in Π
using the rules (p, out; (q, a, r) a, in) , ((q, a, r) a, out; r, in) via the intermediate
configuration where the skin membrane contains (q, a, r) a.

On the other hand, if the regular (string) language L is recognized by a finite
P automaton Π = (V, T, [1]1, w1, R1, F ), then it is also accepted by the finite
automaton M = (Q,TM , δ, q0, FM ) with

1. Q = V \ T ;
2. TM = T ;
3. q0 = w1;
4. δ = {((q, a) , {r ∈ Q | (q, out; pa, in) , (pa, out; r, in) ∈ R1 for some p ∈ Q}) |

q ∈ Q, a ∈ T};
5. FM = F.

Every application of a sequence (q, out; pa, in) , (pa, out; r, in) of rules in R1
is simulated by only one transition (q, a, r) in M ; as the intermediate contents pa
of the skin membrane cannot appear as final state, in a succesful computation of
M the application of the rule (q, out; pa, in) must be followed by the application
of a rule (pa, out; r, in) for some r ∈ Q, hence the transitions constructed in δ
correctly simulate the rules in R1.

5 ω-P Automata

In the case of ω-words, we not only have to take care of the (now infinite)
sequence of terminal symbols taken from the environment, yet we also have to
check the acceptance condition defined via the final states (which is done using
the second membrane and turns out to be much more complicated than using
the halting condition in the case of string languages).

An ω-P automaton is a construct

Π = (V, T, μ, w1, ..., wn, R1, ..., Rn, Y )

as defined in Section 4, but now used for analysing infinite sequences of terminal
symbols and accepting these ω-words according to specific accepting conditions
as defined in Subsection 3.3 with respect to a given set Y ⊆ 2Q of sets of final
states F .
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5.1 ω-P Automata with Antiport Rules

An ω-P automaton with antiport rules is an ω-P automaton as specified above
but using only antiport rules (compare with the definitions in Subsection 4.2).

The main result of this paper is established in the following theorem and its
proof is based on the observations described in Remark 1:

Theorem 4. Let L ⊆ Σω be an ω-language accepted by an ω-Turing machine in
the acceptance mode (α,R) , for some α ∈ {ran, inf } and some R ∈ {⊆,	,=}.

Then we can effectively construct an ω-P automaton with antiport rules in
two membranes that simulates the actions of the Turing machine and accepts L
in the same acceptance mode (α,R) and only uses rules of the form (x, out; y, in)
with the radius of the rules only being (2, 1) or (1, 2) , respectively.

Proof (sketch). LetL ⊆ Σω be an ω-language accepted by an ω-Turing machine

M = (Σ,Γ,Q, q0, P )

together with Y ⊆ 2Q in the acceptance mode (α,R). We now elaborate the
main ideas for constructing an ω-P automaton

Π = (V,Σ, [1[2]2]1, q′
0, fg,R1, R2, Y

′)

with antiport rules in two membranes that simulates the actions of the Turing
machine and accepts L in the same acceptance mode (α,R) and only uses rules
of the form (x, out; y, in) with the radius of the rules only being (2, 1) or (1, 2) ,
respectively.

In fact, we use the register machine representation of the ω-Turing machine
M as described in Remark 1, i.e., the actions of M are simulated by a register
machine RM in only two registers using a z-ary representation (where z+1 is the
cardinality of the tape alphabet) of the left- and right-hand side of the Turing
tape with respect to the current position of the read/write-head on the working
tape of M ; the current state of M is stored in a separate additional register
using a unary encoding. the more complex steps of M can be simulated by Π in
several substeps:

Reading a new symbol b ∈ Σ on the input tape of M can be simulated
by rules of the form (q, out; (q, b, r) b, in) and ((q, b, r) b, out; r, in) in the ω-P
automaton Π, where q, r ∈ V \ T. Modifying the left- and right-hand side of the
Turing tape as well as changing the current state of M is simulated by actions
of the register machine RM . The actions of the simulating register machine RM

itself can easily be simulated by rules of the following types in region 1 (i.e., by
rules in R1), the contents of register i being represented by the corresponding
number of symbols ai in region 1 of Π:

– An Add-instruction j : (A(i), k, l) is simulated by the two rules
(j, out; kai, in) and (j, out; lai, in) .
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– A conditional Subtract-instruction j : (S(i), k, l) is simulated by the follow-
ing rules:
(jai, out; k, in)
(j, out; j′j′′, in)
(j′ai, out; #, in)(
j′′, out; ĵĵ′, in

)
(
ĵĵ′, out; ĵ′′, in

)
(
j′ĵ′′, out; l, in

)
In the case where the decrementation of register i is possible, we simply
use the rule (jai, out; k, in) . In the other case, the rules (j, out; j′j′′, in) ,(
j′′, out; ĵĵ′, in

)
,
(
ĵĵ′, out; ĵ′′, in

)
, and

(
j′ĵ′′, out; l, in

)
should be used; the

condition of maximal parallelism guarantees that the rule (j′ai, out; #, in) is
applied in parallel with

(
j′′, out; ĵĵ′, in

)
, if a symbol ai is present although

we have assumed the contrary, which leads to a halting computation, because
then the symbol j′ needed in the rule

(
j′ĵ′′, out; l, in

)
is missing. Only if in

the current configuration no symbol ai is present in the skin membrane, the
object j′ can wait the two steps where we apply the rules

(
j′′, out; ĵĵ′, in

)
and

(
ĵĵ′, out; ĵ′′, in

)
for being used in the rule

(
j′ĵ′′, out; l, in

)
together with

the symbol ĵ′′ appearing after these two intermediate steps.
– Observe that as we consider only infinite computations, we shall never reach

the halt instruction of RM .

Whenever the ω-P automaton Π has simulated one step of the ω-Turing
machine M in the way described above, before continuing with the simulation of
the register machine instruction labelled by r, Π starts an intermediate procedure
for exposing an object that represents the current state of M in region 2 by
importing an object r̄ instead of the object r, which then will only appear at the
end of this intermediate procedure:

We start with the rule
(
r̄, out; r̄(0)r̄′, in

)
in region 1 and then check the cur-

rent state of M represented in the register machine simulation by the num-
ber of symbols a3, i.e., we apply the rules

(
r̄(i−1)a3, out; r̄(i), in

)
, 1 ≤ i ≤ m

(where m is the number of states in M), until we have sent out all symbols a3
and may continue with the rule

(
r̄(n), out; h̄ [n] , in

)
. Then in region 2 the rule

(fg, out; [n] , in) has to be used taking in the object [n] , which represents the
current state of M ; hence, in region 2 now only the object [n] representing a
state of M is present. Then the correct way to continue (in region 1) is to use
only the rule

(
gh̄, out; h̄′, in

)
; if we also have to use the rule (fa3, out; #, in)

(indicating that we have used the rule
(
r̄(n), out; h̄ [n] , in

)
too early and thus

chosen an incorrect value for the state) then the symbol f will be missing in
some further steps to continue the computation in Π. After having used the rule(
h̄′, out;hh̄′′, in

)
in region 1, in region 2 the rule ([n] , out; fh, in) can be used

(provided that the symbol f is still present in region 1). Then we continue in
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region 1 with regaining the number of symbols a3 representing state [n] by using
the rules

(
r̄′ [n] , out; r̃(n), in

)
and

(
r̃(i), out; r̃(i−1)a3, in

)
, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, as well as(

r̃(0)h̄′′, out; r̃, in
)
,

(
r̃, out; r̃′h̃′′, in

)
, and

(
h̃′′, out; h̃h̃′, in

)
. Now by using the

rules
(
h, out; h̃h̃′, in

)
in region 2, (r̃′h, out; r̃′′, in) , (r̃′′, out; r̄′′g, in) in region 1

and
(
h̃h̃′, out; g, in

)
again in region 2, the original contents fg in region 2 is

regained. Finally, by applying the rules
(
r̄′′h̃′, out; r, in

)
and

(
rh̃, out; r, in

)
in

region 1, we get the object r representing the label of the register machine where
we have to continue our simulation of M.

In sum, for this special subprocedures for expressing the state [n] in region 2
we have the following rules in membrane 1 and membrane 2:

rules in R1 rules in R2(
r̄, out; r̄(0)r̄′, in

)(
r̄(i−1)a3, out; r̄(i), in

)
, 1 ≤ i ≤ m(

r̄(n), out; h̄ [n] , in
)
, 1 ≤ n ≤ m

(fg, out; [n] , in) , 1 ≤ n ≤ m(
gh̄, out; h̄′, in

)
, (fa3, out; #, in)(

h̄′, out;hh̄′′, in
)

([n] , out; fh, in) , 1 ≤ n ≤ m(
r̄′ [n] , out; r̃(n), in

)(
r̃(i), out; r̃(i−1)a3, in

)
, 1 ≤ i ≤ m(

r̃(0)h̄′′, out; r̃, in
)(

r̃, out; r̃′h̃′′, in
)

(
h̃′′, out; h̃h̃′, in

)
(
h, out; h̃h̃′, in

)
(r̃′h, out; r̃′′, in)
(r̃′′, out; r̄′′g, in) (

h̃h̃′, out; g, in
)

(
r̄′′h̃′, out; r, in

)
(
rh̃, out; r, in

)
In order to obtain the corresponding set of final states F ′ in Y ′ for the ω-P

automaton with antiport rules Π from a given set F ∈ Y of final states for
M, we observe that in region 2 of the ω-P automaton Π only the multisets fg,
fh, fh̃h̃′, and the symbols [n] for some states of M may appear. Hence, for the
acceptance modes (ran,	) and (inf ,	) we may simply take F ′ = {(Λ, l) | l ∈ F} ;
for the other acceptance modes we also have to take into account the “constants”
fg, fh, and fh̃h̃′, i.e., we have to take F ′ =

{
(Λ, l) | l ∈ F ∪

{
fg, fh, fh̃h̃′

}}
.

These constructions for the sets of final states depending on the accepting mode
conclude the proof.
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5.2 Finite ω-P Automata

As in the case of P automata, very special restrictions on ω-P automata yield
the concept of finite ω-P automata (compare with the definition given in Sub-
section 4.3):

A finite ω-P automaton is an ω-P automaton

Π = (V, T, [1]1, w1, R1, F )

with only one membrane such that

1. the axiom w1 is a non-terminal symbol (in the case of finite ω-P automata
simply called “state”), i.e., w1 ∈ V \ T ;

2. the antiport rules in R1 are of the forms (q, out; pa, in) and (pa, out; r, in),
where a is a terminal symbol in T and p, q, r are non-terminal symbols
(states) in V \ T ;

3. for any rule (q, out; pa, in) in R1, the only other rules in R1 containing p are
of the form (pa, out; r, in);

4. F ⊆ V \ T .

Finite ω-P automata yield a characterization of regular ω-languages:

Theorem 5. Let L ⊆ Σω be an ω-language. Then L is ω-regular if and only if
L can be accepted in the 2-acceptance mode by a finite ω-P automaton.

Proof. Consider the same constructions as in the proof of Theorem 3; then the
interpretation of the finite automata and the finite P automata considered there
as finite ω-automata and finite ω-P automata, respectively, already yield the
desired results.

As for finite P automata (see Example 1), more relaxed conditions on the
forms of the rules in finite ω-P automata would yield ω-languages which are not
ω-regular:

Example 2. Consider the ω-P automaton

Π2 = ({a, b, p, q, r} , {a, b} , [1]1, p, R2, {p})

with R2 containing the rules (p, out; pa, in) , (p, out; qa, in) , (qa, out; r, in) ,
(r, out; sb, in) , (sb, out; q, in) , and (sb, out; p, in). The ω-P automaton Π2 dif-
fers from the P automaton Π1 from Example 1 only by the additional rule
(sb, out; p, in) , which is necessary to restart a computation with “state” p and
in that way allows for infinite computations, and by taking p as the final state
instead of q. Yet the ω-language 2-accepted by Π2 now is of a more complicated
structure than the string language accepted by the P automaton Π1: The con-
dition that the state p has to be reached infinitely often only guarantees that
infinitely often the number of symbols a and the number of symbols b analysed
so far is just the same, but it does not guarantee that this condition has to
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be fulfilled whenever we change again back to “state” p from “states” q and s,
respectively. Hence, we do not obtain L (Π1)

ω
, where L (Π1) = {anbn | n ≥ 1} ,

but instead the ω-language 2-accepted by Π2 is Lω
2 , where

L2 =
{
an1bm2 ...ankbmk | k ≥ 1,

k∑
i=1

ni =
k∑

i=1
mi,

and
l∑

i=1
ni ≥

l∑
i=1

mi for all l < k

}
;

obviously, Lω
2 is not an ω-regular language.

6 Conclusion

We have investigated one specific model of P automata (based on communication
rules) allowing for the simulation of the actions of Turing machines on infinite
words. The way we effectively constructed the corresponding ω-P automaton
from a given ω-Turing machine for each of the well-known modes of acceptance
would also work for deterministic variants of ω-Turing machines/ω-P automata
as well as for ω-Turing machines describing functions on ω-languages. With
respect to the number of membranes, the results elaborated in this paper are
already optimal.

As there exist a lot of other models of P systems, it may be an interesting
task to use these models as basis for other variants of ω-P automata. The main
challenge seems to lie in the fact that many proof ideas in the literature rely on
the use of a trap symbol to make computations non-halting, whereas in the case
of ω-P automata failing computations should stop instead.
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the end of November 2002 and of the brainstorming week on P systems in Tar-
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Abstract. We look at a restricted model of a communicating P system,
called RCPS, whose environment does not contain any object initially.
The system can expel objects into the environment but only expelled
objects can be retrieved from the environment. Such a system is initially
given an input ai1

1 . . . ain
n (with each ij representing the multiplicity of

distinguished object ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n) and is used as an acceptor. We show
that RCPS’s are equivalent to two-way multihead finite automata over
bounded languages (i.e., subsets of a∗

1 . . . a∗
n, for some distinct symbols

a1, . . . , an). We then show that there is an infinite hierarchy of RCPS’s
in terms of the number of membranes. In fact, for every r, there is an
s > r and a unary language L accepted by an RCPS with s membranes
that cannot be accepted by an RCPS with r membranes. This provides
an answer to an open problem in [12] which asks whether there is a
nonuniversal model of a membrane computing system which induces an
infinite hierarchy on the number of membranes. We also consider vari-
ants/generalizations of RCPS’s, e.g., acceptors of languages; models that
allow a “polynomial bounded” supply of objects in the environment ini-
tially; models with tentacles, etc. We show that they also form an infinite
hierarchy with respect to the number of membranes (or tentacles). The
proof techniques can be used to obtain similar results for other restricted
models of P systems, like symport/antiport systems.

1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been a flurry of research activities in the area of mem-
brane computing [11,12,14], which identifies an unconventional computing model
(namely a P system) from natural phenomena of cell evolutions and chemical
reactions [1]. Due to the built-in nature of maximal parallelism inherent in the
model, P systems have a great potential for implementing massively concurrent
systems in an efficient way, once future bio-technology or silicon-technology gives
way to practical bio-realization (or chip-realization).

A P system G consists of a finite number of membranes, each of which con-
tains a multiset of objects (symbols). The membranes are organized as a Venn
diagram or a tree structure where one membrane may contain 0 or many mem-
branes. The dynamics of G is governed by a set of rules associated with each
� This research was supported in part by NSF Grants IIS-0101134 and CCR02-08595.

C. Mart́ın-Vide et al. (Eds.): WMC 2003, LNCS 2933, pp. 218–231, 2004.
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membrane. Each rule specifies how objects evolve and move into neighboring
membranes. The rule set can also be associated with priority: a lower priority
rule does not apply if one with a higher priority is applicable. A precise definition
can be found in [11]. Various models of P systems have been investigated and
have been shown to be universal, i.e., Turing machine complete, even with a very
small number of membranes (e.g., 1 or 2 membranes). Not much work has been
done on investigating P systems that are nonuniversal, although there are a few
such results in the literature. We mention two very recent papers: [5,6]. The first
paper gives characterizations of various restricted classes of catalytic systems
in terms of semilinear sets and vector addition systems. The second investigates
the computational complexity (space and time) of membrane computing systems
focusing on communicating P systems, catalytic systems, symport/antiport sys-
tems. In particular, the following results are shown in [6]:

1. The deterministic communicating P system simulating a deterministic
counter machine in [15,16] can be constructed to have a fixed number of
membranes, answering positively an open question in [15,16].

2. The reachability of extended configurations of a symport/antiport system [9],
communicating P system, and other systems can be decided in nondetermin-
istic log n space and, hence, in deterministic log2n space or in polynomial
time. This improves the main result in [13].

3. The space and time complexity of various membrane computing systems, in-
cluding hierarchy theorems based on the maximum number of objects present
in the system during the computation as a function of the length of the input
string.

In this paper, we provide an answer to an interesting and important open
question that was raised by Gheorghe Paun [12] about whether one can exhibit a
non-universal (i.e., non-Turing-complete) model of a membrane system for which
the number of membranes induces an infinite hierarchy on the computations that
can be performed by such systems.

The basic model we investigate in this paper is a restricted model of a com-
municating P system (CPS), called an RCPS. The environment of an RCPS
does not contain any object initially. The system can expel objects into the
environment but only expelled objects can be retrieved from the environment.
Such a system is initially given an input ai1

1 . . . ain
n (with each ij representing the

multiplicity of distinguished object ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n) and is used as an acceptor.
An RCPS is equivalent to a two-way multihead finite automaton operating on
bounded languages (i.e., the inputs, with left and right end markers /c and $,
come from a∗

1 . . . a∗
n for some distinct symbols a1, . . . , an).

We show that there is an infinite hierarchy of RCPS’s in terms of the number
of membranes. In fact, for every r, there is an s > r and a unary language L
accepted by an RCPS with s membranes that cannot be accepted by an RCPS
with r membranes. Actually, some other special classes of systems were studied
in [3,7] and shown to form an infinite hierarchy with respect to the number of
membranes. But, as pointed out in [12], the systems in [3,7] were quite restricted
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(e.g., in [3], only one object is used, the membrane structure is a linear-tree, the
computation starts with all the objects in the elementary membrane, etc.), so
[12] considered the hierarchy problem still open.

We also look at some variants/generalizations of RCPS’s that also form an
infinite hierarchy with respect to the number of membranes. In particular, we
propose a model of a CPS that can be used as an acceptor of languages (i.e., sets
of strings), called CPSA. A CPSA can have abundant supply of some objects in
the environment. CPSA’s accept precisely the recursively enumerable languages.
We give a characterization of a special case when the CPSA is restricted to use
only a polynomial (on the length n of the input string) amount of objects from
the environment. We show that for any positive integers k and r, there is an
s > r and a language L that can be accepted by an nk-CPSA with s membranes
that cannot be accepted by any nk-CPSA with r membranes.

We also study a model of a communicating P system with “tentacles”, called
CPST. Systems with tentacles were first suggested by Gheorghe Paun in [10].
We give characterizations of some variants of CPST and prove a hierarchy the-
orem with respect to the number of tentacles. A restricted model of a CPST
characterizes the smallest class of languages containing the regular sets that is
closed under homomorphism, intersection, and the shuffle operation. The Parikh
maps of the languages in the class are precisely the semilinear sets.

Finally, we note that our proof techniques can be used to obtain similar
results for other similarly restricted models of P systems, like symport/antiport
systems [9].

2 Restricted Communicating P Systems

As defined in [15,16], a communicating P system (CPS) G consists of mem-
branes organized in a tree-like structure. The closed space (area) delimited by a
membrane is called a region. One region is associated with each membrane. The
outermost membrane is sometimes called the skin membrane. The area outside
the skin membrane is called the environment, and for convenience, we shall also
refer to it as a region. Thus, counting the environment, an n-membrane system
has n+1 regions. Each membrane has a (possibly empty) set of rules associated
with it. The evolution rules are of the following forms, where V is the set of all
objects that can appear in the system:

1. a → aτ ,
2. ab → aτ1bτ2 ,
3. ab → aτ1bτ2ccome,

where a, b, c ∈ V and τ, τ1, τ2 ∈ ({here, out} ∪ {inj | 1 ≤ j ≤ n}). The meaning
of the subscript out (respectively, inj) on an object is to transport the object
from the membrane containing it into the membrane immediately outside it
(respectively, into membrane labeled j, provided j is adjacent to the object).
The subscript here on an object means that the object remains in the same
membrane after the transition. A rule of the form (3) can occur only within
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the region enclosed by the skin membrane. When such a rule is applied, then
c is imported through the skin membrane from the outer space (environment)
and will become an element of this region. In one step, all rules are applied
in a maximally parallel manner. There is an abundant (i.e., infinite) supply of
some objects outside the skin membrane, i.e., the environment. Some objects
are not available initially in the environment but may enter the environment
during the computation. Thus, the number of each such object in the whole
system (including the environment) remains the same. The system starts from
some fixed initial configuration with objects distributed among the membranes.
Some membranes can be designated input (respectively, output) membranes, to
contain the initial input (respectively, final output) objects. We refer the reader
to [15,16] for the details.

We will study a restricted model of a CPS G where the environment does not
contain any object initially. The system can expel objects into the environment
but only expelled objects can be retrieved from the environment. Hence, at
any time during the computation, the objects in the system (including in the
environment) are always the same. We call such a system an RCPS.

Let Σ = {o}, where o is a distinguished object in V . We will view G as
an acceptor of n-tuples of nonnegative integers in the following way. Let α =
(i1, . . . , in) ∈ Nn. Assume that G has m ≥ n membranes, with n membranes
distinguished as input membranes. We say that G accepts α if G when started
with (oi1 , . . . , oin) in the input membranes initially (with no o’s in the other
membranes), eventually halts. Note that objects in V − Σ have fixed numbers
and their distributions in the different membranes are fixed initially, independent
of α. Let Q(G) be the set of tuples accepted by G. We wish to characterize Q(G).

It turns out that an RCPS can be characterized in terms of a restricted
counter machine. A counter machine, or CM, for short, is a machine with no
input tape but with a finite number of counters. The machine has special counters
called input counters. During the computation, the machine can test each counter
against zero, increment/decrement it by 1, or leave it unchanged. The counters
can only assume nonnegative values. The computation of the machine is guided
by a finite-state control.

Now define a restricted counter machine (RCM) M as a CM with m counters
which is restricted in its operation. The first n ≤ m counters are distinguished,
called input counters. At the beginning of the computation, the input counters
are set to some nonnegative integer values, and all other counters are set to zero.
A move of the machine consists of executing an instruction of the following form:

h : If C �= 0, then [decrement C by 1, increment D by 1,
and go to (r1 or . . . or rk)]
else go to (s1 or . . . or sl),

where C,D represent counters (which need not be distinct) and h, r1, . . . , rk, s1,
. . . , sl represent instruction labels or states (which need not be distinct). The
use of “or” makes the instruction nondeterministic. It becomes deterministic if
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r1 = . . . = rk and s1 = . . . = sl. Note that by setting C = D, one can simulate an
unconditional “go to” instruction (thus the machine can change states without
altering any counter). The machine halts if it enters label HALT (i.e., a state for
which no move is defined). Thus, in an RCM, the sum of the values of all the
counters at any time during the computation is always equal to the sum of the
initial values of the input counters.

Let α = (i1, . . . , in) ∈ Nn. We say that M accepts α if M when started with
the input counters set to α and the other counters zero, eventually halts. Denote
by Q(M) the set of tuples accepted by M .

Theorem 1. Let Q ⊆ Nn. Then Q is accepted by an RCPS if and only if it is
accepted by an RCM.

Proof. Suppose Q is accepted by an RCPS G with m membranes. Then, in-
cluding the environment, G has m + 1 regions. We construct an RCM M from
G accepting Q. M has finitely many counters. We associate a counter Ar for
every region r, including the environment. Without loss of generality (by rela-
beling), let A1, . . . , An be the counters that correspond to the input membranes.
Since the other objects in V − Σ are fixed, the finite control of M keeps track
of them and the regions where they reside during the computation. There are
other auxiliary counters that are used as “temporary counters” to facilitate the
movements of input object o among the regions during the computation. Thus,
M may need m + 1 auxiliary counters for each region. Hence, M will have at
most (m + 1) + (m + 1)2 counters,

At the start of the computation, A1, . . . , An are set to the n-tuple (i1, . . . , in).
M simulates the computation of G faithfully (in a maximally parallel manner).
It is during the simulation that M uses the auxiliary counters to facilitate the
transfers of the object o among the regions. M halts if and only if G halts.
Note that M need only use instructions of the form described above (for RCM).
Clearly, M accepts Q.

For the converse, suppose Q is accepted by an RCM M . Then M operates
using instructions of the form above. We will construct an RCPS G from M
accepting Q. First we transform M to a normal CM M ′ by converting each
instruction of the form

h : If C �= 0, then [decrement C by 1, increment D by 1,
and go to (r1 or . . . or rk)]
else go to (s1 or . . . or sl)

to two instructions:

h : If C �= 0 then decrement C by 1 and go to p else go to (s1 or . . . or sl)
p : Increment D by 1 and go to (r1 or . . . or rk)

where p is a new label that is unique to the instruction being converted. Clearly,
M ′ accepts Q. We can then construct from CM M ′ an RCPS G accepting Q.
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The construction of G from M ′ follows the construction of the CPS G in [15,
16]. The construction there was for a deterministic CM, but it is easily modified
to work for a nondeterministic CM. Because of the way M ′ operates, G will be
an RCPS.

In an RCPS, there is only one object o that is used in representing the n
tuples. We can define a variant of the system. Let Σ = {a1, . . . , an} be a subset
of V , called the input alphabet. Associate with each ai a fixed membrane. (Note
that a membrane can be associated with more than one ai. In fact, all the ai’s
can be associated to only one membrane.) Such membranes are called input
membranes. Let α = (i1, . . . , in) ∈ Nn. We say that G accepts α if G when
started with a

ij

i in the membrane associated with ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n), with the
other non-input membranes containing no a1, . . . , an eventually halts. Again,
note that objects in V −Σ have fixed numbers and their distributions are fixed
independent of α. Let Q(G) be the set of tuples accepted by G. We call this
system SCPS. It turns out that this system is equivalent to an RCPS:

Corollary 1. Let Q ⊆ Nn. Then the following are equivalent:

1. Q is accepted by an SCPS.
2. Q is accepted by an RCM.
3. Q is accepted by an RCPS.

Proof. Suppose Q is accepted by an SCPS G with m regions. We construct an
RCM M from G accepting Q. M has finitely many counters. For each input
symbol ai ∈ Σ (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and region r of G, we associate a counter A(ai,r).
Since the other objects in V − Σ are fixed, the finite control of M keeps track
of them and the regions where they reside during the computation. Again, there
are other auxiliary counters that are used to facilitate the movements of the
input objects a1, . . . , an among the regions during the computation. Thus, in
each region, M may need an auxiliary counter B(ai,r) for each object ai and
region r. Hence, M may need n(m + 1)2 temporary counters, and therefore, a
total of at most n(m + 1 + (m + 1)2) counters,

The input counters of M are the counters A(ai,r), where r is an input mem-
brane. M simulates the computation of G faithfully as in Theorem 1.

To complete the proof, we need to show that an RCM can be simulated by
an SCPS. This is shown in the next section (Corollary 4).

Consider a variant of an RCM, called SCM, where the instructions are still of
the form:

h : If C �= 0, then [decrement C by 1, increment D by 1,
and go to (r1 or . . . or rk)]
else go to (s1 or . . . or sl)

(call the counters C and D above connected) but now the counters are partitioned
into C1, . . . , Cn such that if C and D are connected, then they belong to the same
partition. Then we have:
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Corollary 2. Let Q ⊆ Nn. Then Q is accepted by an SCPS if and only if it is
accepted by an SCM.

Proof. Clearly, the counters in the machine constructed in the proof of Corollary
1 can be partitioned into groups, where counters A(ai,r) and auxiliary counters
B(ai,r) belong to partition Cai , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The machine is then an SCM.

For the converse, let M be an SCM accepting Q. The construction of G
from M follows exactly the construction of the CPS G in [15,16] with the
modification that in the rules of the form (see the construction in [15,16]):

cdj → cinIj
djocome and djo → djoout in R1

the object o is replaced by ai if dj is associated with an instruction involving a
counter in partition Ci. Similarly, in the rules of the form

djo → djoinEa
in R1 and djo → dj;outoout in REa

the object o is replaced by ai, if the counter represented by the membrane Ea

belongs to partition Ci. Clearly, the resulting CPS is an SCPS.

3 Hierarchy with Respect to the Number of Membranes

In this section, we show that RCPS’s (or SCPS’s) form an infinite hierarchy with
respect to the number of membranes.

A subset Q ⊆ Nn can also be thought of as a bounded language LQ =
{ai1

1 . . . ain
n | (i1, . . . , in) ∈ Q}. For convenience, we shall not distinguish between

Q and LQ. So, e.g., an RCPS (or RCM) accepting Q can also be thought of as
accepting LQ.

We will show that for every r, there is an s > r such that some unary language
L can be accepted by an RCPS with s membranes but not by an RCPS with r
membranes. First, we show a connection between RCPS’s and two-way multihead
finite automata.

A k-head finite automaton (k-FA) is a finite automaton with k two-way read-
only heads operating on an input (with left and right end markers). A multihead
FA is a k-FA for some k. In this section, we only consider multihead FA over
bounded languages, i.e., there is some fixed n and distinct symbols a1, . . . , an

such that the input to the machine is of the form ai1
1 . . . ain

n for some nonnegative
integers i1, . . . , in (exclusive of the end markers).

Consider the case when n = 1, i.e., the input to the k-FA is unary. Then we
have:

Lemma 1. 1. If L ⊆ a∗ is accepted by an RCM (or SCM) with k counters,
then L can be accepted by a k-FA.

2. If L ⊆ a∗ is accepted by a k-FA, then L can be accepted by an RCM (or an
SCM) with 2k + 1 counters.
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Proof. The first part is obvious. For the second part, let M be a k-FA accepting
L. We construct an RCM M ′ with 2k + 1 counters: C0, C1, . . . , C2k. Let C0
be the input counter, which initially contains a nonnegative integer n, and all
other counters zero. M ′ first stores n/k in each of C1, . . . , Ck and remembers the
remainder r (in the finite-state control), if n is not divisible by k. At end of this
process, C0 has value r, and the sum of the values of C0, C1, . . . , Ck is exactly
n. From this point on, M ′ ignores C0. M ′ creates finite-state variables r1, . . . , rk

in the finite control. Initially, all the ri’s are set to the remainder r. M ′ uses
the pair of counters (Ci, Ck+i) and ri to simulate the movements of head i of
M . At any time during the simulation, Ci + Ck+i = n/k, and whenever one is
incremented by 1, the other is decremented by 1.

First consider the case when the remainder r = 0. Since the counters can
only count up to n/k, M ′ uses a unary buffer Bi of size k (for each i) in the
finite control, so that M ′ only increments one of the pair of counters by 1 (and
decrements the other by 1) modulo k, i.e., when the buffer is “full”. When the
remainder r is not zero, then M ′ has to “use up” the ri before working on
Ci, Ci+k and Bi. Note that M ′ is, in fact, an SCM, since we can put all the
counters into one partition.

Generalizing the above lemma, we have:

Corollary 3. 1. If L ⊆ a∗
1 . . . a∗

n is accepted by an RCM (or SCM) with k
counters, then L can be accepted by a k-FA.

2. If L ⊆ a∗
1 . . . a∗

n is accepted by a k-FA, then L can be accepted by an RCM
(or SCM) with (2k + 1)n counters.

Proof. Again part 1 is obvious. The second part follows from the proof of the
second part of Lemma 1, noting that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the counter machine
needs a distinct set of 2k + 1 counters to simulate the actions of the k heads
on input segment a

ij

i . Thus, the number of counters needed is (2k + 1)n. Notice
that the counter machine is an SCM, since the counters can be partitioned into
n groups corresponding to the symbols a1, . . . , an.

From Corollary 2 and the above result, we have:

Corollary 4. The following models are equivalent: RCM, SCM, RCPS, SCPS,
and multihead FA.

We will need the following result from [8]:

Theorem 2. For every k, there is a unary language L that can be accepted by
a (k + 1)-FA but not by any k-FA. The result holds for both deterministic and
nondeterministic machines.

Lemma 2. For every k, there is a k′ > k and a unary language L that can be
accepted by an RCM with k′ counters but not by any RCM with k counters.
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Proof. Suppose that there is a k such that any language accepted by every RCM
can be accepted by an RCM with k counters.

Let L be a unary language accepted by a (k + 1)-FA but not by any k-FA.
Such a language exists by Theorem 2. Then from Lemma 1, part 2, L can be
accepted by an RCM with 2(k + 1) + 1 counters. Hence, by hypothesis, L is also
accepted by an RCM with k counters. But then from Lemma 1, part 1, L can
be accepted by a k-FA. This is a contradiction.

Theorem 3. For every r, there is an s > r and a unary language L that can be
accepted by an RCPS with s membranes but not by any RCPS with r membranes.

Proof. Suppose there is an r such that any language accepted by every RCPS
can be accepted by an RCPS with r membranes.

Let k = (r + 1) + (r + 1)2. From Lemma 2, we know that for every k, there
is a k′ > k and a unary language L that can be accepted by an RCM with k′

counters but not by any RCM with k counters. From Theorem 1, this L can be
accepted by an RCPS. By hypothesis, L can also be accepted by an RCPS with
r membranes. From the construction in the first part of the proof of Theorem
1, we can construct from this RCPS, an RCM with (r + 1) + (r + 1)2 counters.
Hence, L can be accepted by an RCM with k counters, a contradiction.

The question arises as to whether there is a model of a CPS which is not
universal but which allows the system to import objects (which may occur
abundantly) from the environment. Specifically, consider a CPS which on in-
put (i1, . . . , in), can import objects from the environment, but the total num-
ber of objects in the system at any time during the computation is at most
c ∗ (i1 + . . .+ in) for some fixed constant c (thus the number is linear in the size
of the input). Call such a system a linear-CPS. We can show the following:

Theorem 4. 1. Linear-CPS’s and multihead FA’s are equivalent.
2. For every r, there is an s > k and a unary language L accepted by a linear-

CPS with s membranes that cannot be accepted by any linear-CPS with r
membranes.

We can generalize the above result further. An S(n)-CPS is defined as in
a linear-CPS, except that now, on any input (i1, . . . , im), the total number of
objects in the system at any time during the computation is at most S(n), where
n = i1 + . . . + im. A poly-CPS is an S(n)-CPS, where S(n) = nk for some k.

Theorem 5. Let k be any positive integer. Then:

1. poly-CPS’s are equivalent to multihead FA’s.
2. Let k be a positive integer. For every r, there is an s > r and a unary

language L accepted by an nk- CPS with s membranes that cannot be accepted
by any nk-CPS with r membranes.
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4 Communicating P Systems Accepting Languages

Here we look at communicating P systems that are language acceptors. Our
approach is similar to the study of P automata in [2,4].

We can view a CPS G as a language acceptor, which we call a CPSA. Let
Σ ⊆ V be the input alphabet. G accepts a string x ∈ Σ∗ if it constitutes all
the symbols over Σ imported from the environment during the computation, in
the order given in x, when the system halts. (Note that symbols in Σ that are
initially in the system at the start of the computation are not included in x.)
Thus, x is built up as follows. At the start of the computation, x = λ. Symbols
from Σ are appended to x as they are imported into the skin membrane during
the computation.

Note that in general, because of “maximal parallelism”, an unbounded num-
ber of symbols from Σ can enter the skin membrane in one step since several
rules of type (3) in the definition of G may be applicable to an unbounded num-
ber of ab pairs in the skin membrane. If the symbols that enter the membrane
in the step are σ1, . . . , σk (note that k is not fixed), then σi1 . . . σik

is the string
appended to x, where i1, . . . , ik is some nondeterministically chosen permutation
of 1, . . . , k. Actually, it can be shown that, in fact, we can assume without loss
of generality that k ≤ 1 (i.e., at most one symbol enters the membrane in each
step). A string x = σ1 . . . σn ∈ Σ∗ is accepted if G has a halting computation
after importing symbols σ1, . . . , σn from the environment.

We can characterize a CPSA in terms of a counter machine acceptor (CMA).
Such a machine has a one-way input tape. An atomic move consists of one of
the following labeled instructions:

1. Read input; if input = σ , then go to (r1 or . . . or rk) else go to (s1 or . . . or
sl).

2. Increment counter C by 1 and go to (r1 or . . . or rk).
3. If counter C �= 0, then decrement C by 1 and go to (r1 or . . . or rk) else go

to (s1 or . . . or sl).
4. HALT

Note that an unconditional goto instruction “go to (r1 or . . . or rk)” can be
simulated by an instruction of type 2 followed by an instruction of type 3. A
string x is accepted by M if M , when started in its initial state with all counters
zero, halts after reading x. It is clear that a CMA can accept any recursively
enumerable language.

Theorem 6. L is accepted by a CPSA if and only if it can be accepted by a
CMA (and, hence, if and only if it is recursively enumerable).

Proof. Suppose L is accepted by a CPSA G with m membranes. We construct
a CMA M from G accepting L. Like in Corollary 1, part 1, M has finitely many
counters. For each object a ∈ V and region r of G (including the environment),
we associate a counter counter A(a,r). Again, there are other auxiliary counters
that are used to facilitate the movements of the objects among the regions during
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the computation. Thus, in each region, M may need an auxiliary counter B(a,r)
for each object a and region r. Hence, M will have at most t(m + 1 + (m + 1)2)
counters, where t is the number of objects in V .

Let Σ ∈ V be the input alphabet of G. M initially stores in the different
counters the multiplicities of the different objects in the initial configuration
of V . Then M simulates G. Whenever, in a step, G imports symbols from the
environment, M reads these symbols from the input tape. It follows that M
accepts L.

For the converse, we show that given a CMA M accepting a language L,
we can construct a CPSA G accepting L. The construction of G from M is a
modification of the construction in [15,16].

An S(n)-CPSA is defined in the obvious way: on any input of length n, the
total number of objects (in V ) in the system at any time during the computation
is at most S(n). A poly-CPSA is an S(n)-CPSA, where S(n) = nk for some k.
It is a linear-CPSA when S(n) is linear. If S(n) = cn for some constant c, the
system is called an exponential-CPSA.

In the previous section, we characterized RCPS’s in terms of two-way multi-
head FA over bounded languages, i.e., the input is restricted to be strings from
a∗
1 . . . a∗

n for some distinct symbols a1, . . . , an. Clearly, without the bounded lan-
guage restriction, a two-way multihead FA can accept more languages. Consider
now a special case of two-way multihead FA (over non-bounded languages) –
A special multihead FA is a two-way multihead FA where one head is one-way;
the other heads are two-way, but (unlike the one-way head) their operations do
not depend on the actual contents of the input tape. Thus, the two-way heads
can only detect whether they are on the left end marker, on an input symbol,
or on the right end marker. Only the one-way head can distinguish the input
symbols. It is easy to show that a special multihead FA is equivalent to a log n
space-bounded nondeterministic Turing machine with a one-way (read-only) in-
put tape.

We can show the following:

Theorem 7. 1. L can be accepted by an exponential CPSA if and only if it is
a context-sensitive language.

2. L can be accepted by a poly-CPSA if and only if it can be accepted by a special
multihead FA (which is equivalent to a log n space-bounded nondeterministic
TM with a one-way input tape).

3. Let k, l be any positive integers. For every r, there is an s > r and a unary
language L accepted by an nk-CPSA with s membranes that cannot be ac-
cepted by any nl-CPSA with r membranes. This is true even if l > k.

4. There is a fixed positive integer r such that any language L accepted by a
poly-CPSA can be accepted by a poly-CPSA with only r membranes.

5. Any language accepted by a poly-CPSA can be accepted by a linear-CPSA
with r membranes for some r.
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5 Communicating P Systems with Tentacles

Here we look at CPS’s with “tentacles”. The idea of augmenting a system with
tentacles was suggested by Gheorghe Paun in a list of problems circulated before
the Brainstorming Week in Membrane Computing held in Tarragona, Spain on
February 5-11, 2003. Actually, Gheorghe proposed a symport/antiport system
with tentacles, but the idea applies to other systems, in particular, to a CPS.

Consider a simple model of a CPS with tentacles, called CPST. A CPST
G has environment consisting only of a two-way input tape with end markers
on which an input string from Σ∗ (where Σ is a distinguished subset of the
set of all objects V ) is written. The input is never altered. G has r tentacles
t1, . . . , tr. The tentacles are initially positioned on the the left end marker. Each
tentacle can read a tape cell and move left or right from the cell. We assume
that initially, the membranes do not have symbols in Σ. As before, other objects
in V − Σ − {/c, $} (where /c and $ are the left and right end markers) that are
initially in the membranes can be expelled into the environment and retrieved
from the environment.

More precisely, the rules of G are of the form:

1. a → aτ ,
2. ab → aτ1bτ2 ,
3. ab → aτ1bτ2σcome,i,d,

where a, b ∈ V −Σ−{/c, $}, σ ∈ (Σ ∪{/c, $}), τ, τ1, τ2 ∈ ({here, out}∪ {inj | 1 ≤
j ≤ n}), 1 ≤ i ≤ r (r is the number of tentacles), and d = {+1,−1}. Again, a
rule of form (3) can occur only within the region enclosed by the skin membrane.
When such a rule is applied, the symbol currently under tentacle i is imported
through the skin membrane from the outer space (environment) if that symbol is
σ, and the tentacle is moved right or left on the input tape, depending on whether
d is +1 or −1. The symbol σ remains in the region (i.e., skin membrane) and
is not exported to any region. If σ is not the symbol under the tentacle, the
rule is not applicable. As before, all rules (including form (3)) are applied in a
maximally parallel manner at each step. If there is more than one rule that is
applicable to tentacle i, the rule to apply is chosen nondeterministically. The
input string is accepted if G halts.

Note that as defined, a CPST has a two-way input tape. A CPST is one-way
if d is always +1 in rules of type (3). We can show the following:

Theorem 8. 1. A language L is accepted by a CPST if and only if it is accepted
by a multihead FA.

2. For every r, there is a language L accepted by a CPST with r + 1 tentacles
but cannot be accepted by a CPST with r tentacles.

These results hold for one-way CPST (in this case, the multihead FA has one-
way heads).

Finally, one can modify the definition of a CPST, by allowing it to have an
unbounded supply of objects from V −Σ−{/c, $} to be imported from the envi-
ronment and used in the system. An S(n)-1CPST is a CPST with one tentacle
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which, on input tapes of length n (exclusive of the end markers), uses at most
S(n) objects in V − Σ − {/c, $} at any time during the computation. Note that
the input tape is not counted in S(n). We can show the following:

Theorem 9. 1. L is accepted by an S(n)-1CPST if and only if it is accepted
by a log(S(n)) space-bounded nondeterministic TM.

2. If L is a nonregular set accepted by an S(n)-1CPST, then S(n) grows as fast
as log n for infinitely many inputs of length n.

We note that various complexity results relating membrane systems (catalytic
systems, communicating P systems, symport/antiport systems, etc.) to Turing
machines and related hierarchy theorems can be found in [6].

6 Simple One-Way CPST’s and Semilinear Languages

Consider the one-way CPST with r tentacles (note that the tentacles are one-
way). Suppose that except for the first tentacle, the other tentacles cannot dis-
tinguish symbols in Σ, but can only distinguish whether a symbol is in Σ, the
left end marker, or the right end marker. It is straightforward to make this re-
striction precise in the definition of the rules of the system. We call this model
a simple one-way CPST.

A set Q ⊆ Nn is a linear set if there exist vectors v0, v1, . . . , vt in Nn such
that Q = {v | v = v0 + a1v1 + . . .+ atvt, ai ∈ N}. The vectors v0 (referred to as
the constant vector) and v1, v2, . . . , vt (referred to as the periods) are called the
generators of the linear set Q. A set Q ⊆ Nn is semilinear if it is a finite union
of linear sets.

Let Σ = {a1, a2, . . . , an} be an alphabet. For each string w in Σ∗, define
the Parikh map of w to be ψ(w) = (#a1(w), . . . ,#an

(w)), where #ai
(x) is the

number of occurrences of ai in w. For a language L ⊆ Σ∗, the Parikh map of L
is ψ(L) = {ψ(w) | w ∈ L}.

We say that a class L of languages is a semilinear class of languages if (a)
for every language L in L, ψ(L) is a semilinear set, and (b) for every semilinear
set Q, the language LQ = {ai1

1 . . . ain
n | (i1, . . . , in) ∈ Q} is in L.

The shuffle u�v of two strings u, v ∈ Σ∗ is a finite set consisting of the strings
u1v1 . . . ukvk, where u = u1u2 . . . uk and v = v1v2 . . . vk for some ui, vi ∈ Σ∗. If
L1 and L2 are two languages, their shuffle is the language

L1 � L2 =
⋃

u∈L1,v∈L2

u� v.

We can show the following:

Theorem 10. Let L be the class of languages accepted by simple one-way
CPST’s. Then:

1. L is a semilinear class of languages.
2. L is the smallest class containing the regular sets that is closed under homo-

morphism, intersection, and the shuffle operation.
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Abstract. In this study X-machines and hierarchical organized X-
machines will be used to model different aspects of the behaviour of
social insect communities. The model is organized as a community of
complex agents showing similarities to networks of P systems.

1 Introduction

Social insect communities are groups of individuals (ants, bees, wasps, aphids and
termites) that live together and reproduce as a single unit. The colony represents
a level of organisation above the individual with its own characteristic morphol-
ogy, behaviour, organisation and life history. The major challenge for social insect
research is the integration of individual behaviours, thereby understanding the
emergent colony-level behaviour. Traditional approaches to the study of colony
organisation have focussed on the adaptive value of social behaviour [21] but
there has been a recent shift towards increasing understanding of the mechanis-
tic processes, or rules, that underlie colony behaviour. Self-organisation models
have been increasingly used to describe how these colony processes emerge from
the independent actions of individual workers [3].

The division of labour in insect societies, in which individual workers spe-
cialise on tasks or parts of tasks, is one of the most conspicuous features of
their biology and critical to their remarkable ecological success [20]. Division of
labour is associated with an enhancement of efficiency by virtue of increased
skill through repetition and spatial economy [18]. Theories of centralised hierar-
chical control of the workforce’s demographic structure [21], regulating division
of labour, have only recently begun to be replaced by theories of flexible and
robust self-organised systems [9],[2],[1].

Two patterns of division of labour are commonly distinguished in social in-
sects: temporal polyethism, where patterns of task performance are correlated
with age; and morphological polyethism, where a worker’s size (and) or shape
is related to task performance [17],[15]. However, much variation in task per-
formance among individual workers occurs independently of age or morphology
when conditions change. Thus workers respond to fluctuations in social or en-
vironmental conditions, flexibly changing role independently of age or size con-
straints [1]. “Single-cohort” honeybee colonies, for example, containing workers
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of identical age rapidly differentiate into hive workers and foragers, reflecting the
patterns seen in normal hives [17].

Workers show great behavioural flexibility, often performing tasks never seen
before in their repertoire or rapidly switching between dissimilar tasks, such
that it may be assumed that workers are “totipotent”, i.e., able to perform all
tasks required of the colony, with the exception of reproduction [11]. The per-
formance of particular tasks is certainly context-dependent but also a response
to the requirement, or availability, of a task [19]. Models of division of labour
must, therefore, incorporate variation in task performance among workers and
individual worker flexibility.

The decision of an individual to perform a particular task is affected by the
internal state of the organism (genetic, hormonal, nutritional, neural and expe-
riential factors) and its interaction with the environment (task-eliciting stimuli
and interaction with other workers). When approaching modelling individual
task selection we must, therefore, address three main questions [1]:

– What are the decision rules determining individual task selection?
– How is information about task needs acquired or communicated?
– What internal mechanisms underlie the behavioural rules?

Performance of the task selected is further affected by the information it receives
from other ants via both physical and chemical communication.

The practice of making and refining models of self-organisation, in social
insects, demonstrates that increasingly simpler rule sets are sufficient to simulate
observed behaviour. An important goal of the study of self-organising systems
is to determine how much complexity must initially be built into the individual
agent model to generate the observed complexity that emerges at the group level.
The study of the many self-organising systems found in social insect communities
provides invaluable insight into similar systems that exist at more fundamental
biological levels. These cellular, and sub-cellular, systems present many technical
barriers to researchers but it may be that fundamental self-organising rules exist
in biological systems, which can first be elucidated in social insect communities.

A great benefit of agent-based modelling is that it facilitates “individual-
based modelling”, which treats individuals as unique and discrete entities with
properties, other than age, that can change during their lives. Once the rules
and characteristics of individuals have been identified and specified in an agent-
based model “the population and community-level consequences would emerge
naturally” [5].

The current lack of an overall strategy for building and analysing individual-
based models means that the original motivation for development of such mod-
els, the investigation of general theoretical issues, is largely being ignored. [12]
tried to suggest a general approach to individual-based modelling of communities
and after critical assessment found that “pattern-oriented” modelling has many
advantages as a starting point. The most successful models aimed to explain
patterns that can be observed in nature, as they were always testable to some
degree and always led to new general insights [13]. Grimm et al. suggested start-
ing with a very coarse model that reproduces a pattern then refining the model
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step by step, checking and testing the model rigorously with each refinement.
This approach helps to solve the major problem of how to find the appropri-
ate level of resolution when modelling a community, particularly now massive
computational power is easily accessible. Grimm [12] concludes that the poten-
tial of individual-based modelling will not be fulfilled until the actual process of
modelling becomes as important as the individuals modelled.

One of the most striking examples of an emergent system found in social
insects is the production of discrete foraging trails, by ants, between the nest
and a food source. These trails are the observable manifestation of a highly so-
phisticated chemical communication process, and division of labour. The widely
studied ant Monomorium pharaonis is a mass-recruiting species that forms
pheromone trails to food, or water sources. The characteristics of organised trails
produced by M.pharaonis are a consequence of key parameter values previously
identified as crucial in determining trail dynamics i.e. degree of random motion;
fidelity to trails; pheromone deposition rate; attraction to trails; recruitment re-
sponse; trail pheromone volatility; population size [6]. The overall “hunger” of
a colony has also been shown to affect the efficiency, or speed, with which areas
are explored and food sources exploited [20]. It is now accepted that food depri-
vation lowers the threshold for foraging activity in individual workers, resulting
in a switch to this role by workers previously engaged elsewhere [8],[4]. Cassill
and Tschinkel [4] have demonstrated that it is the individual worker ant’s own
hunger, which determines its tendency to forage for certain food types. Thus indi-
vidual nutritional status affects role disposition and consequently overall colony
behaviour. A number of other additional individual-specific parameters (age,
learning, exposure to tasks, fat body size etc.) are also known to influence indi-
vidual behaviour and these differences appear crucial to colony self-organisation.
Accurate modelling of an ant agent must ensure that these parameters are in-
cluded as memory attributes.

2 An Agent Based Model

Modelling work has focussed on producing a community of M.pharaonis agents
that move realistically whilst establishing a trail from a nest to a feeding site.
Preliminary coarse rule sets for several behaviours have been produced from
published sources with simultaneous modelling and empirical research directed
towards further refining these rules. The accurate modelling of a community
of flexible individuals, and their complex communication mechanisms, which
displays the characteristic emergent behaviour of an integrated, robust society
represents a formidable challenge to biology and computer science.

The current model will address the general behaviour of the agents, identi-
fying the main agent types and their collaboration activities. This integrative
approach will be further developed by considering further details like foraging
and scouting.

The family of agents is modelled as a set of state machines (stream X-
machines) communicating via the environment or directly. A simpler prob-
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lem, dealing with foraging bees, has been approached using communicating X-
machines and P systems [10]. A tool helping the definition of the agent compo-
nents as well as the environment has been developed [7] and tested for a simple
problem instance.

A stream X machine resembles a finite state machine (FSM) with outputs but
with two significant differences: (a) there is a memory component attached to the
machine, and (b) the transitions are not labelled with simple inputs/outputs but
with functions that operate on inputs and memory values, update the memory
values and yield output symbols. These differences allow the X machines to be
more expressive and flexible than the FSMs.

Formally such a machine is defined as follows [14].

Definition 1. A stream X machine is a construct

X = (Σ,Γ,Q,M,Φ, F, I, T,m0)

where: Σ is a finite set called the input alphabet; Γ is a finite set called the output
alphabet; Q is a finite set called the set of states; M is a (possibly infinite) set of
memory symbols; Φ is a set of basic partial functions φ : Σ×M → M ×Γ, called
the set of basic processing functions; F is the next state function F : Q×Φ → 2Q;
I and T are the sets of initial and final states; m0 is the initial memory value.

Our model consists of a set of distinct agents modelling different behavioural
aspects of an ant community. Models of a generalized worker and distinct spe-
cializations for nurse, forager and scout will be given in the form of simple stream
X-machines. The model of an worker doesn’t correspond to any of the ants from
the community under investigation, but shows a common behaviour shared by
all the ants. The agent model of a generalized worker is given in the figure below.
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In this model the set of states is {T.W., I.W.,W.F.D., I.R.} with T.W.=
Transferring to Worker, I.W.= Inactive Worker, W.F.D.= Worker Feeding De-
cision, I.R.= Inactive Receiver. The following functions are identified:
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– a.f.t.s.w.= activated for food transfer solicited by a worker,
– f.a.= forager activation,
– f.h.l.= feed hungry larva,
– f.h.w.= feed hungry worker,
– n.h.l.= no hungry larva,
– s.a.h.a.c.= spontaneous activation by hungry and assess crop,
– f.r.d=food receiving decision, t.f.=transfer food, r.f.=reject food.

Under some circumstances a worker might start foraging, which is shown by f.a.
function leading not to a state of the current agent but to a new agent identity.
Some functions, f.h.w., t.f., r.f., involve direct communication amongst agents.

All the following models involve some more complex behaviour including
always a generalized worker-like structure. This is shown by identifying a box
called WORKER and those states of the model that are applicable to the current
context.

The next figure describes pictorially the model of a nurse which represents a
specialized worker role.
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In this model the set of states is {C,C.R., I.W.,W.F.D.} with C= Cannibal,
C.R.= Checking Reserve, I.W.= Inactive Worker, W.F.D.= Worker Feeding
Decision. The basic functions are:

– e.b.= eat brood,
– e.r.= eat reserve,
– f.a.= forager activation,
– f.w.f.t.= find worker to solicited food,
– n.r.= no reserve,
– n.t.l.r.= no transfer locate reserve.
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The next model is for a specialized forager referred to as a scout.
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In the model above the set of states consists of {I.W., F, S,W.F.D.} with
I.W.= Inactive Worker, F= Foraging, S= Scouting,W.F.D.= Worker Feed-
ing Decision; and the set of basic functions contains: a.s.r.= apply scouting
rules, c.f.= commence foraging, r.n.r.f= return to nest and recruit foragers.
WORKER’ is a WORKER without involvement in any food transfer.

The last model is for a generalized forager and is given below.
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The set of states is {A.F., F, I.W.,W.F.D.} with A.F.= Activated Forager,
F= Foraging, I.W.= Inactive Worker, W.F.D.= Worker Feeding Decision. The
set of functions contains
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– a.f.r.= apply foraging rules,
– f.w.t.s.f.= find worker to transfer solicited food,
– n.t.n.w.c.f.= no transfer no worker commence foraging,
– n.w.= no worker,
– r.n.= return to nest and if too much food then actively soliciting for food

donation.

Individual memory values have been also identified, some of which are: crop
contents, fat reserves, age/juvenile hormone titre, designation (worker, queen,
larva, egg, puma, male), genetic predisposition to scout, excitement at food
quality, distance travelled since turn, location etc. Some of these memory values
are directly affected by the functions associated with (distance, location) whereas
others are dependent on some parameters like time (crop contents, fat reserves);
various threshold values are used in order to make suitable decisions.

The models of individual ants have a hierarchical organization with two lay-
ers. It contains a basic core component, the abstract worker model, and a specific
part associated with each of the last three models. Among these layers there are
some functions going in both directions, similar to a P system [16] hierarchical
organization where the region components are separated by membranes.

The current model addresses the general architecture of an ant colony which
identifies the main behaviour of the agents and their interactions. Further on
a more detailed description of some functions will be provided (’apply foraging
rules’, ’apply scouting rules’). These functions will be modelled as X machines
as well. The current model will help to understand the general behaviour of the
whole system and to better fit in various parts that are further investigated.

The model has been implemented using MATLAB to simulate the behaviour
of an ant community and to compare this with data from literature or with
observed data.

Acknowledgement. The research was supported by the EPSRC grant
GR/R84221/01 and studentship “The simulation of Social Insect Communities”
funded by both EPSRC and BT Exact.
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The goal of this paper is to propose a possible new approach to P systems by
making use of hyperbolic geometry. The ideas of the paper are a continuation of
the ideas which the author presented at the ‘Brainstorming meeting’ organised in
Tarragona, Spain, on February 5-12, 2003. The hope of this approach is that this
could be of some help in order to better understand the computational power of
Nature.

There are several reasons which point at the possibility of using hyperbolic
geometry. They come from some key features of hyperbolic geometry:

– there is no notion of similarity in hyperbolic geometry;
– in any hyperbolic space there is a tree structure which is implicit in the

distance (Gromov, see [1]).

The first feature says that the notion of size is absolute in hyperbolic geom-
etry, while it is only relative to a unit of measure in euclidean geometry.

The second says that the distance structure of a hyperbolic space is tree-like.
My researches in hyperbolic geometry were motivated by the implementa-

tion of cellular automata in this context, and this led me to a very explicit
confirmation of the second idea.

Indeed, already in the paper [6], I discovered the tree structure which un-
derlies the pentagrid, i.e. the tiling of the hyperbolic plane by the regular
rectangular pentagon; in the present paper I shall also mainly remain in the
context of the pentagrid.

1 The Tools

First, let me remind a few elements from hyperbolic geometry.

1.1 Hyperbolic Geometry

It is not possible here to give many details about hyperbolic geometry. I simply
remind very basic features and the reader who needs information about this
geometry is invited to read the very simple book of Meschkowski, [7].

There are a lot of models of hyperbolic geometry. In this paper, I take
Poincaré’s disk which is one of the most popular model of the hyperbolic plane.
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Certainly, this is due to the fact that hyperbolic angles between lines coincide
with the euclidean angles of their supports. As it can be proved that it is impos-
sible to embed the hyperbolic plane in an euclidean space while preserving both
angles and lengths, in some sense, this is the best which can be done.

In Poincaré’s disk model, the hyperbolic plane is the set of points lying in
the open unit disk of the euclidean plane. The lines of the hyperbolic plane in
Poincaré’s disk model are the traces in the open unit disk, either of diametral
lines or of circles which are orthogonal to the unit circle; see figure 1. We shall
call them h-lines. Here lies the basic difference between euclidean and hyperbolic
geometry: in hyperbolic geometry there are lines which do not intersect at all,
either in the plane or at infinity.

Fig. 1. The Poincaré’s disk as a model of the hyperbolic plane. Here, p and q are
parallel to � and m does not cut �

In the hyperbolic plane, given a line, say  , and a point A not lying on  ,
there are infinitely many lines passing through A which do not intersect  . In the
euclidean plane, two lines are parallel if and only if they do not intersect. If the
points at infinity are added to the euclidean plane, parallel lines are characterized
as the lines passing through the same point at infinity.

Consider the points of the unit circle as points at infinity for the hyperbolic
plane: it is easy to see that the euclidean support of an h-line cuts the unit circle
in two points. They are called points at infinity of the h-line. The following easily
proved properties are often used: any h-line has exactly two points at infinity;
two points at infinity define a unique h-line passing through them; a point at
infinity and a point in the hyperbolic plane uniquely define an h-line.

I conclude this section with a word on the displacements of the plane which
we shall use. Here, there are three kind of positive displacements (which keep
the orientation unchanged): we have rotations which are compostions of two
reflections in secant lines; we have ideal rotations which are the compositions
of two reflections in lines which meet at infinity; at last, we have the shifts
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which are the compositions of non-secant lines. In particular, non-secant lines
are characterized by the fact that they have a unique common perpendicular.

1.2 The Pentagrid and the Splitting Method

As it is implicit in the first feature which is mentioned above, there is a single
pentagon with equal sides and right angles at each vertex. Of course, such a
figure is unique, up to isometries only. Below, figure 2 gives an illustration of the
tiling which is generated starting from this pentagon by reflecting it in its sides
and, recursively, by reflecting the images in their sides. By symmetry, we can
restrict the representation of the tiling to a quarter of the space without loss of
generality.

Fig. 2. The pentagrid in the south-western quarter of the hyperbolic plane.

Now that we have a view of this tiling, we illustrate the method which allows
us to reveal the tree which underlines the whole structure and which we call the
splitting method, see [3,4].

All the geometrical part of the method is illustrated by figure 3, below.
We first consider the complement of P0 in the quarter Q. The continuation of

the side 2 of P0 delimits a region R1 which is isometric to Q: it is the image of Q
by the shift along the side 1. A second region R2 is delimited by the continuation
of the side 3 beyond the h-line which supports the side 4: it is the image of Q
again, now by the shift along the side 4. I define R3 as the complement in Q of
P0 ∪R1 ∪R2. I call this region a strip. As the regions R1 and R2 are alike the
quarter Q, we can split them as we did for Q. Now, as it is indicated by figure 3,
the strip R3 splits into two regions: one which as also the continuation of the
side 3 as a border, and another one being delimited by the continuation of the
side 5. The first region is again an isometric image of the quarter and the second
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one is the image of a strip by the shift along the side 5. Thus, we can complete
the recursive process which we started.

The second point is to see that the above splitting defines a tree: indeed, in
the above process, each region has a leading pentagon: it is clear in the figure.
We identify each leading pentagon with a node of the tree: the root is P0 and its
sons are the leading pentagons of the regions R1, R2 and R3, and we repeat the
process recursively. As each pentagon is the leading pentagon of some region, we
obtain a bijection between the nodes of the tree and the pentagons of the tiling
which are in Q.

Fig. 3. The pentagrid in the south-western quarter of the hyperbolic plane

Now, there is a kind of ’miracle’: look at the tree; number its nodes as in
figure 4; then represent the numbers by their standard Fibonacci representation,
as one can see under each node in figure 4. Here, I make use of a property of
elementary number theory: any positive number is a sum of distinct Fibonacci
numbers. Such a representation can be represented as a sequence of 0’s and 1’s
which is interpreted as the usual binary representation except that the powers
of 2 are replaced by the terms of the Fibonacci sequence.

The representation is not unique, but it is made unique by an additional
condition: we take the longuest representation or, equivalently, we do not accept
representations which contain the pattern ’11’.

A first interesting property is that the language of the longuest representa-
tions of the positive integers is regular. But we have stronger properties. Look
again at figure 4. If the representation of a node is αk . . . α0, then there is exactly
one node among its sons for which the representation is αk . . . α000. We call it
the preferred son. In figure 4, the nodes in black have two sons and the nodes
in white have three sons. Then, the preferred son of a black node is its left hand
son which is always black, and the preferred son of a white node is its middle
son which is always white.
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As a last remark, notice that the first node of a level has a Fibonacci number
with odd index as its number. The number of nodes on a level is also a Fibonacci
number. This property is the reason why I called the tree a Fibonacci tree. From
this property, we infer that the number of nodes within a distance n from the
root is exponential in n. As a consequence, it is possible to solve NP-complete
problems in polynomial time in this setting, see [6,2]. Moreover, se may use the
numbers given to the nodes as a coordinate system for locating the cells, see
figure 5.

Fig. 4. The standard Fibonacci tree.

Fig. 5. Numbering the cells of south-western quarter of the pentagrid.
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2 A Draft Model

In this section, I describe a very short implementation of a P system in the
pentagrid.

For this purpose, I consider a rather abstract approach, by contrast with a
more ’realistic’ one which should take place in the hyperbolic 3D space in order
to better take shapes into account.

However, this abstract model has the advantage of a certain flexibility which
allows us to make the model closer to the simulation needs.

I first describe the sets which we shall use in order to simulate a membrane.
Recall that a corner is a part of pentagrid being delimited by two half lines

of the grid whose originating point is the same vertex O of the pentagrid. In
a corner, exactly one pentagon has also O as a vertex. We call this pentagon
the leading pentagon of the corner. Call a ball the set of pentagons which
are within a distance n from the leading pentagon. The number n is called the
radius of the ball. The ball with radius n is denoted by Bn. Call sector a set T
of pentagons for which there is an n such that Bn ⊆ T ⊆ Bn+1.

Consider a P system Π being given, as traditionally, a set of membranes,
{μi}i∈I . We have also |I| sets of rules Ri, where Ri is the set of rules associated
with the membrane μi. We may also represent the set of objects Oi which are
inside the membrane μi, see [8].

Fig. 6. An example of implementation of the membrane sof a P system

To each membrane μi, we associate an area Fi of the pentagrid which is a
sector. Figure 6 gives an example of a P system which has seven membranes of
the type

[
1

[
2

[
5

]
5

]
2

[
3

]
3

[
4

[
6

]
6

[
7

]
7

]
4

]
1.

We then have to see the sectors as nodes of the tree which is defined by
the relationship between the membranes. A membrane ν which is contained in
another one μ is represented by Fν which is placed as a son of Fμ which represents
μ, as it is illustrated in figure 6.
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We have now to look at the connection between the membranes.
Indeed, thanks to the structure of the pentagrid, it is always possible to

’append’ a corner Q which is supported by two sides of the border of the sector
F in such a way that the interior of Q is completely outside of F . Figure 7
displays a small ball of radius 2 and it is easy to see the insertion of possible
other sectors. Figure 8 zooms in, which allows us to better see this insertion.

Fig. 7. A ball of radius 2. Appended to it, two balls of radius 1.

We see that the ball of radius 2 allows the insertion of 7 sectors of any size.
More generally, a ball of radius n allows us to append at most f2n+1−1 sectors
of any size, where fk is the kth term of the Fibonacci sequence where f1 = 1 and
f2 = 2.

Fig. 8. Zoom on two appended balls to the previous ball of radius 2. Membranes μ1

and μ2 are in contact. α and β indicate possible contacts for access to μ2 or for exit
from μ2
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And so, a first parameter to fix the size of the image of a membrane is to
see how many membranes it contains. Approximately, the radius of the ball
contained by the representation of the membrane is the logarithm of the number
of membranes to be contained. Also, as the appended sectors may be of any size,
we have not to bother about the possible number of sub-membranes that are
contained in the membrane which is represented by the appended sector.

Now, seeing that there is a large freedom for implementing the membranes,
it is possible to fix their size according to the number of objects which they
contain. As the number of cells contained in a sector is exponential in its radius,
we have room for that purpose.

Anyway, what happens if the number of objects is too big? Then, the mem-
brane has to grow up and this is possible. Thanks to a well-known propagation
mechanism in cellular automata, we may proceed to the enlargement of a sector.
This can be controlled by a ray which is a path from the leading pentagon of
the sector to a boundary point. On the ray, a cell is appended to the sector and
then, the ray moves by one position to the neighbouring border point. Of course,
this needs an exponential time to be completed.

The cells may also simulate the migration from a membrane to an inside one.

Fig. 9. Paths to the balls of radius 1. the return path from κ = 26 to ρ = 1 is marked
by the numbers of the intermediate cells, here 10 and 4

When membranes of the same depth are adjacent, this is simple. Otherwise,
the moving cells have to migrate to the leading pentagon of the sector where a
sub-sector with the same leading pentagon (a ball of radius 1 or 2) controls the
migration process: from the leading pentagon, the cell is bounced back to the
border, to the point of junction with the leading pentagon of the sector attached
to the target membrane. Indeed, we may consider that paths from one membrane
to another one are predefined, starting from the leading pentagon, see figure 9.
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As we can see in the figure, we can decide that the cell moves along the paths
which is indicated in more intense colours to go to the internal membrane. Let κ
be the root of the internal membrane. The path which goes to κ takes a branch
from the root of the main membrane, say ρ, to a neighbour of κ which is in the
main membrane and which is not the father of κ. The way back to ρ is made
along the branch from κ to ρ, which is marked in figure 9 by the indication of the
numbers of the intermediate pentagons. And so, when a cell has to move, it goes
to the leading pentagon and then it is shown the path to the right membrane.
There is no problem if the migration has to cross several membranes. As the
number of rules is bounded, this can be simulated by a cellular automaton.

Other specific features can be simulated in this model. As an example the
symport/antiport mechanism can be implemented using the connection of an in-
ner membrane with its parent membrane. Looking at the zoomed part of figure 8,
we can see that the root of inner membrane μ2 has two different neighbours which
lay in the parent membrane: cells α and β. These cells can be used if one-way
access is required to go into the inner membrane or to leave it.

3 Conclusion

I hope that this draft model will convince the reader that it is possible to im-
plement P systems in some concrete way, at least in a way which may be dealt
with by computers.

As already indicated, more realistic approaches can be imagined by consid-
ering the 3D dodecagrid.

As we can see, there are a lot of open questions. My hope is that the con-
nection which I suggest could bring in at least an additional approach.

Acknowledgment. I thank the EU commission under The Fifth Framework
Programme project MolCoNet, IST-2001-32008, for support to this work.
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Abstract. Up to now, P systems dealing with numerical problems have
been rarely considered in the literature. In this paper we present an
effective solution to the Knapsack problem using a family of deterministic
P systems with active membranes using 2-division. We show that the
number of steps of any computation is of linear order, but polynomial
time is required for pre-computing resources.

1 Introduction

Membrane Computing is an emergent branch in the field of Natural Computing.
Since Gh. Păun introduced it (see [3]) much work has been done, with motiva-
tions and tools coming from various directions. Computer scientists, biologists,
formal linguists and complexity theoreticians have contributed enriching the field
with their different points of view.

The present paper is focused on the design of a family of P systems that
solves a numerical NP-complete problem, and on the formal verification of this
solution. The idea is inspired from the solution presented in [5] for the Subset-
Sum problem.

The analysis of the solution presented here will be done from the point of
view of the complexity classes. A complexity class for a model of computation is
a collection of problems that can be solved (or languages that can be decided)
by some devices of this model with similar computational resources.

In this paper we present a polynomial complexity class in cellular computing
with membranes inspired in some ideas of Gh. Păun ([3], section 7.1) discussed
with some members of the Research Group on Natural Computing from the
University of Seville. This class allows us to detect some intrinsic difficulties of
the resolution of a problem in the model above mentioned.

The paper is organized as follows: first a formal definition of recognizer P
systems is given in the next section; then, in section 3 the polynomial complexity
class PMCAM is introduced; in sections 4 and 5 a cellular solution for the
Knapsack problem is presented, together with some comments; a computational
study of the solution is developed in section 6; some consequences of this study
together with the conclusions are given in sections 7 and 8.

C. Mart́ın-Vide et al. (Eds.): WMC 2003, LNCS 2933, pp. 250–268, 2004.
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2 Preliminaries

Recall that a decision problem, X, is a pair (IX , θX) such that IX is a language
over a finite alphabet (the elements of IX are called instances) and θX is a total
boolean function over IX .

Definition 1. A P system with input is a tuple (Π,Σ, iΠ), where:

– Π is a P system, with working alphabet Γ , with p membranes labelled by
1, . . . , p, and initial multisets M1, . . . ,Mp associated with them.

– Σ is an (input) alphabet strictly contained in Γ .
– The initial multisets are over Γ −Σ.
– iΠ is the label of a distinguished (input) membrane.

Definition 2. Let (Π,Σ, iΠ) be a P system with input. Let Γ be the working
alphabet of Π, μ the membrane structure and M1, . . . ,Mp the initial multisets of
Π. Let m be a multiset over Σ. The initial configuration of (Π,Σ, iΠ) with input
m is (μ0,M0), where μ0 = μ, M0(j) = Mj, for each j �= iΠ , and M0(iΠ) =
MiΠ

∪m.

Remark 1. We will denote by IΠ the set of all inputs of the P system Π. That
is, IΠ is a collection of multisets over Σ.

The computations of a P system with input m, are defined in a natural way.
The only novelty is that the initial configuration must be the initial configuration
of the system associated with the input multiset m ∈ M(Σ).

In the case of P systems with input and with external output, the concept
of computation is introduced in a similar way but with a slight variant. In the
configurations, we will not work directly with the membrane structure μ but with
another structure associated with it including, in some sense, the environment.

Definition 3. Let μ = (V (μ), E(μ)) be a membrane structure. The membrane
structure with environment associated with μ is the rooted tree Ext(μ) such that:
(a) the root of the tree is a new node that we will denote env; (b) the set of nodes
is V (μ)∪

{
env

}
; and (c) the set of edges is E(μ)∪

{
{env, skin}

}
. The node env

is called environment of the structure μ.

Note that we have only included a new node representing the environment
which is only connected with the skin, while the original membrane structure
remains unchanged. In this way, every configuration of the system contains in-
formation about the contents of the environment.

Definition 4. An accepting P system is a P system with input, (Π,Σ, iΠ), and
with external output, such that the output alphabet contains only two elements:
Y es and No.
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This definition is stated in a general way, but in this paper P systems with
active membranes will be used. We refer to [3] (see chapter 7) for a detailed
definition of evolution rules, transition steps, and configurations in this model.

Now let us define the Output function for our P systems. Given a compu-
tation C = {Ci}i<r, we denote by M j

env the content of the environment in the
configuration Cj .

Definition 5. The output of a computation C = {Ci}i<r is:

Output(C) =

⎧⎨
⎩

Y es, if C is halting, Y es ∈ Mr−1
env and No /∈ Mr−1

env ,
No, if C is halting, No ∈ Mr−1

env and Y es /∈ Mr−1
env ,

not defined, otherwise.

If C satisfies any of the two first conditions, then we say that it is a successful
computation.

Definition 6. An accepting P system is said to be valid if for every halting
computation, and only for them, one copy of object Y es or one copy of object
No (but not copies of both) is sent out (and this happens in the last step of the
computation).

Definition 7. We say that C is an accepting computation (respectively, reject-
ing computation) if the object Y es (respectively, No) appears in the environ-
ment associated with the corresponding halting configuration of C, that is, if
Y es = Output(C) (respectively, No = Output(C)).

Definition 8. A recognizer P system is a valid accepting P system such that
all its computations halt.

Such recognizer systems are specially suitable when trying to solve decision
problems.

3 The Complexity Class PMCAM

Roughly speaking, a computational complexity study of a solution for a problem
is an estimation of the resources (time, space, ...) that are required through all
the processes that take place in the way from the bare instance of the problem
up to the final answer.

The first results about “solvability” of NP–complete problems in polynomial
time (even linear) by cellular computing systems with membranes were obtained
using variants of P systems that lack an input membrane. Thus, the constructive
proofs of such results need to design one system for each instance of the problem.

If we would implement such a solution of some decision problem in a labo-
ratory, then we have to cope with the diffficulty that a system constructed to
solve a concrete instance is useless when trying to solve another instance. This
drawback can be easily overtaken if we consider a P system with input. Then,
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the same system could solve different instances of the problem, provided that
the corresponding input multisets are introduced in the input membrane.

Instead of looking for a single system that solves a problem, we prefer de-
signing a family of P systems such that each element decides all the instances of
“equivalent size”, in certain sense.

Let us now introduce some basic concepts before the definition of the com-
plexity class itself.

Let us denote by AM the class of language recognizer P systems with active
membranes using 2-division (see [3], section 7.2).

Definition 9. Let L be a language and Π = (Π(t))t∈N a family of P systems
with active membranes using 2-division. A polynomial encoding of L in Π is
a pair (cod, s) of polynomial-time computable functions, cod : L →

⋃
t∈N

IΠ(t),
and s : L → N such that for every u ∈ L we have cod(u) ∈ IΠ(s(u)).

That is, for each word u of the language L, we have a multiset cod(u) and
a number s(u) associated with it such that cod(u) is input multiset for the P
system Π(s(u)).

Lemma 1. Let L1 ⊆ Σ∗
1 and L2 ⊆ Σ∗

2 be languages. Let Π = (Π(t))t∈N a
family of P systems with active membranes using 2-division. If r : Σ∗

1 → Σ∗
2 is a

polynomial-time reduction from L1 to L2, and (cod, s) is a polynomial encoding
of L2 in Π, then (g ◦ r, h ◦ r) is a polynomial encoding of L1 in Π.

Proof. This result follows directly from the previous definition. For a detailed
proof, we refer the reader to [7]. �

Considering all the definitions already presented, we are now ready to give
the definition of the complexity class PMCAM, which is based on the one given
in [7].

Definition 10. We will say that a decision problem, X = (IX , θX), is solvable
in polynomial time by a family of recognizer P systems with active membranes
using 2-division, and we denote this by X ∈ PMCAM, if there exists a family
of P systems, Π =

(
Π(t)

)
t∈N

, with the following properties:

1. The family Π is consistent with regard to the class AM; that is, ∀t ∈
N (Π(t) ∈ AM).

2. The family Π is polynomially uniform, by Turing machines; that is, there
exists a deterministic Turing machine constructing Π(t) from t in polynomial
time.

3. There exist two functions, cod : IX →
⋃

t∈N
IΠ(t) and s : IX → N

+, com-
putable in polynomial time, such that:
– For every u ∈ IX , cod(u) ∈ IΠ(s(u)).
– The family Π is polynomially bounded with regard to (X, cod, s); that

is, there exists a polynomial function p, such that for each u ∈ IX every
computation of the system Π(s(u)) with input cod(u) is halting and,
moreover, it performs at most p(|u|) steps.
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– The family Π is sound with regard to (X, cod, s); that is, for each u ∈ IX

it is verified that if there exists an accepting computation of the system
Π(s(u)) with input cod(u), then θX(u) = 1.

– The family Π is complete with regard to (X, cod, s); that is, for each
u ∈ IX it is verified that if θX(u) = 1, then every computation of the
system Π(s(u)) with input cod(u) is an accepting one.

Remark 2. Note that, as a consequence of the above definition, the complexity
class PMCAM is closed under complement, because recognizer P systems are
being used.

Proposition 1. Let X and Y be decision problems such that X is reducible to
Y in polynomial time. If Y ∈ PMCAM, then X ∈ PMCAM.

That is, the complexity class PMCAM is stable under polynomial-time reduc-
tion. The proof of this result can also be found in [7].

4 Solving the Decision Knapsack Problem
in Linear Time

The decision Knapsack problem (0/1) can be stated as follows:

Given a knapsack of capacity k ∈ N, a set A of n elements, where each
element has a “weight” wi ∈ N and a “value” vi ∈ N, and given a
constant c ∈ N, decide whether or not there exists a subset of A such
that its weight does not exceed k and its value is greater than or equal
to c.

We will represent the instances of the problem using tuples of the form
(n, (w1, . . . , wn), (v1, . . . , vn), k, c), where n is the size of the set A; (w1, . . . , wn)
and (v1, . . . , vn) are the weights and values, respectively, of the elements from A;
moreover, k and c are the constants above mentioned. We can define in a natural
way additive functions w and v that correspond to the data in the instance.

We address the resolution of the problem via a brute force algorithm, in
the framework of recognizer P systems with active membranes using 2-division,
without cooperation nor dissolution nor priority among rules. Our strategy will
consist in:

– Generation stage: membrane division is used until a specific membrane for
each subset of A is obtained.

– Calculation stage: in each membrane the weight and the value of the associ-
ated subset are calculated.

– Checking stage for the “weight” function w: the condition w(B) ≤ k is
checked for every subset B ⊆ A.
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– Checking stage for the “value” function v: the condition v(B) ≥ c is checked
for every subset B ⊆ A.

– Output stage: the answer is delivered according to the results of both checking
stages.

Let us consider a polynomial bijection, 〈 〉, between N
3 and N (e.g., 〈x, y, z〉 =

〈〈x, y〉, z〉, induced by the pair function 〈x, y〉 = (x + y) · (x + y + 1)/2 + x).
The family presented here is

Π ={(Π(〈n, k, c〉), Σ(n, k, c), i(n, k, c)) | (n, k, c) ∈ N
3}.

For each element of the family, the input alphabet is Σ(n, k, c) = {x1,
. . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn}, the input membrane is i(n, k, c) = e, and the P system
Π(〈n, k, c〉) = (Γ (n, k, c), {e, s}, μ,Ms,Me, R) is defined as follows:

• Working alphabet:

Γ (n, k, c) = {a0, a, ā0, ā, b0, b, b̄0, b̄, b̂0, b̂, d+, d−, e0, . . . , en, q0, . . . , q2k+1,

q, q̄, q̄0, . . . , q̄2c+1, x0, . . . , xn, y0, . . . , yn, Y es,No, z0, . . . , z2n+2k+2c+6,#}.

• Membrane structure: μ = [s [e ]e ]s.

• Initial multisets: Ms = z0; Me = e0 āk b̄c.

• The set of evolution rules, R, consists of the following rules:

(a) [eei]0e → [eq]−e [eei]+e , for i = 0, . . . , n.
[eei]+e → [eei+1]0e[eei+1]+e , for i = 0, . . . , n− 1.

The goal of these rules is to generate one membrane for each subset of A.
When an object ei (i < n) is present in a neutrally charged membrane, we pick
the element ai for its associated subset and divide the membrane. In one of
the new membranes the object q appears, and this means that this membrane
leaves the generation stage, no further elements will be added to the subset. But
the other new membrane must generate membranes for other possible subsets
which are obtained by adding elements of index i + 1 or greater.

(b) [ex0 → ā0]0e; [ex0 → ε]+e ; [exi → xi−1]+e , for i = 1, . . . , n.
[ey0 → b̄0]0e; [ey0 → ε]+e ; [eyi → yi−1]+e , for i = 1, . . . , n.

In the beginning, the multiplicity of the object xj and yj (with 1 ≤ j ≤ n)
encodes the weights and the values, respectively, of the corresponding elements
of A. They are not present in the definition of the system, but they are inserted
as input in the membrane labelled by e before starting the computation: for
each aj ∈ A, wj copies of xj and vj copies of yj have to be added to the input
membrane. During the computation, at the same time as elements are added
to the subset associated with a membrane, objects ā0 and b̄0 are generated to
store the weight and the value, respectively, of such subset.

(c) [eq → q̄q0]−e ; [eā0 → a0]−e ; [eā → a]−e .

[eb̄0 → b̂0]−e ; [eb̄ → b̂]−e .
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When a membrane gets negatively charged, the two first stages (i.e.,
generation and calculation stages) end, and then some transition rules are
applied. Objects ā and b̄, whose multiplicities encode in the initial multiset
the constants k and c, respectively, as well as objects ā0 and b̄0, are renamed
for the next stage, when the multiplicities of a and a0 are compared. Also an
object q0 appears, that will act as a counter, and objects q̄, b̂0 and b̂ appear as
well, although they will remain inactive all through this stage. If the checking
had an affirmative result, then the membrane would get positively charged.
In this case this stage ends and objects q̄, b̂0 and b̂ are activated for the next one.

(d) [ea0]−e → [e]0e#; [ea]0e → [e]−e #.

These rules implement the comparison above mentioned (that is, they check
whether w(B) ≤ k holds or not). They work as a loop that erases objects a0
and a one by one alternatively, changing the charge of the membrane in each step.

(e) [eq2j → q2j+1]−e , for j = 0, . . . , k.
[eq2j+1 → q2j+2]0e, for j = 0, . . . , k − 1.

A counter that controls the previous loop is described here. The index of qi

and the electric charge of the membrane give enough information to point out
if the number of objects a0 is greater than (less than or equal to) the number
of objects a.

(f) [eq2j+1]−e → [e]+e #, for j = 0, . . . , k.

If a subset B ⊆ A verifies the condition w(B) ≤ k, then inside the relevant
membrane that encodes it (this will be defined later) there will be less objects
a0 than a. This forces the loop described in (e) to halt: the moment will come
when there are no objects a0 left, and then the rule [eq2w(B) → q2w(B)+1]−e will
be applied but it will not be possible to apply the rule [ea0]−e → [e]0e# at the
same time. Thus, an object q2w(B)+1 will be present in the membrane and the
latter will be negatively charged, so the rule (f) will be applied allowing the
checking stage for v to start.

(g) [eq̄ → q̄0]+e ; [eb̂0 → b0]+e ; [eb̂ → b]+e ; [ea → ε]+e .

Just as the rules from (c) did, these rules perform a renaming task before
the checking loop for v begins.

(h) [eb0]+e → [e]0e#; [eb]0e → [e]+e #.

The checking loop for v is designed exactly as the one for w, but the electric
charges involved are now neutral and positive.

(i) [eq̄2j → q̄2j+1]+e for j = 0, . . . , c.
[eq̄2j+1 → q̄2j+2]0e for j = 0, . . . , c− 1.

The counter qi, described in (e), is now replaced by a slightly different one,
q̄i. Both of them behave similarly in the first steps of the checking, but the way
the fourth stage (checking for v) ends is different from the way the third stage
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does, because in the case of the checking with respect to v the successful end
will be reached when the multiplicity of b0 is greater than the multiplicity of b.

(j) [eq̄2c+1]+e → [e]0eY es; [eq̄2c+1]0e → [e]0eY es.

As pointed before, if a subset B ⊆ A verifies the condition v(B) ≥ c, then
in the membrane that corresponds to that subset there will be more objects
b0 than b. This causes the rules from (h) to apply c times each, and after that
the index of q̄i will be i = 2c. Then the rule [eq̄2c → q̄2c+1]+e will be applied
(possibly together with [eb0]+e → [e]0e#), and finally one of the rules from (j)
will terminate the stage.

(k) [szi → zi+1]0s, for i = 0, . . . , 2n + 2k + 2c + 5.
[sz2n+2k+2c+6 → d+d−]0s.

Before the answer is sent out, all the membranes should have either ended
their two checking stages successfully or got to a blocking state otherwise. The
counter zj gives enough room to deal even with the worst case. The condition
for the worst case (i.e., the case where the checking stages will last longer) is
that the total set is a solution (i.e., it satisfies the two conditions). The number
of steps will be maximum if the weight of A is exactly k.

Indeed, the membrane associated with the total set is the latter one to be
generated, and it can avoid none of the steps of both checking stages.

(l) [sd+]0s → [s]+s d+; [sd− → No]+s ; [sY es]+s → [s]0sY es; [sNo]+s → [s]0sNo.

Finally, the output process is activated. The skin membrane needs to be
positively charged before the answer is sent out. Object d+ takes care of this
and then, if the answer is affirmative, an object Y es will be sent out recovering
the neutral charge for the skin.

5 An Overview of the Computation

First of all we must define a polynomial encoding of the Knapsack problem in the
family Π in order to study the complexity of the problem with respect to it. Given
an instance u = (n, (w1, . . . , wn), (v1, . . . vn), k, c) of the Knapsack problem, we
define s(u) = 〈n, k, c〉 (recall the bijection mentioned in the previous section)
and cod(u) = xw1

1 . . . xwn
n yv1

1 . . . yvn
n . Now we will informally describe how does

the system Π(s(u)) with input cod(u) work.
In the first step of the computation, the rule [eei]0e → [eq]−e [eei]+e is applied.

Then the generation and calculation stages go on in parallel, following the in-
structions from the rules in (a) and (b). This two stages do not end in a membrane
as long as an object ej (with 0 ≤ j ≤ n) belongs to it and its charge is positive
or neutral. We intend to get a single working membrane for each subset of A
but, as we will see later on, they are not generated altogether simultaneously
(it can be checked that the membrane corresponding to the subset {ai1 , . . . , air

}
will arise in the (ir + r + 2)-th step).
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Let us introduce the concept of subset associated with an internal membrane
through the following recursive definition:

– The subset associated with the initial membrane is the empty one.
– When an object ej appears in a neutrally charged membrane (with j <

n), then the j-th element of A is selected and added up to the previously
associated subset. Once the stage is over, the associated subset will not be
modified anymore.

– When a division rule is applied, the two newborn membranes inherit the
associated subset from the original membrane.

As we already said, the two first stages are carried out in parallel. Indeed,
there is only a gap of one step of computation between the moment when an
element is added to the associated subset and the moment when the new weight
and value of the subset are updated. For example, for a1, after two steps of com-
putation we can see that there are three inner membranes in the configuration,
and one of them is a neutrally charged membrane where the object e1 occurs
(see Fig. 1). Thus, the element a1 is added to the associated subset. It can be
proved that there are in that moment w1 copies of x0 and v1 copies of y0 in the
membrane. So, in the next step, at the same time as the membrane divides, w1
objects ā0 and v1 objects b̄0 will be generated in the membrane by the rules in
(b). These rules will also modify the indices of all the objects xi and yi, with
i > 0, so that w2 copies of x0 and v2 copies of y0 will be ready in the membrane
in the next step.

After a division rule [eei]0e → [eq]−e [eei]+e is applied, the two new membranes
will behave in a quite different way. On one hand, in the negatively charged
membrane (we have marked such membranes in Fig. 1 with a circle) the two
first stages end, and in the next step the rules in (c) will be applied, renaming
the objects to prepare the third stage. This is a significant moment, so we will
call relevant those membranes that have a negative charge and contain an object
q0. A relevant membrane will not divide anymore during the computation, and
its associated subset will remain unchanged.

On the other hand, the positively charged membrane will continue the gen-
eration stage and it will give rise to membranes associated with subsets that are
obtained adding to the current one elements of index i+ 1 or greater. Note that
if i = n, then the membrane can not continue the generation stage, as there
are no rules working for an object en in a positively charged membrane (see
the membranes surrounded by a diamond in Fig. 1). It makes sense that these
membranes get blocked, as it is not possible to add elements of indices greater
than n.

Thus, as the indices of objects ei never decrease, we notice that the relevant
membranes are generated in a kind of “lexicographic order”, in the following
sense: if the j-th element of A has already been added to the associated subset,
then no element with index lower than j will be added later on to the subset as-
sociated with that membrane nor to the subsets associated with its descendants.

The purpose of the rules in (d) is comparing the multiplicities of objects a0
and a (that is, to perform the checking stage for w). Note that to prevent the
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Fig. 1. Membrane generation for n = 4
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checking rules in (h) from disturbing this stage, the objects b̄ and b̄0 are renamed
as b̂ and b̂0, respectively, and will remain inactive all over this stage. Recall that
the counter qi is the one that controls the result of the checking. Let us briefly
explain how the comparison loop works.

Let B be a subset of a certain weight wB and a certain value vB . Then the
evolution of the relevant membrane associated with it along the third stage is
described in Table 1:

Table 1.

Multiset Charge Parity of qi

q0a
wB
0 ak q̄b̂vB

0 b̂c − EVEN

q1a
wB−1
0 ak q̄b̂vB

0 b̂c 0 ODD

q2a
wB−1
0 ak−1 q̄b̂vB

0 b̂c − EVEN
...

...
...

q2j awB−j
0 ak−j q̄b̂vB

0 b̂c − EVEN

q2j+1 a
wB−(j+1)
0 ak−j q̄b̂vB

0 b̂c 0 ODD
...

...
...

Note 1. Please observe that the index of qi coincides with the total amount of
copies of a and a0 that have already been erased during the comparison.

Note 2. If B = {ai1 , . . . , air
} with ir �= n, then some objects xj and yj , for

1 ≤ j ≤ n− ir, will be in the multiset, but they are irrelevant for this stage and
therefore they will be omitted.

If the number wB of objects a0 is less than or equal to the number k of
objects a, then the result of this stage is successful and we can proceed to the
next checking (rules in (f) take care of preparing with an appropriate renaming
the objects that will be compared). This process is described in Table 2.

If the number of objects a0 is greater than k, then every time that the rule
[eq2j → q2j+1]−e is applied (that is, for j = 0, . . . , k), the rule [ea0]−e → [e]0e# will
also be applied. Thus, we can never get to a situation where the index of the
counter qi is an odd number and the charge is negative. That means that the
rule (f) can never be applied, and even more, the membrane gets blocked (it will
not evolve anymore during the computation). See Table 3 for details.

Let us suppose that the third stage has successfully finished in a membrane.
That means that this membrane encodes a subset B ⊆ A such that w(B) ≤ k.
Then, after applying the rule (f), this membrane gets a positive charge. Sub-
sequently, the rules in (g) are applied. That is, a transition step is performed,
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Table 2.

Multiset Charge Parity of qi rules

q2wB−1 ak−wB+1 q̄b̂vB
0 b̂c 0 ODD d,e

q2wB ak−wB q̄b̂vB
0 b̂c − EVEN e

q2wB+1 ak−wB q̄b̂vB
0 b̂c − ODD f

ak−wB q̄b̂vB
0 b̂c + ODD g

Table 3.

Multiset Charge Parity of qi

...
...

...

q2k−1 awB−k
0 a q̄b̂vB

0 b̂c 0 ODD

q2k awB−k
0 q̄b̂vB

0 b̂c − EVEN

q2k+1 a
wB−(k+1)
0 q̄b̂vB

0 b̂c 0 ODD

renaming the objects b̂0 and b̂ as b0 and b, respectively, in order to allow the
comparison of their multiplicities. The counter q̄i is initialized to q̄0 and starts
working to control the result of the comparison.

The fourth stage works in fact in a very similar way as the third one. Rules
in (h) and (i) correspond to rules in (d) and (e), respectively, but the end of
the stage is different (see Table 5). The difference lies in the rules in (j). In this
stage, the checking is successful if the number of objects b0 is greater or equal
than the number of objects b (i.e., if v(B) ≥ c) and so, to enter the next stage
the two rules in (h) must have been applied c times each (consequently, rules in
(i) have been applied the same number of times). This condition is guaranteed
by the head of the rule (j). See Table 4 for details.

Finally, rules in (k) and (l) are associated with the skin membrane and take
care of the output stage. The counter zi, described in (k), waits for 2n+2k+2c+7
steps (2n+ 2 steps for the first and the second stage, one transition step, 2k + 1
steps for the third one, another transition step, and 2c + 2 for the fourth one).
After all these steps are performed, we are sure that all the inner membranes
have already finished their checking stages (or have already got blocked), and
thus the output process is activated.

In that moment, the skin will be neutrally charged and will contain the
objects d+ and d−. Furthermore, some objects Y es will be present in the skin
if and only if both checking stages have been successful in at least one inner
membrane.

Then the output stage begins. First of all the object d+ is sent out, giving
positive charge to the skin. Then the object d− evolves to No inside the skin
and, simultaneously, if there exists any object Y es present in the skin, it will be
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Table 4.

Multiset Charge Parity of qi rules

q̄0b
vB
0 bc + EVEN h,i

q̄1b
vB−1
0 bc 0 ODD h,i
...

...
...

...

q̄2c−1b
vB−c
0 b 0 ODD h,i

q̄2cb
vB−c
0 + EVEN h, i?

q̄2c+1b
vB−(c+1)
0 (if vB > c) 0 ODD j

or q̄2c+1 (if vB = c) + ODD j

b
vB−(c+1)
0 or ∅ +

sent out of the system, giving neutral charge to the skin and making the system
halt (in particular, the further evolution of object No is avoided).

If it is the case that none of the membranes has successfully passed both
checking stages, then there will not be any object Y es present in the skin at the
time when the output stage begins. Thus, after the object No is generated, the
skin will still have a positive charge, so it will be sent out. In that moment the
system halts.

6 Formal Verification

In this section we prove that the family Π of P systems with active membranes
designed in Section 4 provides a polynomial solution for the Knapsack problem,
in the sense given in Definition 10; that is, Knapsack ∈ PMCAM.

First of all, it is obvious that the family of P systems defined is AM-
consistent, because every P system of the family is a recognizer P system with
active membranes using 2-division.

In second place, the family is polynomially uniform by Turing machines. It
can be observed that the definition of the family is done in a recursive manner
from a given instance, in particular from the constants n, k and c. Furthermore,
the necessary resources to build an element of the family are of a linear order
with respect to these constants:

– Size of the alphabet: 5n + 4k + 4c + 28 ∈ O(n + k + c),
– number of membranes: 2 ∈ Θ(1),
– |Me|+ |Me| = k + c + 2 ∈ O(k + c),
– sum of the rules’ lengths: 40n + 27k + 20c + 193 ∈ O(n + k + c).

Before going on, let us recall the functions cod : IKnp →
⋃

t∈N
IΠ(t) and

s : IKnp → N defined for an instance u = (n, (w1, . . . , wn), (v1, . . . vn), k, c) as
cod(u) = xw1

1 . . . xwn
n yv1

1 . . . yvn
n , and s(u) = 〈n, k, c〉, respectively.
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Both functions are total and polynomially computable. Furthermore, (cod, s)
provides a polynomial encoding of the set of instances of the Knapsack problem
for the family Π of P systems, as we have that, for any instance u, cod(u) is a
valid input for the P system Π(s(u)).

Please note that the instance u = (n, (w1, . . . , wn), (v1, . . . vn), k, c) is intro-
duced in the initial configuration through an input multiset; that is, encoded in
an unary representation and, thus, we have that |u| ∈ O(w1 + · · · + wn + v1 +
· · ·+ vn + k + c).

To establish the verification we need to prove that every P system of the
family is polynomially bounded and it is sound and complete with respect to
(Knapsack, cod, s).

6.1 Linearly Bounded

To check that Π(s(u)) with input cod(u) is polynomially (in fact, linearly)
bounded, it is enough to identify the step when the computation stops, or at
least an upper bound. Actually, as we are going to see, the number of steps of the
computations of the P systems of the family can be always bounded by a linear
function. However, let us observe that the amount of pre-computed resources for
each instance u is polynomial in the size of the instance, because cod(u), s(u)
need to be calculated and Π(s(u)) need to be constructed.

First comes the generation stage. The rules in (a) are designed in such a way
that a necessary and sufficient condition for a membrane to divide is that either
it has neutral charge and it contains an object ej , with j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, or it
has positive charge and it contains an object ej , with j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n−1}. In the
first case the result of the division is a membrane with negative charge, where
ej is replaced by q, and a membrane with positive charge where the object ej

remains (if j < n, then the latter membrane is in the second case, and thus it will
divide again). In the second case, one of the membranes obtained has neutral
charge and the other one positive, and in both of them the object ej is replaced
by ej+1. As the index set is finite, the divisions cannot go on indefinitely, thus
the generation stage is a finite process. Furthermore, keeping in mind the fact
that after two consecutive divisions the index of the object ej in the membrane
grows in one unit (if it has not been replaced by q), it can be deduced that after
2n + 1 steps no more membrane divisions will take place.

For the calculation stage we follow a similar reasoning. It suffices to consider
the objects xi and yi and to note how their subscripts decrease in each step (if
i > 0) or how they are removed or renamed (if i = 0). Thus also this stage has
a linear number of steps.

The third stage (checking stage for w) consists basically in a loop made from
the pair of rules [ea0]−e → [e]0e# and [ea]0e → [e]−e #, hence in every lap of the
loop two objects are removed. In parallel with the application of the previous
two rules, the counter qi evolves, and it causes this stage to finish in at most
2k + 1 steps. If the checking is successful (that is, if wB ≤ k, where B is the
associated subset), then the stage will spend 2wB + 1 steps, as we saw in the
previous section; but if the checking is not successful (that is, if wB > k), then
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the membrane will get blocked after 2k + 1 steps and will not proceed to the
next stage.

In the case that a membrane successfully passes the third stage, in the next
step the rules in (g) will be applied in such membrane, preparing the objects b
and b0 to compare their multiplicities and initializing the counter q̄0 that controls
the result. As for the function w, the checking stage for v consists basically in
the reiteration of a loop, but in this case the number of steps will be 2c + 2 for
the affirmative case (that is, if v(B) ≥ c) and in the negative case the process
will get blocked after 2vB + 2 steps (if v(B) < c).

We can then conclude that in the inner membranes no rule is applied after
2n + 2k + 2c + 7 steps.

There is only the output stage left. The mechanism is simple: there is a counter
zj in the skin that evolves from z0 to z2n+2k+2c+6, this needs 2n + 2k + 2c + 6
steps in all. Then, z2n+2k+2c+6 evolves producing two objects, d+ and d−, and
after that the rule [sd+]0s → [s]+s d+ is applied, changing the polarity of the skin
to positive. In this moment, if the answer is affirmative, then the object d−
evolves to No inside the skin, and simultaneously an object Y es is sent out, so
the system halts in the (2n+2k+2c+9)-th step. If, on the contrary, the answer
is negative, then the object d− evolves to No inside the skin but no object Y es is
sent out simultaneously, so the skin still has a positive charge in the next step and
consequently the rule [sNo]+s → [s]0sNo is applied, and the system halts in the
(2n+2k+2c+10)-th step. Recall that |u| ∈ O(w1+· · ·+wn+v1+· · ·+vn+k+c).

6.2 Soundess and Completeness

Now the soundness and completeness of the family of P systems Π with regard
to (Knapsack, cod, s) will be established. That is, it will be proved that given
an instance u of the problem, the P system of the family associated with such
instance, Π(s(u)), with input cod(u), answers Y es if and only if the problem has
an affirmative answer for the given instance.

The proof will be made studying the correct functioning of each stage sepa-
rately. For the generation stage, let us consider a subset B = {ai1 , . . . , air

} ⊆ A
(with i1 < i2 < · · · < ir, and r ≤ n); then there must exist a single relevant
membrane that encodes it. Actually, the sequence of membranes that leads to
the latter is:
[ee0]0e ⇒ [ee0]+e ⇒ [ee1]+e ⇒ · · · ⇒ [eei1−1]+e ⇒ [eei1 ]

0
e ⇒ [eei1 ]

+
e ⇒ · · · ⇒

⇒ [eei2−1]+e ⇒ [eei2 ]
0
e ⇒ · · · ⇒ [eeir

]0e ⇒ [eq]−e ⇒ [eq0]−e .
Due to its recursive definition, the associated subset keeps in some sense

track of the history of the membrane. Considering this, it is easy to see that
the sequence sketched above leads actually to a uniquely determined relevant
membrane with B as associated subset.

Next, to be sure that the second stage also works correctly, we will see that
the multiplicities of the objects a0 and b0 in the membrane previously referred
are w(B) and v(B), respectively. Note that to add the weights of the elements of
A immediately after they are selected for the associated subset does not cause
any trouble, because if an element aj belongs to the subset encoded by a certain
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membrane, then it will also belong to the subsets encoded by its descendants
and, thus, we can already add the corresponding weight.

Lemma 2. In a positively charged inner membrane where the object ei appears,
for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, the multiplicities of the objects xj and yj correspond exactly
with the weight w(ai+j) and with the value v(ai+j) of the element ai+j ∈ A,
respectively, for every j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ n− i.

Proof. By induction on i.
For the base case, i = 0, we know that the multiset associated with the

membrane e in the initial configuration is e0ā
k b̄cxw1

1 · · ·xwn
n yv1

1 · · · yvn
n . Then the

rule [ee0]0e → [eq]−e [ee0]+e will be applied (actually, it is the only rule that can be
applied in this situation), and the multiset of the positively charged membrane
will remain unchanged. Thus, for every j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ n−i the multiplicities
of the objects xj and yj correspond exactly with the weight and the value of the
element ai+j ∈ A, as we wanted to prove.

For the inductive step, let us suppose that the result holds for i < n − 1.
Let us consider then a positively charged inner membrane where the object ei+1
appears. We will distinguish two cases:

Let us suppose first that the membrane has been obtained through the rule
[eei]+e → [eei+1]0e[eei+1]+e . Then, from the inductive hypothesis we deduce that
the multiplicities of the objects xj and yj in the original membrane correspond
exactly with the weight and the value of the element ai+j ∈ A, for every j such
that 1 ≤ j ≤ n−i. Note that also the rules in (b) (the ones for positively charged
membranes) have been applied, and thus the multiplicities of the objects xj and
yj in the membrane are equal to the multiplicities of the objects xj+1 and yj+1 in
the father membrane, for 0 ≤ j ≤ n−i−1. Then, we come to the conclusion that
the multiplicities of the objects xj and yj correspond exactly with the weight
and the value of the element ai+j+1 ∈ A for 1 ≤ j ≤ n− (i + 1). This completes
the proof.

For the second case let us suppose that the membrane is obtained as the result
of applying the rule [eei+1]0e → [eq]−e [eei+1]+e . Following a reasoning similar to
the previous one for the father membrane (as [eei+1]0e is obtained in its turn
through the rule [eei]+e → [eei+1]0e[eei+1]+e ), we come to the conclusion that the
multiplicities of the objects xj and yj in the father membrane correspond exactly
with the weight and the value of the element ai+j ∈ A, for every j such that
1 ≤ j ≤ n − i. Furthermore, the multiplicities of such objects do not change
in the next step, because the only rule that is applied simultaneously to the
division rule is [ex0 → ā0]0e, and this one cannot be applied to objects xj and yj

with j ≥ 1. �

Proposition 2. In a relevant membrane the number of copies of the objects a0
and b̂0 match exactly the weight and the value of the associated subset, respec-
tively.

Proof. Given an arbitrary relevant membrane, let B = {ai1 , . . . , air} be its as-
sociated subset, with i1 < i2 < · · · < ir, and r ≤ n. Then, as we said before,
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there is no other relevant membrane along the computation associated with the
same subset.

In the sequence that leads to the relevant membrane there are r + ir + 1
intermediate membranes between the initial one and the relevant one. Among
them there is one that has a neutral charge and contains an object eil

for each
ail

∈ B. In addition, for each j with 0 ≤ j ≤ ir − 1 there is one membrane
positively charged that contains the object ej . Finally, there is also a negatively
charged membrane that contains the object q.

If we apply Lemma 2 choosing i = il − 1 (with 1 ≤ l ≤ r) and j = 1 to all
the membranes that are positively charged and contain an object eil−1, we get
that in each one of them the multiplicities of the objects x1 and y1 are exactly
wil

and vil
(the weight and the value of ail

∈ A, respectively). Since in every
one of them the rules in (b) will be applied in the next step, we deduce that, for
1 ≤ l ≤ r, in the neutrally charged membrane where eil

appears there will be
wil

objects x0 and vil
objects y0. Consequently in the next step wil

copies of ā0
and vil

copies of b̄0 will be generated in the membrane.
This holds for every il with 1 ≤ l ≤ r, that is, for all the elements in B, so

in the negatively charged membrane where q appears, the multiplicities of the
objects ā0 and b̄0 are the sum of the weights and the sum of the values of the
elements in B, respectively. That is, they are the weight and the value of the
subset B. Finally, after applying the rules in (c) in the last step of the sequence,
we come to the desired result. �

Next the checking stages are studied. Let us consider a relevant membrane
whose associated subset is B = {ai1 , . . . , air}, and let w(B) = wB and v(B) = vB

be the weight and the value, respectively, of such subset. Then the multiset
associated with the membrane is q0q̄a

wB
0 ak b̂vB

0 b̂cx
wir+1
1 · · ·xwn

n−ir
y

vir+1
1 · · · yvn

n−ir
.

The point is to compare the number of objects a with the number of objects
a0 present in the membrane. The object q0 will evolve in parallel with the com-
parison and it controls the end of the stage. The objects b̂0, b̂, and q̄ remain
inactive during this stage, as we already said in the previous section. If any ob-
jects xj or yj , with j > 0, appear inside the membrane, then they do not evolve
in this stage, as the membrane will not get positive charge until the end of the
stage, and only if the checking is successful.

There are two possibilities: either wB ≤ k or wB > k. In the previous section
we discussed what happens in each case. A membrane passes successfully the
third stage if and only if wB ≤ k.

As soon as the third stage ends in a membrane (and it ends successfully) the
membrane gets a positive charge, and thus the objects b̂0, b̂, and q̄ are reactivated
(through the rules in (g)). In addition, objects xj and yj possibly present in the
membrane will also evolve through the rules in (b), but we are not going to pay
attention to them because they do not affect the membrane’s charge nor the
result of the v-checking. The loop formed by the two rules in (h) works just the
same as the loop from the third stage, its goal is to compare the multiplicities
of the objects b and b0, and it does this eliminating such objects one by one
(sending them out of the membrane) and changing the charge every step. As
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it was studied in the previous section, in this stage the counter q̄i works in a
different way as qi did, because in this stage a successful result is obtained when
the number of objects b0 is greater than the number of b’s.

An object Y es will be sent out to the skin at the end of this stage if and
only if the counter q̄i does not get blocked before arriving to q̄2c+1. That is, if
and only if the membrane changes its charge every step during 2c steps. This is
equivalent to the condition that one rule from (h) must be applied each one of
the 2c first steps of this stage, and in its turn this is equivalent to asking that
there are at least c copies of b and of b0 as well. We already know that in the
beginning of the stage there are c copies of b in the membrane, so what we are
requiring is the multiplicity of b0 to be greater or equal than c, that is, the value
of the subset is greater or equal than c. Thus, the checking stage for v is well
designed.

Until now, we have proved that for every subset B ⊆ A, a relevant membrane
will appear sooner or later along the computation with B as associated subset
and with exactly wB copies of a0 and vB copies of b̂0 inside it. We have also
proved that a relevant membrane will pass the third and the fourth stage (sending
thus an object Y es to the skin) if and only if wB ≤ k and vB ≥ c hold. Finally,
we must only see that the output stage works correctly too.

This is easily done if we keep in mind that in the moment when objects d+
and d− appear it is granted that all membranes have had enough time to achieve
their two checking stages. That is, either they have successfully passed them and
have sent an object Y es to the skin or they have got blocked. It suffices to note
that the object Y es has some “priority” over the object No to go out.

Indeed, when the object d+ leaves the system and gives a positive charge
to the skin, the object No has not been generated yet. So if the instance has
an affirmative solution, then some objects Y es (at least one) will already be
present in the skin and thus in the following step one of these objects Y es will
be sent out, while the object No is generated inside the skin. In the case of a
negative solution, none of the membranes will sent an object Y es to the skin
and consequently two steps after the moment when d+ is sent out, an object No
will also leave the system and the computation will halt.

7 Main Results

From the discussion in the previous section, and according to Definition 10, we
deduce the following result:

Theorem 1. Knapsack ∈ PMCAM.

Although the next result is a corollary of Theorem 1, we formulate it as
another theorem, in order to stress its relevance.

Theorem 2. NP ⊆ PMCAM.

Proof. It suffices to make the following observations: the Knapsack problem is
NP–complete, Knapsack ∈ PMCAM and the class PMCAM is closed under
polynomial-time reduction. �
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This theorem can be extended, if we notice that the class PMCAM is closed
under complement.

Theorem 3. NP ∪ co−NP ⊆ PMCAM.

8 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a family of recognizer P systems solving the
Knapsack problem in linear time. This has been done in the framework of com-
plexity classes in cellular computing with membranes.

We would like to clarify what does linear time mean. The linear bound is
referred to the number of cellular steps, but we must not forget that a pre-
computation is needed to get g(u), h(u), and Π(h(u)) and this pre-computation
requires a polynomial number of steps (through a conventional computating
model).

The design presented here is very similar to the one given for the Subset-
Sum problem in [5]. The multiple common points allow us to be optimistic
about future adaptations for other relevant numerical problems. For instance,
starting from the skeleton of the design presented in this paper, a solution for
the Partition problem is been developed at the moment, and of course we are
aiming at a solution for the unbounded Knapsack problem.

The Prolog simulator of P systems [1] is a very useful tool that has helped to
debug the design and to understand better how the P systems from the family
Π work.

Acknowledgement. Support this research through the project TIC2002-
04220-C03-01 of the Ministerio de Ciencia y Tecnoloǵıa of Spain, cofinanced
by FEDER funds, is gratefully acknowledged.
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Abstract. P systems are massively parallel systems and software sim-
ulations do no usually allow to exploit this parallelism. We present a
parallel hardware implementation of a special class of membrane sys-
tems. The implementation is based on a universal membrane hardware
component that allows to efficiently run membrane systems on special-
ized hardware such as FPGAs. The implementation is presented in detail
as well as performance results and an example.

1 Introduction

For more than half a century, the von Neumann computing architecture (i.e., the
stored program concept)—first expressed in 1945 [25]—largely dominates com-
puter architecture in many variants and refinements. Even the much-heralded
parallel machines of various designs are just collections of von Neumann ma-
chines that possess a communication structure superimposed on the underlying
machine. Of course, some alternative approaches were developed, however, they
always occupied a marginal place, mainly due to their limited applicability. One
might certainly ask if the von Neumann architecture is a paradigm of modern
computing science, what is its future? Nobody can anticipate the future, however,
there seems to exist a growing need for alternative computational paradigms and
several indicators support this observation.

The 21st century promises to be the century of bio- and nanotechnology. New
materials and technologies [8,13] such as self-assembling systems, organic elec-
tronics, hybrid electronic-biological machines, etc., and the ever-increasing com-
plexity and miniaturization of actual systems [1] will require to fundamentally
rethink the way we build computers, the way we organize, train, and program
computers, and the way we interact with computers.

A good example for such a new paradigm is Membrane Computing, which
might be considered as part of the general intellectual adventure of searching
for new progress in computer science. Membranes are crucial in Nature: they
define compartments, they ensure that substances stay inside or outside them
(separator), they let certain molecules pass through them (filter), and they form
a communication structure. The membrane forms a boundary between the cell
(the “self”) and its environment and is responsible for the controlled entry and

C. Mart́ın-Vide et al. (Eds.): WMC 2003, LNCS 2933, pp. 269–285, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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exit of ions. The autonomous organization and self-maintenance of this boundary
is an indispensable feature for living cells. This is also the basic idea behind
Varela and Maturana’s autopoetic systems [23].

Membrane Computing (MC) or P systems, initiated by Păun in 1998 [14], is a
highly parallel—though theoretical—computational model afar inspired by bio-
chemistry and by some of the basic features of biological membranes. Whereas
Paun’s membrane computing amalgamates in an elegant way membranes and
artificial chemistries, various other systems with membranes exist. For example,
Langton’s self-replicating loops [10] make use of a kind of membrane (i.e., a
state of the CA’s cells) that encloses the program. The embryonic projects, on
the other hand, uses cellular membranes to divide the empty space into a multi-
cellular organism [12,20]. Explicit membranes (i.e., membranes with a material
consistence) are not always required: the POEtic1 project [22], for example, is
based on a hierarchical organization of molecules and cells with implicit separa-
tions.

The main goal of the work presented in this paper was to develop a hardware-
friendly computational architecture for a certain class of membrane systems. The
question of whether to simulate systems in software or to implement them in
(specialized) hardware is not a new one (see for example [9]). With the advent
of Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) [21,24], however, this question
somehow took a back seat since it suddenly became easy and inexpensive to
rapidly build (or rather “configure”) specialized hardware. Currently, P systems
are usually implemented and simulated on a standard computer using an exist-
ing (such as the Iasi P systems simulator [4], or one of the recently proposed
distributed software simulators [5,18]) or a custom simulator. As Păun states,
“it is important to underline the fact that “implementing” a membrane system
on an existing electronic computer cannot be a real implementation, it is merely
a simulation. As long as we do not have genuinely parallel hardware on which
the parallelism [...] of membrane systems could be realized, what we obtain can-
not be more than simulations, thus losing the main, good features of membrane
systems” [15, p. 379]. To the best of our knowledge, a first possible hardware
implementation has been mentioned in [11].

The hardware-based implementation presented in this paper is a parallel
implementation that allows to run a certain class of P systems in a highly efficient
manner. The current design has been simulated and synthesized for FPGAs
only, it could however very easily be used to implement an application specific
integrated circuit (ASIC).

The reminder of the paper is as follows: Section 2 provides an description of
the modified P system we used. Section 3 describes the implementation in detail.
The Java application as well as a typical design flow are presented in Section
4. Section 5 presents a simple example and the performance results obtained.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

1 See also: http://www.poetictissue.org.
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2 Description of the Membrane System Used

A classical P system2 (see [15,16] for a comprehensive introduction) consists
of cell-like membranes placed inside a unique “skin” membrane (see Figure 1).
Multisets of objects—usually multisets of symbols-objects—and a set of evolution
rules are then placed inside the regions delimited by the membranes. Each object
can be transformed into other objects, can pass through a membrane, or can
dissolve or create membranes. The evolution between system configurations is
done nondeterministically by applying the rules synchronously in a maximum
parallel manner for all objects able to evolve. A sequence of transitions is called
a computation. A computation halts when a halting configuration is reached,
i.e., when no rule can be applied in any region. A computation is considered as
successful if and only if it halts.

P systems are not intended to faithfully model the functioning of biological
membranes, rather they form a sort of abstract artificial chemistry (AC): “An
artificial chemistry is a man-made system which is similar to a real chemical
system” [6]. ACs are a very general formulation of abstract systems of objects
which follow arbitrary rules of interaction. They basically consists of a set of
molecules S, a set of rules R, and a definition of the reactor algorithm A. By
abstracting from the complex molecular interactions in Nature, it becomes possi-
ble to investigate how the AC’s elements change, replicate, maintain themselves,
and how new components are created.

To be able to efficiently implement P systems in hardware, we had to modify
classical P systems in the following two points:

1. The rules are not applied in a maximum parallel manner but following a
predefined order.

2. The P system is deterministic, i.e., for a given initial configuration, the sys-
tems always halts in the same halting configuration.

The main reason is that a straightforward implementation of classical P sys-
tems would have been too expensive in terms of hardware resources needed. We
were basically interested by a minimal hardware architecture and not primarily
by a faithful classical P systems implementation. More details on the reactor
algorithm will be given in Section 3.4.

3 Description of the Implementation

In this section, the hardware implementation of the membrane system shall be
described in detail. The implementation basically supports cooperative P sys-
tems with priority using membrane dissolution and creation. Note that the source
code of the implementation and further information is freely available on the fol-
lowing web-site: http://www.teuscher.ch/psystems. The resulting design is a
2 Numerous variations exist meanwhile. The P systems web-site provides further in-

formation: http://psystems.disco.unimib.it.
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Fig. 1. Elements of a membrane system represented as a Venn diagram. Redrawn from
[15].

universal membrane module that can be instantiated and used anywhere in a
membrane system.

For the current implementation, we have chosen the FPGA technology as it
is an ideal platform for protoyping hardware systems, is fully reprogrammable,
and offers very good performance at a low cost. A Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) circuit [17,21,26] is an array of (a usually large number of) logic
cells placed in a highly configurable infrastructure of connections. Each logic cell
can be programmed to realize a certain function (see also [21] for more details).

In addition, once a design has been implemented on an FPGA, it can rather
easily be transferred to a full custom Application Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC) technology, which usually provides even better performance.

3.1 Membrane Structure

The membranes of our implementation are without a material consistence, i.e.,
they do not exist as physical frontiers. Therefore, when referring to a mem-
brane, we will actually refer to its contents, i.e., to the multisets of objects and
the evolution rules of the region it encloses (see Figure 2). The membrane’s
main functionality of physically separating two regions can be completely and
unambiguously replaced by representing the relations between the membrane’s
contents (see Figure 3, A). According to Păun’s membrane definition, the size
and the spatial placement (distances, positions with respect to any coordinates)
do not matter [15, p. 51] and we therefore decided to dispose the membranes in
the two-dimensional space in an arbitrary manner. The only information that
matters and that allows to preserve the membrane structure are the relations
(i.e., the interconnections and the hierarchical organization) between the cellular
membranes (see Figure 3, B).

The relations between the membranes—which are represented in our imple-
mentation by electronic buses (a collection of wires)—are basically only used
when objects are being transferred between two membranes. A membrane can
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rules and objects

Fig. 2. Membranes are not explicitely represented, instead, the cell is defined by its
contents.

A

Out
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B

In

Out

InIn

Fig. 3. The relations between the membranes are represented by the interconnections.

one membrane inside
the skin membrane

2 connections

4 connections
the skin membrane

two membranes inside

Fig. 4. The number of connections basically depends on the membrane structure,
which represents a serious problem for hardware implementations. Our implementa-
tions avoids this problem by using a special bus.

send and receive objects only from its external enclosing membrane and from
the membranes it contains on the next lower level. For example: membrane 4
of Figure 1 can send and receive objects from its external membrane 1 (upper-
immediate) and from 5, 6, and 7 (lower-immediate). However, membrane 4 can-
not directly communicate with membranes 8 and 9 nor with 2 and 3. Therefore,
connections in the form of bi-directional communication channels must exist be-
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tween a membrane, its lower-immediate and upper-immediate membranes (see
Figure 5, A). In the following, the two communication directions shall be de-
scribed.

First, one communication channel (i.e., an electronic bus) is required to send
objects to the lower-immediate membranes (see Figure 5, B). The bus originates
from the upper membrane (1) and all the lower membranes are connected to
it. It is possible that several lower-immediate membranes are connected to the
same bus (e.g., membranes 2 and 3). To directly address a given message to
a specified membrane, a label is attached to each message that is sent on the
bus. Each membrane compares the label of each message with its own label and
accordingly decides whether it is the receiver or not.

Second, to receive objects from the lower-immediate membranes, one bus
for each lower-immediate membrane would basically be required as objects can
be received simultaneously (Figure 5, C). We did not adopt this solution as
it is dependent on the membrane structure. To avoid multiple buses, we simply
replaced them by a bus that first “traverses” all the lower-immediate membranes
(i.e., membranes 2 and 3) before it gets connected to the target membrane (1).
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Fig. 5. Possible connection structures between membranes. Sub-figure F shows the
final membrane hardware component with its interconnection structure. The membrane
component is universal and might be used anywhere in the hierarchy of a membrane
system.
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Each lower-immediate membrane basically adds its objects to the message that
is transferred on the bus before passing it on to the next membrane in the chain.

Naturally, a membrane can be at the same time an upper-immediate (if it
contains other membranes) and a lower-immediate for another membrane (mem-
brane 2 of Figure 5, D, for example). Therefore, each membrane must basically
possess the connections required to connect to both of these levels (Figure 5, E
and F), although some of them might not always be used.

Our architecture is completely independent of the surrounding membrane
structure. For example, as shown in Figure 4, the number of interconnections
is basically dependent on the number of the lower-immediate membranes. Each
time a new membrane is being created, a new bus would have been required. Our
final membrane implementation—as shown in Figure 5, F—is a sort of universal
component which avoids this serious drawback and which might therefore be
used anywhere in the hierarchy of a membrane system.

3.2 Multisets of Symbol-Objects

Each region of a membrane can potentially host an unlimited number of objects,
represented by the symbols from a given alphabet. In our case, these objects are
not implemented individually but only their multiset is represented. The multi-
plicity of each set, i.e., number of identical objects, is stored within a register3

as shown in Figure 6. The register’s order reflects the order of the objects within
the alphabet and consequently, the register position directly indicates which
symbol’s multiplicity is being stored. Note that the size of the register limits the
maximum number of object instances that can be stored. In our implementation,
one can choose between 8-bit and 16-bit registers, which allows to store up to
27 = 128 or up to 215 = 32768 instances of an object (the remaining bit is being
used to detect a capacity overflow).

23

membrane structure

a  b
00000011

00000010

8 bits

hardware registers

a

b

membrane structure

aa
a b

b

(multiset of objects)

Fig. 6. Representation of the symbol-objects in hardware. Alphabet = {a, b}

3.3 Evolution Rules

An evolution rule is a rewriting rule of the form u → v(v1, ini)(v2, out) that
replaces the membrane objects u by the objects v, sends the objects v1 to the
3 A memory element with rapid access.
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Fig. 7. A view within the membrane hardware component.

lower-immediate membrane with label i, and sends the objects v2 to the upper-
immediate membrane. Cooperative rules, i.e., rules with a length of u greater
than 1, are also supported in our implementation. There is only one possible in
target command in our implementation, whereas in some P systems there may
be several. However this simplification does not significantly affect the compu-
tational power and could easily be modified in a future extension of the design.

The module responsible for the evolution rules (see also Figure 7) is composed
of the following elements (for more details on the priority and the membrane
dissolution and creation, see also Sections 3.5 and 3.6):

– 4 arrays of 8-bit registers (4 multisets of objects) store the left-hand side,
here, out and in parts of a rule (i.e., u, v, v1, and v2 in the formula);

– one 8-bit register contains the in target label (i.e., i from ini);
– 8-bit registers store up to 4 labels of rules with higher priority;
– one 8-bit register specifies the label of the membrane to be created (in case

of a creation rule);
– one bit in the 8-bit PriorityVector register is set to “1” if the rule is priority-

dependant;
– one bit in the 8-bit DissolutionVector register indicates whether the rule will

dissolve the membrane; and
– one bit in the 8-bit CreationVector register indicates whether the rule will

create a membrane.

All these registers are initialized only at the beginning of the simulation and
do not change afterwards. Remember also that the P system’s evolution rules do
not change throughout a computation, except for dissolving membranes, where
the associated set of rules disappears.

In addition, a further module constantly computes whether a rule can be
applied or not. The module takes the membrane objects as inputs and generates
the signal Applicable for each rule:
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Applicable (u → v) = 1 iff u ≤ w (1)

where w is the multiplicity of membrane objects and u > 0. For example, the rule
a3 → b can only be applied if there are at least 3 objects of a present within the
current membrane. Connecting all the Applicable signals of all the rules present
in the membrane together by means of a logical or-gate then directly provides
the signal indicating when the membrane’s computation is finished, i.e., when
all rules (that can be applied) have been applied.

3.4 Reactor Algorithm

The evolution of a P system can basically be decomposed into micro- and macro-
steps. We used a somehow different decomposition as the micro- and macro-steps
proposed by Păun in [14]. Our micro-step corresponds to the application of a
rule inside a membrane. A macro-step then consists in applying sequential micro-
steps in parallel to all membranes, as long as a rule can be applied somewhere.
At the end of a macro-step (i.e., no further rule is applicable), the newly ob-
tained and the stored objects are consolidated to the already existing objects (in
all membranes in parallel). The system knows when all micro-steps have been
completed due to the global signal generated on the basis of the membrane’s
Applicable signals (see Section 3.3). Algorithms 1 and 2 illustrate the details of
the micro- and macro-step in our hardware implementation. Note that the rule
r is of the form u → v(v1, ini)(v2, out) and the “store” operation simply updates
the internal registers.

Algorithm 1. Micro-step of our P system
Select a rule r
if Applicable(r) then

Remove left-hand side objects u from membrane objects
Store right-hand side objects v in the UpdateBuffer
Send v1 to the lower-immediate membranes (via the connection bus)
Store v2 in the ToUpperBuffer

end if
Store objects from upper-immediate membrane in the FromUpperBuffer

The selection of the rules (first step of Algorithm 1 is done in the follow-
ing way: a special memory inside the membrane contains an ordered list of
rule labels (specified at the P system initialization). This sequence might either
be generated randomly—which simulates in a certain sense a nondeterminis-
tic behavior—or in a pre-specified order. However, it is important to note that
two equal initializations result in the same P system behavior, i.e., the system
is completely deterministic, which is different from the original P systems idea
(see also Section 2). Furthermore, the rules of a P system are usually applied
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Algorithm 2. Macro-step of our P system
In all membranes simultaneously
while Exists an applicable rule in the system do

Perform a micro-step
end while

Send ToUpperBuffer objects to the upper-immediate membrane
Add UpdateBuffer objects to membrane objects
Add FromUpperBuffer objects to membrane objects
Add objects from the lower-immediate membrane to membrane objects

in a maximum parallel manner. As Algorithm 1 illustrates, our P system hard-
ware implementation does not allow a maximum parallel application of the rules
within a micro-step. The main reason for this was that such an algorithm would
have been too expensive to implement in terms of resources used as it would
require to implement a search algorithm. However, the parallelism on the mem-
brane level is fully realized and membranes compute simultaneously.

3.5 Priorities

A rule r1 : u1 → v1 from a set Ri is used in a transition step with respect to Π
(the membrane system) if there is no rule r2 : u2 → v2 which can be applied
at the same step and r2 > r1 [15, p. 70] (i.e., r2 has a higher priority than r1).
Remember that there is competition for the rule application and not for the
objects to be used. In order to respect the priorities, the priority-applicability
of a rule is computed only once, i.e., at the beginning of each macro-step. The
signal PriorityApplicable is generated according to the following formula:

PriorityApplicable (ri) = ¬

⎛
⎝∑

j

Applicable (rj) | rj > ri

⎞
⎠ . (2)

The information rj > ri is contained in the labels (see Section 3.3 and Figure 7).
Once selected, a rule is applied only if it is both Applicable and PriorityApplicable
(i.e., both signals are active).

3.6 Creating and Dissolving Membranes

The work presented so far did not allow to create and dissolve membranes. We
therefore propose these two extensions to our membrane hardware architecture.
Dissolving and creating membranes is both biologically and mathematically mo-
tivated. As Paun writes, it is a frequent phenomenon in nature that a membrane
is broken, and that the reaction conditions in the region change and become
those of the covering membrane, for all the contents of the previously dissolved
membrane. Furthermore, membranes are also created continuously in biology,
for instance in the process of vesicle mediated transport. When a compartment
becomes too large, it often happens that new membranes appear inside it. From
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an organizational point of view, membrane creation is mainly used as a tool
for better structuring the objects of a given (natural or artificial) system. But
interestingly, we observe also an increase of the computational power since the
class of creating membranes can solve NP-complete problems in linear time (see
[15, p. 311] for an example of linearly solving the SAT problem by means of P
systems with membrane creation).

The first extension is the membrane dissolving action [15, p. 64]. The appli-
cation of rules of the form u → vδ in a region i is equivalent to using the rule,
then dissolving the membrane i . All objects and membranes previously present
in the membrane become contents of the upper-immediate membrane, while the
rules of the dissolved membrane are removed.

The solution adopted for our hardware implementation simply consists in dis-
abling the membrane by means of a membrane Enable signal. Once a membrane
dissolving rule has been used, the membrane objects are sent to the upper-
immediate membrane, the membrane is reconfigured to fit the new connection
configuration, and the enable signal is set to “0” to “disable” the membrane. It
is important to note that the membrane (i.e., its contents) continues to physi-
cally exist. This is, among other reasons, necessary in order not to interrupt the
communication busses as presented in Section 3.1. Obviously, the drawback of
this solution is that the space occupied by a “removed” membrane cannot be
reused.

The second extension made to our model consists in the creation of mem-
branes [15, p. 302]. When a rule of the form a → [iv ]i is used in a region j , then
the object a is replaced with a new membrane with the label i and the contents
as indicated by v . The label i is important as it indicates the set of rules that
applies in the new region.

The solution adopted for our hardware implementation consists in creating
the potentially “new” membranes at initialization already. This is possible since
all parameters needed for their creation (i.e., their objects, evolution rules, and
the position in the membrane structure) are already known. At the beginning,
these membranes are considered as non-operational. Once a membrane creating
rule has been used, one of the already created membranes will simply be acti-
vated (until they are all used). Obviously, the number of available inactive spare
membranes limits the computational power of the system.

4 Design Flow and Java-Tool for Generating VHDL Code

The membrane system has been programmed using the VHDL [3,26] hardware
description language. The FPGA programming process basically requires three
software tools (note that many other tools exist): ModelSim4 (a VHDL simula-
tor), LeonardoSpectrum5 (a VHDL synthesizer), and the Xilinx Design tools6.
Figure 8 illustrates the typical design flow.
4 Model Technology: http://www.model.com.
5 Mentor Graphics: http://www.mentor.com/leonardospectrum.
6 Xilinx: http://www.xlinix.com.
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the typical design flow.

The VHDL files are first compiled with the ModelSim software, which allows
to simulate and debug the VHDL code on a behavioral level. Once compiled and
simulated, the design is synthesized, analyzed, and optimized by means of the
LeonardoSpectrum software. LeonardoSpectrum also provides all technology-
relevant details with regards to the chosen hardware technology or circuit, i.e.,
the electrical schemas, the timing analysis, the hardware resources required,
etc. In addition, LeonardoSpectrum also outputs the EDIF file which is used
in the next step by the Xilinx software. The Xilinx Design tools basically map
(i.e., place & route) the design on the chosen chip and generate the necessary
configuration files. In our case, the software outputs the configuration bitstream
for the Xilinx FPGA we have chosen as a target technology.

Since a large part of the code is dependent on the membrane system to
be simulated and on its initial values, we implemented a Java application which
basically automates the generation of the VHDL source code. As shown in Figure
9, the application allows to specify in a convenient way all relevant parameters of
the membrane system and then automatically generates the VHDL configuration
and initialization files as well as several scripts that automate the simulation
process.

5 Experiments and Results

In this section, a simple educative toy example as well as a selection of results
shall be presented.

5.1 An Example

We consider the P system presented on page 73 in [15] (see also Figure 10)
that allows to decide whether k divides n. Figure 11 shows parts of the tim-
ing diagram of a ModelSim simulation of this P system. The alphabet used is
the following: Alphabet = {a, c, d, e, no, yes}. The signal names as shown in the
simulation represent the following information:
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Fig. 9. Java application that allows to automatically generate all necessary configura-
tion files of the membrane system hardware implementation.

– clk: Global clock signal.
– macro step: Set to ’1’ when a macro-step is being completed and then

triggers the consolidation of the objects in all membranes.
– values i, and newvalues i: Correspond to the multiplicities of objects in the

membrane i. Values i represents the objects currently contained in membrane
i. Newvalues i represents the objects that will appear in membrane i after a
rule (in this or another membrane) has been applied.

Note that the rules are not represented in Figure 11 as they do not change
during the P system evolution. A description of the simulation—which requires
a total of 15 clocks steps to complete—is as follows:

1. The system is initialized. The inner membrane with label 2 contains a3b2d
(values2, init). The system therefore decides whether k = 2 divides n = 3.

2. Rule ac → e is applied. The objects a and c in the second membrane are
replaced by one object d, i.e., values 2 has been decremented on the posi-
tions that correspond to the objects a and c (follow the alphabet order) and
newvalues 2 has been incremented at the position of the object d. Note that
the rule d → dδ cannot be applied in this macro-step as a rule of higher
priority (ac → e) is applicable.

3. No rules can be applied in any membrane, therefore a new macro-step is
started and the values are updated: values := values + newvalues.

4. The rule ae → c is applied (the only applicable rule). Again, a macro-step
and an update as in the previous step follow.

5. The rule d → dδ is finally used as all the rules of higher priority cannot be
applied (i.e., there are no more occurrences of the object a). This causes
membrane 2 to dissolve in the next macro-step.
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6. Beginning of a macro-step. Membrane 2 is dissolved, therefore its contents
are transferred to membrane 1 (since membrane 1 contains membrane 2).

7. The rule dce → (no, in3 ) is applied in membrane 1 for it has priority over
the other rule. Objects dce in membrane 1 are replaced with no (result) in
membrane 3, which is the output membrane.

a  c  dn k

d d

(no, in  )) > (d (yes, in  ))(dcc’

c’ac
ac’ c

2

>

3

δ

1

O = {a, c, c’, d, no, yes}

3 3

Fig. 10. The membrane system simulated (page 73 in [15]).

            

Fig. 11. Screenshot of a ModelSim P system simulation. The white fat vertical lines
indicate cuts on the time axis, i.e., irrelevant parts of the simulation have been removed.

Our implementation has been tested by means of four examples from [15]
with the following features: membrane dissolution, membrane creation, trans-
ferring objects to upper- and lower-immediate membranes, and cooperative P
systems with priorities. Short descriptions of the problems tested, screenshots of
the ModelSim simulations, and the simulation results of the LeonardoSpectrum
synthesis can be found on: http://www.teuscher.ch/psystems.
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5.2 Results

In order to evaluate the performance of our hardware implementation, we syn-
thesized membrane systems of different sizes and complexities. The target circuit
was a Xilinx high-end Virtex-II Pro 2VP50 FPGA7 that roughly contains about
24000 configurable logic blocks (CLBs)8. Table 1 summarizes the results ob-
tained. One can see that the resources used are directly proportional to the
maximum number of objects. Furthermore, adding the possibility of membrane
creation adds complexity and therefore results in a design that is almost twice
as large and runs at a much slower clock speed.

Table 1. Summary of the performance results obtained for a Xilinx Virtex-II Pro
2VP50ff1517 (Speed grade: -7) FPGA.

At the exception of the limited physical resources of the reconfigurable cir-
cuit, i.e., the number of gates available, there is no limitation on the number of
membranes, rules, and objects that might be simulated from a theoretical point
of view since the universal membrane architecture is entirely parameterizable by
generic parameters in the VHDL code.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a universal and massively parallel hardware implementation of a
special class of P systems. The proposed hardware design is highly parameteriz-
able and can in principle be used to evolve membrane systems of any complexity
as long as the underlying hardware provides sufficient resources. The architec-
ture of the universal membrane hardware module allows to use the same mod-
ule anywhere in the hierarchy of a membrane system and independently of the
number of rules and objects to be stored within it. The results have shown that
membrane systems can be implemented very efficiently in hardware.

Future work will concentrate on the development and improvement (in terms
of speed and resources used) of the existing design. In addition, it is planned
7 http://www.xilinx.com.
8 1 CLB = 4 logic cells, 1 logic cell = 4-input LUT + FF + Carry Logic.
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to extend the existing design in order to be able to reuse dissolved membranes
and in order to apply rules in a fully parallel and nondeterministic manner. In
addition, dealing with a larger number of objects would probably require a serial
communication protocol as the bus size was already a serious limitation in the
current implementation. The number of rules and priority dependencies (set to
8 and 4 respectively) have not yet been parameterized, but this is also envisaged
in the future.

Furthermore, we also envisage to extend the current design to other impor-
tant classes of P systems such as for example systems with symport/antiport
[15, p. 130] and systems with membrane division [15, p. 273].

Further ongoing research consists in developing more general hardware ar-
chitectures for membrane systems amalgamated with alternative computational
and organizational metaphors. Amorphous Membrane Blending (AMB) [19], for
example, is an original and not less unconventional attempt to combine some
of the interesting and powerful traits of Amorphous Computing [2], Membrane
Computing [15], Artificial Chemistries [6], and Blending [7]. One of the goals is
to obtain a novel, minimalist, and hardware-friendly computational architecture
with organizational principles inspired by biology and cognitive science.
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Abstract. We propose an intriguing relationship between P systems
and Petri nets. For a basic model of P systems, this paper presents
a new formalization based on place/transition nets, which can adopt
one transition to implement the structural operational semantics of one
evolving rule in P systems and utilize incidence matrix to analyze the
computation of one macro-step. We also define the behavioral properties
in P systems such as terminating, liveness, and boundedness based on
this formalization. For a general class of P systems, we briefly describe
a high-level framework called membrane Petri nets (MP-nets). MP-nets
extend ordinary colored Petri nets (CPN) through introducing the dy-
namic features such as dissolve, divide, and move inspired by P systems.
Therefore, MP-nets can be a graphical as well as an algebraic modelling
tool for both generic P systems and dynamic CPN.

1 Introduction

P systems have been introduced by Gheorghe Păun in 1998 [17] as a distributed
and parallel computability model based on biological membranes. The study
about P systems is very active and the theoretical basis has already been well
developed. Many variants of P systems have been investigated, by following
many ideas from DNA computing, biochemistry, etc. A good guide-introduction
of basic ideas, definitions and important results of this field can be found in [18].
With the popularity of P systems, it is natural to make this model as realistic as
possible, as powerful as possible and as elegant as possible [18]. So the concise
and efficient formalization of P systems is the basic step to above goals. Up to
now, some formal methods [19,20,3] aim to deal with the implementation and
formal correctness of P systems. The first part of this paper (Section 2) proposes
a new formal method based on Petri nets, which provides a natural and powerful
framework to formalize P systems.

Petri nets play an important role in the modelling, analysis and verification
of concurrent systems. Petri nets are graphical as well as algebraic modelling
tools, applicable to a large variety of information processing systems. Thanks to
above advantages, it is attractive to adopt Petri nets to model P systems. So the
rich theoretical concepts and practical tools from well-developed Petri nets can
be introduced in the current research of membrane computing. Moreover, the
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main drawback of Petri nets is that the structure of the based net is static. In
order to model dynamic structures such as workflow [8], some variants from basic
Petri nets such as mobile Petri nets [1], dynamic Petri nets [9] and reconfigurable
Petri nets [2] are discussed to prescribe the reflective and dynamic structure in
the distributed and parallel environment. A basic aspect of P systems is that
they are distributed and parallel computing devices, and have built-in reflective
and dynamic capabilities ascribed to the self adaptable features from biological
membrane structures. Thus a new variant of Petri nets inspired by P systems
can be obtained, which is the natural and theoretical extension of traditional
Petri nets. The goal of this paper is to establish a tight relationship between
these two models in theoretical computer science: P systems and Petri nets. The
second part (Section 3) of this paper presents a new general framework called
MP-nets to fill the gap between these two models.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe our
Petri nets-based formalization of P systems and discuss some new properties
(e.g., boundedness, liveness, etc.) in P systems. In Section 3, we extend Petri nets
with dynamic structures and present a preliminary framework membrane Petri
nets (MP-nets), applicable for both P systems and Petri nets. As an example, an
MP-net is used to model the Distributed Dining Philosophers Problem. Finally,
we conclude our work and present future research directions in the last section.

2 The Petri Nets-Based Formalization of P Systems

2.1 The Differences between Petri Nets and Basic P Systems

Firstly, we recall the basic model of P systems from [18].

Definition 1. A P system (of degree m ≥ 1) is a tuple

Π = (V, T, C, μ, w1, w2, . . . , (R1, ρ1), . . . , (Rm, ρm)),

where:

(i) V is an alphabet of objects;
(ii) T ⊆ V (the output alphabet);
(iii) C ⊆ V,C ∩ T = ∅ (catalysts);
(iv) μ is a membrane structure consisting of m membranes, and m is called the

degree of Π;
(v) wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are strings which represent multisets over V associated with

the regions 1, 2, . . . ,m of μ;
(vi) Ri are sets of evolution rules associated with membranes 1, 2, . . . ,m of μ.

An evolution rule is a pair (u, v) of strings over V ; the objects from v also
have associated target indications of the form here, out, inj; ρi is a partial
order relation over Ri, called a priority relation.

Details about this class of P systems can be found in [18]. At a first glance,
there are many differences between P systems and Petri nets [21]. We mention
four of them:
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(i) Petri nets have no global clock, while P systems are synchronous, and a
global clock is assumed for all regions of the system.

(ii) Petri nets have a nondeterministic firing model, but in P systems ALL
objects which can evolve should do it (according to the priority relation),
by means of a choice of rules which is nondeterministic. Also, the evolution
is MAXIMAL, because of the maximal parallelism [18].

(iii) All rules in Petri nets are independent, while a partial order relation over
rules in P systems determines the priority over rules.

(iv) The structure of Petri nets is monolithic and static, whereas the membrane
structure in P systems is hierarchical. Moreover, the membrane of P systems
can be dissolved. Therefore, the structure is dynamic.

2.2 Preliminary Definitions

Generally speaking, Petri nets cannot describe P systems directly. If P systems
have no global clock (corresponding to a non-synchronized transition), no pri-
ority relation and no dissolving capability, it is trivial to translate P systems
to the place/transition nets. When all above differences are considered, some
skillful techniques are necessary to encode P systems. Following [18,20,3], we
prepare the preliminary definitions for this encoding.

Definition 2. A multiset M over a non-empty set U is a mapping M : U → N .
Let M, M1 and M2 be multisets over U,
Empty Multiset: is the 0 map, that is, ∀a ∈ U, 0a = 0.
Multiset Multiplication: ∀a ∈ U, (n ∗M)a = n ∗ (Ma).
Multiset Inclusion: M1 ⊂ M2 if and only if ∀a ∈ U, (M1a) < (M2a).
Multiset Union: ∀a ∈ U, (M1 + M2)a = (M1a) + (M2a).
Multiset Difference: ∀a ∈ U, (M2 −M1)a = (M2a)− (M1a), if M1 ⊂ M2.
Multiset Size: |M | =

∑
a∈U Ma.

Multiset Support: Supp M = {a ∈ U | Ma > 0}.
A membrane structure is pictorially represented by an Euler-Venn diagram.

Let L be a label set, V an object set, and w a multiset over V .

Definition 3. A membrane (also called region) with labels l in L and objects
in V is a tuple (L, w, π, (R, ρ)), where π is a set of sub-membranes (if it is
elementary, π = ∅), R is a set of evolution rules with labels l in L and ρ is a
partial order relation over R.

Thus, the general structure of a membrane is:

[lw, [i]i, . . . , [j ]j ]l,

and each rule r ∈ R has a form:

r : ω → ωhereωoutωinj × {δ,¬δ}, (1)

where j belongs to the label set of its sub-membranes, and ωhere, ωout, and ωinj

denote the multisets of objects which will be kept in this membrane, sent out of
this membrane, and sent into its sub-membrane labeled by j, respectively.
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Let Input(r) denote the multiset ω from the left part of rule r, and Output(r)
denote the multiset from the right part of this rule.

Definition 4. Let micro-step denote the fact that one rule of a membrane has
been performed. The structural operational semantics (SOS) of a micro-step
is as follows:

[mw1, [nw2, [jw3]j , . . . , [k]k]n]m
n  r : ω → ωhereωoutωinj

[mw1 + ωout, [n(w2 + ωhere)− ω, [jw3 + ωinj
]j , . . . , [k]k]n]m (2)

or

[mw1, [nw2, [jw3]j , . . . , [k]k]n]m
n  r : ω → ωhereωoutωinj

δ

[m(w1 + ωout + ωhere + w2)− ω, [jw3 + ωinj
]j , . . . , [k]k]m (3)

So a micro-step is the minimal unit of transitions in P systems. In a mem-
brane, according to the nondeterministic choice and priority relation, not all
rules can be applied.

Definition 5. (i) Useful(R, w) = {r ∈ R | Input(r) ⊆ w}, the rules which
are possible to be applied in this membrane.

(ii) Active(R, w) = {r ∈ Useful(R,w) | ¬(∃t ∈ Useful(R,w), (t > r) ∈ ρ)},
the applicable active rules in this membrane.

(iii) MulSet(R, w) denotes the multiset of the rules r ∈ Active(R,w).
(iv) Parikh vector v = [i1, i2, ..., is], s = |Active(R,w)|, is the natural number

vector defined as follows. According to the maximal parallelism, all the rules
in Active(R, w) can be applied. Moreover, some rules can be applied several
times simultaneously. Hence, the value of element vj in v denotes the times
of performing the rule rj in Active(R, w).

(v) Maximal(R, w) = {r ∈ MulSet(R,w)|¬(∃t ∈ R, t ∈ Active(R, (w−y)))},
where
y =

s∑
j=1

(ij ∗ Input(rj)), rj ∈ Active(R,w), [i1, i2, . . . , is] is the Parikh vec-

tor. After all rules in Maximal(R, w) are applied at the same time, the
remaining multiset of objects (w − y) of this membrane cannot evolve by
any active rules.

Definition 6. Transaction-step (also called local step) denotes the rules in
Maximal(R, w) that have been applied, and this corresponds to a maximally par-
allel evolution in one membrane. macro-step (also called global step) denotes
that the transaction-steps of all regions have been processed “simultaneously”
(i.e., with all transaction-steps performed synchronously).
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2.3 Encoding of P Systems Based on Petri Nets

From the concepts discussed above, the place/transition nets (P/T net) are
a convenient tool to formalize P systems.

Definition 7. A marked P/T net is a tuple N = (S, T, F, k, w, m0), where:

(i) S and T are finite, nonempty and disjoint sets. S is the set of places (in
the figures represented by circles). T is the set of transitions (in the figures
represented by boxes);

(ii) F ⊆ S × T ∪ T × S is the flow relation set of directed arcs;
(iii) k : S → {0, 1, 2, . . .} ∪ {∞}is a partial capacity restriction (default is ∞);
(iv) w : F → {0, 1, 2, . . .} assigns a weight to every arc (default is 1);
(v) m0 is the initial marking (a marking of N is a mapping M:S → {0, 1, 2, . . .}).

In order to describe the details of the solution, it is illustrative to present a
simple but canonical example. Consider the following system (of degree 3):

outbd →

δoutab→

b

a

2inouthere dcba →

)()(
12 inin bbddc →>→

Fig. 1. Example 1: A simple P system

Π = ({a, b, c, d}, ∅, ∅, μ, w0, w1, w2, (R0, ρ0), (R1, ρ1), (R2, ρ2)),
μ = [0 [1 [2]2, ]1, ]0,

w0 = {b}, R0 = {r01 : c → ddin2 , r02 : b → bin1}, ρ0 = {r01 > r02},
w1 = {a}, R1 = {r11 : a → bherecoutdin2 , r12 : b → aoutδ}, ρ1 = ∅,
w2 = ∅, R2 = {r21 : d → bout}, ρ2 = ∅.

In Example 1 (see Fig. 2), every object can be represented as a place in the
P/T net, and the number of tokens in this place denotes the number of occur-
rences of this object. Every rule can be represented by a transition. For example,
in membrane 0, the rule r01 : c → ddin2 , can be described by a transition r01.
Because two copies of object d are sent to membrane 2, the weight of the arc
〈r01, d〉 is 2, which denotes that whenever the rule r01 is performed, one copy of
object c will be removed in membrane 0 and two copies of object d will be sent
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to membrane 2. Up to now, all objects and rules are encoded in P/T nets. The
most difficult is to encode the dissolving rule. Our solution is to introduce some
auxiliary places and transitions to simulate the dissolution of membranes.

d

b

a a

b

c

Fig. 2. The P/T based formalization for Example 1

Briefly, when the dissolving action is executed as the last step of a
transaction-step, we adopt the following method:

(i) All objects of this membrane belong to its parent membrane.
Solution:
Using additional transitions called send-transitions to send all objects of
the dissolved membrane to its parent membrane. In Example 1, d11 and d12
will send all objects from membrane 1 to membrane 0. Of course, before
the dissolving action, such sending transitions should be prohibited. So
the powerful inhibitor-arc in P/T nets can be introduced to solve this
problem. In detail, if 〈s, t〉 is an inhibitor arc, then t is only enabled at a
marking m if m(s) = 0. An additional place called enable-place related to
these inhibitor arcs will be added here. In our example, enable-places are
c11 and 〈c11, d11〉, 〈c11, d12〉 are two inhibitor arcs with the initial marking
m0(c11) = 1.
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(ii) The rules in this membrane cannot be performed any more.
Solution:
Using the additional places called disable-places and inhibitor arcs with
the initial marking equal to 0. After the dissolving action, the marking of
disable-places will have a non-zero value, so all rules in this membrane will
be prohibited. In our example, the disable-place is c12 and the inhibitor arcs
are 〈c12, r11〉, 〈c12, r12〉.

(iii) Its parent membrane cannot input objects from here any more.
Solution:
Adding the inhibitor arc from disable-places to related transitions which
will input objects from its parent membrane. In our example, 〈c12, r02〉 will
disable the rule: b → bin1 .

(iv) Its parent membrane can send objects into its sub-membranes now.
Solution:
Adding inhibitor arcs from enable-places to related transitions which will
send objects from its parent membrane to its sub-membranes. In our exam-
ple, 〈c11, r01〉 will enable the rule c → ddin2 after the rule b → aoutδ.

(v) Its sub-membranes now can send objects to its parent membrane.
Solution:
When objects are sent from its sub-membranes, these objects will be for-
warded to its parent membrane. In our example, when membrane 1 is dis-
solved, all objects sent by d → bout will be forwarded to membrane 0 by
the transition d12.

In short, through some additional places and transitions, we can simulate
the action of dissolving. So the encoding of micro-step is done. The remaining
problem is how to prescribe the Transaction-step and the macro-step.

First we formally define the Petri nets PT for P systems Π, and then the
semantics of transaction-step and macro-step will be discussed.

Definition 8. The P/T net PT for a P system Π is a tuple

PT = (V ∪ C, T ∪ S, F ∪ E,∞, w,m0 ∪ Z),

where:

(i) V, T and S are finite, nonempty and disjoint sets.
(ii) The base net (V, T, F,w,m0) is directly translated from the P system. Every

object in the P system is one-to-one mapped to a place in V. Every rule is
one-to-one mapped to a transition in T. F and w denote the corresponding
flow relation and the occurrence of objects of the rules in R. m0 is the initial
marking, which corresponds to the initial configuration of the P system.

(iii) C is the additional set of places including additional places in V, disable-
places, and enable-places. S is the additional set of transitions including all
send-transitions. E is the additional set of flow relations from C and S. C,
S and E are initialized as empty sets. The weight of arcs in E is 1.

(iv) C, S and E are constructed as follows:
If membrane i has a rule of the form as u → vδ, then
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(1) One enable-place ci1 and one disable-place ci2 are added to C,
C = C ∪ {ci1, ci2}.

(2) Let Vi denote the object set of membrane i, Vp denote the object set
of its parent membrane. The additional places (Vi − (Vp ∩ Vi)) will be
added in its parent membrane, and C = C ∪ (Vi − (Vp ∩ Vi)). The
send-transition {di1, . . . , dim} (m = |V i|) will be added into S, that is,
S = S ∪ {di1, . . . , dim}.

(3) For each object Vij in membrane i and the corresponding object Vpj in
its parent membrane,
E = E ∪ {(Vi1, di1), . . . , (Vim, dim)} ∪ {(di1, Vp1), . . . , (dim, Vpm)}
(m = |Vi|).

(4) Let Ri denote the rule set of membrane i. For each rule rij, the in-
hibitor arc (ci2, rij) from disable-place ci2 to rij will be added into
E, hence
E = E ∪ {(ci2, ri1), . . . , (ci2, rim)} (m = |Ri|).

(5) Let Renable denote all rules which will input objects from parent mem-
brane into its sub-membranes. The following inhibitor arcs will be
added to E.
E = E ∪ {(ci1, r) | r ∈ Renable}.

(6) Let Rinput denote all rules from its parent membrane which can send
objects in membrane i. The following inhibitor arcs will be added in
E.
E = E ∪ {(ci2, r) | r ∈ Rinput}.

(7) Let Rdis denote the rule with the form as u → vδ, The following arcs
will be added to E.
E = E ∪ {(ci1, r) | r ∈ Rdis} ∪ {(r, ci2) | r ∈ Rdis}.

(v) Z is the additional marking such that all disable-places in C are marked 0,
and all enable-places in C are marked 1.

For the example from Fig. 1, the related P/T net is presented in Fig. 2. In
this net, the thicker circles and boxes represent the base net (V, T, F,w,m0), and
the thin circles and boxes represent the additional places and transitions. For
Example 1, C = {c11, c12}, S = {d11, d12}, and E is represented by the thinner
arcs in Fig. 2.

Now we can use linear-algebraic techniques to analyze the PT derived from
P systems. The basic concepts concerning incidence matrix [N] and state
equation can be found in [14]. For Example 1, the incidence matrix [N] of
Example 1 is given in Fig. 3.

Let M0 denote the initial marking of a P/T net; the Parikh vector v de-
note the firing sequence of transitions. In Example 1, the first macro-step in-
cludes one transaction-step in membrane 0 and one transaction-step in mem-
brane 1. Thus, Maximal(R0, b) of the transaction-step in membrane 0 is {r02},
and Maximal(R1, a) = {r11}. The firing sequence of this macro-step is r02+r11.
According to [N], the Parikh vector v of this macro-step is 0∗r01 +1∗r02 +1∗
r11 +0∗r12 +0∗r21 +0∗d11 +0∗d12, i.e., v = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0). Let M1 denote
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the marking after the first macro-step of Example 1. [r02r11] : M0 �−→ M1 can
be represented by M1 = M0 + [N ] ∗ v.

Definition 9. The Transaction-step in membrane i is the firing sequence of
transitions from Maximal(Ri, w), which is mapped into Parikh vector vi,

vi = (0, 0, . . . ,M(ti1),M(ti2), . . . ,M(tin
), . . . , 0), (4)

where tij
∈ Maximal(Ri, w), n = |Active(Ri, w)|, M is the multiset function

(see also Definition 2), which calculates the number of occurrence of tij
in

Maximal(Ri, w). The position of element tij in vi corresponds to the position
in incidence matrix [N].

Now we consider the whole Parikh vector v. If two rules have the form u → vδ,
and both rules can be performed, or if the membrane will be dissolved while its
parent membrane will input objects here, such as r02 in Example 1, then our
solution is that the dissolving action δ is the last action of this macro-step and
this action can only be executed once. If both rules will perform δ, only one rule
will be selected nondeterministically to perform it.

Therefore, the macro-step is divided into two phases. The first phase (v1 +
v2 + . . . + vm) corresponds to the maximal parallelism in all membranes. After
this phase, the send-transitions in the additional set S will be performed in a
maximally possible parallel manner at the second phase. That is to say, when
such rules are performed, there is no send-transition which can be executed any
more in this macro-step. Let vs denote all send-transitions in this macro-step.

Thus, the Parikh vector v of a macro-step in a P system of degree of m is
the vector sum of all transaction-step Parikh vectors vi and vs:

v = v1 + v2 + . . . + vm + vs =
m∑

j=1

vj + vs. (5)
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Fig. 3. The incidence matrix [N] of Example 1
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Definition 10. The macro-step [v] : Mi �−→ Mj is

Mj = Mi + [N ] ∗ v. (6)

In Example 1, M0 = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0),

macro− step 1 : [r02r11] : M0 �−→ M1,
7∑

i=1

vi = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0),vs = 0,

v =
7∑

i=1

vi + vs = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0),

M1 = M0 + [N ] ∗ v = (0, 0, 1, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0),
macro− step 2 : [r12r21] : M1 �−→ M2,

7∑
i=1

vi = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0),vs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2),

v =
7∑

i=1

vi + vs = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 2),

M2 = M1 + [N ] ∗ v = (1, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1),
macro− step 3 : [r01] : M2 �−→ M3,

7∑
i=1

vi = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),vs = 0,

v =
7∑

i=1

vi + vs = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),

M3 = M2 + [N ] ∗ v = (1, 2, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 1),
macro− step 4 : [2 ∗ r21] : M3 �−→ M4,

7∑
i=1

vi = (0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0),vs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2),

v =
7∑

i=1

vi + vs = (0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 2),

M4 = M3 + [N ] ∗ v = (1, 4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).

In macro-step 1, there are two copies of b in membrane 1 which can evolve
by r12 but one b can evolve by that rule in the next macro-step according to
above discussion. In macro-step 2, two copies of b are sent from membrane 1 to
membrane 0 by send-transition d12 because membrane 1 is dissolved. In macro-
step 4, two copies of b from membrane 2 are sent to membrane 1 by send-
transition d12 because membrane 1 is dissolved.
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After four macro-steps, no other transitions can be applied any more. So the
result is one copy of a and four copies of b in membrane 0, and this corresponds
to the result in the P system.

2.4 The Behavioral Properties of P Systems Derived
from P/T Net PT

According to [14], many useful behavioral properties such as reachablility, bound-
edness, liveness of P/T nets can be investigated. Because a PT associated with
a P system is also a traditional P/T net, it is easy to introduce these properties
for P systems.

Definition 11. For a P system, we get:

(i) Terminating: the sequence of transitions between configurations of a given
P system is finite, i.e., the computation of the P system always halts.

(ii) Deadlock-free: each reachable configuration enables a next macro-step.
(iii) Liveness: it is deadlock-free and and there is a sequence containing all

kinds of macro-steps.
(iv) Boundedness: a P system is said to be k-bounded or simply bounded if the

number of copies of objects in each membrane for every reachable configu-
ration will not exceed a finite number k.

Theorem 1. If the P/T net PT for a given P system Π is terminating, then
the P system Π is terminating.

Proof. If the P system is not terminating, according to the definition of termi-
nation for P systems, there exists an infinite macro-step sequence. When the P
system is encoded by the P/T net PT, there also exists an infinite macro-step
sequence. Notice that each macro-step consists of transaction-steps and send-
transitions. Every transaction-step or send-transition consists of some micro-
steps, and each micro-step is one-to-one mapped to a transition in the P/T net
PT, so the sequence of transition in the PT is not finite. Thus, this PT is not
terminating.

Theorem 2. If the P/T net PT for a given P system Π is deadlock-free, then
the P system Π is deadlock-free.

Theorem 3. If the P/T net PT for a given P system Π has diveness, then the
P system Π has diveness.

Theorem 4. If the P/T net PT for a given P system Π is bounded, then the P
system Π is bounded.

Proof. The proofs of Theorem 2, 3, 4, are the same as for Theorem 1.
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3 MP-Nets: A General Framework of P Systems and
CPN

3.1 A General Class of P Systems

In section 2, a basic model of P systems was formalized by an ordinary P/T
net. However, there are many variants of P systems in the literature [18,12,4,
5,6,11,15]. For example, some extensions of the basic model such as associating
both objects and membranes with electrical charges {+, - , 0}, controlling the
permeability or thickness of membranes, handling multisets of strings and using
the splicing operation are added into P systems. Many variants are based on
biological ideas. For instance, the concepts of uniport, symport, antiport [16] and
carrier proteins [13] motivate the study of two “purely communicative” classes
of P systems. The interesting aspect of P systems is that the membranes can be
created, divided, merged, separated, etc.

Roughly speaking, the general class of P systems is based on: (1) a membrane
structure with some properties (i.e., electrical charges, permeability, etc.), (2)
multisets of objects in every membrane (every object belongs to certain type),
(3) two kinds of rules (evolving and communication rules concerning objects and
rules involving the structure of membranes). So it is convenient to use a general
framework which can prescribe features and compare differences among these
variants of P systems. The natural idea is to adopt Petri nets, but we should
extend the ordinary Petri nets because their static structure is not suitable to
describe dynamic operations such as merging and moving of membranes.

3.2 HCPN: Hierarchical Colored Petri Nets

An ordinary P/T net has no types and no modules. The base net is flat and
tokens are undistinguished. However, colored Petri nets (CPN) [10] can be
regarded as a kind of high level Petri nets, which are possible to use data types
and complex data manipulation. Each token in a CPN has attached a data type
called token color and the token colors can be investigated and modified by
the occurring transitions. The expressive power of P/T nets and CPN are the
same. The relationship between these systems is analogous to the relationship
between high level programming languages and assembly languages. Each CPN
has an equivalent P/T net and vice versa. In practice, we never translate a CPN
into a P/T net or vice versa. Because CPN have better structuring facilities,
e.g., types and modules than P/T nets, the former have more modelling power.

Hierarchical colored Petri nets (HCPN) [10] are a kind of CPN contain-
ing a number of interrelated subnets called pages. The syntax and semantics
of HCPN are similar to the definitions of non-hierarchical CPN. The two kinds
of nets have the same computational power but HCPN have more modelling
power. So HCPN is a powerful tool to describe a large variety of different sys-
tems. Hence, the framework of a general class of P systems based on HCPN is
analogous to a basic model of P systems based on P/T nets.
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3.3 MP-Nets: A General Framework of P Systems and HCPN

We use MP-nets (membrane Petri nets) to denote the general framework of P
systems based on HCPN. Because MP-nets are the dynamic extension of Colored
Petri net, they also can be a framework of CPN. In other words, MP-nets are the
generalization and integration of both P systems and CPN. Informally speaking,
an MP-net based on an HCPN is described by: (1) a membrane structure which
is related to the membrane structure of P systems; (2) multisets of objects in
every membrane which are the marking of objects in every place in HCPN;
(3) two kinds of rules, object rules (OR), i.e., evolving and communication
rules concerning objects, and membrane rules (MR), i.e., the rules about the
structural modification of membranes. Every membrane in an MP-net can be
regarded as a page in an HCPN and each membrane includes certain rules and a
multiset of objects. The first kind of rules OR in MP-nets behave like transitions
in ordinary HCPN. The second kind of rules MR such as dissolve, create, and
merge dynamically modify the structure of MP-nets, which are the novel features
added for ordinary HCPN. In short, MP-nets are the variant of HCPN where a
dynamic structure is introduced.

In the literature [1,9,2], there are some variants of Petri nets which can
deal with dynamic structures. All of these variants are introduced by certain
applications which just concern some features of dynamic structures. In turn,
MP-nets are inspired by P systems providing a systematic and general model
of dynamic features. Thus, MP-nets can fill a gap between P systems and Petri
nets.

Definition 12. A colored Petri net is a tuple CPN = (Σ,P, T,A,N,C,G,E, I),
more details can be found in Section 2.2 of [10].

In order to extend CPN to MP-nets, we consider some new features from P
systems. Informally, the first is the membrane structure, which is the same as
in P systems. Every membrane can be regarded as the equivalent of one page
in HCPN. An elementary membrane has no sub-membrane inside. The second
feature is that every membrane has the property of thickness (see [18]). The
third is that every object and membrane may have the property of electrical
charges {+, -, 0}. The forth is that new rules involving a dynamic structure
(MR) are added. At last, the rules in one membrane may be associated with a
partial order priority relation.

Definition 13. An MP-net is a tuple MN= CPN+ (μ, ρ, TH,EC,MR), where:

(i) CPN is a colored Petri net as in Definition 12, which is the base net of the
MP-net. Each membrane corresponds to a page of CPN.

(ii) μ is a membrane structure consisting of m membranes; m is called the
degree of the MP-net.

(iii) ρ is a partial order relation over transitions, called a priority relation.
(iv) TH : μ → {0, 1, 2, . . .}, assigns the thickness to every membrane, and the

default value is 1.
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(v) EC : μ → {+,−, 0}, assigns an electrical charges to every object and mem-
brane, and the default value is 0.

(vi) MR : μ → {dissolve, create,merge, divide, separate,move}, assigns mem-
brane rules to each membrane. The above operations are defined as follows:
(1) dissolve: [iM ]i → M

The objects and sub-membranes of membrane i now belong to its parent
membrane. The skin membrane cannot be dissolved.

(2) create: [iM ]i → [iM1[jM2]j ]i, where M = M1 + M2.
In membrane i , the new membrane j is created and M2 (the sub-
multiset of objects and sub-membranes) are added into membrane j,
the rest will remain in membrane i.

(3) merge: [iM1]i[jM2]j → [kM1 + M2]k
The objects and sub-membranes of membrane i and j are added to a
new membrane k.

(4) divide: [kM ]k → [iM ]i[jM ]j
The objects and sub-membranes are reproduced and added into mem-
brane i and membrane j, respectively.

(5) separate: [kM ]k → [iM1]i[jM2]j, where M = M1 + M2
This operation is the counterpart of merge.

(6) move: [iM1[jM2]j ]i → [iM1]i[jM2]j , or[iM1]i[jM2]j → [iM1[jM2]j ]i
A membrane can be moved into a membrane or moved out as a whole.

MP-nets as a framework of Petri nets. It is easy to see that if the degree of
an MP-net is 1 and there is no priority relation or membrane rules (MR), then
the MP-net is an ordinary CPN. Otherwise, an MP-net is a kind of dynamic and
hierarchical high level Petri net. Of course, when the structure of the Petri nets
can be changed, the dynamic properties of Petri nets, i.e., boundedness, liveness,
fairness, and so on should be reconsidered. The basic techniques such as place
invariants and occurrence graphs cannot be applied directly. So the dynamic
structure presents many theoretical and practical challenges in traditional Petri
nets.

MP-nets as a framework of P systems. It is fruitful to regard MP-nets
as a framework of P systems. An elementary membrane consists of the multiset
of objects (every object owns its color type) and transitions which correspond
to the rules in P systems. Each membrane (not the skin membrane) can be
dissolved, created, moved, etc.

Now, the basic model and variants can be expressed as follows. If only one
operation dissolve is allowed and each object is represented as a symbol in the
alphabet, then an MP-net is a basic model of P systems. If we control the
thickness of every membrane, then we can simulate the effect of permeability
of membranes. If all operations in MR are allowed, then a general class of P
systems is obtained.

As we discussed in section 2, every macro-step in an MP-net is divided into
two phases. In the first phase all objects in every membrane evolve by OR in
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a maximal parallel manner. In the second phase the structure of the MP-net is
modified by the MR. After the two phases, the result is the same as the sequence
of one macro-step in P systems.

Thus, MP-nets are high-level P systems and the expressive power of MP-
nets and P systems are the same, but MP-nets have more modelling power.
Each MP-net has an equivalent P system and vice versa.

An example of MP-nets. Now we discuss the implementation of the Dis-
tributed Dining Philosophers Problem, which is a variant from [7]. In Example
2, four philosophers sit at four different places (denoted by membrane 1, 2, 3,
and 4 in Fig. 4), and spend their lives alternately thinking and eating. On the
table (membrane 5 in Fig. 4.) is an infinite supply of Chinese food. Before each
philosopher is a plate; between each pair of plates is a single fork. To eat, a
philosopher must obtain the forks (denoted by 1, 2, 3, 4 in C1, C2, C3 and C4
in Fig. 4, respectively) to his or her right and left (e.g., for Philosopher 1, the
fork 1 and 2 must be obtained to eat). In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, the type of tokens
is INT or INT × INT , where INT = {1, 2, 3, 4}. Because each philosopher
and the center table may be distributed in different places and each membrane
has its own properties such as thickness, this is called the Distributed Dining
Philosophers Problem.

Fig. 4. Example 2: Distributed Dining Philosophers Problem

A characteristic of this problem is that, in order to avoid a deadlock situation,
a philosopher should either get the two forks he or she needs to eat, or get
none. The coordination policy specified by MP-nets can be seen in Fig. 5. For
example, when Philosopher 1 is hungry and wants to get two forks (1 and 2), a
new sub-membrane in membrane 5 called membrane 6 is created and two forks
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(1 and 2) are put into this membrane, then this new membrane is moved out of
membrane 5.

There is an interface between membrane 1 and membrane 6, and two forks (1
and 2) are jointed to a complex token 〈1, 〉 >. The transition Take in membrane
1 needs one token of type INT × INT in place In and one token of type INT
in place I. Because the token value of the initial marking of Membrane 1 is 1,
so the binding of transition Take is 〈i = 1, j = 2〉, which satisfies the Guard
Expression of Take: j = i%4 + 1, where “%” is the arithmetic modulo operator.
The result of transition Take is to remove the tokens from place In and I, and
add the complex token 〈1, 2〉 to place B. Now, Philosopher 1 can use two forks
(i.e., 1 and 2) to eat the food. After eating, he or she should put back the forks,
and then membrane 6 retrieves two forks (1 and 2). Membrane 6 is sent back to
membrane 5 and dissolved. Finally, the system returns to its initial status.

Fig. 5. The coordination policy of Example 2

It is easy to see that when Philosopher 1 takes forks from membrane 6,
Philosopher 3 can also take forks (3 and 4) simultaneously. It is also worth
noticing that before Philosopher 1 puts two forks (1 and 2), Philosopher 2 cannot
get a complex token < 2, 3 > because fork 2 is not in membrane 5. Hence, the
MP-net for Example 2 is a deadlock-free and maximally parallel system.

4 Conclusions

This paper presents a tight relationship between P systems and Petri nets. Based
on the discussion about the semantics of P systems, a novel formalization of the
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basic model of P systems can be obtained by means of an ordinary P/T net.
Furthermore, some new concepts such as terminating and liveness which are
derived from Petri nets can be investigated in P systems.

Due to the complexity of transferring features between P systems and P/T
nets, we discuss a general framework called MP-nets. In MP-nets, every mem-
brane represents a page in HCPN (hierarchical colored Petri nets) or a membrane
in a P system; the first kind of operations is Object Rules corresponding to tran-
sitions in HCPN or the evolving rules in P systems; the second kind of operations
is membrane rules dealing with dynamic membrane structures in both systems.
In a word, MP-nets can be regarded as the dynamic extension of HCPN and
a high-level graphical representation of a general class of P systems. In order
to demonstrate the expressiveness of MP-nets, a variant of a classical example
(Dining Philosophers Problem) is used to study the deadlock property of this
problem.

The study of P systems is very active now [18], and it is worth reminding
that we just discuss the preparatory relationships of P systems and Petri nets.
For P systems, Petri nets may be a powerful formalization tool. The further
study may include the problem of proving correctness of a computation in P
systems by means of Petri nets, and the model-checking (MC) of P systems is
possible to be solved through introducing the methods of MC from Petri nets.
MP-nets have types and modules, so we can introduce type system for MP-nets,
which can motivate the study of typed P systems. In short, it can be fruitful
if the rich theoretical and practical results in Petri nets can be exploited in P
systems. On the other hand, it is interesting that there are many functions in P
systems inspired by biological membranes. Through introducing such concepts,
for instance, related to dynamic structures, we can extend Petri nets to obtain
more flexible and dynamic Petri nets which can prescribe mobile and distributed
systems more effectively.

The important feature of traditional Petri nets is the capability of modelling
truly concurrent systems, meanwhile, P systems introduce mobility and reconfig-
uration inspired by biological membranes. MP-nets can be a synthesis framework
for above two systems, which can be a powerful tool to model concurrent and mo-
bile systems. For instance, in mobile environments, the movement of one mobile
device can be simulated by the movement of membrane in MP-nets. By means
of MP-nets, we may obtain a promising framework to further the study of P
systems and Petri nets bilaterally. In fact, MP-nets are far from mature and the
basic theory (i.e., terminating, place invariants, etc.) as well as computer-aided
tools for a wide variety of practical usages should be developed in future.
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Abstract. Ambient calculus is an abstract model of the basic features
of distribution and mobility of the computing and computation. The
central notion of ambient calculus is that of a mobile ambient, which is
a bounded place where a computation happens. It was shown that a P
system with symbol-objects with membrane dissolution can be expressed
in ambient calculus. We want to do here the converse work: to express
ambient calculus in membrane computing. In this paper we present the
first part of this work: we show that the Ethernet Network (local elec-
tronic computer network) can be expressed in terms of P systems with
symbol-objects.

1 Introduction

There are two distinct areas of work in mobility (see [4]) – mobile computing,
concerning computation carried out in mobile devices (laptops, personal digital
assistants, etc.), and mobile computation, concerning mobile code that moves
between devices (applets, agents, etc.). The aim of ambient calculus is to de-
scribe all aspects of mobility within a single framework that encompasses mobile
agents, the ambients where the agents interact, and the mobility of the ambients
themselves. The inspiration for ambient calculus comes from the potential for
mobile computation over the world-wide web. The geographic distribution of the
Web naturally calls for mobility of computation, as a way of flexibly managing
latency and bandwidth. As it can be observed, P systems (see [9]) and ambient
mobiles have similar concepts and structures: the hierarchical structure and com-
puting distributed over it. Attempts to transfer ideas from one area to the other
one were already made in [11], where it has been shown that P systems with
priorities and membrane dissolution rules can be expressed in ambient calculus.
The result came as the inspiration to make the inverse passage, i.e., to express
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ambient calculus in terms of P systems with priorities, membrane replication and
dissolution rules in a similar manner as it was done in [11]. This means to create
the same hierarchical membrane structure as the hierarchical structure of ambi-
ent mobiles and submembranes in corresponding membranes for all “running”
processes in the ambient mobiles. A related, but different, attempt is made in
citeCiobanu. There are some problems to be solved while performing this task:

– Expressing mobility of the ambients and the processes in P systems. The
problem appears because there is no mobility of membranes in P systems,
hence the mobility must be expressed in some indirect way: to destroy the
membrane, representing a moving ambient with its content, at its initial loca-
tion, and to create a new membrane with the same content in the ambient’s
destination location.

– Expressing processes from ambient mobiles in P systems. The problem is
to establish the order of execution of primitive operations – capabilities of
ambient calculus.

To solve the problems described above, we need some instrument that would
deliver information between nonadjacent membranes while modeling the ambi-
ent’s moving and the execution of processes. This instrument must work correctly
when the membrane structure of the system changes. Importing ideas from [11],
we have decided to model the local (unstructured) and the global (structured)
network by means of such an instrument. This paper is organized as follows:
in Section 2 we present a basic concepts of Ethernet network technology, and
in Section 3 we present the model of Ethernet network in the frame of P sys-
tems (description of all components of the model and basic algorithms). The
implementation of the model in the frame of P systems is given with full de-
tails in the Appendix of the preliminary version of this paper, [12], available at
http://psystems.disco.unimib.it.

2 The Ethernet Network Technology

The main idea of this technology [7] is the access method CSMA/CD (carrier-
sense-multiply-access with collision detection) to a data transmission medium
shared in time by all network nodes. This technology is now widespread because
of its simplicity and low costs. The idea of the access method CSMA/CD is
the following. When a network node “is going” to send a message through the
network, it first checks if the data transmission medium is free (there is no signal
on it produced by another node); if it is busy, then the node waits until the
medium is free; while sending a message, the node verifies whether a collision
has appeared. A collision is the situation when two or more nodes send their
messages through the same data transmission medium. If a collision appears,
then every node producing a message stops for a randomly chosen amount of
time. This fact provides a possibility to retransmit the message later without
errors. The principle of sending the message is the following: when a node sends
a message to another node, all nodes of the network can “hear” it. However,
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only the destination node accepts the message, and the other nodes ignore it.
Another important feature of a network built on the base of Ethernet is the
possibility to change the number of nodes in the network without stopping the
data transmission through it. The model of Ethernet Technology in P systems
meets all the requirements to perform a part of our task: to deliver information
between neighbour membranes of the system (membranes with the same father).

3 The Model of Ethernet Network Technology in P
Systems

A network is built using Ethernet technology in the following way:

– n nodes are included in the network with numeric addresses Adr1, . . . , Adrn;
– all nodes are connected to the common linking line – common interface.

To model Ethernet network, let us consider the following P system

Π = (Σ,Σe, μ, ω0, . . . , ωn, R0, . . . , Rn, i0),

where:

– Σ is the alphabet of P system, its symbols do not participate in the data
transmission (all symbols which are not used in β-rules);

– Σe is a special alphabet for the model of Ethernet network. All symbols used
in β-rules (see bellow) belong to this alphabet;

– μ is the hierarchical membrane structure;
– ωi, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, are multisets in the initial configuration of P system;
– Ri, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, are the evolution and communication rules in the correspond-

ing membranes;
– i0 is the output membrane of the P system; if the notation i0 is absent, then

the environment is used for output.

We introduce some notations for our model.

– We call Ethernet Rules the rules that perform the modeling of the Ethernet
network. We denote the set of these rules by β.

– We call Application Rules the rules performing tasks not related to modeling
of the network and which use β-rules as data transport service. We denote
this set of rules by α.

– According to the Ethernet Technology, let us define a special manner of
sending messages through the network: every message to be sent through
the network is packed into the special structure named a frame. So, a frame
will contain:
• the network address of the destination node number j;
• the network address of the source node number i;
• the contents of the message, a multiset m ∈ M∗, where M ∈ Σe is the

alphabet for messages to be sent through the network;
• the end–of–transmission flag 〈EOT 〉;
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Formally, we denote a frame by a construct F = {g, h,m}, where g and h
are natural numbers, and m is a multiset. Number g is the address of the
node destination, h is the address of the node source, m is a message being
transmitted. We will present a frame in the model as a multiset. F can be
sent in an arbitrary number of macrosteps of the P system, it is necessary
only that in the last step the end–of–transmission symbol-flag 〈EOT 〉 be
sent.

– We say that an object participating in controlling the communication by
concentration (see [6]) is called a diffusion object (diffusion symbol). The
idea of diffusion objects is the following. Their behavior differs from the be-
havior of other objects in the diffusion through membranes so that the same
concentration of these objects is preserved in every membrane of the system.
This means that whenever symbols of this kind are produced, they immedi-
ately spread over the whole system in one step, such that every membrane
of the system has the same number of copies for every diffusion object. If
the number of such objects is not divisible by the number of membranes of
the system, then the redistribution of the remaining objects is done accord-
ing to the efficiency principle: the objects are moved at the closest distance
(crossing the smallest number of membranes) from the point of production.
For instance, if in our model we introduce n + 1 copies of a diffusion ob-
ject in membrane 0 (see below), then membrane 0 and every submembrane
of membrane 0 gets one copy of this object. This feature is used for send-
ing the same message simultaneously to submembranes without using the
communication rules and specifying submembrane names.

The hierarchical structure of Π is based on the membrane structure μ =
[0[1 ]1[2 ]2 . . . [n ]n]0, where membrane 0 will serve as the data transmission
medium (common interface), membranes 1, . . . , n will be considered as the net-
work nodes with addresses Adr1, . . . , Adrn, respectively. When, for example,
membrane i sends a message to membrane j, this message will be first sent out
of membrane i into membrane 0, and after that it will be sent into membrane j.
To do this work it is necessary to:

– code the message according to the special format presented bellow for sending
through the network;

– attach the network address of membrane j to the message in order for it to
be delivered to the proper destination; in our case it will be Adrj ;

– attach the network address of membrane i to the message in order for mem-
brane j to “know who has sent the message”;

– wait until membrane 0 is free (no other submembrane sends messages);
– to send out of membrane i the “ready” message to membrane 0;
– membrane 0 must send the message to the destination membrane j.

Every membrane i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, contains the following components.

– its own network address, multiset AAdri
m ;

– the set of rules to verify the accessibility of data transmission medium; we
call this procedure is free;
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– the set of rules to detect the collisions while sending and receiving a frame;
we call it collision;

– the set of rules e send to send the frame;
– the set of rules e receive to receive the frame;
– the set of additional rules participating in counting the number of children

membranes (submembranes) of membrane 0;
– the set of rules for connecting and obtaining the network address (procedure

connect).

Membrane 0 contains the following components:

– the current number O of submembranes, encoded as a multiset NO
m, for a

special object Nm;
– the procedure count sub mem for counting submembranes;
– the procedure for giving network addresses to newly connected nodes;
– the procedure for the retransmission of data from membrane 0 to all mem-

branes 1, . . . , n, named e broadcast.

It is necessary to know the current number O of submembranes because mem-
brane 0 retransmits the frame sent out of a membrane i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, to all
submembranes 1, . . . , n simultaneously using diffusion symbols as in Ethernet
Technology. This action is called broadcasting. It is necessary to know how many
copies of diffusion object must be created in membrane 0 in order for every sub-
membrane of membrane 0 to receive one copy of the object in one step. So, every
submembrane 1, . . . , n receives the frame sent by submembrane i.

3.1 General Algorithm of Sending Information through the
Network

A Sender Submembrane (One of 1, . . . , n)

Step 0. Encode the message, prepare the frame to be sent, specifying the des-
tination address by α-rules. The way it is done and the procedure that does
it do not matter. It is only important that the format of encoded data is
suitable for input of the sending procedure e send (see Subsection 3.10).

Step 1. Wait until the data transmission medium is free. This is done using the
procedure is free.

Step 2. Send a portion of a frame using the procedure e send. This procedure
finishes preparing the frame, it specifies the source address and with the last
portion of frame sends the symbol 〈EOT 〉.

Step 3. Verify whether a collision has appeared while sending the frame. If it
has appeared, send a special symbol-flag which marks collision 〈COL〉, wait
for a randomly chosen time, then go to Step 1 in order to resend the frame
from the very beginning, otherwise go to Step 4.

Step 4. Verify if the end of the frame has been reached. If so, then send the
end–of–transmission flag, go to Step 5, otherwise go to Step 1 to send the
next portion of the frame.
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Step 5. Verify whether a collision has appeared. If this is the case, then send
the collision-flag 〈COL〉, wait for a randomly chosen time, then go to Step 1
in order to resend the frame from the very beginning, else do: notify α-rules
that the frame has been sent and go to Step 0.

Membrane 0

Step 6. Wait until a submembrane of membrane 0 sends a portion of frame.
Then count number of submembranes of membrane 0 using procedure
count sub mem.

Step 7. Retransmit a portion of the frame to all submembranes 1, . . . , n, go to
Step 6.

Submembranes 1, . . . , n, Receiving Part

Step 8. Wait for a portion of the frame from membrane 0.
Step 9. Receive the portion of frame using procedure e receive.
Step 10. Verify the appearance of the collision using procedure collision. If it

has appeared, then do the following: send outside the collision–flag symbol
〈COL〉, clear receiving buffer (multiset which contains a part of the frame
already received – let us denote it by Bufferreceived) – and abort the receiving
action, go to Step 8, otherwise go to Step 11.

Step 11. Add a portion of the frame received to Bufferreceived. Verify if end–of–
transmission flag has been transmitted. If so, then go to Step 12, otherwise
go to Step 8.

Step 12. Complete the transmission of the frame. Verify if the destination ad-
dress Adrj of the frame (containing A

Adrj

d ) is equal to the membrane’s net-
work address Adrk (the membrane contains AAdrk

m ), 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
If they match, then do the following: notify α-rules that a message has been
received and stored in Bufferreceived (produce symbol-flag 〈RECEIV ED〉),
and go to Step 8, otherwise clear Bufferreceived and go to Step 8.

Remark: Steps 0–5, 6–7, 8–12 run in a concurrent manner. A very important
detail is that the number of network nodes can be changed in time while the
network is working. So it is necessary to provide the correct transmission of
data to all connected nodes. It is also necessary to solve the problem of giving
the network addresses to nodes newly connected. This problem can be solved
using the counting submembranes procedure count sub mem, by saving the last
created network address and by calling a special function to create the next
network address using the last one. This function must be monotonous in order
to not give identical addresses to different membranes, created during the “life”
of the system. Let us denote this function by e Adr(x). Next, we will consider
procedures of connecting new nodes to the network, disconnecting, counting the
current number of submembranes in membrane 0, a function for computing new
network address on the base of the address of the last added node and a function
for determining the biggest address-number of submembranes of membrane 0.
In the rest of this section we present main ideas and some of the algorithms of
procedures presented in the model.
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3.2 Procedure for Connecting

When a new submembrane n + 1 of membrane 0 appears, it needs to notify
membrane 0 that a new network node has appeared and that it should recount
the number of submembranes. It is also necessary to obtain the network address
for the new node n + 1. So, the connecting procedure will be executed by the
following algorithm.

– Membrane n + 1 sends a request to connect and obtain a network address
(sends out symbol-flag 〈CON〉);

– Membrane n + 1 awaits the network address from membrane 0, which is
encoded as a multiset A

Adrn+1
n , where An is a diffusion object aimed to code

the network address sent to a new node. After receiving its network address
(multiset A

Adrn+1
n ), the process of adding membrane n+ 1 to the network is

completed and the network modeling procedures e send, e receive, collision,
is free are allowed (initially, after creating membrane n + 1, they are dis-
abled).

– The new network address is sent from membrane 0 to all submembranes
1, . . . , n+1. Only the new inactive membrane receives it, all the active mem-
branes ignore it (then membrane n + 1 also becomes active). We say that a
membrane is active if it has a network address.

An exception can be if two or more nodes are connecting simultaneously. In this
situation they all will have the same address. To avoid such a situation, the
system must be able to discover it. This action can be provided by membrane
0 in the following way: when two or more membranes are connecting in the
same time, more than one copy of 〈CON〉 is present in membrane 0. So, upon
discovering this fact, membrane 0 sends an error message (flag 〈COL′〉) and
all newly connecting membranes can reconnect after a randomly chosen time.
We use procedure e broadcast (Section 3.6) to deliver collision flag 〈COL′〉 to
a new node. This procedure also delivers messages and other information to all
submembranes of membrane 0.

3.3 Disconnecting

Disconnecting is modeled by dissolving the corresponding submembrane. Dis-
solving is performed by dissolution rules.

3.4 Counting the Current Number of Submembranes. Procedure
count sub mem

This procedure contains two subprocedures: recount and reply; recount is exe-
cuted in membrane 0, reply is executed in submembranes of membrane 0.
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Procedure recount is elaborated using the principle of promotion. It means
that at the very beginning membrane 0 does not “know” how many submem-
branes it contains. It sends a request at least to one, randomly chosen, possibly
existing submembrane. If the submembrane exists, then it responds to membrane
0. So, membrane 0 “knows” exactly that it has at least 1 submembrane. It sends
the same request to two randomly chosen submembranes. If two submembranes
exist, they reply. On “seeing” that membrane 0 has at least 2 submembranes it
sends request to three submembranes, and so on. The process is stopped when
membrane 0 “observes” that the number of replies does not increase any more.
Let us consider, for example, that we have n submembranes. So, membrane 0
sends n + 1 requests and receives n answers. The number of answers in the cur-
rent step does not exceed the number of the answers at the previous step, so the
execution of the procedure is finished.

Procedure reply gives replies for requests of membrane 0 produced by proce-
dure recount. Remark: It is necessary to remind that the number of submem-
branes of membrane 0 can change in time, so it is required that the number
O stored in membrane 0 changes accordingly. The number of submembranes is
recounted every time when a frame is being sent through the network. After pro-
cedure recount finishes its work, the frame is broadcast to every submembrane.

3.5 Functions for Obtaining a New Network Address and Delivering
It to the Newly Connecting Node: e Adr(x) and get max adr

The task of these functions is to give the network addresses to the newly connect-
ing nodes. As it was mentioned above, the function e Adr(x) must be monotono-
usly increasing. So, as e Adr we can use any monotonously increasing function
f : N → N, where N is the set of natural numbers. At the beginning of mod-
eling we assume that every network node (submembrane) has a unique network
address. Let us denote the largest one of them by A0

m new. The network address
given to the newly connected node after k nodes have been already connected (let
us denote it as Ak+1

m new) can be calculated as e Adr(Ak
m new) = e Adr(A0

m new)k

(Ak+1
m new = e Adr(e Adr(. . . e Adr(A0

m new) . . .))). Also, to obtain the network
addresses of the existing nodes and to choose the largest one among them, the
function get max adr is designed.

Function e Adr(x). In this paper we have taken as e Adr the function f(x) =

x+1. In membrane 0, new network address is represented by multiset A
Ak

m new
mn ,

where Amn is an object and Ak
m new is the number (see above).

Delivering the network address to a newly connecting node. On ob-
taining a new network address it is delivered to newly connecting submembrane
in the same manner as the procedure e broadcast does.
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Function get max adr. As it was mentioned above, this function is aimed to
give the largest number representing the network address of already connected
nodes. So get max adr has two components: the procedure for enumerating net-
work addresses of connected nodes, and function max which returns the maximal
network address. The procedure for enumerating network addresses is similar,
for example, to the browsing of Microsoft Windows Network, where it is possible
to obtain the list of workstations connected to the network, write and read files
to and from any computer of the network. The browsing procedure works in the
following way: a request for obtaining the list of computers connected to the
network is broadcast, all the computers connected to the network (including the
sender) on receiving the request reply to the sender by saying their names. The
computer that receives the list of network nodes waits for some time limited by
timeout value for answers and adds the names of computers received during this
time to the list. After that the list of network nodes is completed. The same pro-
cedure is applied in this model. A minor difference is as follows: timeout value is
not used in our model, because the number of submembranes of membrane 0 can
be arbitrary and at the same time only one membrane can transmit its address,
so the time limit cannot be predicted. The problem of detecting when the list is
complete is solved in the following way. Membrane 0 sends a request (symbol-flag
〈BRS〉) to all submembranes and expects O replies. After the browsing proce-
dure was performed, the function max returns the maximal number from the
list. In order not to construct such complicated structures as lists, the function
max can work while network addresses are being received. After the maximal
number is chosen, it is a result of the function get max adr.

Remarks: While executing the function get max adr, some problems arise when
one or more submembranes of membrane 0 disconnect or connect. The problem
is the following: it is necessary to know the number O of submembranes of
membrane 0 while waiting for replies. When a node disconnects while obtaining
nodes addresses, the number O becomes greater than the real number of sub-
membranes of membrane 0. Then, when all the remaining submembranes reply,
the execution of the procedure will stop forever in awaiting for reply number
O, because the real number of submembranes, as well as replies, is less than O
and it never will be reached. Another situation is: a new node connects while
obtaining the list of submembranes. Then, the real number of submembranes is
greater than the number O. Then probably not all the addresses of submem-
branes will be examined. It is necessary to recount every time the number of
submembranes before receive reply from the next submembrane. In our model,
in order to avoid an error because of dissolving submembranes, it is necessary
that membranes can dissolve (disconnect) only after they have replied to the re-
quest 〈BRS〉 received. This can be done by replacing α-rules of the form u → vδ
with rules of the form u → v〈DISOLV E〉, where symbol-flag 〈DISOLV E〉
calls special procedure for waiting until dissolving is allowed. After the rule of
such form has been applied, all the other computations in membrane must be
stopped. It can be performed by setting priority of rules from the waiting pro-
cedure over all the other rules. Errors from the connecting node are corrected
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automatically because get max adr is called by procedure connect and no new
node can be connected while executing the procedure connect. Two or more
parallel executions of connect are not allowed. When a new submembrane of
membrane 0 appears the number of submembranes of membrane 0 is recounted
at once by the procedure recount. Also, in order to avoid collision (when two or
more membranes reply simultaneously to the request of membrane 0 〈BRS〉) it
is necessary to synchronize their replies so that only one submembrane can reply
in the same time. This is done by sending a permission to reply 〈BRS′〉 to only
one, randomly chosen submembrane, which has not replied yet. Submembranes,
in their turn, must switch to the state of awaiting on receiving request for reply
〈BRS〉. In this state it is not allowed to disconnect. After receiving permission
to reply, the submembrane sends its own address to membrane 0 and leaves the
awaiting state (see the implementation in the Appendix of [12]).

3.6 Procedure e broadcast

This procedure is aimed to deliver some information from membrane 0 to all its
submembranes. This information is transmitted simultaneously to all submem-
branes. Only one copy of a symbol can be delivered during one step. There are
only two kinds of information which can be delivered to submembranes: frames
and collision symbol-flags 〈COL〉 and 〈COL′〉. A frame Fm as it was mentioned
above is the multiset containing symbols Ad, As, symbols from set M and symbol
〈EOT 〉. For all these symbols the rules which deliver them to all submembranes
of membrane 0 have been elaborated. Let us denote by Bi the symbol delivered
by the procedure e broadcast, where B represents a symbol, and index i says to
which category the symbol B belongs. This can be a frame (we denote it i = fr)
and symbols of collision (we denote it by i = col). The implementation can be
found in [12].

3.7 Procedure Connect (Membrane 0 Side)

Now we have all the necessary components to build the procedure for connecting
a new node to the membrane 0. The algorithm of connecting is the following.

Step 0. Await for the request for connecting from submembranes of membrane
0 (symbol 〈CON〉).

Step 1. Detect if a collision has not appeared: only one membrane has sent
request for connecting. If it appeared, then send message about collision to
all submembranes and go to Step 0, in other case go to Step 2.

Step 2. Launch the procedure for determining new network address described
earlier (see Subsection 3.5).

Step 3. Send the obtained network address to all submembranes. We remind
that in this situation a membrane which has sent request for connection
〈CON〉 receives this address and sets its own address equal to the one re-
ceived. Other membranes ignore this message.

Step 4. Go to Step 0.
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3.8 Procedure is free

As it was mentioned above, before sending a message through the network the
node must check if the data transmission medium is free. The checking is per-
formed by procedure is free. The idea of this procedure is as follows: if during
one step the flag which says that the medium is free (symbol 〈FREE〉) was
received from membrane 0 by the submembrane, then the medium is considered
free. Membrane 0 sends this symbol permanently to all submembranes when
e broadcast procedure is passive (it awaits for a message to transmit). When
a message is sent through the network (e broadcast is active) the emitting of
the symbol 〈FREE〉 to all submembranes is stopped. So, in this way submem-
branes can find out that membrane 0 is busy. Executing the procedure is free
is delayed one step, while sending the free-flag 〈FREE〉 to all submembranes.

3.9 Procedure Collision

This procedure is aimed to discover collisions which appear while sending infor-
mation through the network. As it was mentioned above, collision is the situa-
tion when two or more nodes send simultaneously information through the same
shared data transmission medium. As a result of such a transmission the signal
which is being produced by these nodes is mixed and the information being sent
through the network is lost. The idea of discovering this kind of situations is the
following: when a membrane sends information, it is sent in a special structure
called frame. The signal being produced by network nodes is modeled as mul-
tiset of object-symbols. So, when two or more submembranes of membrane 0
produce simultaneously a signal it is mixed as a result of the union of multisets
produced and sent out of these submembranes. When a portion of frame is pro-
duced by a submembrane and sent out to membrane 0, it is retransmitted to all
submembranes of membrane 0 simultaneously. Let us denote by A and A′ two
submembranes of membrane 0. We suppose that in the same time the membrane
A and membrane A′ send signals, i.e., produce portions of their frames; we de-
note them as multisets σa and σa′ , respectively. As it was said above, the signals
received from A and A′ are retransmitted simultaneously to all submembranes
of membrane 0. So, every submembrane of membrane 0, including membranes
A and A′, receive the multiset σa ∪ σa′ . The membranes A and A′ can simply
check if the signal received is equal to that sent by them (multisets σa and σa′

respectively). If it is, then no other membrane has produced a signal. It is not
true in our case, we have a collision. Thus, if the signal received by membrane
A is not equal to that sent, it means that at least one other membrane has
sent the signal and it was mixed with the signal produced by membrane A. The
procedures e send and e receive can discover collisions in the following way: the
procedure e send sending a portion of frame through the network saves locally
in the submembrane a copy of this portion; the procedure e receive on receiving
a portion of the frame compares it with the saved copy. If they do not match,
then a collision has been discovered and symbol-flag 〈COL〉 is produced.
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3.10 Protocols

Let us introduce protocols for our model: a protocol for intercommunication be-
tween rules α and β (we will denote it α–β protocol), a protocol for transmitting
a frame from a submembrane 1, . . . , n to membrane 0 (denoted as protocol ↑),
a protocol for retransmitting a frame from membrane 0 to all its submembranes
1, . . . , n (denoted protocol ↓).

Protocol α–β sets the manner in which the application rules and network
rules intercommunicate, in which manner rules α use rules β to send and to
receive information. This is done in the following order. Suppose rules α in
the membrane A “need” to send some information to rules α in membrane A′.
Firstly rules α place a portion of information into buffer Buffersend. If it is
necessary to start the process of transmission of this information, then symbol-
flag 〈SEND〉 is produced inside A. This flag launches the procedure e send
of transmission of information to membrane 0 from buffer Buffersend. When
procedure e send is launched, the membrane A transits into the transmitting
state (the flag e state is set equal to 〈Sending〉). It is important that rules α
can place information in Buffersend without any synchronization whenever they
“want” and can launch procedure e send in every time. This is done because
it will save computing time if some information is sent during the computation
but not after it. To “say” to the procedure e send that the information placed
in Buffersend is complete it is necessary to set in Buffersend the flag 〈EOT 〉.
Also, it is necessary to specify (to set into Buffersend) during transmitting the
information the network address of membrane A′. After the procedure e send
sends the last portion of information marked by 〈EOT 〉, it produces the flag of
termination of transmitting the information 〈SENT 〉 for rules α. Formally this
protocol can be described in the following way:

Step 0. Rules α place a portion of frame to be sent into Buffersend.
Step 1. Rules α produce flag 〈SEND〉 if it has not been produced. This flag

launches procedure e send.
Step 2. Rules α place a portion of the destination network address into

Buffersend.
Step 3. If the information placed in Buffersend is complete, then the rules α

produce flag 〈EOT 〉.
Step 4. Repeat (Steps 0 – 3) in parallel.
Step 5. Rules α wait for the notification from e send

in the form of flag 〈SENT 〉.

Remarks: Steps 0–3 are executing in parallel and each of them can be missed
during an iteration. The order of their executing is established by α rules.

Protocol ↑ describes how the information is sent up to membrane 0. When flag
〈SEND〉 is produced, the procedure e send is launched. This event can hap-
pen while the membrane is in receiving state (flag e state = 〈RECEIV ING〉).
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The membrane A cannot send and receive information simultaneously, so the
procedure e send waits until the membrane A receives all the information
(transmitting of the frame is finished). After the membrane A leaves the re-
ceiving state (flag e state is cleared) the procedure e send transits the mem-
brane A into the sending state (flag e state := 〈SENDING〉). The meaning
of this state will be discussed later. After that, when information appears in
Buffersend it is immediately sent up to membrane 0 if the last is free (it is
checked by procedure is free, flag Free = 〈FREE′〉). If it is not free (flag
Free = 〈BUSY 〉) then e send waits until procedure is free discovers that
membrane 0 is free (flag Free = 〈FREE′〉). After that all the content of
Buffersend is sent up to membrane 0 and simultaneously saved into Buffersent

and added into Bufferframe. We remind that now the membrane A is in the send-
ing state, so procedure e receive works in a special manner: the received content
is compared with Buffersent. If it is not equal, then collision has appeared and
symbol-flag 〈COL〉 is produced. If symbol-flag 〈COL〉 has been produced, then
Buffersend, Buffersent and Bufferreceived are cleared, the membrane A leaves
the sending state and the procedure e send is locked for at random chosen time
(Locked:=Yes) and after that the collision-flag is cleared. It allows another sub-
membrane, if it was sending frame to membrane A when collision appeared,
to send it safely to A again. When collision-flag is cleared all the content of
Bufferframe is placed in Buffersend again, and Bufferframe is cleared. After
that the procedure e send is launched. After the procedure e send sends up to
membrane 0 end–of–transmission flag 〈EOT 〉 it finishes working, Bufferframe is
cleared, and the membrane A leaves the sending state (flag e send := nothing).

Protocol ↓ describes how membrane 0 sends the information received from
one or several of its submembranes to all its submembranes. When a portion
of the frame sent by membrane A (we will denote it by σA) is in membrane
0, the situation is modeled when electrical or other kind of signal is produced
by the network adapter and spreads over the data transmission medium. After
appearing of σA in membrane 0 it is resent to all submembranes by the procedure
e broadcast described above. The algorithm is described below:

Step 0. If a portion of frame σA appeared in membrane 0, then the procedure
e broadcast is launched. The broadcasting of free flag 〈FREE〉 is inter-
rupted.

Step 1. When procedure e broadcast finishes its work, the broadcasting of free
flag 〈FREE〉 is restored.

Notes: In every step of system Π if the procedure e broadcast is not executed,
symbol-flag 〈FREE〉 is being broadcast. The implementation of this protocol
can be found in the Appendix of [12]. Protocol β−α is the notation of a part of
protocol α−β aimed to describe how information received in the membrane A′ is
transmitted to Application Rules. After a portion of frame σA has been received
and if the membrane A′ is not in the sending state, then the received part of the
frame σA is added to Bufferreceived. When at last end–of–transmission flag is
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received, the frame is considered completely transmitted, and now every mem-
brane 1, . . . , n except the membrane A has the same content of Bufferreceived.
However, all the information placed there is assigned only for membrane A′. So,
membranes 1, . . . , n except the membrane A must discover whether the infor-
mation placed in their Bufferreceived is sent for them. The destination of the
sent frame is determined by the network address of membrane-destination num-
ber g kept in the received frame. After comparing the network address placed
in Bufferreceived with its own network address AdrA′ , the membrane A′ deter-
mines that the frame sent by membrane A has been sent to membrane A′. After
the conclusion is made, the flag 〈RECEIV ED〉 is produced in order to notify
α-rules in membrane A′ that some information has been received and stored
in Bufferreceived. Initially all the membranes 1, . . . , n are in the neutral state
(e state = nothing). When the first portion of the frame is sent into membrane
A′ and it is in the neutral state, Bufferreceived is cleared and the membrane
transits into the receiving state. ¿From above, every submembrane of membrane
0 has its own unique network address, set of rules for the procedures is free,
collision, e send, e receive, and set of rules for connecting and obtaining net-
work address while connecting. The newly created membrane corresponding to
a newly connected network node must meet all these requirements. Also, the net-
work address for a new membrane can be obtained only from membrane 0. So,
when a new membrane is created, the procedure connect must be called. Now
all the necessary information has been given to construct the aim of our work:
the procedures e send and e receive.

3.11 Procedure e send

Algorithm

Step 0. Wait for flag-symbol 〈SEND〉.
Step 1. If flag Locked = Y es, then wait until Locked = No.
Step 2. If flag e state = 〈RECEIV ING〉, then wait until e state = nothing.
Step 3. Remove flag-symbol 〈SEND〉, set e state := 〈SENDING〉.
Step 4. If flag Free = 〈BUSY 〉, then wait until Free = 〈FREE′〉.
Step 5. Save to Buffersent and add to Bufferframe the content of Buffersend

and send it to membrane 0. If end–of–transmission flag 〈EOF 〉 is presented
in Buffersend, then send up to membrane 0 its own network address with
the content of Buffersend, too. Clear Buffersend.

Step 6. Wait for the notification from procedure e receive in the form of flag-
symbols 〈OK〉 or 〈COL〉. If 〈OK〉 has been produced, then go toStep 7 else
do: leave the sending state (e state := nothing), place in Buffersend the
content of Bufferframe, clear Bufferframe, lock e send for at random chosen
time Locked := Y es, produce flag-symbol 〈SEND〉, go to Step 0.

Step 7. Check if flag-symbol 〈EOT 〉 presents in Buffersent. If it is, then clear
Bufferframe, leave the sending state (e state := nothing) and produce the
notification flag-symbol 〈SENT 〉.

Step 8. Go to Step 0.
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Step 9. Wait for e send is locked (flag Locked = Y es).
Step 10. Wait for at random chosen time.
Step 11. Unlock e send (Locked := No), go to Step 9.

Notes: Steps 0–8 and 9–11 are running in parallel.

3.12 Procedure e receive

Algorithm

Step 0. Wait for a portion of frame from membrane 0.
Step 1. Receive a portion of frame from membrane 0 and add it to

Bufferreceived.
Step 2. If membrane is in the neutral state (e state = nothing), then pass into

the receiving state (e state := 〈RECEIV ING〉).
Step 3. If membrane is in the sending state (e state = 〈SENDING〉), then go

to Step 4 else go to Step 5.
Step 4. Compare Bufferreceived with Buffersent. If they coincide, then do: pro-

duce flag-symbol 〈OK〉, clear Bufferreceived and go to Step 0, else do: pro-
duce flag-symbol 〈COL〉, send up to membrane 0 symbol 〈COL〉, clear
Bufferreceived, go to Step 0.

Step 5. If collision flag has not been received from membrane 0 and has been
received end–of–transmission flag, then do: compare destination-address g
with membrane’s address. If coincide, then Step 6 else Step 7. If collision flag
has been received, then go to Step 8. If has been received neither collision
flag, nor end–of–transmission flag, then go to Step 0.

Step 6. Produce flag-symbol 〈RECEIV ED〉, leave the receiving state, go to
Step 0.

Step 7. Clear Bufferreceived, leave the receiving state, go to Step 0.
Step 8. Clear Bufferreceived, remove collision flag 〈COL〉, go to Step 0.

Notes: On getting the received information from Bufferreceived by α-rules the
buffer must be cleared in order the next information received should not mix up
with the previous one. Also, information from Bufferreceived can be taken in any
time.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

As it has been pointed out in [11], P systems can be viewed as a complex com-
puter network. Membranes can be considered as network nodes, and communi-
cation lines can be modelled by communication rules. In our paper it has been
shown that P systems are suitable for modelling unstructured local computer
networks where the number of nodes can change in time without loss of data
being transmitted and it has been made attempt to implement Ethernet network
technology in the frame of P systems. Also, our model allows to “connect” as
many nodes as we need. Delivering the information in this model is based on
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the diffusion objects, addressing is based on recognizing the information already
received (internal recognizing). Also, this model can be modified using some ex-
tensions and modifications of P systems: we can use, for example, systems with
symport/antiport (see [8]) as delivering and addressing instrument instead of dif-
fusion objects and internal recognizing; promoters, catalysts, inhibitors (see [2]),
creating rules during the computation (see [1]) as control instrument of β-rules
execution. In a forthcoming investigation we intend to use a kind of P systems
where it will be possible to communicate between every two membranes of the
system using numeric addresses presented as multisets. We intend use this type
of P systems and mobile P systems ([11]) to express Ambient Calculus. Also,
we will express these types of P systems in basic type of P systems using some
extensions, such as prioritized rules, dissolving rules, membrane creation and
dissolution, diffusion objects.

Note: The implementation of the model presented in Appendix of [12] has been
validated using the computer program-simulator of P systems which is available
from URL: http://www.math.md/rv/PSSimul 2.
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Abstract. In this paper a variant of transition P systems with exter-
nal output designed to compute partial functions on natural numbers is
presented. These P systems are stable under composition, iteration and
unbounded minimization (μ–recursion) of functions. We prove that ev-
ery partial recursive function can be computed by such P systems, from
which the computational completeness of this model can be deduced.

1 Introduction

In 1998 G. Păun initiated a new branch of the field of Natural Computing by
introducing a new model of molecular computation, based on the structure and
functioning of the living cell: transition P systems (see [2]). The framework
within which computations are performed in this model is the membrane struc-
ture, which resembles the cell-like one. Multisets of symbol-objects are processed
along the computations, making them to evolve and distributing them among
the membranes. The result of a halting computation is the number of objects
collected in a specified output membrane.

Since the introduction of this model of computation many variants of it have
been proposed. One of them, presented in [4] by G. Păun, G. Rozenberg and
A. Salomaa, is the model of transition P systems with external output. In this
model, the result of a halting computation is not collected in a fixed membrane
of the membrane structure, but in the external environment associated with it.
In this way, the output of a computation can be thought as a set of strings,
instead of as a natural number, as occurred in the basic model.

P systems are usually considered as devices which generate numbers. Nev-
ertheless, besides generating devices, they can also be thought as recognizing
devices and as computing devices. These kinds of P systems have been studied
in [6] and [8].

In this paper we work with computing P systems, but instead of the basic
transition ones we consider those with external output. Thanks to the special
functioning of these devices, we have been able to define, in a suitable manner,
several operations between computing P systems with external output. More
specifically, we have defined the following operations: composition, iteration and
unbounded minimization (or μ–recursion). This has allowed us to prove the
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computational completeness of these devices through the capability of computing
any partial recursive function.

2 Transition P Systems with External Output

A multiset over a set A is an application m : A → N, where N is the set of
natural numbers. A subset B ⊆ A can be identified with the multiset over A
given by the application m(a) = 1, if a ∈ B, and m(a) = 0, if a �∈ B. We denote
by M(A) the set of all the multisets over A. Note that if A is a non-empty finite
set, then M(A) is a countable set.

The support of m ∈ M(A) is the set supp(m) = {a ∈ A | m(a) > 0}. A
multiset is said to be finite if its support is finite. Analogously, a multiset is said
to be empty, and it is denoted by m = ∅, if its support is the empty set.

2.1 Syntax

The framework within which computations of a cellular computing system with
membranes take place is a membrane structure. The latter can be thought as a
hierarchically arranged collection of vesicles.

Definition 1. A membrane structure is a rooted tree in which the nodes are
called membranes, the root is called skin, and the leaves are called elementary
membranes.

The degree of a membrane structure is the number of membranes it contains
(that is, the number of nodes of the tree).

The skin membrane of a membrane structure, to which we will generically
refer using the meta–label skin, isolates the structure from what is known as the
environment of the structure, to which we will refer with the meta–label env. In
the variant of P systems that we are going to consider, it is in the environment
where the output of the computations will be collected. This is why we must
associate it in some way with the membrane structure.

Definition 2. Let μ = (V (μ), E(μ)) be a membrane structure. The membrane
structure with environment associated with μ is the rooted tree Ext(μ) where:
(a) V (Ext(μ)) = V (μ) ∪

{
env

}
; (b) E(Ext(μ)) = E(μ) ∪

{
{env, skin}

}
; and

(c) the root of the tree is the node env.
The new node is called the environment of the structure μ.

Observe that what we do is only adding a new node that represents the
environment and that, therefore, is only adjacent to the skin, whereas the original
membrane structure remains unchanged.

Next, we define what we understand by a transition P system with external
output, describing the syntax and semantics of this computing model in an
informal manner. Nevertheless, a formalization for transition P systems can be
found in [5] and an improved one for those with external output can be found
in [6].
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Definition 3. A transition P system with external output (and without input)
is a tuple

Π =
(
Γ,Λ,#, μ

Π
,M1, . . . ,Mp, (R1, ρ1), . . . , (Rp, ρp)

)
where:

– Γ is the working alphabet of the system.
– Λ is the output alphabet, and it is contained in Γ .
– # is a distinguished element in Γ \ Λ.
– μ

Π
is a membrane structure of degree p. We suppose that the membranes are

labelled, in a one-to-one manner, from 1 to p.
– Mi is a multiset over Γ associated with membrane i, for each i = 1, . . . , p.
– Ri is a finite set of (transition) evolution rules associated with membrane i,

for each i = 1, . . . , p.
An evolution rule over is a pair (u, v), usually written u → v, where u is a
string over Γ and v = v′ or v = v′δ, where v′ is a string over

Γ ×
(
{here, out} ∪ {inmb | mb is a membrane in μ

Π
}
)
.

– ρi is a strict partial order over Ri, for each i = 1, . . . , p. Given (r1, r2) ∈ ρi,
usually written r1 > r2, we will say that r1 has higher priority than r2.

For such system with input we also consider an input alphabet, Σ (such that
Σ ⊆ Γ and # ∈ Γ \ (Σ ∪ Λ)), and an input membrane, im.

2.2 Semantics

Now we show in which way a transition P system with external output evolves
according to the multisets of objects contained in each of the compartments of
its membrane structure, as well as to the evolution rules associated with the
membranes.

Definition 4. Let Π be a transition P system with external output. A con-
figuration of Π is a pair C =

(
Ext(μ),M

)
such that it verifies the following

conditions:

– μ = (V (μ), E(μ)) is a membrane structure.
– Ext(μ) is the membrane structure with environment associated with the

structure μ.
– The set V (μ) of nodes of μ is a subset of V (μ

Π
), and contains the root of

μ
Π
.

– The roots of both membrane structures coincide.
– M is a function with domain V (Ext(μ)) and range contained in M(Γ ).

Notation. We will denote by C = (μ,Menv,Mi1 , . . . ,Miq
) a configuration of Π,

where V (μ) = {i1, . . . , iq}, Menv = M(env) is the multiset associated with the
environment of μ and Mij = M(ij) is the multiset associated with the membrane
ij of μ, for each j = 1, . . . , q.
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When defining the configurations that specify the initial state of a P system
(that is, its initial configurations) we must take into account whether the system
has an input membrane or not.

Definition 5. Let Π =
(
Γ,Λ,#, μ

Π
,M1, . . . ,Mp, (R1, ρ1), . . . , (Rp, ρp)

)
be a

transition P system with external output.

– If Π has no input membrane, then there exists an unique initial configuration
of the system, namely

C0 = (μ
Π
, ∅,M1, . . . ,Mp).

– If Π has an input membrane, then there exists an initial configuration for
each multiset m ∈ M(Σ) that can be introduced in the input membrane,
namely,

C0(m) = (μ
Π
, ∅,M1, . . . ,Mim + m, . . . ,Mp).

We can pass, in a non-deterministic manner, from one configuration of Π to
another configuration by applying to its multisets the evolution rules associated
with their corresponding membranes. This is done as follows: given a rule u → v
of a membrane i, the objects in u are removed from Mi; then, for every (ob, out) ∈
v an object ob is put into the multiset associated with the parent membrane (or
the environment if i is the skin membrane); for every (ob, here) ∈ v an object ob
is added to Mi; for every (ob, inj) ∈ v an object ob is added to Mj (if j is a child
membrane of i; otherwise, the rule cannot be applied). Finally, if δ ∈ v, then the
membrane i is dissolved, that is, it is removed from the membrane structure (the
objects associated with this membranes are collected by the parent membrane,
and the rules are lost. The skin membrane cannot be dissolved). Moreover, the
priority relation among the rules forbids the application of a rule if another one
of higher priority can be applied.

Given two configurations, C and C ′, of Π, we say that C ′ is obtained from
C in one transition step, and we write C ⇒

Π
C ′, if we can pass from the first

one to the second by using the evolution rules associated with the membranes
appearing in the membrane structure of C in a parallel and maximal way, and for
all the membranes at the same time. If no configuration can be derived from C
by applying those evolution rules, then we say that it is a halting configuration.

Definition 6. A computation, C, of a P system is a (finite or infinite) sequence
of configurations, {Ci}i<r, where:

– C0 is an initial configuration of the system.
– Ci ⇒

Π
Ci+1, for every i < r.

– Either r ∈ N
+ and Cr−1 is a halting configuration (C is then a halting

computation performing r − 1 steps), or r = ∞ (C is then not halting).

Notation. Let Π be a transition P system with external output and let
C = {Ci}i<r be a computation of Π. Then we denote Ci =

(
Ext(μi),M i

)
.
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The idea of a transition P system with external output consists of not taking
into account what happens inside the system, but only focusing on what it expels
to the external environment. It emerges then the question of determining when
a computation halts, and it is here where the distinguished object # comes into
play.

Definition 7. We say that r = ur → vrδr is a halting indicator rule if
(#, out) ∈ vr.

Definition 8. We say that a transition P system with external output Π is valid
if given a computation C = {Ci}i<t of the system it is verified the following:

– If C is halting, then a halting indicator rule must be applied in the skin
membrane, and only in the last step of the computation.

– If C is not halting, then no halting indicator rule is applied in the skin mem-
brane in any step of the computation.

In this way, the fact that a computation has halted or not is determined by
the presence of an object # in the environment of the system.

Note that we have not defined what the output of a computation is. This is
because we can consider different modes for transition P systems by only fixing a
definition for an Output function over the set of the computations of the system
(see [6]).

3 (Function) Computing P Systems

Given an order between the symbols of an alphabet, we can represent tuples of
natural numbers by means of multisets over this alphabet with only focusing on
the multiplicities of the symbols in the multiset. Thus, in the cellular computing
systems with membranes defined below we will impose that both the input and
the output alphabets are ordered. In this way, it makes sense to consider that the
multisets received as input and obtained as output represent tuples of natural
numbers.

Definition 9. A computing P system, Π, of the order (m,n) is a cellular com-
puting system with membranes that verifies the following properties:

– Π is a transition P system with external output and with input membrane.
– The input alphabet, Σ, of Π is an ordered alphabet with m elements. We

denote it by Σ = {a1, . . . , am}.
– The output alphabet, Λ, of Π is an ordered alphabet with n elements. We

denote it by Λ = {b1, . . . , bn}.
– The output of a computation C = {Ci}i<r is given by the following function:

Output(C) =

⎧⎨
⎩

undefined, if C is not halting,(
Mr−1

env (b1), . . . ,Mr−1
env (bn)

)
, if C is a halting computation

performing r − 1 steps.
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In this way, the output of a halting computation of Π is a tuple of n natural
numbers.

According to the previous definition, in a computing P system every halting
computation returns a tuple of natural numbers. However, for the same input
data there can exist computations that are halting and others that are not
halting. Furthermore, the output of two halting computations over the same
input data do not have to be the same tuple. This does not happen for functions:
given a tuple of natural numbers, either the function is undefined over that tuple,
or it is defined and returns a single value. Therefore, we must impose that the
systems we are going to work with capture these properties.

Definition 10. A computing P system, Π, of order (m,n) is said to be valid if
it verifies the following properties:

– Π is a valid transition P system with external output.
– Given an initial configuration, C, of Π, either no computation with initial

configuration C is halting, or every computation with initial configuration C
is halting.

– If C1 and C2 are two halting computations of Π with the same initial confi-
guration, then Output(C1) = Output(C2).

Notation. We will denote by FCm,n the class of valid computing P systems of
order (m,n). The class FC is the union of all the previous collections.

The cellular computing systems with membranes belonging to the class FC
allow us to compute partial functions between natural numbers, according to
the following criterion.

Definition 11. We say that a system Π ∈ FCm,n computes the partial function
f : N

m− → N
n if the following conditions are verified for each (k1, . . . , km) ∈

N
m:

– f is defined over (k1, . . . , km) if and only if there exists a halting computation
of Π with the multiset ak1

1 . . . akm
m as input.

– If C is a halting computation of Π with the multiset ak1
1 . . . akm

m as output,
then Output(C) = f(k1, . . . , km).

From Definition 10, in the previous definition the expression “a computation”
can be substituted by the expression “any computation”.

4 Computational Completeness through Partial
Recursive Functions

The purpose of this section is to point out that using valid computing P systems
we are able to reproduce the behaviour of any partial recursive function. Indeed,
we are going to design systems such that:
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1. Compute the basic or initial functions: constant zero function, successor
function and projection functions.

2. Compute the composition of functions, from systems computing the func-
tions to compose.

3. Compute the iteration of functions, from a system computing the function
to iterate.

4. Compute the unbounded minimization of functions, from a system computing
the function to minimize.

Taking into account that the class of partial recursive functions coincides with
the least class that contains the basic functions and is closed under composition,
iteration and unbounded minimization (see [1]), it is then guaranteed that it is
possible to construct cellular computing systems with membranes that compute
any partial recursive function.

4.1 Basic or Initial Functions

We begin by describing computing P systems that allow us to compute the basic
functions.

– The constant zero function, O : N → N, defined by O(k) = 0, for every
k ∈ N, can be computed by the system

Πzero =
(
Σ,Γ,Λ,#, μ

Πzero ,M1, (R1, ρ1), im
)
,

where:

Σ = {a}, Γ = {a, b,#}, Λ = {b},
μ

Πzero = [1 ]1 , M1 = #, im = 1,
R1 = {# → (#, out)}, ρ1 = ∅.

– The successor function, S : N → N, defined by S(k) = k+1, for every k ∈ N,
can be computed by the system

Πsuc =
(
Σ,Γ,Λ,#, μ

Πsuc ,M1, (R1, ρ1), im
)
,

where:

Σ = {a}, Γ = {a, b,#}, Λ = {b},
μ

Πsuc = [1 ]1 , M1 = #, im = 1,
R1 = {a → (b, out), # → (b, out)(#, out)}, ρ1 = ∅.

– The projection functions, Πn
j : N

n → N, with n ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ n, defined
by Πn

j (k1, . . . , kn) = kj , for every (k1, . . . , kn) ∈ N
n, can be computed by

the systems

Πproj
n,j =

(
Σ,Γ,Λ,#, μ

Π
proj
n,j

,M1, (R1, ρ1), im
)
,
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where:

Σ = {a1, . . . , an}, Γ = {a1, . . . , an, b,#}, Λ = {b},
μ

Π
proj
n,j

= [1 ]1 , M1 = #, im = 1,

R1 = {aj → (b, out), # → (#, out)}, ρ1 = ∅.

4.2 Composition of Functions

We introduce now the operation of composition between computing P systems.
For that we start by defining the corresponding operation for functions.

Definition 12. Let f : N
m− → N

n and g1 : N
r− → N

s1 , . . . , gt : N
r− → N

st

such that s1 + · · · + st = m. Then, the composition of f with g1 to gt, denoted
C(f ; g1, . . . , gt), is a partial function from N

r to N
n defined as follows

C(f ; g1, . . . , gt)(k1, . . . , kr) = f(g1(k1, . . . , kr), . . . , gt(k1, . . . , kr))

Next, we are going to design a P system that computes the compo-
sition of functions, from systems that compute the given functions. Let
Πf , Πg1 , . . . , Πgt

∈ FC be systems computing, respectively, the function f :
N

m− → N
n and the functions g1 : N

r− → N
s1 , . . . , gt : N

r− → N
st , with

s1 + · · ·+ st = m.
We can suppose that

Πf =
(
Σf , Γf , Λf , #f , μΠf

, Mf
1 , . . . , Mf

pf
, (Rf

1 , ρf
1 ), . . . , (Rf

pf
, ρf

pf
), imf

)
,

Πg1 =
(
Σg1 , Γg1 , Λg1 , #g1 , μΠg1

, Mg1
1 , . . . , Mg1

pg1
, (Rg1

1 , ρg1
1 ), . . . , (Rg1

pg1
, ρg1

pg1
), img1

)
,

. . .

Πgt =
(
Σgt , Γgt , Λgt , #gt , μΠgt

, Mgt
1 , . . . , Mgt

pgt
, (Rgt

1 , ρgt
1 ), . . . , (Rgt

pgt
, ρgt

pgt
), imgt

)
.

Renaming adequately the elements of the alphabets (and, consequently, also
of the rules) we can suppose, besides, that

– Σg1 = · · · = Σgt = {a1, . . . , ar}.
– Λg1 = {b1, . . . , bs1}, . . . , Λgt = {bs1+···+st−1+1, . . . , bm}.
– Σf = {c1, . . . , cm} and Λf = {d1, . . . , dn}.
–

(
Λg1 ∪ · · · ∪ Λgt

)
∩ Γf = ∅.

– The object #gi is distinct from the object #f , for each i = 1, . . . , t.
– The object #gi is distinct from the object #gj , for each i �= j.

Let us consider the computing P system

Π =
(
Σ,Γ,Λ,#, μ

Π
,M1, . . . ,Mp, (R1, ρ1), . . . , (Rp, ρp), im, env

)
,

given by:

– Σ = {e1, . . . , er}. We suppose, besides, that Σ is disjoint from
⋃t

i=1 Γgi .
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– There exist the distinguished elements ⊕,%,& ∈ Γ \ (Γf ∪
⋃t

i=1 Γgi
).

– Λ = {d1, . . . , dn}.
– The object # is distinct from the objects #f and #gi

, for each i = 1, . . . , t.
– μ

Π
= [1μΠg1

. . . μ
Πgt

μ
Πf

]1 , where the membranes of μ
Πg1

, . . . , μ
Πgt

, μ
Πf

have
been adequately renamed (and, consequently, also the rules of the corres-
ponding systems have been adapted). We will denote by σg1 , . . . , σgt , σf the
skin membranes of these systems. Besides, we consider that img1 , . . . , imgt

,
imf reflect the new labeling of the input membranes of Πg1 , . . . , Πgt

, Πf ,
respectively.

– p = pg1 + · · ·+ pgt + pf + 1.
– M1 = #%. The remaining multisets are all empty.
– im = 1.
– The evolution rules and their priorities are the following:

• Evolution rules for membrane 1:

ei → (ei, inσg1
) . . . (ei, inσgt

) for i = 1, . . . , r,

% → (%, inσg1
) . . . (%, inσgt

),

#g1 . . .#gt
# → (%, inσf

) > # → # > bi → (bi, inσf
) for i = 1, . . . ,m,

di → (di, out) for i = 1, . . . , n,
#f → (#, out).

• For every function fun ∈ {g1, . . . , gt, f} and for every membrane j of
μ

Πfun
, the following rules are included:

% → ⊕(%, inj1) . . . (%, injk
)

&u ⊕ →Mfun
j > ⊕ → ⊕&

The rules and priorities associated with membrane j in Πfun

Here, j1, . . . jk are the children membranes of membrane j and u is its
depth level within the tree μ

Πfun
. Moreover, if j = imfun, then the rule

⊕ → ⊕& has higher priority than the original rules of Πfun for this
membrane.

• Let fun ∈ {g1, . . . , gt, f} and let j1, . . . , jq be the membrane path
in μ

Πfun
from σfun to the input membrane, imfun. Then, for each

k = 1, . . . , q − 1 the following rules are included in membrane jk:

ei → (ei, injk+1), for i = 1, . . . , r, and fun = g1, . . . , gt,

bi → (bi, injk+1), for i = 1, . . . ,m, and fun = f.

The following rules are also included in membrane jq = imfun:

ei → ai, for i = 1, . . . , r, and fun = g1, . . . , gt,

bi → ci, for i = 1, . . . ,m, and fun = f.
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Thus, the initial membrane structure of this system can be pictorially rep-
resented as in figure 1. Furthermore, its functioning can be considered arranged
in two stages:

Stage 1: Calculation of the functions g1 to gt over the input data:

– Sending of the input data to the input membranes of Πg1 to Πgt .
– Local synchronization of the membranes in each Πgi

.
– Global synchronization in the skin of Π of the computed values.

Stage 2: Calculation of the function f :

– Sending of the computed values in the previous phase from the skin to the
input membrane of Πf .

– Local synchronization of the membranes in Πf .
– Sending the result to the environment.

Fig. 1. Composition of computing P systems

Notation. We say that the system Π designed above, which we denote by
C(Πf ;Πg1 , . . . , Πgt

), is the system obtained from the composition of Πf with
Πg1 . . . , Πgt

.

Next we are going to justify, in an informal manner, that C(Πf ;Πg1 , . . . , Πgt
)

is a computing P system that is valid and that, besides, computes the composi-
tion of f with g1, . . . , gt. This system also preserves the use or not of membrane
dissolution from the P systems that compute the functions.

Stage 1: Computing the functions g1, . . . , gt over the input data.
To perform this stage, it is necessary to carry out two operations: the first one
consists of transporting the input arguments from membrane 1, which recall
is the input membrane of Π, to each of the input membranes of the systems
Πg1 , . . . , Πgt

. This is easily done by displacing the objects that represent the
arguments through all the necessary membranes.
The second operation is a little bit more difficult: for a specific system, Πgj

,
to correctly compute the value of the function gj over the input data, we
need that all the membranes of this system start to apply their original rules
at the same time (that is, we have to achieve a local synchronization of all
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the membranes of each Πgj
). This can be done by using counters for each

of these membranes. First, we use the object % to activate the counters,
represented by objects ⊕, in all the membranes. These last objects use, in
turn, objects & to count and, when a certain quantity has been reached, the
corresponding membrane is allowed to apply the rules of Πgj

. From the way
it has been implemented, these quantities coincide with the depth levels of
each one of the membranes in the structure μ

Πgj
.

It is also important to observe that when the system Πgj
begins to compute

the value, the objects that represent the input data must have reached their
corresponding input membrane. However, as we perform the two previous
operations simultaneously, this is obtained automatically.
Finally, before permitting that the system Πf activates itself, it is necessary
to make sure that all the values of Πg1 , . . . , Πgt have been computed (that
is, there must be a global synchronization in the skin of Π).
Let us see in detail the rules involved in this stage:
a) In the first step of a computation of Π in which the value of the com-

position function over the tuple (k1, . . . , kr) is computed, in membrane
1 we have the multiset ek1

1 . . . ekr
r #% and the remaining membranes are

empty. Therefore, the only rules that can be applied are those that send
the objects ei and the object % into the corresponding skin membranes
of μ

Πg1
, . . . , μ

Πgt
, and the rule # → # in membrane 1.

b) Now membrane 1 waits for the values of the functions g1, . . . , gt over
the tuple (k1, . . . , kr) by means of the rule # → #. With respect to the
membrane structures μ

Πg1
to μ

Πgt
, the rule % → ⊕(%, inj1) . . . (%, injk

)
makes the object % to propagate to all of their membranes, since when
it reaches a specific membrane, it immediately transforms itself into a
counter object ⊕ and it is also sent to the children membranes. Thus,
from a computation step to the next one, the object % reaches the mem-
branes with one level below. Meanwhile, the rule ⊕ → ⊕& makes the ob-
ject ⊕ to generate objects &. A close look to the situation created shows
us that the activating object % has reached all the membranes exactly
when the counter object ⊕ has generated in each membrane a number of
objects & equal to their levels in the tree μ

Πfun
(for fun ∈ {g1, . . . , gt}).

At that moment, the rule &u⊕ →Mfun
j introduces in membrane j the

objects associated with it in Πfun, and this is done for all the membranes
of each Πfun at the same time. From now on, the values of g1, . . . , gt

over (k1, . . . , kr) are computed exactly in the same way than the systems
Πg1 , . . . , Πgt would do it.
An example of how the process of local synchronization works is shown
in figure 2, for a P system with ten membranes.

c) Simultaneously, the objects ei cover the path from the skin membrane
of each μ

Πgj
to the input membrane of Πgj

, by means of the rules ei →
(ei, injk+1), and they evolve there into the corresponding objects ai, by
means of the rules ei → ai. Take into account that the objects ei and
the object % reach the input membrane of Πgj at the same time. In this
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Fig. 2. Local synchronization of a P system

way, when Πgj begins to perform its original work, the input data is in
the suitable place.

Stage 2: Computing the function f over (g1(k1, . . . , kr), . . . , gt(k1, . . . , kr))
The first stage ends when membrane 1 has collected at least one copy of each
object #g1 , . . . ,#gt

. In that moment the computed values have to be sent
as input data to the system Πf . To synchronize the end of the first stage
with the beginning of the second one, in membrane 1 the rule # → # is
repeatedly applied until the rule #g1 . . .#gt

# → (%, inσf
) can be used.

This rule sends an object % to the skin of μ
Πf

, with the goal of initiating
the counters of its membranes in such a way that these membranes can start
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to apply their original rules at the same time (local synchronization within
Πf ). This process is performed in a similar way as the previous one of stage
1. Also in the next step of the computation the objects bi, that represent
the values obtained in the first stage, are put inside the skin of μ

Πf
and,

subsequently, are moved by means of the rules bi → (bi, injk+1), through all
the membranes of μ

Πf
, from the skin to the corresponding input membrane

of Πf .
It is easy to check that, although there exists a gap of one computation step
between the moment when the object % arrives into a membrane and the
moment when the objects bi arrive, this entails no problem.
Next, the value of the function f over the arguments represented by the
objects ci is computed and, along this computation, objects di that represent
the result are expelled from μ

Πf
. These objects are collected in membrane

1 and are immediately expelled from μ
Π

. The computing process ends when
some object #f is collected in membrane 1, and all these objects are sent to
the environment of μ

Π
as objects #.

4.3 Iteration of a Function

We introduce now the operation of iterating a computing P system. For that,
we begin by defining the corresponding operation for functions.

Definition 13. Let f : N
m− → N

m. Then, the iteration of f , denoted It(f), is
a partial function from N

m+1 to N
m defined as follows:

It(f)(x1, . . . , xm, 0) = (x1, . . . , xm),
It(f)(x1, . . . , xm, n + 1) = It(f)(f(x1, . . . , xm), n).

Next, let us see how we design, from a system Πf ∈ FC that computes
the function f : N

m− → N
m without using the dissolution of membranes, a

computing P system that computes the iteration of f .
Let us suppose that

Πf =
(
Σf , Γf , Λf ,#f , μΠf

,Mf
1 , . . . ,Mf

pf
, (Rf

1 , ρ
f
1 ), . . . , (Rf

pf
, ρf

pf
), imf

)
.

Renaming adequately the elements of the alphabets (and, therefore, also of
the rules) we suppose, besides, that Σf = {a1, . . . , am} and Λf = {b1, . . . , bm}.

Let us consider the computing P system

Π =
(
Σ,Γ,Λ,#, μ

Π
,M1, . . . ,Mp, (R1, ρ1), . . . , (Rp, ρp), im, env

)
that verifies the following:

– Σ = {c1, . . . , cm+1}. We can suppose, besides, that the condition Σ∩Γf = ∅
is satisfied.

– There exist the distinguished elements ⊕,%,&,⊗,( ∈ Γ \ Γf .
– Λ = {c1, . . . , cm}.
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– The object # is distinct from the object #f .
– μ

Π
= [1μΠf

]1 , where the membranes of μ
Πf

have been adequately renamed
(and, therefore, the rules of Πf have also been adapted). We denote by σf

the skin membrane of this system. Also, we consider that imf is the new
label of the input membrane of Πf .

– p = pf + 1.
– M1 = #. The remaining multisets are all empty.
– im = 1.
– The evolution rules and their priorities are the following:

• Evolutions rules for membrane 1:

#cm+1 → (%, inσf
) > #ci → #(ci, out) >

> # → (#, out) > #f#f → #f > #f → ((, inσf
) >

> ⊗ubi → ⊗uci > ⊗u → # >

> ci → (ci, inσf
); in all cases i = 1, . . . ,m;

u is the number of membranes of the structure μ
Πf

.
• For each membrane j distinct from membrane 1 the following rules are

included:

% → ⊕(%, inj1) . . . (%, injk
),

&v ⊕ →Mf
j > ⊕ → ⊕&,

( → ⊗((, inj1) . . . ((, injk
),

ob⊗ → ⊗ > ⊗ → (⊗, out), for all ob ∈ Γf .

The rules and priorities associated with membrane j in Πf

Here, j1, . . . , jk are the children membranes of membrane j and v is its
depth level within μ

Πf
. Moreover, if j = imf , then the rule ⊕ → ⊕&

has higher priority than the original rules of this membrane in Πf .
• Let j1, . . . , jq be the membrane path in μ

Πf
from σf to the input mem-

brane, imf ,. Then, for each k = 1, . . . , q − 1, the following rules are
included in membrane jk:

ci → (ci, injk+1), for i = 1, . . . ,m.

The following rules are also included in membrane jq = imf :

ci → ai, for i = 1, . . . ,m.

Thus, the initial membrane structure of this system can be represented as in
figure 3. Furthermore, its functioning can be considered arranged in two stages:

Stage 1: Computation of one iteration of f :

– Sending of the input data to the input membrane of Πf .
– Local synchronization of the membranes in Πf .
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Fig. 3. Iteration of computing P systems

Stage 2: Restarting of the system Πf :

– Erasing of the objects remaining in Πf .
– Beginning of a new iteration of f .

Notation. We say that the system Π designed above, which we denote by
It(Πf ), is the system obtained by the iteration of the system Πf .

Next, we are going to justify, in an informal manner, that the system It(Πf )
is a computing P system that is valid and computes the iteration of f .

The number of iterations of f to perform is given by the (m+1)-th argument
supplied to It(f). What we do then is to reduce this argument by one and, next,
we perform a process consisting of two stages: the first one consists of computing
one iteration of f ; the second one consists of “reseting” the system Πf to its
initial state. We iterate this process until the (m + 1)-th argument makes zero.

The condition to decide if a iteration has to be performed or not is checked
in membrane 1 examining how many objects cm+1, that represent the (m +
1)-th argument are present. If any of those objects is present, then the rule
#cm+1 → (%, inσf

) is applied (followed by the rules ci → (ci, inσf
)), starting

the calculation of a new iteration of the function f .

Stage 1: Computation of one iteration of f :
This stage begins when an object % is introduced in the skin of μ

Πf
. This

object initiates counters in the membranes of μ
Πf

, in an analogous manner
as it was done for composition, in order to make sure that they will begin
to apply their original rules at the same time (local synchronization within
Πf ). Also, with a gap of a computation step that is not relevant, the input
data, represented by the objects ci, is transported from the skin of μ

Πf
to

the input membrane of Πf . Although along the execution of this stage the
result of a iteration is sent out of μ

Πf
, being collected in membrane 1 of Π,

it is necessary to observe that in this membrane no rule is activated.
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Stage 2: Restarting of the system Πf

The first stage ends when some object #f is collected in membrane 1 of Π.
Before we can begin the simulation of another iteration of f , it is necessary
to erase all the objects that remain in the membranes of μ

Πf
. This is done

in this stage, that begins by reducing the number of objects #f present in
membrane 1 to only one. Then the rule #f → (%, inσf

) in this membrane
introduces an object ( in the skin of μ

Πf
.

This object spreads to all the membranes in the same way as % does in the
previous stage, and put an object ⊗ in each of them. These last objects act
as erasers, eliminating all the objects in the membranes by means of the
rule ob⊗ → ⊗. When a membrane has been emptied (that is, when only an
object ⊗ remains in it), then the object ⊗ is expelled.
Therefore, this stage finishes when membrane 1 collects as many objects ⊗
as the degree of μ

Πf
indicates. It is only then when the rules ⊗ubi → ⊗uci

can be applied, transforming the result of one iteration of f into input data
of Π. Finally, the rule ⊗u → # is applied to start the process again.
An example of how the process of restarting a P system works is shown in
figure 4, for a P system with ten membranes.

At the moment when no object cm+1 is present in membrane 1, it is necessary
to finish the simulation of iterations. Then it is necessary to send the objects
c1, . . . , cm of this membrane to the environment, followed by an object #.

Note that along the evaluation of the halting condition no rule can be applied
in any membrane distinct from the skin membrane, because they are empty.

4.4 Unbounded Minimization of a Function

We introduce now the operation of unbounded minization of a computing P
system. For that, we begin by defining the corresponding operation for functions.

Definition 14. The operation of unbounded minimization or μ–recursion
applied to the partial function f : N

n+1− → N produces the function
Min(f) : N

n− → N given by

Min(f)(x1, . . . , xn) =

{
yx1,...,xn , if yx1,...,xn exists,
undefined, otherwise,

for every (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ N
n, where

yx1,...,xn
= min{y ∈ N |∀z < y

(
f is defined over (x1, . . . , xn, z)

)
∧

f(x1, . . . , xn, y) = 0}.

Finally, we are going to describe a computing P system that, from a system
Πf ∈ FC computing the function f : N

m+1− → N without using the dissolution
of membranes, computes the function obtained by the unbounded minimization
from f .
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Fig. 4. Restarting of a P system

Let us suppose that

Πf =
(
Σf , Γf , Λf ,#f , μΠf

,Mf
1 , . . . ,Mf

pf
, (Rf

1 , ρ
f
1 ), . . . , (Rf

pf
, ρf

pf
), imf

)
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Renaming adequately the elements of the alphabets (and, therefore, also of
the rules) we can also suppose that Σf = {a1, . . . , am+1} and Λf = {b}.

Let us consider the computing P system

Π =
(
Σ,Γ,Λ,#, μ

Π
,M1, . . . ,Mp, (R1, ρ1), . . . , (Rp, ρp), im, env

)
verifying the following conditions:

– Σ = {c1, . . . , cm}. We can also suppose that the condition Σ ∩ Γf = ∅ is
satisfied.

– There exist distinguished elements ⊕,%,&,⊗,( ∈ Γ \ Γf .
– Λ = {cm+1}.
– The object # is distinct from the object #f .
– μ

Π
= [1μΠf

]1 , where the membranes of μ
Πf

have been adequately renamed
(and, therefore, the rules of Πf have also been adapted). We denote by σf

the skin membrane of this system. Moreover, we consider that imf is the
new label of the input membrane of Πf .

– p = pf + 1.
– M1 = #. The remaining multisets are all empty.
– im = 1.
– The evolution rules and priorities are the following:

• Evolution rules for membrane 1:

#f#f → #f > #fb → bcm+1((, inσf
) > ⊗u → # > #b → # >

#ci → #di > # → (%, inσf
) >

di → ci(di, inσf
) > #fcm+1 → #f (cm+1, out) >

#f → (#, out), for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m + 1;

u is the number of membranes of the structure μ
Πf

.
• For each membrane j distinct from membrane 1 the following rules are

included:

% → ⊕(%, inj1) . . . (%, injk
)

&v ⊕ →Mf
j > ⊕ → ⊕&

( → ⊗((, inj1) . . . ((, injk
)

ob⊗ → ⊗ > ⊗ → (⊗, out), for ob ∈ Γf .

The rules and priorities associated with membrane j in Πf .

Here, j1, . . . , jk are the children membranes of membrane j and v is its
depth within μ

Πf
. Moreover, if j = imf , then the rule ⊕ → ⊕& has

higher priority than the original rules for this membrane in Πf .
• Let j1, . . . , jq be the membrane path in μ

Πf
from σf to the input mem-

brane, imf . Then, for each k = 1, . . . , q − 1, the following rules are
included to membrane jk:

di → (di, injk+1), for i = 1, . . . ,m + 1.
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The following rules are also included in membrane jq = imf :

di → ai, for i = 1, . . . ,m + 1.

Thus, the initial membrane structure of this system can be represented as
shown in figure 5. Furthermore, its functioning can be considered arranged in
two stages:

Stage 1: Calculation of f(x, y) (starting with y = 0):

– Erasing of the results obtained previously.
– Sending of the input data to the input membrane of Πf .
– Local synchronization of the membranes in Πf .

Stage 2: Checking the result of f(x, y):

– If the result is zero, sending y to the environment and halting.
– If the result is not zero, reseting the system Πf and increasing y by 1. Then

go back to stage 1.

Fig. 5. Unbounded minimization of computing P systems

Notation. We say that the system Π defined above, which we denote by
Min(Πf ), is the system obtained by the unbounded minimization of the system
Πf .

Next, we are going to justify, in an informal manner, that the system
Min(Πf ) is a computing P system that is valid and computes the unbounded
minimization of f .

Given an input data (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ N
m we have to compute the values

f(x1, . . . , xm, y) for y = 0, 1, 2 and so on, until finding the first one that is zero,
in which case we return the corresponding value of y. The data (x1, . . . , xm) is
represented by the objects ci, with i = 1, . . . ,m, and the number y will be given
by the number of objects cm+1 present in the system.

To perform this, the system Π repeats a process arranged in two stages:
the first one consists of computing the value of f applied to the input data
(x1, . . . , xm) and to a specific number y; in the second stage the obtained result
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is checked. If it is zero, then we have finished and it suffices to expel the objects
cm+1 to the environment. If it is not zero, then we add a new object cm+1, in
such a way that these objects represent the number y+1, and return the system
Πf to its initial configuration, starting again with the first stage.

Stage 1: Calculation of f(x1, . . . , xm, y)
This stage is activated with the presence of an object # in membrane 1 of Π.
What is done first is the erasing, by means of the rule #b → #, the result of
f(x1, . . . , xm, y−1) that we would have obtained previously. Next, we change
the objects ci into objects di, with the goal of being able to send them to the
system Πf and, at the same time, keep them in the input membrane of Π.
Once done this, we send an object % to the skin of μ

Πf
in order to perform,

in an analogous way as we have seen for composition and iteration, a local
synchronization of its membranes. Also, with a gap of one computation step
that is not relevant, the objects di, that represent the arguments to which
we are going to apply the function f , is transported from the skin of μ

Πf

to the input membrane of Πf . Furthermore, we keep a copy in membrane 1
using objects ci.
From now on no rule can be applied in membrane 1 until Πf does not finish
computing the value of the function f applied to the tuple (x1, . . . , xm, y).

Stage 2: Checking of the result
In this stage what is first done is reducing to only one the number of objects
#f collected in membrane 1 of Π. Then, if the result of f(x1, . . . , xm, y) has
been zero, the only rules applicable are the rule #fcm+1 → #f (cm+1, out),
that sends the objects cm+1 to the external environment, followed by the
rule #f → (#, out), that finishes the computation.
If the result of f(x1, . . . , xm, y) has been different from zero, then in mem-
brane 1 of Π some object b has been collected and, therefore, the rule
#fb → bcm+1((, inσf

) will be applicable. This rule adds a new object cm+1,
for its multiplicity to represent the number y + 1. Furthermore, that rule
sends and object ( to the skin membrane of μ

Πf
to restart the system Πf ,

exactly in the same way as we did with iteration. Then no rule in membrane
1 of Π can be applied until as many objects ⊗ as membranes in μ

Πf
do not

appear. At this moment, the rule ⊗u → # introduces an object #, so that
stage 1 starts again.

From these constructions and discussions we infer the following result.

Theorem 1. Let f ∈ P be a partial recursive function. Then there exists a
system Πf ∈ FC, which uses priority and cooperation, but not dissolution, com-
puting the function f .

Proof. It suffices to take into account that if f is a recursive function then there
exist functions g1, . . . , gn such that gn = f and for each j = 1, . . . , n either gj

is a basic function, or gj is obtained from some of the functions g1, . . . , gj−1 by
means of the operations of composition, iteration or unbounded minimization
(see [1]).
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5 Conclusions

We have studied in this paper computing P systems. This is a variant of the
model of computation introduced in [4], which in turn is a variant of the basic
model of transition P system introduced by G. Păun in [2]. The idea behind
this new model is to be able to compute functions without worrying about the
content of the membrane structure used to do it, but only considering the objects
collected in its environment.

We have defined three operations for computing P systems with external
output: composition, iteration and minimization. These operations have allowed
us to prove, in a constructive manner, the computational completeness of this
model, since using these operations any partial recursive function can be com-
puted by such a system.

Acknowledgement. The authors gratefully acknowledge the support of the
project TIC2002-04220-C03-01 of the Ministerio de Ciencia y Tecnoloǵıa of
Spain, cofinanced by FEDER funds.
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Abstract. This is a preliminary work in which we propose a variant
of P systems by adding in every region a dynamic engine that allows
the change of the internal rewriting rules along the computation time,
obtaining in this way a new family of P systems with adaptation to
changing environments. They will be called adaptative P systems. Here,
the engine that we propose to act inside every membrane is based on
learning algorithms under the grammatical inference framework. The
behavior of every region changes according to the information received
from the external environment and the internal regions.

1 Introduction

P systems [2,13] have been proposed as a computational mechanism with high
parallelism inspired by the membrane structure of the cell. In the recent times,
several variants of P systems motivated by biological or formal language theory
aspects have been proposed. We will refer, among others, to Generalized P-
Systems [5], Hybrid P-Systems [7], Gemmating P-Systems [1], Tissue P-Systems
[8], P-Systems with carriers [9], etc. Here, we will propose a new variant of P
systems based on the information received outside the external membrane and
on the way the system interacts with this information. Our model is inspired by
systems that learn, as proposed in the artificial intelligence framework. We refer
to [11] for a formal introduction to such systems.

It is a fact that the external information received by the living cell can change
its behavior drastically (e.g., this is a common situation in virus attacks or cancer
diseases). The system has to adapt itself to the new situation or it could be
damaged. We try to explore, under a formal framework, the generative capacity
of P systems in such situations. Furthermore, we initiate an exploration beyond
recursively enumerable languages by setting this framework to several hierarchies
proposed in classical computability theory, for example the arithmetic hierarchy
[15].

The structure of this work is as follows: First, we introduce some basic con-
cepts and notation about formal language theory, P systems and inductive in-
ference systems. Then, we introduce the simplest model to work with external
input and we prove some equivalence properties with respect to general P sys-
tems. We introduce more sophisticated P systems by adding some dynamics in

C. Mart́ın-Vide et al. (Eds.): WMC 2003, LNCS 2933, pp. 341–356, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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the internal rules by using learning engines (inductive inference algorithms). We
relate some properties of these systems with some language classes defined in
oracle computation models given by classical recursion theory. Finally, we will
overview some future research guidelines and discussion about this work.

2 Basic Concepts

First, we refer to [6] for basic concepts on formal language theory. Let V be an
alphabet and V ∗ the set of all strings (words) defined over V . The empty string
will be denoted by ε and V + = V ∗ − {ε}. For any string x ∈ V ∗, we denote by
perm(x) the set of permutations over the string x. The set of segments of any
string x is denoted by segment(x). Given any string x, |x|a denotes the number
of occurrences of the symbol a in x. A language L is any subset of V ∗ and
segment(L) =

⋃
x∈L segment(x). Given any set A, P(A) will denote the power

set of A. A family of languages can be defined by using some characterization
results on formal grammars or abstracts machines. We denote the family of
recursively enumerable languages by RE .

Now, we introduce some basic concepts about P systems. A general P system
of degree m, according to [13], is a construct

Π = (V, T, C, μ, w1, . . . , wm, (R1, ρ1), . . . , (Rm, ρm), i0),

where:

– V is an alphabet (the objects)
– T ⊆ V (the output alphabet)
– C ⊆ V , C ∩ T = ∅ (the catalysts)
– μ is a membrane structure consisting of m membranes
– wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, is a string representing a multiset over V associated with the

region i
– Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, is a finite set of evolution rules over V associated with the

ith region and ρi is a partial order relation over Ri specifying a priority.
An evolution rule is a pair (u, v) (written u → v) where u is a string over V
and v = v′ or v = v′δ where v′ is a string over

{ahere, aout, ainj
| a ∈ V, 1 ≤ j ≤ m}

and δ is an special symbol not in V (it defines the membrane dissolving
action).

– i0 is a number between 1 and m and it specifies the output membrane of Π;
it can also be equal to ∞, and in this case the output is read outside the
system).

The language generated by Π in external mode (i0 = ∞) is denoted by L(Π)
and it is defined as the set of strings that can be defined by collecting the objects
that leave the system and arranging them in the leaving order (if several objects
leave the system at the same time then permutations are allowed). The set of
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numbers that represent the objects in the output membrane i0 will be denote
by N(Π). Obviously, both sets L(Π) and N(Π) are defined only for halting
computations. We suggest to the reader Păun’s book [13] to learn more about P
systems.

The next ingredient that supports our work is a learning system. This is a
classical topic in artificial intelligence. There have been different proposals of
learning systems based on different theories. Here, we will fix our attention to
inductive systems. The motivation to use this approach will be explained later.
First, we define an inductive learning paradigm through the following items:

1. A naming function to design hypotheses and target concepts. Hypotheses
and concepts are formal languages defined over a fixed alphabet. Mainly, the
naming function can be referred to generators (any language is defined by
some construct that generates it) or acceptors (any language is defined by
abstract machines like Turing machines or finite automata).

2. An information protocol to present examples and/or counterexamples of the
target concept. The examples are those strings that belong to the target
language (they will be represented by a superscript +) while the counterex-
amples are strings out of the language (they will be represented by the
superscript −).

3. A success criterion for the task. As in optimization problems the main success
criterion are identification (the learning system must guess the exact target
language) or approximation (some error in the symmetric difference between
the target and the guess is permitted).

When the target languages are represented by formal grammars and/or Tur-
ing machines, then the inductive learning paradigm becomes a grammatical in-
ference one [16].

An interesting learning criterion is the identification in the limit proposed
by E.M. Gold in 1967 [4]. The approach is the following: Let L be a family of
recursively enumerable languages and L ∈ L (the target language). An algorithm
A identifies L in the limit if A produces a sequence H1, H2, ..., Hi, ... such that
for a given integer i we have Hi = Hj whenever j ≥ i and Hi = L. Here, the
hypothesis sequence is produced from an information source that gives to A some
examples (and possibly counterexamples) of the language L. We will say that
an inference algorithm is incremental if every output hypothesis is constructed
from a previous one and new input data.

A well known result is that the family RE is identifiable in the limit from
examples and/or counterexamples [4]. The proof follows from an enumeration
of Turing machines and the subsequent hypothesis changes according with the
information received so far. On the other hand, an algorithmic technique based
on Nerode’s congruences was proposed by Oncina and Garćıa to identify any
regular language in the limit in polynomial update time [10].

Finally, it can be argued that any system that learns can be viewed as an
abstract machine with an oracle [15]. So, different results from computability
theory about relativized computation can be applied to learning systems.
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2.1 General P Systems with Covering Rules

Now, we will introduce a variant of P systems by defining a new kind of evolution
rules that we will name covering rules. A covering rule will be in the form u → v
or u → vδ where u = u1u2 . . . un with ui ∈ P(V ∗) and v is a string over
{P(V ∗)here,P(V ∗)out,P(V ∗)inj

} where the semantics of the last set is similar
to the basic definition except that we introduce languages instead of symbols. So,
for example, the rule ab∗ → a∗

here in region i means that all symbols b together
with one symbol a are replaced by symbols a. For instance, using this rule, abbbb
is substituted by aaaaa. Another example could be the rule {anbn | n ≥ 1} →
c∗
outdhere(ab)∗

ink
and it means that in the region where the rule is associated,

every pair of symbols a and b is replaced by two symbols c which are sent out
the region, one pair of symbols a and b which is sent to the region k and, finally,
after making the substitution on all pairs one symbol d is produced in the current
region.

The order in the covering rules is important. For example, the rule ab∗c∗ →
c∗
hered

∗
here means that set of symbols b and c (if a symbol a is presented) is sub-

stituted as follows: the unique symbol a disappears, every symbol b is substituted
by a symbol c and every symbol c is substituted by a symbol d.

The term covering refers to the situation in which the rule covers an undefined
number of objects. We will make use of such rules in the next section.

3 AP Systems with Static Rules

Our purpose here is to incorporate external information in P systems in order to
obtain dynamic systems that change during the computation. Given that there
exist different ways and choices to make so, we will introduce different types of
P systems. Anyway, there is a feature common to all of them: the system adapts
itself to environment changes. Informally, we say that a P system is an AP sys-
tem if the set of internal rules of every region changes during the computation
(here AP means P systems with adaptation or adaptative P systems). Our mo-
tivation in this work is the study of the relationship between learning strategies
and adaptation in P systems. Other approaches to different AP systems will be
discussed in the conclusions section.

First, we consider the case that external information only changes the active
rules of every membrane in the system. So, we will provide an external alphabet
and a finite set of evolution rules to manage external information. Formally, the
P system is defined as

Π = (V, T, C,E, μ, wE , w1, . . . , wm, (R1, ρ1, γ1), . . . , (Rm, ρm, γm), i0),

where all elements are defined according to the general setting, except E
(the external input alphabet) with E ∩ V = ∅, and γi that denotes a finite set of
evolution rules of the form u → v where u is a string over (E ∪ V )∗E+(E ∪ V )∗

and v = v′ or v = v′δ where v′ is a string over {ahere, aout, ainj | a ∈ (V ∪E), 1 ≤
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j ≤ m}. The string wE will denote (in a multiset way) the objects that there
exist in the environment where the P system acts.

A configuration of the system will be defined by the tuple (μ′, wiE
, wi1 , . . . ,

wik
). The computation will be performed in a way similar to the general setting

with the following exceptions:

1. At any computation step, an object from wE can enter in region 1 through
the skin membrane. In this case, the rules of γ1 can start to manipulate those
objects. The rest of the rules in the regions where the external objects have
entered are inhibited (this means that the rules of ρi will not be applied even
if they can). If all the objects enter in region 1 at any computation step we
will say that the system works with complete information loading.

2. If any object from wE enters in region 1, then it can disappear from wE

(nonpersistent environment) or remain in wE (persistent environment).
3. The result of the computation is collected in region i0 or outside the system.

Here, we have to make the following remark: if the system works within
a persistent environment, then it will never halt (given that the external
objects enter region 1 at any computation step and rules from γ1 work with
them). In such situation the halting criterion is substituted by an inhibition
one. We will accept the result of a computation only when no set of rules ρi

can be applied again.

The latter systems, according to the previous definition and remarks, will be
called simple AP systems. Let us consider an example of a simple AP system
working with and without persistent environments.

Example 1. Let Π be the simple AP system shown in Figure 1.

bout boutc

in
2

caab

b dout

2

c

b

1

aaa

Fig. 1.

Here, the external input alphabet is {a}, i0 = ∞ and the output alphabet is
{d}. Let us analyze the behavior of the system in different situations.

First, let’s consider that Π works in a nonpersistent environment and com-
plete information loading. We will set the state of the system by defining the
strings wi and wE at every computation step. At step 0 wE = aaa, w1 = b and
w2 = c. At step 1 every symbol from the external environment enters in region
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1 (complete information loading) and we have wE = ε (nonpersistent environ-
ment), the object b in region 1 is transformed in d and exits the system; at the
same time the object c in region 2 is transformed in two objects b that go to
region 1 so w1 = aaabb and w2 = ε. At step 2, in region 1 only the rule that
works with external objects can be applied so two objects a and one object b
are replaced by one object c that goes to region 2. Observe that the rest of the
objects in region 1 are not transformed because the rule that works only with
internal objects are inhibited due to the presence of external objects. So, at step
2, output = d, wE = ε, w1 = ab and w2 = c. At step 3, only the rules from region
2 can be applied, so the object c is transformed in two objects b and leave the
region 2 to region 1. In this case, output = d, wE = ε, w1 = abbb and w2 = ε.
This is a stationary situation, given that no rule can be applied again (the rules
from region 1 keep on inhibited due to the presence of object a).

Now, let us consider that Π works in a persistent environment and complete
information loading. The sequence of the computation is as follows: At step 0
wE = aaa, w1 = b and w2 = c. At step 1 every symbol from the external
environment enters in region 1 (complete information loading) and we have wE =
aaa (persistent environment), the object b in region 1 is transformed in d and
exits the system, and the object c in region 2 is transformed in two objects b
that go to region 1, so w1 = aaabb and w2 = ε. At step 2, in region 1 only
the rule that works with external objects can be applied so two objects a and
one object b are replaced by one object c that goes to region 2. Observe that
the rest of the objects in region 1 are not transformed because the rules that
work only with internal objects are inhibited due to the presence of external
objects. Again, every object from the environment goes into region 1 (persistent
environment). So, at step 2, output = d, wE = aaa, w1 = aaaab and w2 = c. At
step 3, the rules from region 2 can be applied, so the object c is transformed in
two objects b which leave the region 2 to region 1. On the other hand, in region
1 two objects a and one object b go to region 2 and again every external object
enters in region 1. In this case, output = d, w1 = aaaabb and w2 = c. We can
observe that the output of the system is the same as in the previous case but Π
does not enter a stationary situation, given that there will be always a sufficient
number of objects that can be transferred to region 1 and, later, to region 2.

If the system Π works with non complete information loading and persistent
environment, then eventually, the output of the system is {dn | n ≥ 1}, given
that whenever there be no object a in region 1 an object b can be output as an
object d.

We can state the following results to relate these systems with the general
ones.

Lemma 1. Any simple AP system working in any nonpersistent environment
can be simulated by a general P system with covering rules.

Proof. First, we will consider that the system works with complete information
loading and we take an arbitrary simple AP system Π defined by the tuple

Π = (V, T, C,E, μ, wE , w1, . . . , wm, (R1, ρ1, γ1), . . . , (Rm, ρm, γm), i0).
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We construct a general P system Π ′ as follows

Π ′ = (V ∪ E, T,C, μ′, w0, w1, . . . , wm, (R0, ρ0), (R′
1, ρ

′
1), . . . , (R

′
m, ρ′

m), i0),

where μ′ = [0μ]0, w0 = wE , R′
i = Ri ∪ γi ∪ CRi for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, where CRi =

{aa∗
1 . . . a∗

n → ahere(a∗
1)here . . . (a∗

n)here | a ∈ E, ai ∈ V }, ρ′
i includes ρi and

γi > CRi > Ri, R0 = {a → ain1 | a ∈ E} ∪ {a → aout | a ∈ V } and ρ0 = ∅.
The general P system Π ′ defined before is constructed by adding a new skin
membrane (membrane 0) to system Π and the evolution rules that send the
original external objects to the old primary region through membrane 1.

The behavior of the system Π ′ is equivalent to the simple AP system Π given
that the external objects enter in region 1 and then disappear. The problem with
priorities is the following: We must inhibit all the rules that do not work with
objects from the external environment but now we have no difference between
external and internal objects. We solve this situation as follows: First, we give
maximum priority to all the rules from γi with respect to rules from CRi and
Ri. So, the rules that manipulate external objects are used first. The covering
rules from CRi are used to lock the rest of internal symbols if a external symbol
is present in the region and cannot be manipulated by rules from γi. That is why
CRi > Ri. So, rules from Ri are only used when no external object are present
in the region.

Now, let us suppose that Π works with non complete information loading.
In this case we propose a construction for a general Π system with covering
rules as in the previous case with the following exception: The set of rules from
R0 described in the previous case is substituted by the set R0 = {x → in1(x) |
x ∈ segment(perm(wE)) − {ε}} ∪ {x → here(x) | x ∈ segment(perm(wE)) −
{ε}} ∪ {a → aout | a ∈ V }. The transformation in1(x) is defined as in1(x) =
x1in1

x2in1
. . . xnin1

with x = x1x2 . . . xn and here(x) is defined as here(x) =
x1here

x2here
. . . xnhere

with x = x1x2 . . . xn.
The effect of the new rules of R0 is just considering all the combinations of

symbols that can enter in region 1 from the environment (even the case where
no symbol enters this region). 	


Now, let us see an example of the constructions that we have proposed in
Lemma 1.

Example 2. Let Π be the simple AP system from example 1. The equivalent
general P system with covering rules and working in a non persistent environment
and complete information loading is showed in the Figure 2.

On the other hand, the equivalent general P system with covering rules and
working in a non persistent environment and non complete information loading
is showed in the Figure 3.

Now we give a result similar to Lemma 1, but for the case of persistent
environments.

Lemma 2. Any simple AP system working in any persistent environment can
be simulated by a general P system with covering rules.
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>

>

>

Fig. 2.

Proof. Let us take an arbitrary simple AP system Π defined by the tuple

Π = (V, T, C,E, μ, wE , w1, . . . , wm, (R1, ρ1, γ1), . . . , (Rm, ρm, γm), i0).

We construct a general P system Π ′ as in the proof of Lemma 1, but the
difference is the set of rules R0. We have two different cases. First, if the system
works with complete information loading, then R0 = {a → aain1 | a ∈ E}∪{a →
aout | a ∈ V } and ρ0 = ∅. Second, if the system works with non complete
information loading, then the set R0 is defined as R0 = {x → here(x)in1(x) |
x ∈ segment(perm(wE)) − {ε}} ∪ {x → here(x) | x ∈ segment(perm(wE)) −
{ε}} ∪ {a → aout | a ∈ V }.

The effect of the new rules of R0 is just considering all the combinations of
symbols that can enter in region 1 from the environment (even the case where
no symbol enters this region) and keeping the original set of objects of the
environment in region 0. 	


Now, let us examine an example of constructions as in the proof of Lemma 2.

Example 3. Let Π be the simple AP system from example 1. The equivalent
general P system with covering rules and working in a persistent environment
and complete information loading is showed in Figure 4.

The corresponding version with non complete information loading is shown
in Figure 5.

4 AP Systems: The Learning Approach

Our next step in studying how the external information influences the behavior
of a P system is to allow that such information not only activates a finite number
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of extra rules and inhibit the others, but changes the rules that were working up
to that moment. Here, we use a framework similar to those of learning systems.

We define an AP system of degree m based on learning engines as the fol-
lowing tuple:

Π = (V, T, C,E, μ, L+
E , L−

E ,), w1, . . . , wm,*1, . . . ,*m, i0),

where L+
E and L−

E are (possibly non finite) languages over E with L+
E ∩L−

E = ∅,
*i includes Ri and ρi which are defined as in the general case, as well as Ai
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which is a deterministic finite automaton. We make the following remarks with
respect to the simple case:

1. The words from L+
E and L−

E do not mean multisets in the analysis of Ai but
in the evolution rules.

2. Eventually, any string from L+
E ∪L−

E can enter into the system and, later, it
can move to other regions according to the membrane structure no matter
which are the rules working in every region.

3. We say that the AP system is incremental if at every computation step only
one string from the environment enters into the system. Otherwise, only a
finite number of strings do enter.

4. Once any string wi enters in region j then it is analyzed by the automaton
Aj . If wi ∈ L(Aj) and wi ∈ L−

E or wi /∈ L(Aj) and wi ∈ L+
E , then we say

that region j reacts to the environment. Observe that this way to analyze the
string could be substantially changed by using multiset automata as those
described in [3].

The last ingredient that we have added to the system is ), that means a
learning strategy (under our approach, a grammatical inference algorithm).

We propose two different ways of changing the rules in every region: The
static version means that there is a predefined set of rules that only are activated
whenever the region reacts to the environment. We denote these systems as AsP
systems. The dynamic version means that, in every reacting region, there will
be a transformation over the set of evolution rules. We denote these systems
as AdP systems. Formally, in an AsP system *i = (Ri, ρi, Ai, γi) where γi is a
finite set of rules as in the simple AP system case. By the other hand, in an AdP
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system *i = (Ri, ρi, Ai, Ti) where Ti is an algorithm that transform the set of
rules Ri and the set of priorities ρi into new sets R′

i and ρ′
i.

4.1 Using Regular Learners

As a simple example of the systems described before, we will make ) to be
a grammatical inference algorithm that identifies any regular language in the
limit. In the next section, we will use universal learners (inference methods that
identify any recursively enumerable language in the limit). The learning of reg-
ular languages has been deeply studied along the time. We can mention, among
others, the works by Trakhtenbrot and Barzdin [18], and Oncina and Garćıa [10],
where proposes inference algorithms that learn regular languages and identify
them in the limit if a complete sample1 is given as input. The referred algorithms
are not incremental. Examples of incremental algorithms that identify any reg-
ular language in the limit if all the examples are given in a lexicographic order
are the one proposed by Porat and Feldman [12] and Sempere and Garćıa [17].
The only request of these algorithms is that a complete presentation of E∗ must
be given.

Example 4. Let the AsP system Π be defined as follows

Π = (V, T, C,E, μ, L+
E , L−

E ,), w0, w1, (R0, ρ0, A0, γ0), (R1, ρ1, A1, γ1),∞),

where V = {a, b, e}, T = {a, b}, C = ∅, μ = [0[1]1]0, E = {c, d}, L+
E = c∗, L−

E =
L+

E , w0 = ab, w1 = a, ρ0 = ρ1 = ∅, and A0 and A1 are trivial automata accepting
the empty language. The rules of γ0 are ac → ahereein1 and bd → bhere. The
only rule of γ1 is ae → ahereeout. R0 is defined by the rule abe → aherebhereeout

and R1 is empty. Finally ) is the learning algorithm proposed in [17], where the
sequence of hypotheses and words is showed in Figure 6.

The behavior of Π is the following: According to Figure 6, regions 0 and 1
will react when the external input strings are +c,−d,−dc and −dd. The rest of
strings are accepted by the finite automata that the learning algorithm outputs
as showed in Figure 6. So, the last string that makes any region react is −dd and
then the system arrives to the correct automata that can accept and reject the
rest of strings from L+

E and L−
E . The rules of γ0 transform every symbol d from a

string that makes the region react into a symbol e which is sent to region 1. The
symbols c are eliminated. In region 1, every time that a string makes reaction,
the symbol e is sent to region 0. So, when the system arrives to a stationary
state (i.e., no more reactions are produced), there will be as many symbols e in
region 0 as the total number of symbols d that composed the reacting strings.
In a simplified manner, the systems behavior is a counter for the symbols d

1 A complete sample for a target language is a finite set of strings such that if given as
input to the learning algorithm, then it outputs the target language in finite time.
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Fig. 6. The hypothesis sequence according with complete ordered information presen-
tation using a learning algorithm for regular languages [17]

needed to identify the regular language in the limit. Observe that if the learning
algorithm does not converge to a correct identification, then the system does not
output so many symbols.

Example 5. Let the AdP system Π be defined as follows

Π = (V, T, C,E, μ, L+
E , L−

E ,), w0, w1, (R0, ρ0, A0, T0), (R1, ρ1, A1, T1),∞),

where V = {a, b}, T = {a, b}, C = ∅, μ = [0[1]1]0, E = {c, d}, L+
E = c∗,

L−
E = L+

E , w0 = ab, w1 = ab, ρ0 = ρ1 = ∅, and A0 and A1 are trivial automata
accepting the empty language. The algorithms T0 and T1 are showed in Figure
7. R0 is defined by the rule ab → aherebhereaout and R1 is defined by the rule
ab → aherebherebout. Finally ) is again the learning algorithm proposed in [17].

Observe that, according to algorithm T0, every time that the region 0 reacts
to the environment, the number of symbols a presented in the region and sent to
other regions is increased. A similar situation happens in region 2 with symbols
b. If region 2 arrives to 5 symbols b, then it is dissolved. So, the number of wrong
hypotheses that the learning algorithm outputs is limited in region 2.

4.2 Using Universal Learners: A Characterization of the Arithmetic
Hierarchy

In the previous section we have used learning algorithms for the class of regular
languages. Now, we introduce more sophisticated learners which are able to
identify any recursively enumerable language in the limit (universal learners).
Most of these algorithms are based in enumeration techniques such as those
described in [11] or [4]. The effect of the learning algorithms over AsP or AdP
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Input: An evolution rule u → v over the alphabet V = {a, b}
Output: An evolution rule u′ → v′ over the alphabet V
Method

If v = wδ then output(u → v)
For every symbol ahere in v substitute it by ahereahere in v′

For every symbol aink in v substitute it by ainkaink in v′

For every symbol aout in v delete it v′

For every symbol bhere in v substitute it by bhere in v′

For every symbol bink in v substitute it by bink in v′

For every symbol bout in v delete it v′

Output(u → v′)
endMethod

Algorithm T0

Input: An evolution rule u → v over the alphabet V = {a, b}
Output: An evolution rule u′ → v′ over the alphabet V
Method

If v = wδ then output(u → v)
If |v|b ≥ 5 then Output(b → bδ)
For every symbol ahere in v substitute it by ahere in v′

For every symbol aink in v substitute it by aink in v′

For every symbol aout in v delete it v′

For every symbol bhere in v substitute it by bherebhere in v′

For every symbol bink in v substitute it by binkbink in v′

For every symbol bout in v delete it v′

Output(u → v′)
endMethod

Algorithm T1

Fig. 7. Algorithms for the transformation in evolution rules

systems is giving them the power of computing languages beyond RE . In this
situation we can use AP systems as oracle machines as in classical computation
with Turing machines. If we assume that any recursively enumerable language
can be accepted by a general P system according to the literature on membrane
computing, then our purpose is allowing the use of oracles in such systems. In
order to make so, we need to propose new aspects of AP systems:

1. The environment contains strings over any recursively enumerable language.
2. If any region reacts to the environment, then a set of stand by rules are

activated.
3. The region of the skin membrane can outputs strings with some special

marker to make queries.

We will fix our attention to the arithmetic hierarchy [15], and, specifically, to
the hierarchy of language classes Σi. We propose a method in which relativized
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computation can be simulated by using the environment of P systems as oracle
machines.

The following definitions come from classical recursion theory and can be
consulted in any book such as [15]

Definition 1. A language L is recursive if there exists a halting Turing machine
M such that L = L(M). A language L is A-r.e. if there exists a Turing machine
M with a recursive oracle A such that L(M) = L

Definition 2. (The arithmetic hierarchy) Σ0 is the class of recursive languages.
For each n ≥ 0 Σn+1 is the class of languages which are A-r.e. for some set
A ∈ Σn. For all n Πn = co-Σn, Δn = Σn ∩Πn.

We propose an AP system architecture to solve problems from Σi. The
scheme that we propose is showed in Figure 8.

external environment

i Σ 1

Σ 0
Σ 2

iL
+

0L
+

1L
+

2L
+

iL
−

0L
−

2L
−

1L
−Σ

Fig. 8. Using the environment as an oracle channel in the arithmetic hierarchy

This system architecture (which is different from tissue P systems [8]) works
as follows. Let us suppose that L ∈ Σ2 and it uses an oracle L′ from RE . The
AP system that we propose for L uses L′ as the environment language and a
universal learner. The learner converges to the correct hypothesis, so every query
can be directly solved by the learner. If we use this system as an output device,
then we can solve languages from Σ3 and, iteratively, from Σi. Given that we
can specialize an AP system for every class of the arithmetic hierarchy, they can
work together by using a common environment and different output alphabets
for every class.

5 Conclusions and Future Research

As we have mentioned at the beginning of this paper, this is a preliminary work
about the possibility of introducing the environment and adaptative engines
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in P systems. We have proposed new features of P systems. First, the role of
covering rules is independent from the environment. The power of P systems
with covering rules must be studied apart from the rest of this work. At the first
sight, it looks that covering rules help to decrease the description complexity of P
systems (we can summarize an undefined set of evolution rules in just one rule).
Our purpose is to start a complete study of covering rules and the effect that
different language families produce in the generative power of P systems (e.g.,
what happens if we restrict covering rules to only regular languages, context-free
languages, or recursively enumerable languages?).

Second, simple AP systems have been defined and we have proposed different
simulation techniques for general P systems.

The definition of AP systems suggests the study of different choices that
we have proposed. The differences between dynamic and static P systems will
be study in future works. The choice about the adaptation triggers should be
compared with other choices (here, we have only used finite automata to handle
the environment information). Here we have used learning engines to introduce
the adaptation of the system to changing environments. We could select other
ways to make achieve this (e.g., neural networks with filtering options). We have
to study different possibilities of such topic. Nevertheless, the main topic in AdP
systems is the definition of transformation algorithms Ti. Here a complete catalog
of choices should be exposed. Mainly, we could manage transduction algorithms,
learning algorithms, or biologically inspired algorithms (e.g., what happens if
splicing operation is applied over the set of evolution rules instead of the set of
objects as described in [14]?). We will return to these topics in future works.
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Abstract. P systems is a new model of computation, inspired by natural
processes, that has a distributive nature. By exploring this distributive
nature of P systems, we have built a purely distributive simulation of
P systems. The simulation, whose implementation is described here,
was programmed in the Java programming language and makes heavy
use of its Remote Method Invocation protocol. The class of P systems
that the simulator can accept is a subset of the NOP2(coo, tar) family
of systems, which have the computational power of Turing machines.
The paper concludes with some remarks concerning the usefulness of
the simulation. In addition, there is a brief discussion of some ideas that
can be used in the formulation of a foundation of distributive computing.

Keywords: P systems, Natural computation, Distributed Computing,
Java’s Remote Method Invocation, Object-oriented programming, and
Simulation.

1 Introduction

Nature is a constant source of inspiration for artists and scientists. Computer
scientists are no exception as they have devised new computational paradigms
that imitate natural processes. Such new computational paradigms include DNA
computing [8], evolution computing [6], and membrane computing [7]. Nowadays,
computational paradigms inspired by natural phenomena and/or processes are
collectively known as natural computation.

Membrane computing, in particular, was inspired by the way cells live and
function. Roughly speaking, a cell consists of a membrane that separates the
cell from its environment. In addition, this membrane consists of compartments
surrounded by membranes, which, in turn, may contain other compartments,
and so on. At any moment, matter flows from one compartment to any neigh-
boring one. Obviously, at any moment a number of processes occur in parallel
(e.g., matter moves into a compartment, while energy is consumed in another
compartment, etc.).

C. Mart́ın-Vide et al. (Eds.): WMC 2003, LNCS 2933, pp. 357–368, 2004.
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A P system is a computational device which is an abstract representation of a
particular membrane structure. Each compartment is populated by a multiset1 of
symbols. These multisets are materialized as strings of symbols. In addition, each
compartment is associated with a set of rewriting rules. These rules are applied
to the multisets (strings of symbols) of certain compartments and, consequently,
change the system’s configuration. The rules are applied simultaneously by ob-
serving the so-called maximal parallelism principle, that is the rules are selected
in such a way that only “optimal” output is yielded. When it is not possible
to apply any rule, the P system halts. A designated compartment, called the
output compartment, contains the output of the computation, which is equal to
the cardinality of the multiset contained in it.

P systems have the computational power of Turing machines. In particular,
it has been proven that very simple systems with only one compartment have the
computational power of a Turing machine. It is also a fact that in every P system
the activity of each compartment is independent from the activity at any other
compartment. Although this is not relevant for the rest of our discussion, we
should note that compartments do not share data—they just exchange data.

A distributed computer system is a computer system in which several inter-
connected computers share the computing tasks assigned to the system. How-
ever, each computer has a designated rôle in the overall computational task.
This rough description is reminiscent of P systems and their functionality. In-
deed, P systems can be viewed as an abstract model of distributed computing.
Naturally, there are many aspects of distributed computing that cannot be de-
scribed with simple P systems (e.g., secure transmission of data). However, such
details are not really important for the formulation of a foundation of distributed
computing. Also, it is quite encouraging that other researchers share our view
(e.g., see [3]). Here we demonstrate the value of this thesis by describing a dis-
tributed simulation of a particular class of P systems. Although the P system
bibliography contains many reports on simulations of P systems (for example,
see [1,2,4,5]), none of them was implemented as a distributed application. Prac-
tically, this means that there is still room for improvements and a number of
applications no one has thought before.

Structure of the paper. We start with a semi-formal introduction to the under-
lying theory of rewriting P systems. Then, we describe tools that can be used to
implement distributive algorithms, in general. Next we give a thorough descrip-
tion of our simulation and we conclude with a number of remarks concerning
our work and future research directions.

2 Introduction to Theory of P Systems

We start by giving an informal definition of what a transition P system is.

1 For a thorough description of multisets and their underlying theory see [9].
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Definition 1. A P system is a tuple

Π = (O,μ,w1, . . . , wn, R1, . . . , Rm, i0),

where:

(i) O is an alphabet (i.e., a set of distinct entities) whose elements are called
objects.

(ii) μ is the membrane structure of the particular P system; membranes are
injectivelly labeled with succeeding natural numbers starting with one.

(iii) wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are strings that represent multisets over O associated with
each region i.

(iv) Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are finite sets of rewriting rules (called evolution rules) over
O. An evolution rule is of the form u → v, u ∈ O+ and v ∈ O+

tar, where
Otar = O × TAR, TAR = {here, out} ∪ {inj |1 ≤ j ≤ m}.

(v) i0 ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} is the label of an elementary membrane (i.e., a membrane
that does not contain any other membrane), called the output membrane.

Note that the keywords “here,” “out,” and “inj” are called target commands.
Given a rule u → v, the length of u (denoted |u|) is called the radius of the
rule. A P system that contains rules of radius greater than one is a system with
cooperation.

The rules that belong to some Ri are applied to the objects of the compart-
ment i synchronously, in a non-deterministic maximally parallel way. Given a
rule u → v, the effect of applying this rule to a compartment i is to remove re-
move the multiset of objects specified by u and to insert the objects specified by
v in the regions designated by the target commands associated with the objects
from v. In particular,

(i) if (a,here) ∈ v, the object a will be placed in compartment i (i.e., the
compartment where the action takes place)

(ii) if (a, out) ∈ v, the object a will be placed in the compartment that surrounds
i

(iii) if (a, inj) ∈ v, the object a will be placed in compartment j, provided that
j is immediately inside i, or else the rule is not applicable

The m-tuple of multisets of objects present at any moment in the m compart-
ments of a P system constitute a configuration of the system at that moment.
The m-tuple (w1, . . . , wm) is the initial configuration. Given two subsequent
configurations C1 and C2, we write C1 =⇒ C2 to denote a transition from C1 to
C2. A sequence of transitions of a P system Π is called a computation with re-
spect to Π. A successful computation is one that halts. The result of a successful
computation is the number of objects found in the output membrane after the
termination of the computation. The set of numbers computed by a system Π
is denoted by N(Π).

In general, NOPm(a, tar) denotes the family of sets of natural numbers of
the form N(Π), generated by symbol-object P systems of degree at most m ≥ 1,
using rules of type a. Here we use the same notation for the class of P systems
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of degree at most m ≥ 1, using rules of type a. In particular, if a = coo, then
we have systems with cooperation. Other possible values are “ncoo” (for non-
cooperative), “cat” (for catalytic), etc. Although the systems NOPm(coo, tar)
are simple enough, they are very powerful. In fact, they can compute anything a
Turing machine can. Since systems NOP1(coo, tar) are far too simple, we opted
to provide a simulation for a subset of NOP2(coo, tar) systems (see Table 1 on
page 363).

3 Tools for Distributed Programming

There are two basic ways to implement a distributed algorithm: (a) on a purely
distributed platform or (b) using some network protocol to connect a number of
computers that interchange data. Currently, distributed operating systems are
not widely available, in general. In addition, those that are widely available, like
Plan 9 from Bell Labs (see http://www.cs.bell-labs.com/plan9dist/), have
a quite limited hardware compatibility list, thus making essentially impracti-
cal the development of distributed applications on such systems. Fortunately,
all modern general purpose operating systems provide the necessary network
capabilities that can be utilized to create distributed applications.

When implementing a distributed algorithm using the second approach de-
scribed above, one can either follow the peer-to-peer or the client-server archi-
tecture. In a client-server architecture clients interact with a server, while there
is no direct interaction between clients. On the other hand, in the peer-to-peer
architecture all parts can act as either servers or clients, thus permitting the
direct interaction between all participating computers. It is quite pedagogical to
think how typical peer-to-peer file-sharing applications (e.g., GoZilla, WinMX,
Kazaa, etc.) operate—each computer can connect to any other computer in or-
der to download files, while all other computers are permitted to download files
from it.

Sockets are the fundamental tool for the implementation of TCP/IP net-
working applications. However, when building a system upon the peer-to-peer
architecture, it is absolutely necessary to have a (new?) network protocol, which
will be used for the exchange of data. Unfortunately, socket programming is
error prone, while the design and implementation of a new network protocol
is not the easiest thing in the world. This means, that one has to resort to
existing well-thought solutions. Implementing a peer-to-peer application using
Java’s Remote Method Invocation (or RMI for short) is an excellent choice. The
RMI protocol enables an object running on one Java Virtual Machine (JVM) to
invoke methods on an object that is running on another JVM. When such an
object is invoked, its arguments are “marshalled”2 and are sent from the local
JVM to the remote one, where the arguments are “unmarshalled.” When the
method terminates, the results are marshalled from the remote machine and are
2 The terms marshalled and marshalled are Sun Microsystems, Inc., lingo and refer to

the packing and unpacking of data so they can be safely transported from one JVM
to another JVM.
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sent back to the caller’s JVM. If for some reasons an exception is raised, the
exception is indicated to the caller.

We have put under serious consideration all the facts above and so we have
opted to implement our simulation using Java’s RMI, mainly due to its simplicity
and power. Naturally, there are other ways to implement such a system. For ex-
ample, one can use Java’s API for XML-Based RPC (JAX-RPC). In this model,
remote procedure calls are represented using an XML based protocol. Such a
protocol is the Simple Object Access Protocol, or SOAP for short. SOAP is a
lightweight protocol for exchange of structured and typed information between
peers in a decentralized, distributed environment. One direct benefit of this ap-
proach is that the peers that participate in the simulation can be programmed
in any language that supports the protocol and not just Java.

4 The Simulation in Detail

As we have already explained, our simulation has been implemented in the Java
programming language. In addition, we would like to stress that we opted to use
this language for its extremely rich Application Programming Interface (API)
and its object orientation.

Initially, we install a copy of our simulator on a number of (different) com-
puters. Randomly, we choose a computer and assign to it the rôle of the external
compartment, while the others play the rôle of the internal compartments. Upon
start-up, on each computer a Membrane object (see Figure 3 on page 364) is ready
to participate to the network. When the systems kicks off, the object that has the
rôle of the external compartment, reads the specification of a P system from an
external text file and stores the data in a Data object (see Figure 2 on page 363).
The specification should be written in a notation whose grammar (in Wirth’s
EBNF) is shown in Table 1. The class Parser reads and analyzes the input file
and stores the input data (see Figure 1 on page 362).

Note that the number that accompanies the keyword maximum denotes the
maximum number of cycles the system may go. This artificial parameter was
introduced in order to prevent a system from going into an infinite loop. Thus,
one should be careful when setting this parameter as it may alter the outcome
of the computation (e.g., by forcing a premature termination).

As is evident, one can specify any number of compartments in a P system
specification. But this does not necessarily mean that the available resources
are enough for the simulation. Thus, when the simulator has successfully parsed
the P system’s specification, the main object decides whether there are enough
resources or not. If the available resources match the requirements set by the
description of the P system, the simulator starts the computation. Otherwise,
it aborts execution. In order to be able to make this decision, the simulator has
been designed in such a way that all objects-compartments send multicast UDP
packets to a well-known multicast address. Each packet contains the IP address
of each sender. Multicast packets are received by every object participating in the
“network.” Thus, each computer knows which computers are “alive” at any time.
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Fig. 1. UML class diagram of the Parser class of the simulator.
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Table 1. The concrete syntax employed to specify P systems.

system = “system” “is”
alphabet “and”
structure “and”
rules “and”
data “and”
output “and”
maximum “and”
“end”

alphabet = “[” letter { “,” letter } “]”
structure = “[” { “[” “]” } “]”
rules = “{” setOfRules { “,” setOfRules } “}”
setOfRules = “[” singleRule { “,” singleRule } “]”
singleRule = left “->” right
left = letter { letter }
right = replacement { replacement }
replacement = “(” letter [ “,” destination ] “)”
destination = “here” | “out” | in
in = “in” positive-integer
data = “{” Mset { “,” Mset } “}”
Mset = “(” { occurrence } “)”
occurrence = “[” letter “,” positive-integer “]”
output = “output” positive-integer
maximum = “maximum” positive-integer

Fig. 2. UML class diagram of the Data class that is used to store the (initial) data of
a Membrane object.

This way the main object has all the necessary information to decide whether
there are sufficient resources to start the computation. A universal clock is owned
by the object that has the rôle of the external compartment. This object signals
each clock tick by the time the previous macrostep is completed (i.e., when, for
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Fig. 3. UML class diagram of the Membrane class.
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a given macrostep, all remote objects have finished their computation). While
the computation proceeds, if there is a communication breakdown with any
computer participating in the network, there is a fault tolerance mechanism that
takes care of this problem. The action that may be taken varies according to the
given situation. For example, if the “missing” compartment does not affect the
global computation, then the system proceeds without any problem. The system
halts once there are no more applicable rules or the maximum number of cycles
has been reached. The following set of rules are applied at each macrostep to
gain maximal parallelism.

(i) Initially, the simulator checks which rules are applicable and selects them.
(ii) If there are applicable rules with common elements on their left-hand side,

we compute their “weights” as follows:
(a) We mark the common elements on both sides of each rule
(b) We remove these common elements from both sides of each rule
(c) The “weight” of each side of a rule is equal to the number of elements.

In case there are no elements left, the weight is equal to one.
(d) The total “weight” of a rule is equal to the product of the two “weights”

for each rule.
Finally, we select only the rule that has the highest “weight.”

(iii) The rules that remain after this selection procedure, are used in the actual
computation.

We should note that a rule is applicable if its left-hand side contains elements that
are inside the compartment the rule is supposed to be applied. In Figure 4 the
reader may inspect the UML class diagram of the Rule class, which implements
the functionality just described.

Let us now describe in detail what is going on in each macro step:

(i) The object that has the rôle of the outer membrane sends a message to
all other objects. This message indicates to them that they have to start
the execution of their microstep computation. While the main object starts
its own computation, it waits each object to send a message indicating the
termination of its micro-step computation.

(ii) The microstep computation involves the application of the rules associated
with each object (compartment). In case, some rule demands the transfer
of data to some other (remote) object, these data are not send immediately.
Instead, they are kept in some buffer that is part of the objects data area.

(iii) When all objects have finished, the main object sends a request to all partici-
pating objects to send the data the have accumulated in their corresponding
buffers.

(iv) Once all information have reached each corresponding recipient, the system
is ready to repeat this cycle and go on to next macrostep.

Threads, that is parts of a program that can execute independently of other parts
of the program, are an essential aspect of our implementation. In particular, each
membrane class runs in its own thread, which, in turn, operates on a different
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Fig. 4. UML class diagram of the Rule class that is used to process the rules.

machine. A fortunate consequence of this implementation is that the system
follows very closely the theoretical model of P systems.

The source code of the system, a jar file, which can be used to immedi-
ately install the simulator, as well as the documentation of the simulator can be
downloaded from our Web site at http://research.araneous.com.

5 Conclusions and Future Research

We have presented a purely distributed simulation of a class of rewriting P sys-
tems. The simulator was implemented in the Java programming language and
was build upon the Remote Method Invocation protocol. Currently, the simula-
tor can be used as an instructive tool that shows all the activity that takes place
in a typical P system. In addition, it can be used to study very simple organisms,
which can be simulated by P systems that are models of such organisms.

Naturally, our simulator is far from being complete. It is obvious that there
is plenty of room for improvements and extensions. For example, it would be
of great interest to extend the simulator so it can handle P systems with a
larger number of membranes, which may not necessarily use rewriting-like rules
to process multisets. Such an extension would appeal biologists, in particular,
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and people working on mathematical models of living beings, in general. Thus,
researchers would have at their disposal a test bed for the evaluation of mathe-
matical models of living organisms.

In spite of these great potentials, we do not consider this aspect of our work
as its main outcome. Our simulator has shown to us in a very clear way that
P systems are distributive in nature and, thus, they can be used in the formu-
lation of a foundation of distributive computing. Certainly, one may object to
this idea by remarking that P systems cannot capture all aspects of distributive
computing. However, we believe that this is not a serious drawback, as, for ex-
ample, Turing machines, which are an abstract model of sequential computing,
lack a number of features that are present in all modern computers. In order to
test the suitability of P systems as a foundation of distributive systems, one has
to study the degree to which P systems can describe the functionality of a dis-
tributive architecture. A particularly interesting computer architecture that can
be used for this purpose is the Distributed Instruction Set Computer (DISC) ar-
chitecture [10]. The authors of this paper had some preliminary discussions with
the designers of the DISC architecture about these ideas. It is quite encouraging
to report that there is a consensus among the two teams that this is indeed a
promising research direction. An unexpected outcome of such an endeavor would
be the fact that one would possibly design a basic distributive instruction set
computer similar to the Random Access Machines of classical computing. Ob-
viously, such a development would pave the road for the design of compilers
that would be able to compile programs written in some “ordinary” program-
ming language directly to a distributive architecture. This way, one would be
able to create applications for distributive architectures without any need to get
trained in distributive computing. Note that this is not a novel idea in the field
of programming language implementation. For example, the implicit parallelism
inherent in functional programs has driven many researchers to implement func-
tional programming languages on parallel architectures [11]. Thus, functional
programmers can create programs that are executed on parallel architectures as
if they had a parallel design. This means that programmers create “parallel”
programs without any need to actually do any parallel programming.

We believe that the theory of P systems is mature enough and that there
is no need for any further generalizations. Instead, we need to focus on “real
world” application of the theory. We hope that our work and our ideas is a step
towards this direction.
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Abstract. We consider splicing P systems with immediate communi-
cation introduced by Gh. Păun in [5]. We solve the open problem Q17
from that book by proving that systems with two membranes can gen-
erate any recursively enumerable language. We discuss the similarities
between splicing P systems with immediate communication having two
membranes and time-varying distributed H systems with two compo-
nents. We also consider non-extended splicing P systems, i.e., without a
terminal alphabet. We show that it is possible to generate any recursively
enumerable language by such systems with two membranes. In this way
we solve the open problem Q16 from the same book.

1 Introduction

P systems are a class of distributed parallel computing devices introduced in [3]
which are inspired by the structure and the functioning of a biological cell.

These systems are based on a hierarchically arranged finite cell-structure
consisting of several membranes embedded in a main membrane called skin.
The membranes delimit regions where objects, elements of a finite alphabet, and
evolution rules can be placed.

The objects evolve according to the evolution rules associated with the re-
gions. Rules may contain target indicators: here indicates that the resulting
object remains in the same membrane where it is produced; out indicates that
the resulting object is sent to the membrane which is immediately outside to
the membrane in which it is produced (in this way it may leave the system); in
indicates that the resulting object is sent to a membrane immediately below.

Such a system evolves in parallel: at each step all objects which can evolve
do it. A computation starts from an initial configuration. The result of the
computation is collected in different ways outside the skin membrane.

The book [5] contains many variants of P systems based on different types
of objects and rules. This book also proposes a list of open problems in the area
of P systems.

We focused our attention on some of systems introduced and studied in [5]:
splicing P systems with immediate communication and non-extended splicing

C. Mart́ın-Vide et al. (Eds.): WMC 2003, LNCS 2933, pp. 369–382, 2004.
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P systems. They have strings as objects and splicing rules as evolution rules.
Another particularity of splicing P systems with immediate communication is
that the resulting strings shall move immediately from the membrane where they
are produced. The result consists of all strings over a terminal alphabet which
are sent outside the skin membrane.

For the case of splicing P systems with immediate communication it is proved
in [5] that such systems can generate RE but there is no upper bound on the
number of used membranes. We show that two membranes are enough in order to
produce any recursively enumerable language. We note that this bound cannot be
decreased as such systems having one membrane produce only finite languages.
In that way we solve the open problem Q17 posed in [5].

Another interesting point is that we found a similarity between such systems
and time-varying distributed H systems (TVDH systems) with two components
(see [1]). In fact, the rules of the system we constructed as well as the evolution
repeat the construction and the evolution of the TVDH system from [1].

In the case of non-extended splicing P systems we do not consider a terminal
alphabet. So, all strings sent outside of the system are considered as a result of
the computation. In [5] it is indicated how to transform an extended splicing P
system into a non-extended one by using two additional membranes. Because
there exist splicing P systems which generate any RE language and which have
two membranes, then we obtain that four membranes are enough in order to
generate any RE language. In this paper we show that, in fact, two membranes
suffice. In this way we solve the open question Q16 from [5] as non-extended
splicing P systems with one membrane cannot generate RE [7]. We also add
that we obtained the result using global rules, i.e., the set of rules is the same
for both membranes.

The paper is organized as follows. First we give some definitions of the notions
we use. After that, in Section 3 we deal with splicing P systems with immediate
communication and we prove the main result about them. In Section 4 we prove
the result about non-extended splicing P systems. At the end of the paper there
are given some conclusions.

2 Definitions

An (abstract) molecule is simply a word over some alphabet. A splicing rule (over
alphabet V ), is a quadruple (u1, u2, u

′
1, u

′
2) of words u1, u2, u

′
1, u

′
2 ∈ V ∗, which is

often written in a two dimensional way as follows:
u1 u2
u′

1 u′
2
.

A splicing rule r = (u1, u2, u
′
1, u

′
2) is applicable to two molecules m1,m2 if

there are words w1, w2, w
′
1, w

′
2 ∈ V ∗ with m1 = w1u1u2w2 and m2 = w′

1u
′
1u

′
2w

′
2,

and produces two new molecules m′
1 = w1u1u

′
2w

′
2 and m′

2 = w′
1u

′
1u2w2. In this

case, we also write (m1,m2)  r (m′
1,m

′
2).

A time-varying distributed H system [4] (of degree n, n ≥ 1) (in short,
TVDH system) is a construct:

D = (V, T,A,R1, R2, . . . , Rn),
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where V is an alphabet, T ⊆ V , the terminal alphabet, A ⊆ V ∗ is a finite set of
axioms, and components Ri are finite sets of splicing rules over V, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

At each moment k = n · j + i, for j ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, only component Ri is
used for splicing the currently available strings. Specifically, we define

L1 = A,
Lk+1 = σhi

(Lk), for i ≡ k(mod n), k ≥ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, hi = (V,Ri).

Therefore, from a step k to the next step, k + 1, one passes only the result of
splicing the strings in Lk according to the rules in Ri for i ≡ k(mod n); the
strings in Lk which cannot enter a splicing are removed.

The language generated by D is:

L(D) def= (∪k≥1Lk) ∩ T ∗.

Now we shall give some definitions from P systems area.
A membrane structure of a P system is a hierarchical arrangement of mem-

branes (understood as three dimensional vesicles), embedded in a skin mem-
brane, the one which separates the system from its environment. A membrane
without any membrane inside is called elementary. Each membrane defines a
region. For an elementary membrane this is the space enclosed by it, while the
region of a non-elementary membrane is the space in-between the membrane
and the membranes directly included in it. Figure 1 illustrates these notions. We
label membranes by positive integers. We also note that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between membranes and the regions they enclose. Because of
this correspondence we may speak about membranes and understand regions or
labels.

A membrane structure can be pictorially represented by a Venn diagram
(Figure 1). It can be represented by a tree as well. In such a tree the root is
the skin membrane, the nodes are membranes and the relation “‘to be directly
inside” defines the edges. For instance, the tree in Figure 2 corresponds to the
membrane structure from Figure 1.

A splicing P system with immediate communication of degree m ≥ 1 is a
construct:

Π = (V, T, μ,M1, . . . ,Mm, R1, . . . , Rm),

where V is an alphabet, T ⊆ V is the terminal alphabet, μ is a membrane
structure consisting of m membranes, Mi ⊆ V ∗ are the languages associated
with the regions 1, . . . ,m of μ, Ri are finite sets of splicing rules.

Any m-tuple (M1, . . . ,Mm) of languages over V is called a configuration
of Π. For two configurations (M1, . . . ,Mm) and (M ′

1, . . . ,M
′
m) of Π we write

(M1, . . . ,Mm) ⇒ (M ′
1, . . . ,M

′
m) if we can pass from (M1, . . . ,Mm) to

(M ′
1, . . . ,M

′
m) by applying the splicing rules from each region of μ, in paral-

lel, to all possible strings from the corresponding regions, and after that moving
the resulting strings outside of current region. More specifically, if x, y ∈ Mi and
r ∈ Ri such that we can have (x, y)  r (w, z), then w and z will go to the regions
immediately outside and below of membrane i.
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Fig. 2. The tree representing the membrane structure from Figure 1

Note that as strings are supposed to appear in arbitrarily many copies, after
the application of rule r in a membrane i the strings x and y are still available
in the same region.

A sequence of transitions between configurations of a given P system Π,
starting from the initial configuration (M1, . . . ,Mm), is called a computation
with respect to Π. The result of a computation consists of all strings over T
which are sent out of the system at any time during the computation. We denote
by L(Π) the language of all strings of this type. We say that L(Π) is generated
by Π.

We denote by ELSPm(spl,move) the family of languages L(Π) generated
by splicing P systems with immediate communication of degree at most m ≥ 1.
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A splicing P system of degree m ≥ 1 is a construct:

Π = (V, T, μ,M1, . . . ,Mm, R1, . . . , Rm),

where V is an alphabet, T ⊆ V is the terminal alphabet, μ is a membrane
structure consisting of m membranes, Mi ⊆ V ∗ are the languages associated
with the regions 1, . . . ,m of μ, Ri are finite sets of evolution rules of the following

form: (r; tar1; tar2), where r =
u1 u2

u3 u4
and tar1, tar2 ∈ {here, in, out} are called

target indicators. We can also denote this by
u1 u2

u3 u4

(tar1)
(tar2)

.

We pass from one configuration (M1, . . . ,Mm) to (M ′
1, . . . ,M

′
m) by applying

the splicing rules from each region of μ, in parallel, to all possible strings from
the corresponding regions, and following the target indications associated with

the rules. More specifically, if x, y ∈ Mi and (r =
u1 u2

u3 u4
; tar1; tar2) ∈ Ri such

that we can have (x, y)  r (w, z), then w and z will go to the regions indicated
by tar1, tar2, respectively. If tarj = here, then the string remains in Mi, if
tarj = out, then the string is moved to region placed immediately outside the
membrane i (maybe, in this way the string leaves the system), if tarj = in, then
the string is moved to the region immediately below.

Like in the previous case the strings are supposed to appear in arbitrarily
many copies. So, after the application of rule r in a membrane i the strings
x and y are still available in the same region. There are some particular cases
discussed in [7] but they are not relevant for the proof of our results. The result
of a computation consists of all strings over T which are sent out of the system
at any time during the computation.

A non-extended splicing P system is a splicing P system where one omits the
terminal alphabet T . In a such case the result of the computation consists of all
strings sent outside the skin membrane.

We denote by LSPm(spl, in) the family of languages L(Π) generated by
non-extended splicing P systems of degree at most m ≥ 1.

3 Splicing P Systems with Immediate Communication

Theorem 1. For any type-0 grammar G = (N,T, S, P ) there is a splicing P
system with immediate communication Π of degree 2 such that L(Π) = L(G).

We shall define the system Π = (V, T, [1[2 ]2]1, (M1, R1), (M2, R2)) as follows.
Let N ∪ T ∪ {B} = {a1, a2, . . . , an} (an = B) and B /∈ {N ∪ T}.
In what follows we will assume that 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ n,

a ∈ N ∪ T ∪ {B}. Then,
V = N ∪ T ∪ {B} ∪ {X,Y,Xi, Yi, X0, Y0, X

′
j, Y

′
j , X

′, Y ′, Z, ZX , ZY }.
The terminal alphabet is T , the same as for the formal grammar G.
M1 = {XSBY } ∪ {ZvYj | u → vaj ∈ P} ∪ {ZYi, ZY0, ZY ′

j , X
′Z,XZ,ZX}.
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The rules form R1:

1.1 :
ε uY
Z vYj

, for u → vaj ∈ P ; 1.1′ :
ε aiuY
Z Yi

, for u → ε ∈ P ;

1.2 :
ε aiY
Z Yi

; 1.3 :
a Yk

Z Y ′
k−1

; 1.4 :
a Y ′

j
Z Yj

;

1.5 :
X0 a
X ′ Z

; 1.6 :
X ′ a
X Z

; 1.7 :
X ′ a
ε ZX

.

M2 = {XiaiZ,X ′
jZ,XjZ,ZY ′, ZY, ZY }.

The rules form R2:

2.1 :
X a

Xiai Z
; 2.2 :

Xk a
X ′

k−1 Z
; 2.3 :

X ′
j a

Xj Z
; 2.4 :

a Y0

Z Y ′ ;

2.5 :
a Y ′

Z Y
; 2.6 :

a BY0

ZY ε
.

Proof Ideas

“Rotate-and-Simulate” Method

The system uses the method of words’ rotation [2,4,6]. Let us recall it briefly. For
any word w = w′w′′ ∈ (N ∪ T )∗ of the formal grammar G the word Xw′′Bw′Y
(X,Y,B /∈ N ∪ T ) of P system Π, is called a “rotation version” of the word
w. The system Π models the formal grammar G as follows. It rotates the word

Xw1uw2BY into Xw2Bw1uY and applies a splicing rule
ε uY
Z vY

. So we model

the application of a rule u → v of the formal grammar G by a single scheme-rule.
Π rotates the word XwaiY (ai ∈ (N ∪ T ∪ {B}) “symbol by symbol”, i.e., the
word XaiwY will be obtained after some steps of working of the system Π.

The rotation technique is implemented as follows [1,4,6]. We start with the
word XwaiY in the first membrane. The second membrane receives the word
XwYi from the first one. After that the words XjajwYi (1 ≤ j ≤ n) are sent from
the second membrane. After that point the system works in a cycle where indices
i and j decrease. If j �= i, then the words with these indices are eliminated. When
i = j we get the word X0aiwY0 after some steps. After this we obtain the word
XaiwY (so we rotated the word XwaiY ) and the word aiw

′ (if aiw = aiw
′B)

as a possible result. We note that wai contains exactly one occurrence of B.
We will emphasize the following similarities between the constructed sys-

tem and TVDH systems of degree 2, in particular the parallel TVDH2 system
from [1].

– The membranes can be seen as components.
– Only the result of the computation goes to the next component (membrane).
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– If no rule can be applied then the string is eliminated (in the case of our
system it will never enter a rule so it will never communicate and contribute
to the result).

In order to obtain the third point we constructed the rules in a special way:
one can see that all molecules which are in the lower part of the rules are already
present in the membrane, so if a new molecule cannot enter any rule then it will
never enter a rule. We shall write w ↑ if the molecule w is in such a case.

However there are differences between the P system constructed above and
TVDH2:

– If a rule can be applied to a molecule, then this molecule “lives” forever in
the corresponding membrane.

However, these differences are not essential for our proof.
The proof follows the mainline from [1] and it will be given in detail in the

next section.
So, we obtained:

Corollary 1. ELSP2(spl,move) = RE.

3.1 Proof of Theorem 1

We note that the molecules from the bottom part of each rule are already present
in the corresponding membrane. Also, one of the results of the splicing will
contain Z and thus will not contribute to the result. So we will omit these
molecules and we will write:

XwaiY −→
1.2

XwYi instead of

(Xw|aiY, Z|Yi)  1.2 (XwYi, ZaiY ),
where by | we highlighted the splicing sites.

We also note that a molecule is immediately communicated after the splicing,
so at each step the molecule which is spliced changes the membrane. We will
assume this and we will not indicate the current membrane, the indication of
rule numbers suffices to solve any ambiguities.

Rotation

We start with XwakY in the first membrane.
XwakY −→

1.2
XwYk,

XwYk −→
2.1

XjajwYk.
Now we will consider 4 cases:
a) We have molecules of type X0akwYi, i > 0, in the first membrane. Then
X0akwYi −→

1.5
X ′akwYi ↑.

b) We have molecules of type XiakwY0, i > 0, in the first membrane. Then
XiakwY0 ↑.
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c) We have molecules of type XjakwYi, i, j > 0, in the first membrane. Then
XjakwYi −→

1.3
XjakwY ′

i−1,

XjakwY ′
i−1 −→2.2

X ′
j−1akwY ′

i−1,

X ′
j−1akwY ′

i−1 −→1.4
X ′

j−1akwYi−1,

X ′
j−1akwYi−1 −→

2.3
Xj−1akwYi−1, or

X ′
j−1akwY0 −→

2.4
X ′

j−1akwY ′ ↑ (X ′
j−1akwY0 −→

2.6
X ′

j−1akw ↑).
So we decreased by 1 simultaneously the indices of X and Y .
d) We have molecules of type X0akwY0, in the first membrane. Then
X0akwY0 −→

1.5
X ′akwY0,

(*) X ′akwY0 −→
2.4

X ′akwY ′,

(**) X ′akwY ′ −→
1.6

XakwY ′,

XakwY ′ −→
2.5

XakwY or XakwY ′ −→
2.1

XiaiakwY ′ ↑.
Thus we rotated ak. There are two more possible applications of rules 1.7

and 2.6 for the cases marked with (*) and (**) but they are discussed later.

Simulation of Grammar Productions

We could have the molecule XwuY in the first membrane, where u → v ∈ P .
By applying the rules 1.1 or 1.1′ we simulate the corresponding production of
the grammar and we enter in a configuration examined in the previous section.

Obtaining the Result

We obtain X ′akwY0 in the second membrane (case (*)). Now we can use the
following rules:

X ′akw
′BY0 −→

2.6
X ′akw

′ (w = w′B),

X ′akw
′ −→

1.7
akw

′. So, if akw
′ ∈ T ∗ then we obtain the result.

We can also apply the rule 1.6:
X ′akw

′ −→
1.6

Xakw
′,

Xakw
′ −→

2.1
Xiaiakw

′ ↑.

Another possible evolutions:

We have X ′akwY ′ in the second membrane (case (**)).
X ′akwY ′ −→

1.7
akwY ′,

akwY ′ −→
2.5

akwY ,

akw
′aiY −→

1.2
akw

′Yi ↑.
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Final Remarks

We start with the molecule XSBY in the first membrane. After that we are doing
a rotation and simulation of productions of G. Finally we reach a configuration
XwBY where w ∈ T ∗. At this moment we eliminate X, Y and B obtaining
w ∈ T ∗ which is sent outside.

It is easy to see that in this way we produce all the words from L(G) and it is
clear that we produce no additional words. Moreover, the evolution of molecules
in the system follows the evolution of molecules from the TVDH system given
in [1].

4 Non-extended Splicing P Systems

Theorem 2. For any type-0 grammar G = (N,T, S, P ) there is a non-extended
splicing P system Π of degree 2 having global rules such that L(Π) = L(G).

We define the system Π = (V, [1[2 ]2]1,M1,M2, R1 ∪R2) as follows.
Let N ∪ T ∪ {B} = {a1, a2, . . . , an} (an = B) and B /∈ {N ∪ T}. Assume

that T = {as, . . . , an−1}
In what follows we will assume that 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j ≤ n−1, a ∈ N∪T ∪{B},

s ≤ p ≤ n− 1, s− 1 ≤ q ≤ n− 2.
V = N ∪ T ∪ {B} ∪ {X,Y,Xi, Yi, X

′
j, Y

′
j , X0, Y0, X

′, Y ′, Z1, Z2, V,W, Vi,Wi,
V ′
j ,W

′
j , Vs−1,Ws−1, V

′,W ′, VE ,WE , V ′
E ,W ′

E , V ′′
E , E, ZV , ZW }.

M1 = {XSBY } ∪ {Z1vYj : ∃u → vaj ∈ P} ∪ {Z1Yi, Z1Y0, Z1Y
′
j , X

′Z1, XZ1,
XV BZ1, Z1Y

′
W , X ′

V Z1, Z1Wp, Z1W
′
q, Z1Ws−1, V

′Z1, V Z1, VEZ1, Z1W
′
E , V ′

EZ1,
V ′′

EZ1, ZW , ZV }.
M2 = {XiaiZ2, X

′
jZ2, XjZ2, X0Z2, Z2Y

′, Z2Y, Z2YW , Z2W,V Z2, VpapZ2,
V ′
qZ2, VqZ2, Vs−1Z2, Z2W

′, Z2W,Z2WE , Z2W
′′
E , EZ2}.

The rules form R1:

1.1 :
ε uY

Z vY

(in)
(in)

, for u → v ∈ P ;

1.2 :
ε aiY

Z Yi

(in)
(here)

; 1.3 :
a Yi

Z1 Y ′
i−1

(in)
(here)

; 1.4 :
a Y ′

j

Z1 Yj

(in)
(here)

;

1.5 :
X0 a
X ′ Z1

(here)
(in)

; 1.6 :
X ′ a
X Z1

(here)
(in)

;

1.7 :
X ′ a

XV B Z1

(here)
(in)

; 1.8 :
a YW

Z1 Y ′
W

(here)
(in)

; 1.9 :
XV B

X ′
V Z1

(here)
(in)

;

1.10 :
X ′

V B

X ′′
V Z1

(in)
(here)

; 1.11 :
a Y ′′

W

Z1 W

(in)
(here)

;
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1.12 :
ε apW

Z1 Wp

(in)
(here)

; 1.13 :
a Wp

Z1 W ′
p−1

(in)
(here)

; 1.14 :
a W ′

q

Z1 Wq

(in)
(here)

;

1.15 :
Vs−1 a
V ′ Z1

(here)
(in)

; 1.16 :
V ′ a
V Z1

(here)
(in)

;

1.17 :
V ′ a
VE Z1

(here)
(in)

; 1.18 :
a WE

Z1 W ′
E

(here)
(in)

; 1.19 :
VE a
V ′

E Z1

(here)
(in)

;

1.20 :
V ′

E a
V ′′

E Z1

(in)
(here)

; 1.21 :
a W ′′

E

ZW ε

(in)
(in)

;

1.22 :
E a
ε ZV

(in)
(out)

;

The rules form R2:

2.1 :
X a

Xiai Z2

(here)
(out)

; 2.2 :
Xi ab

X ′
i−1 Z2

(here)
(out)

; 2.3 :
X ′

j a
Xj Z2

(here)
(out)

;

2.4 :
a Y0

Z2 Y ′
(out)
(here)

; 2.5 :
a Y ′

Z2 Y

(out)
(here)

;

2.6 :
a BY ′

Z2 YW

(out)
(here)

; 2.7 :
a Y ′

W

Z2 Y ′′
W

(out)
(here)

; 2.8 :
X ′′

V B

V Z2

(here)
(out)

;

2.9 :
V a

Vpap Z2

(here)
(out)

; 2.10 :
Vp ab

V ′
p−1 Z2

(here)
(out)

; 2.11 :
V ′
q a

Vq Z2

(here)
(out)

;

2.12 :
a Ws−1

Z2 W ′
(out)
(here)

; 2.13 :
a W ′

Z2 W

(out)
(here)

;

2.14 :
a BW ′

Z2 WE

(out)
(here)

; 2.15 :
a W ′

E

Z2 W ′′
E

(out)
(here)

; 2.16 :
V ′′

E a
E Z2

(here)
(out)

;

Proof Ideas

We perform the rotation and the simulation of grammar productions (see sec-
tion 3 for details on rotate-and-simulate method) by rules 1.1–1.6 and 2.1–2.5.
When we have B at the end, we substitute X and Y by V and W correspond-
ingly (rules 1.7–1.9 and 2.6–2.8). After that we perform the rotation step but
we rotate only terminal letters of the grammar (rules 1.10–1.14 and 2.9–2.13)
until we have again B at the end. At this moment we know that the string is
terminal and it is in a right rotational variant. So we eliminate the letters V
and W by rules 2.14–2.16 and 1.17–1.20. We note that the construction of these
rules permits to leave out the system only terminal strings.

We also note that the rules are symmetrical with respect to X,Y and V,W :
the rules 1.2−1.1 and 2.1−2.8 are identical with 1.12−1.21 and 2.9−2.17 if we
make the transformation X → V , Y → W , XV → VE , YW → WE and 0 → s−1.
This is due to the fact that we perform similar steps: rotation and fixation of
the result two times. The difference is that the second time we consider only
terminal letters for the rotation.
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4.1 Proof

We note that the molecules from the bottom part of each rule are already present
in the corresponding membrane. Moreover, one of the results of the splicing will
contain Z and thus will not contribute to obtain the result. So we will omit these
molecules and we will write:

XwaiY −→
1.2

XwYi(tar1) instead of

(Xw|aiY, Z|Yi)  1.2 (XwYi, ZaiY ) (tar1; tar2).
Like in the previous section the rules are constructed in a special way such

that so if a new molecule cannot enter any rule, then it will never enter any rule.
Similarly, we write w ↑ if the molecule w is in such a case.

We also note that due to the construction, the rules from R1 can be used in
the first membrane only (as they contain at least one in target) and the rules
from R2 can be used only in the second membrane (at least one of the targets
is out).

Rotation

We start with XwakY in the first membrane.
XwakY −→

1.2
XwYk(in),

XwYk −→
2.1

XjajwYk(out).

Now we will consider 4 cases:
a) We have molecules of type X0akwYi, i > 0, in the first membrane. Then
X0akwYi −→

1.5
X ′akwYi(in) ↑.

b) We have molecules of type XiakwY0, i > 0, in the first membrane. Then
XiakwY0 ↑.
c) We have molecules of type XjakwYi, i, j > 0, in the first membrane. Then
XjakwYi −→

1.3
XjakwY ′

i−1(in),

XjakwY ′
i−1 −→2.2

X ′
j−1akwY ′

i−1(out),

X ′
j−1akwY ′

i−1 −→1.4
X ′

j−1akwYi−1(in),

X ′
j−1akwYi−1 −→

2.3
Xj−1akwYi−1(out) or X ′

j−1akwY0 −→
2.4

X ′
j−1akwY ′(out) ↑.

So we decreased by 1 simultaneously the indices of X and Y .
d) We have molecules of type X0akwY0, in the first membrane. Then
X0akwY0 −→

1.5
X ′akwY0(in),

X ′akwY0 −→
2.4

X ′akwY ′(out),

(*) X ′akwY ′ −→
1.6

XakwY ′(in),

(**) XakwY ′ −→
2.5

XakwY(out) or XakwY ′ −→
2.1

XiaiakwY ′(out) ↑.
Thus we rotated ak. There are two more possible applications of rules 1.7

and 2.6 for the cases marked with (*) and (**) but they are discussed later.
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Simulation of Grammar Productions

We could have the molecule XwuY in the first membrane, where ∃u → v ∈ P .
By applying the rule 1.1 we obtain XwvY so we simulate the corresponding
production of the grammar.

Checking for Termination

We obtain X ′wY ′ in the first membrane (case (*)). Now we can use the following
rules:

X ′wY ′ −→
1.7

XV BwY ′(in),

XV BwY ′ −→
2.6

XV Bw′YW (out) if w = w′B,

XV Bw′YW −→
1.8

XV Bw′Y ′
W (here) or XV Bw′YW −→

1.9
X ′

V Bw′YW (in) ↑,
XV Bw′Y ′

W −→
1.9

X ′
V Bw′Y ′

W (in),

X ′
V Bw′Y ′

W −→
2.7

X ′
V Bw′Y ′′

W (out),

X ′
V Bw′Y ′′

W −→
1.10

X ′′
V Bw′Y ′′

W (here) or X ′
V Bw′Y ′′

W −→
1.11

X ′
V Bw′W (in) ↑,

X ′′
V Bw′Y ′′

W −→
1.11

X ′′
V Bw′W (in),

X ′′
V Bw′W −→

2.8
VBw′W(out).

Other possible evolutions:
1. (case (**)) XwY ′ −→

2.6
Xw′YW (out) (w = w′B),

Xw′YW −→
1.8

Xw′Y ′
W (here) ↑.

2. XV BwY ′ −→
2.5

XV BwY (out),

XV Bw′aiY −→
1.2

XV Bw′Yi(in) ↑ or XV BwY −→
1.9

X ′
V wY (in) ↑.

Terminal Rotation

Now we start the rotation of terminal letters of the grammar (so we check if
akw

′ ∈ T ∗). This is very similar to the general rotation (see above) and if we
substitute X by V , Y by W and 0 by s − 1, then we obtain exactly the same
evolution.

We start with V wakW in the first membrane.
V wakW −→

1.12
V wWk(in),

V wWk −→
2.9

VjajwWk(out).
Now we will consider 4 cases:

a) We have molecules of type Vs−1akwWi, i > s−1, in the first membrane. Then
Vs−1akwWi −→

1.15
V ′akwWi(in) ↑.

b) We have molecules of type ViakwWs−1, i > s−1, in the first membrane. Then
ViakwWs−1 ↑.

c) We have molecules of type VjakwWi, i, j > s−1, in the first membrane. Then
VjakwWi −→

1.13
VjakwW ′

i−1(in),

VjakwW ′
i−1 −→2.10

V ′
j−1akwW ′

i−1(out),
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V ′
j−1akwW ′

i−1 −→1.14
V ′

j−1akwWi−1(in),

V ′
j−1akwWi−1 −→

2.11
Vj−1akwWi−1(out) or V ′

j−1akwW0 −→
2.12

V ′
j−1akwW ′(out) ↑.

So we decreased by 1 simultaneously the indices of V and W .
d) We have molecules of type Vs−1akwWs−1, in the first membrane. Then

Vs−1akwWs−1 −→
1.15

V ′akwWs−1(in),

V ′akwWs−1 −→
2.12

V ′akwW ′(out),

(+) V ′akwW ′ −→
1.16

V akwW ′(in),

(++) V akwW ′ −→
2.13

VakwW(out) or V akwW ′ −→
2.10

ViaiakwW ′(out) ↑.
Thus we rotated ak. There are two more possible applications of rules 2.14

and 2.15 for the cases marked with (+) and (++) but they are discussed later.

Obtaining the Result

We obtain V ′wW ′ in the first membrane (case (+)). Now we can use the following
rules:

V ′wW ′ −→
1.17

VEwW ′(in),

VEwY ′ −→
2.14

XV w′WE(out) if w = w′B,

VEw′WE −→
1.18

VEw′W ′
E(here) or VEw′WE −→

1.19
V ′

Ew′WE(in) ↑,
VEw′W ′

E −→
1.19

V ′
Ew′W ′

E(in),

V ′
Ew′W ′

E −→
2.15

V ′
Ew′W ′′

E(out),

V ′
Ew′W ′′

E −→
1.20

V ′′
Ew′W ′′

E(here) or V ′
Ew′W ′′

E −→
1.21

V ′
Ew′(in) ↑,

V ′′
Ew′W ′′

E −→
1.21

V ′′
Ew′(in),

V ′′
Ew′ −→

2.16
Ew′(out),

Ew′ −→
1.22

w′(out).
Other possible evolutions:
1. (case (++)) V wW ′ −→

2.14
V w′WE(out) (w = w′B),

V w′WE −→
1.18

V w′W ′
E(here) ↑.

2. VEwW ′ −→
2.13

VEwW (out),

VEw′apW −→
1.12

VEw′Wp(in) ↑ or VEwW −→
1.19

V ′
EwW (in) ↑.

Final Remarks

We start with the molecule XSBY in the first membrane. After that we are
doing a rotation and simulation of productions of G. At some moment we reach
the configuration XwBY . Now we change X by V and Y by W and we make
rotations of terminal letters of the grammar. Finally we reach the configuration
V wBW . At this moment we know that w ∈ T ∗, so we eliminate X, Y and B
obtaining w ∈ T ∗ which is sent outside.

It is easy to see that in this way we produce all the words from L(G) and it
is clear that we produce no additional words.
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5 Conclusions

We considered two variants of splicing P systems. The first variant, splicing
P systems with immediate communication, has the particularity that all the
strings resulting from splicing should move from the current region to the inner
and outer regions. In [5] it was showed that such systems can simulate any type-
0 grammar but there was no limit on the number of membranes used. In this
article we showed that two membranes are enough to generate any recursively
enumerable language. If we consider only one membrane then we can generate
only finite languages. In this way we solved the open question Q17 from the
book [5].

The second variant, non-extended splicing P systems, does not use a terminal
alphabet so the result is obtained by collecting all strings sent outside of the
skin membrane. This requests an additional accuracy during the simulation as
we cannot send junk strings outside the skin membrane as it is usualy done in
similar cases. In the book [5] it is indicated how to transform an extended splicing
P system into a non-extended one by using two additional membranes, so it was
possible to simulate a type-0 grammar with four membranes. We have shown
that two membranes suffice to generate any recursively enumerable language,
while one membrane is not enough, as it is shown in [7]. Thus we solved the
open question Q16 from the book [5].
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